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FOREWORD

The Council of Chief State School Officers
is pleased to present Partnership for Excelleuce:
SchoollCollege Collaboration and Building Inte-
grated Teacher _Education Systems Skitewidt, the
proceedings of its 1985 Summer Institute held
in Delavan, Wisconsin.

Each _summer the Council_ of Chief _State
School Officers (CCSSO), a group composed
of the principal official responsible for public
schools in each of the fifty states, six territo-
ries, and the District of Columbia, conducts a
week-long seminar-style institute to provide its
members with an opportunity to tAke a fresh
look at the most pressing concerns in our na-
tion's schools, while interacting with foremost
scliolars and leaders in education.

This year's Summer Institute was funded by
the Andrew W Mellon Foundation as a com-
ponent of a major grant award to CCSSO to
enhance elementary and secondary education
through school/college collaboration. More
than 100 educators, including some forty chief
state school officers, nineteen college and ttni
versity presidents, policymakers frOni national
education groups, university deans, astate leg-
islator, and coordinators of CCSSO-sponsored
collaborative projects that had received fund-
ing from the Mellon Foundation, took part in
the week's activities.

Speakers addressed key aspects of collab-
oration: the university's Tole and the state's
role in building collaborative teacher educa,
tion systems; the organizational dynamics of
schooVuniversity partnerships; The creation of
a univefzky "Center for Excellence in Educa-
tion" to draw upon the capabilities of an entire
university in educating teachers; the problems
and nature of the high school-college transi-
tion; collaboration among teachers within
schools; case studies of alternative school/col-
lege collaborative programs; etc.

Others focused on closely related topics
the demographics of the teaching force and
the _student population, now and future;_the
evolution of_state legislation:(South Carolina)
toenhance the currentteaching force; the de-
velopment of a _master teacher plan as pro-
posed by Albert Shanker of the Ameriean
Federation of Teachers; university/school in-
teractions and mutual perceptions; teacher
testing, retention, and licensure; program ac7
creditation; and the related equity, access, and
quality control issues.

Themes running throughout were impor-
tant to:all educators: the impending shortage
of teachers; theneed to improve status, profe-
sionalism, and morale of teachers; the signifi-
cant characteristics of the exceptional teacher
(mastery of knowledge, teaching skill,_ and
character); the "seamless web" view of educa-
tion from pre-school through_ postsecondary;
the need to identify core curriculum;:the pri-
macy of citizenship education; and the _corn-
pelling need for creadvity and involvement on
the part of teathers and students. Speakers
expressed differing views and perceptions on
these many topics and themes, generating
considerable feedback and questions, and
some controversy

Therefore, we present these proceedings
not to give final answers to the myriad ques-
tions before us, but to: shed light on the dial-
lenges and workahead. In particular; we hope
tliesepmceedings Will contribute to the devel-
opment of collaborative efforts between ele-
mentary/secondary and higher education.

I would like to thank the many people and
organizations who have made this publication
possible: first, the Andrew W Mellon Founda-
tion, the funder of the CCSSO SchooMollege
Collaboration Project, which provided grants
to fourteen states for collaborative initiatives
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and funds for this institute and the publishing
of proceedings. I am very pleased to note that
the Mellon Foundation has _awarded a second
major grant to CCSSO for state-based collab-
orative efforts, this time with a specific_ focus
on attracting exceptional persons into teach-
ing and improving the current teaching force.

Second, I would like to thank the Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction, in particu-
lar:State Superintendent Herbert J. Grover
and Conference Coordinator Joni Jadson, for
all its work in making this Summer Institute a
reality. In addition, I would like to thank Re-

becca: Yount, the:Director of the Mellon
School/College Collaboration Project, for her
leadership in planning and coordinating this
Summer Institute, and for compiling and edit-
ing these proceedings. She _was assisted:in the
editing process by Nancy Magurn and Joseph
Mannard.

Last, I must not forget the many sponsors
and _contributors (see Appendix C: Acknowl-
edgments) who donated their time and goods
to an exciting and stimulating week of learn-
ing, motivating and sharing.

Wirimm F. PIERCE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

COUNCIL OF CHIEF
SMTE SCHOOL OFFICERS
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INTRODUCTION

Rebecca Yount

Director

Mellon Foundation School/College Collaboration Project

The Mellon Foundation SchOol/College Cal-
lahotation _Project began nearly three years
ago in the throeS of the report A Nation at Risk:
The Imperatiim for Educational ROonz. This re-
port, issued by the National Commission on
Excellence in Educat.on, outlined the "medi=
ocre educational performance 1that ekistS" hi
our nation today. AS a reSult of a grant_from
the Andrew W MellOn Foundafion, the Coun-
cil of Chief State '&11661 OffiCers issued a re-
quesrfor proptisals ta ill state education agen-
cies for programs to enhance and facilitate
Working relationships between elementary/
secondary and postsecondary education to ad=
vance educational reform._ The c011aboratire
concept, which suggested cooperation be-
tweeA elementary/secOndary education and
higher edtitationin a broad range of areas as
an leffettiVe means of improving schooling,
had evolVed from a dialogue between edit=
cators, chief state school officers, university
presidents and deans, and Others that began
several years earlier.

State education ageritieS reSponded_enthu-
siastitally tO the challenge, providing the
C -AinCil With a Wealthof proposals. /n the first
phaSe of the prOjeCt, thirty-nine planning
grantS Of $2,000 each were awarded. When
phase II competition for $30,000 implementa=
tion grants was announced, the COUncil re-
ceived 47 proposals! A blue ribbon Selection
committee awarded_grants to fourteen collab-
orative prOgrams, eleven of which focused on
some aS;JeCtiof teather ctuality. Thus, the states
addreSsed this most critical issue in 1983
arriiiist two years before it became the national
phenomenom that is now upon us.

Earlier that same year, John E. Sawyer,_PreSi=
dent of the Andrew W MellOn FOUndation,
expressed the need kir _C011aboration in im=
provMg teathing_ edutation: "AS I _see it; the
thief [Stat&ichool offiCiers] still fce the central
respOnsibility of addressing . . the critical
needs of the elementary schools and junior

highs; and here again they need to let higher
education know the kind of teacher prepara-
tion they most want at the various levels, or for
whole systems."

This project has promoted a rich array of
tolla&oratiVe configurations, involving differ-
ent :kinds of organizations, strategies, and
modes. Project components included: an anal-
ysis of evaluation models; curriculum develop-
ment; training for high school counselors; a
demonstration school; regional assistance
councils and teams tO aSsess_needs and coordi,
nate assistance; a mechanism for matching
higher education _resources with inservice
needs;:a program for improving _the teaching
of English; a computerized feedback system to
track student achievement; a vocational _and
technical education SySteril [0 Vali high school
and college; and more. _All of th6e involved
joint efforts betWeen elementary/secondary
education and higher education.

AMOng Many other things, this prcject has
promoted the kMd of collaboration that can
break through the isolation that many teach=
ers; as well students and other school person-
nel, experience in schools. To illustrate, the
Montana project, which focuSed on improving
the accreditation revit*v process; was able to
involve teathers on ciistant reservation lands
simply because project staff had travel monies,
which had previously been unavailable, to get
to those areas;

Several other projects instituted or eic=
panded upon inservice training programs_for
teachers and other school personneL One
such project in Oregiiii focused on the imple-
trientatibil of a collaborative statewide system
for the continued professional development of
school_ personnel; Involving deans and direc=
tors cif teacher education programs, teachers,
school administrators, and nearly every
provost in the state, the project was extraor-
dinarily effective in fostering sustained collab-
oration. Many participants in that program
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said that it was the most effective with which
thq had ever been involved.

The fourteen projects have advanced many
new concepts regarding the collaborative pro-
cess. First of all, the CCSSO projects expanded
beyond collaboration of only schools and col-
leges to involve parent advocacy groups, state
legislators, and university administrators. Sec-
ond, the use of private funds to advance a
state-based policy issue has been an interesting
and surprising experiment. In assessing the
accomplishments of these projects, the states
have described exciting and promising devel-
opments in a relatively short 18-month time
period. In part this was because the grant
monies came along at the right timeon the
coattails of several reform reports. But this
progress was also enhanced by the relatively
unrestricted nature of the project guidelines,
which encouraged experimentation and inno-
vation, not to mention some basic risk-taking.
The state programs were allowed to make
some mistakes and initiate mid-course correc-
tions. They ended up with strategies and pro-
cessesthat were appropriate to their problems.

In many respects the fourteen projects de-
termined the subject matter for the 1985 Sum-
mer Institute. Since there was a stron& empha-
sis on teacher issues within these projects, the
usefulness of statewide collaboratives in en-
hancing the quality of teaching was a timely
topic. During the Institute itself, the ambience
was interactive and dynamic, with successive
presentations building upon one another. As
one reads these proceedings, this becomes evi-
dent.

No introduction to these proceedings would
be complete without thanking several people,
first of whom is Claire List, our program of-

ficer at the Mellon Foundation. Her support
and enthusiasm were primary reasons for this
project's success. Also, we are deeply grateful
to Gordon Ambach, Commissioner of Educa,
tion, New York and CCSSO President during
1984-85, for his unfailing help and encour-
agement, especially during the planning of
this Institute. I would like to especially thank
William F. Pierce, CCSSO Executive Director,
who encouraged creative thinking and innova-
tion in the course of the project. Thanks also
go to George Rush and Ken Scott, CCSSO-,
who helped us tackle the technology that pro-
cessed these proceedings and helped us
through some very difficult times. Last, but
certainly not least, thanks go to my assistant,
Nancy Magurn, who is the other half of the
CCSSO staff, for her gifted service to this pub-
lication.

The Mellon project is now in its second ma-
jor stage, having recently awarded fourteen
additional_ grants to states to either attract ex-
ceptional persons into teaching or to improve
the current teaching force. The new_ grantee
states are: Alaska,_Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Guam, Idaho, Indiana, Maryland, Minnesota,
Montana, New York, North Dakota, Utah, and
Wisconsin. These programs show very specific
emphases such as rural education, urban edu-
cation, minority teachers, and the professional
development of all school personnel as well as
faculty.

The first Mellon project was a very new
experience for state departments of educa-
tion. By the end of the second project, these
state collaboratives will be serving as seasoned
educational reform agents. We have, indeed,
come a long way.

2
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WELCOME TO WISCONSIN

Herbert J. Grover
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Wisconsin

The State of WisconSin and the_Department
of Public InStruction are pleas& to host the
Coundl of_ Chief State School Officers 1985
Summer Institute. "Escape to Wisconsin" is-.our tourism motto. We hope you find your
"escape" productive and pleasant.

Education in these United States has been
under intense scrutiny_ fOr more than _two
years, and we are surely better for it. This
Summer inStitute fociises On one of the ele-
ments that has emerged as an integral part of
school imf:n-ovementcreating partnerships
between our public schools and universities,
particularly teacher education programs.

The Mellon Foundation and the Council of

Chief State School Officers recognized the im-
portance of such partnerships prior to our
current self-examination. The resulting inves-
tigation of collaborative, integrated teacher
education syStemS, evaluated here by the
Mellon Project State Coordinators; is sure to
have implications for us all.

Our common goalto provide the best ed-
ucation for every child in our respective
statesis an idealistic one. Yet, we must find
realistic ways to achieve that goal. School and
university coOperation comprises one way of
ensuring quality teachers and, ultimately,
quality learning experiences.

Welcome to Wisconsin!
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WELCOME ADDRESS

William F. Pierce
Executive Director

Council of Chief State School Officers

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I
want to welcome all of you to our 1985 annual
Summer Institute for Chief State Schoot_Of-
ficers. This is the second tirne the chiefs have
asked others to join them during their annual
summer retreat.: I therefore want especially to
welcome the college and :university presidents
who have joined us for this meeting.

Some of the college and university presi-
dents who are herefor this conference_actually
joined us for that first joint meeting in Colo-
rado in 1981; That meeting focused on educa-
tional issues of mutual concern to elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary administrators
and was partially funded by the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation. Since that meeting was:an
histonc first, and since the Mellon Foundation
is not particularly interested in simply funding
conferences; the condition of the grant from
Mellon was that the collaboration that began
with that meetingbetween college and uni-
versity presidents and chief state school of=
ficershad to continue. It should not end
with the 1981 conference and should there-
fore have:some kind of appropriate follow-up.

As _a follow-up the presidents and the chiefs
met at Yale University in March 1983; as the
guests _of Bart Giamatti, where_ attention
focused on how cooperative efforts between
colleges and schools could be developed to
improve the nation's teaching _force. SOme_of
the university representatives here today also
attended that conference. Indeed; some ofour
speakers this week were also on the program
of either the Colorado Springs or the Yale
conference; bringing_ some continuity from
that first program to this one. These two joint
efforts then led to this week's conference. :

Following the Yale conference, the Council
of Chief State School Officers submitted a
proposal to the Mellon Foundation. In July
1983; we were awarded a major grant by the
Mellon Foundation to enhance and facilitate
the working relationships between elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary education.

The following September, thirty-nine incen-
tive grants were awarded to as many states,
constituting Phase I of this Mellon project; In
January 1984; a blue ribbon selection commit
tee awarded implementation grants to four-
teen of the forty-seven states which applied. I
mention the fact that forty-seven states had
applied simply to emphasize that this was
clearly a timely issue of concern to all chiefs
and to many college and university admin-
istrators.

This project will provide and focus on two
products: first, the proceedings from this
Summer Institute, which will be a document
of note. The final report to the Mellon project
will be the second _product and will constitute
the final report of the fourteen implementa-
tion projects.

In _addition, as a result of this project; we
now have within our offices a major data base
containing 265 descriptions of school/college
collaborative efforts around this country. It is
probably the best data base existing anywhere
about what you as university and college rep-
resentatives and you as school representatives
are doing together

Project coordinators from each of the four-
teen chosen states are in attendance at this
conference and will be a part of the program.
During the entire confrence the state project
coordinators will be available in the south ring
every afternoon to describe iheir projects in
more detail for any of you who are interested;

The focus of this conference is the result of
the direction of all_of those fourteen projects.
It is_ no accident that eleven of _the fourteen
funded projects focus specifically on one or
more aspects of the teacher quality issue,:an
obvious response to a current major education
concern; The Mellon projects cover a wide
spectrum of these issues relating to teacher
quality, teacher evaluation, inservice training,
certification, preservice training, teachers in
language arts, laboratory schools, the mission
of professional development teachers, and so
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on. I think you will be intrigued _and im-
pressed by what those fourteen states have
been able to accomplish in developing collab-
orative efforts.

Based on the efforts:of those fourteen states,
the logical theme of this conference began to
emerge. To provide _you:_with that logic, I

would like now to turn the podium over to
Gordon Ambach, President of the Council of

Chief State School Officers. I will not insult
your intelligence by reading his vita and bibli=
ography. I will simply say that because of his
responsibilities in New York, where he is not
only Commissioner of Education, but the
President of the University of the State of New
York; he has a particularly special perspective
and perception of the issues that we will dis-
cuss throlighout the coming week.

5
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Gordon M. Ambach
Commissioner of Education, New York

President
Council of Chief State School Officers

To all here in Wisconsin, thank you for such
a_ wonderful wekome_and all the arrange=
ments that _have been made for us duringth_e
course of this week, These of us who -have
been involved in presenting summer institutes
and other meetings of the chiefs know what it
takes to put on this kind of event. I want to say
at the outset, BertfHerbertJ. Grover, Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, Wisconsin], how
deeply appreciative we are- of all that you've
done and aLso givea spedal note of-thanks -to
Joni Jackson who has been_leading the way by
coordinating the effort and making certain
this is indeed a very productive summer in-
stitute.

One of our_ major purposes in being to-
gether is simply to exchange ideas about the
subject of this institute. We will be listening,
but we:hope there will be a- lot of talking. In
that spirit, I would_like to ask you to do some-
thing right now. Take a slip of paper and sim=
ply write out; in a minute or two; what you
consider to be the principal objective that you
would personally like to achieve during this
session. If you were to leave here on Friday
with one set of_ideas about changes in practice
in your institution or agency, what would it be?
Just take one minute to jot it down. As:soon as
you finish doin_g that; l am going to ask you to
exchange it with the person next to you and
then talk about it for a minute.

_Please refer_ to it at some later time to see
whether-the objective remained the same and
to see whether you:got an answer.

It is perfectly obvious to all of our colleagues
and guests frominstitutions_of postsecondary
education; our Institute for Educational Lead=
ership Fellows; our guest speakers; and_ those
who coordinate the Mellon projects; that once
you start the chiefs talking, you don't stop. We
genuinely hope:that this conference will be in
seminar form throughout and_ that there will
be an extensive opportunity for exhange. I
hopethat you will put those slips aside andias
I said, check them along the way through the

week and see whether you have changed that
objective, or whether you are learning more
abbut actions or policy dedsions necessary to
obtain that objective.

Just a note; esperially for our guests at this
session; about the pattern of activities of our
Council of Chief State School Officers. We
tend to come together about four times a year.
One of those sessions is in Washington, where
we focus on the legislative process at the fed=
erallevel. Another is a special session, such as
we had in Boston in May, which focused bn
education in the arts. Our summer institute
takes place in different parts of the country
and focuses on different topics each year Fi-
nally, there is our annual business meeting; It
is espedally at the summer institute that we
come together to leant from one another, to
share our common experiences, and to return
to our individual settings with learnings from
colleagues and guests.

Over the past three years, especially at sum=
mer institutes, we have focused on the issues of
the general reforms taking place in the states.
Last year our concentration was on various
school improvement projects and the different
activities related 1directly to elementary and
secondary school improvement. Last fall at our
annual meeting; our _focus_ was ion assessment
and evaluation, This coming fall our focus will
be the international dimension of education;
in part following through the assessment issue
as we look at national comparisons of achieve-
ment and indicators, the ways in which the
schools are involved in promoting interna-
tionaLunderstanding, and the ways in which
we can learn from other countries about their
educational practices, especially early child-
hood education and transition of youth to em-
ployment.

Then there is this summer institute. It will
focus on the relationship between postsecond-
ary institutionsthe colleges, the univer-
sitiesand the schools. In essence-, we are
seeking to strengthen elementary and second-

6
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ary teaching through creative collaboration be-
tween the collegiate and school worlds.

To strengthen the practice of teaching re-
quires simultaneous efforts on many fronts:

The reertiitrnerit .of new Candidates: what
kindS Cif incentives, subsidies, or activities
are there?

The preservice preparation: what is the
content to be, what are the requirements to
be?

The credentials, the licensure, the cer-
tification: what are the entry level provi-
sions and the continuing specific require-
ments?

The conditions _of teaching, the salary
scales and benefitS, the isSue of pmfes-
sional status: what is the relationship of
tlibse teaching in the elementary and sec-
ondary areas to their colleagues at the col-
legiate level, or to those in other occupa=
tional areas?

The classroom and school conditiOnS, the
incentives for raising:the level of perform-
ance by aa individual: all of those are part
of the conditions of teaching.

And, finally, the issue of the continuance
of opportunity for teachers to learn. "-One
stops teaching when_ one stops learning,"
goeS the phrase, and we certainly do not
pay enough attention to systematically
making certain that there is an effective
opportunity for learning.

Action on any one of these factors alone
imay have some mpact, but it is clear that one

has to deal with this whole array of factors in
order to improve the practice of teaching. Re-
citing that_ list, makes clear that it is essential
that the school systems and the postsecondary
institutions work in conjunction to make a
Mare effective practice of teaching. That is
why we are hereto look specifically at how
it's done. To debate, to argue, to fight a bit
over certain kinds of _practices, to look,particu-
larly at what experiences we have had; es-
pecially ih sbme Of the Mellon-funded projects
orin theimany other projects that Bill [William
Pierce, Eiceeutive Director, CCSSO1 noted,

that have become catalogued efforts of collab-
oration.

As we do this. it is especially important for
our guests to understand that there is no uni-
formity of responsibility among the chiefs who
are here. All of us have a responsibility for
public elementary and secondary education.
Some have a responsibility for the education of
elementary and secondary children in the
non-public schools. Those responsibilities_ vary
a bit. Some of the chiefs have a very direct
responsibility for -teacher preparation or
teacher education. Some of the chiefs have a
direct:responsibility _for certification or licen-
sure. But in some cases they have neither the
responsibility for preparation nor particularly
for certification. And then some of us have a
broader responsibility that has to do with all
aspects of postsecondary education as well as
elementary and secondary education.

I cite that particularly because each of us,
including our guests from the institutions of
higher education; will take away from this ses-
sion a different configuration, a specific al:3i=
plication to where his or her state or institu-
tion is at this point, and what, changeszrnay be
in the works for that institution- While were
trying to summarize what might besome spe-
cific objectives for us, they will certainly learn
from one another about what connections al-
ready exist for preparation of teachers, specifi-
cally what we have in our Mellon projects,

We also need to_ assist one another, and es-
pecially the Council as we try to formulate the
next proposal for the Mellon Foundation in
light of a receptivity expressed by its officials
regarding the expansion of certain projects
underway or perhaps the addition of other
projects. And further, we need to identify rec-
ommendations on issues of collaboration that
could be made by the Council, either at the
federal or state level. So it is with the objective
of both individual and corporate gain that we
come together

Bill has noted that we started this effort back
in 1981. We are most indebted to the Mellon
Foundation for helping us at that point. I
would remind you all that 1981 was a couple of
years before there was a Commission on EXceb
knee in Education at the national level. It was
indeed a couple of years before the series of
reports about reforming elementary and sec-
ondary education began_ to spill out. We were
at that point targeting this level of collabora7
tion. As these reports evolved in 1983 and
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1984, followed by so many changes in the
states, it became clearer and clearer that it was
necessary to address specifically the collabora-
tion of university and school on the question
of teacher preparation. The fact that eleven of
fourteen Mellon projects focused on teacher
preparation indicates its importance in the
evolving reform movements.

The latest series of nationwide reports
focused on undergraduate preparation and
criticisms of curriculum questions as_ to
whether curriculum has gone helter-skelter
and should return to some stronger, more
rigorous; more controlled focus, and whether
the faculties were in fact capable of providing
the kind of rigor and preparation that was
worthy of the award of the baccalaureate de-
gree. Much of the work, and many of the
observations of those reports_ have in turn
come back:to the issue of remedial work at the
postsecondary level; which translates very di-
rectly into the issue of whether the prepara-
tion at the secondary and elementary level was
effective in the first place.

_ Looking at these reform reports, let us come
back_to this essential issue of collaboiation, not
to question who is to blame for whatever defi-
ciencies or shortcomings may exist, but in the
spirit of trying to figure out what can be done
more effectively at each level. We must care-
fully join together across the_levels in order to
proceed more effectively, which in turn will
have an impact on die effectiveness of both
sets of institutions. You have copies of our
overall program. We have presentations on

various perspectives on_ teacher education: in-
tegrating the schools and colleges in teacher
education, the demographics of teacher sup-
ply and demand, quality control issues, cer-
tification requirements, equity, ways of recruit-
ment, teacher performance, and career pat-
terns. We mix _these presentations together
with direct observations about the Mellon pro-
jects; so we can discuss both the theoretical
research orientat:lns and the practical orien-
tations. We hope that it is a productive session
for all.

It is my privilege now to introduce the first
of our presenters, Judith Lanier. She iS PrO=
fessor of Education _and Dean of the College
of Education at Michigan State University and
founding Co-Director of the Institute for Re-
search on Teaching, where she continues as
Associate Director concerned with the rela-
tionship between research and practice. A for,
mer classroom teacher and teacher educator,
she serves as First Vice President of the re-
cently formed division; Teaching and Teacher
Education, for the American Educational Re-
search Association. Her scholarly activity
focuses on the nexus between professional
study in the schools of_ education and profes-
sional practice in the elementary and second,
ary secton Her chapter in the eighty-second
yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education in 1983; entitled "Tensions in
Teaching Teachers: The Skills of Pedagogy,"
exemplifies this line of inquiry. In addition,
she has been chairing the HolmesiGroup Con-
sortium. Join me in welcoming Judy Lanier.

8
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

A LOOK AT THE RESEARCH/DEMOGRAPHICS:

WHAT DO THEY TELL US ABOUT INTEGRATING
STATEWIDE SYSTEMS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION?

Judith Lanier
Dean

College of Education
Michigan State University

I have been asked to speak about recent
research on teacher education, and to relate
my understanding of the field_toilie potential
for integrating statewide system& of education.
As we explore the research; I hope you too
come to appreciate the complexity and_ chal-
lenging nature of the inquiry in this field. In
today's report I will draw from a major review
of tT-e literature recently completed for the
American Educational Research Association
(AERA). The review covered several decades
of scholarship on the preparation of teachers
in the United States and will be available soon
in AERA's Third Handbook of Research on Teach-
ing.,

If_ we are to .Iirclerstand the major issues
confronting teacher education in the
inid-1980s4 it is important to begin with the
contemporary research in the field. When
these new understandings arejuxtaposed with
pending demographic shifts in our_society, we
have reason to be concerned about future pol-
icy affecting ithe education of teachers in
America. I will comment also on some of the
initial recommendations made by the Holmes
Group; a consortium of education deans who
have critically examined this research and are
now engaged in the process of launching a
serious reform effort in teacher 1education.
Both the research and the Holmes Group pro-
posals have implications for our mutual inter-
est in better integrated statewide systems for
teacher education;

Let me turn our attention now to what the
research suggests; Overall, the research liter-
ature reveals a pattern of enforced marginality
for teacher educationteacher education is
not maintained as a legitimate part of higher
education nor as a central part of the nation's
elementary and secondary sc hoofs; Unlike the
formalTreparation _provided most other pro-
fessionals; the education of teachers lacks the

support required for scholarly respectability at
the uLiversity and the capacity to improve
practice required for credibility in the work-
place, This general pattern is borne out when
one considers the research on any of the four
commonplaces=of teacher education: the stu-
dents, the faculty, the curriculum, and the in-
stitutional contexts of teacher education,

Because one of the most serious problems of
teacher education rests with the college and
university faculty, and notas one commonly
perceiveswith the students iaspiring to be-
come teachers, I iam going to begin with what
we know about the teachers of teachers.

Teacher Educators
The research on teaching teachers stands in

stark contrast to, research on teaching young-
sters. When teaching is studied in elementary
and_ secondary schools; teacher& are consid-
ered too important to overlook; However; re-
searchers typically overlook teachers of teach-
ers in studies of teacher education; Admit-
tedly; it would be difficult for researchers
studying teacher education to study their col-
leagues at the univers4 But even if it was not
a delicate matter; it would be impossible to find
the appropriate population for studr_ The
compositeL of:those who teach teachers is
loosely defined and constantly changing-. But
for our purposes today, we _must at least con-
ceptually define the population of teacher ed-
ucators at the university.

Let us assume that teachers of prospective
teachers are those persons: officially nsponsi-
ble for the design_ and_delivery of the formal
instructional.program required of those seek-
ing certification for elemenury or secondary
schoolteaching. Virtually al: such programs
contain three _major components of required
academic work: formal course work in gen-
eral-liberal studies, formal course work in each
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student's major and minor fields of study, and
formal course work in pedagogical study.
While the scope and sequence of these studies
vary (depending upon whether the initial
preparation occurs in a four- or five-year pro-
gram); this three-pronged content configura-
tion and general set of training requirements
remain similar. The oversight and governance
responsibility for teacher education programs
is shared broadly across the institution of
higher education, emanating from faculty in
the various departments that make teaching
contributions to these three areas; Thus, al-
most all university faculty who teach under-
graduate students can be considered teachers
of teachersnot just those who teach specific
education courses.

_Nonetheless, few professors outside colleges
of education describe themselves as teacher
educators, even though that is what they are.
In the 1970s, for example; a quarter of all the
students at the university were in teacher edu-
cation, yet you would not find a quarter of the
faculty feeling, thinking, or identifying them-
selves as teacher educators.

Even in colleges of education, one finds
many faculty who have little to da with teach-
ing teachers. Many of them teach only stu-
dents pursuing_ alternative school-related ca-
reers such as administration, counseling, and
school psychology. Still others teach only those
pursuing non-school, though education7re-
lated work in business, industry, government,
or higher education. Thus the term "teacher
educator" is not synonymous with those ap-
pointed to education units; and further, it is
not synonymous with professors who teach an
occasional course in pedagogy.

Identifying primarily with their discipline,
the professors teaching foundation& courses to
prospective teachers (e.g., the psychology so-
ciology, history; or philosophy of education)
tend to deny their teacher education role and
identify those who teach methods courses and
supervise practice teaching as the real teacher
educators. But most professors teaching meth-
ods courses would disagree. Identifying with
the :school subjects of their expertise, they
tend to consider themselves science educators
or mathematics educators or reading edit,-
cators, and point to those who coordinate or
supervise student teachers as the real teacher
educators,

Quite clearly, there is a broad sense among
university faculty that there is little or no profit

in the field and the sense of professional:iden-
tity and commitment is obscure at best. Those
whose work is most closely tied to teacher
preparation, the supervisors_of student teach-
ers, occupy the_lowest place in the status hier-
archy The generalization from research is
clearly that teacher education is practically
everyone's and yet no one's obvious responsi-
bility or priority. ,

The question then arises, obviously, why has
this been the case, and why does it continue?
James B. Conant addressed that issue two dec-
ades aga in his report, The Education of Ameri-
can Teachers Conant believed that the hostility
toward those who taught teachers was rooted
in a classic tension between the schools and
universities, and that it showed itself in the
conflicts between professors of-education and
those in the arts andsciences. He interpreted
the conflict primarily in terms of political
power; noting that certification regulations
were imposed on the universities and the col-
leges as a result of pressure from a coalition of
state _department officials and public_ school
people. He attributed the conflict toithe aca-
demic faculties' resentment of any and all such
external coercion; stating: that the academic
faculties in turn resented the professors of ed-
ucation; since they were associated with public
school and state department officials.

While Conant may have been correct in at-
tributing part of the conflict to issues of coer-
cive certification, even:he acknowledged that
he had "perhaps stated the issue too simply,"
More recent research suggests that he likely
thought _too narrowly about these quarrels in
at least two_ ways. First, the conflicts are not
limited to skirmishes between education pro-
fessors and liberal arts professorsfor similar
battles go on regularly among the education
professors themselves. And second; the funda,
mental conflicts seem to involve more basic
ideological issues grounded in abstract views
of social status and the place of teaching in our
society.

The disparagement of teacher educators
may well be related, albeit indirectly; to the
lower socio-economic background& from
whence most of them come; Researchers have
found that faculty in education have difficulty
adjusting to, and accepting, the norms and
expectations of academe. Those studying such
faculty at theiuniversity have found evidence
in support of an observed relationship be-
tween social class and less scholarly productiv-
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ity._ The findings suggest that " . . . where the
field of knowledge of the incumbent is one
that is largely of application or conative skills;
larger numbers of individuals from the lower
social classes are to be found than when the
field of knowledge is one largely involving the
theoretical or cognitive skills."

A disproportionately large number of fac-
ulty teaching teachers have come from lower
middle-class backgrounds. The evidence sug-
gests that they obtain conformist orientations
and utilitarian views of knowledge from their
childhood experiences at home, educational
opportunities in school, and restrictive condi-
tions of work as teachers (which over 80% of
them have done) before coming to higher edu-
cation. Thus, the teacher educators closest to
schools and prospective and_practicing teach-
ers often assume professional work assign-
ments and routines that demand minimal in-
tellectual flexibility and breadth and require,
instead, conformity and limited analysis.

Some scholars argue that because professors
of education are concerned with practice and
the clinical aspects of teaching; they are not
given serious attention by their university col-
leagues; But it does not seem to be practice
alone that is the culprit; if it were, then other
professional_ educators (e.g., those preparing
lawyers, medical doctors, etc.,) would share the
image of teacher educators, and it is clear that
they do not. Harry Broudy suggests that the
low level intelleatial preferences and mental
processing of teacher educators are to blame.
He implies that these professors are excessive
in their devaluing of abstract thought and de-
cision-making. And he reasons that: "It is only
when the practice is highly routinized and de-
mands a very low order of cognitive strain that
the academic noses go up. And it is only when
the practice seems divorced from a coherent
body of theory on which there is considerable
guild consensus that the noses stay up."

The historical research supports Broudy's
hypothesis and the idea that low status, hum-
ble social origins, and low level knowledge and
skills are related, and it emphasizes the longev-
ity and tenacity of the problem for teacher
education; Paul Mattingly, for example, pres-
ents substantial evidence that persons con-
cerned with the education of teachers in this
country struggled to uncouple these factors
when schools were first ted to prepare
teacher professionals over . years ago. Mat-
tingly'S study describes di( :rly struggles of

education faculty in the independent normal
schools who sought to construct and maintain
academically respected programs of teacher
education. He suggests that their battle was a
losing one because the attitudes and habits of
thought associated with svc and social class
had an excessively strong influence.

Mattingly describes how early attempts to
have professional schools for teachers reflect
specific attitudes of intellectual discipline and
self-possession were displaced as women and
members of the lower social classes came to
compose a majority of the teaching force.
Even the most academic normal schools, such
as the four-year program at Bridgewater, Mas-
sachusetts, became consistently less attractive
over the years as young men from the upper
social strata gravitated to liberal arts colleges.
Left with women who would teach in ele-
mentary schools, the two-year normal schools
became both the norm and the bottom rung of
the academic ladder. Mattingly's research
shows that, "as the schools were overtaken by
women and by vocational training for specific
skills, the curriculum quickly lost its pretense
of academic training and gained methods
which collegiate minds deemed unprofes-
sionally mechanical."

Arthur Powell's historical research also sup-
ports these findings and shows that leading
educators in the 1890s sought to change the
situation. They believed that the establishment
of teacher training opportunities in higher ed-
ucation, and especially in the best universities,
"would-raise it ationce to the ranks of a learned
profession, worthy to command the best tal-
ents and the loftiest intelligence; and to be
entered only, like law or medicine or theology,
after the amplest professional training." But
those who avoided the normal schools and
came to the university to find greater dignity
and respect for themselves, 'for the work of
teaching, and for their teacher preparation,
were disappointed. Expanding enrollments in
the nation's schools prevented the recruitment
and selection of the most elite and intellec-
tually able into teaching, and necessitated the
continued employment of women and lower-
class males.

Education professors in the nation's leading
universities recognized that respect would re-
main elusive for academically talented; up-
wardly mobile men as long as they continued
as members of groups dominated by others of
low status; and they sought and found an alter-
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native means of resolving the problem of find-
ing -positions of honor, responsibility, and au-
th6rity in teaching." They changed the
priority mission of schools of education from
that of improving teacher education to that of
preparing an elite minority who would be-
come the managers of the lower-status major-
ity. Women and less-able men, who would nec-
essarily comprise the massive teaching_ force,
could continue to receive a meager and tech-
nical preparation; the career educators; with
responsibility for management and important
decision-making, would receive the more thor-
ough and substantive professional education.

As recently as 1982, the Ford Foundation
commissioned Harry Judge, a professor from
Oxford University, to study the leading gradu-
ate schools of education in the United States.
He found; still; that faculty and many of the
administrators in those schools could deal with
educational policy and research and other
higherlevel fieldsbut not with the education
of teachers. As he indicated, most of the pro-
fessors in these prestigious graduate schools
and colleges of education wanted to avoid the
"dirty business" of teacher preparation;

So; as you can see; we have a powerful tradi-
tion of avoidance and neglect to overcome if
teacher education is to be taken seriously by
those in higher education. When it comes to
teacher education, the university is not the
"unreal" world. Rather, it is clearly a part of
"the real world," to the extent that quality
schoolteaching is not judged to be a high pri,
ority; or thought to be of important social
value. It would follow then that if we are to be
concerned with teachers, attention must be
given to the expectations, goals, and disposi-
tions of those who teach teachers.

The Students of Teaching
Let us turn our attention now to the stu-

dents of teaching. Press reports, as well as a
number of scholarly reports, conclude that the
only students entering teacher education are
those who can find -few other academic oppor-
tunitiesthat teacher candidates are_at the
bottom of the academic Fadden While it is
clear that the academic potential of teacher
education students can be improved, many of
the devastating descriptions of the student
population have been based on hasty or even
misleading analyses.

These hasty analyses are only partly the re-

sult of overeagerness in investigative report-
ing; the poor quality of demographic data
makes it difficult to give a balanced appraisal.
The statistical reports of the National Educa-
tion Association and the National Center for
Educational Statistics provide descriptive data,
as do: the synthesizing reports of Feistritzer
and the demographic studies of Sweet and
Jacobson. But few individual studies make
careful comparisons between teaching and
other student_ populations; nevertheless, we
can draw a number of the studies together to
better understand the situation.

In 1980, even with the shrinkage of teacher
education programs, education still accounted
for one-eighth of all: bachelor's degrees
granted, second only to business and manage-
ment. These large numbers need to be taken
into account when assessing the capabilities of
prospective teachers.

Consider, for example, reports:that the stu-
dents of teaching do not come from among
the best and brightest of the college popula-
tion. Such reports are misleading because
many academically talented students continue
to pursue careers in teaching; The median
level of academicperformance remains admit-
tedly too low, but reasonable and realistic re-
cruitment goals cannot be established until the
total available pool is compared with the size
of the needed population.

If- a- small number of_inew graduates is
needed; one can hope_ to draw most of them
from the top of the population. But the num-
ber of new teachers needed annually has only
dropped below 100,0G0 once in the past fill
teen years. The extent of the difficulty can be
observed by looking at the year 1980 alone,
when 186,000 of the 930;000 bachelor's de-
gree graduates were in the upper quintile; If
the entire talent cohort pursued teacher edu-
cation; and if even 80% sought jobs, there
would still be a shortage of more than 30,000
teachers in light of the estimated demand for
152,000. The U.S. commitment to mass
schooling_ makes the teaching force:so large
that the U.S.:must look to average college stu,
dents; as well as to the highly talented; It is a
myth to think that we can get an extraor7
dinarily large proportion of the best and most
talented college graduates to enter teaching
we would simply have to have too many of
them.

But we must think further about the :stu-
dents and the competition for outstanding
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people to become teachers. Teacher education
is the largest single white-collar group in need
of regular and continuing education., As Lor-
tie observed, "Teaching is unique No_ other
occupation:can claim a membership of more
than 2_ million_ college graduates and tens of
thousands with advanced degrees:"

If we needed only 200 or 2,000 bright and
capable new teachers :each year, attracting
them from the top would not be difficult. But
we don't need 2,000 or even 20,000we need
as_many as 200,000 annually.: Given the size of
this:need, we must ask ourselves what percent
of the_top group should we be able to attract to
teaching: The reality of the situation is that we
watit smart teachers, but we also want smart
doctors and lawyers and engineers as well. At
present, the mean academic achievement of
entering teachers has declined, and an alarm-
ingly large fraction (about 38_%) of thegradu,
ates in the lowest quintile enter teaching: But
those who claim that the "smart go elsewhere"
have overstated the problem for more than 10
percent of_the graduates from the highest
quintile still enter teaching. The major prob-
lem seems to be that too many low ability stu-
dents are entering teacher education and stay,
ing: for longer periods than the more
academically inclined.

The Curriculum for Teachers

The weaknesses of the teacher education
curriculum at the university also must be ad-
dressed if we are to achieve lasting reform in
teaching: Currently, both the preservice and
inservice curriculum suffer from major prob-
lems; they are lacking in intellectual depth,
rigor, and content _coherence.

The large numbers of low achieving stu,
dents contribute to the marginal status of
teacher education; in part, because the curric-
ulum and instruction tend to revolve around
the intellectual norms that dominate the stu-
dent population. The intellectual, norms are
influenced heavily by the lower achieving stu-
dents who press for quick and concrete solu,
tions, rather than more substantive analysis _of
theory, cognitive flexibility; and self-selected
decision-making in practice. Because a prefer-
ence for "being told what to do" rather than
"figuring it out" is the norm of the, majority,
teacher educators and scholars are led to be-
lieve that this norm is what teacher education

students need. But when that norm prevails
over sustained periods of time, the highly mo-
tivated and intellectually quick adult learners
and teachers may well seek alternative pro-
grams of study and alternative careers.

Compounding this situation are piecemeal,
poorly assembled programs of study. The
fragmentation of teacher education is the re-
sult of a curriculum _designed not for a career
commitment, but for temporary workers.
Here the research shows several major influ-
ences on the development of teacher educa-
tion in America. These influences include_the
following: (1) the rapid expansion of schooling
in the latk.! 1800s, with its accompanying high
demand for elementary and secondary school
personnel; (2) a social response to this de,
mand that accommodated damestic roles for
women and upward mobility aspirations of
lower-class nrr:..n; and (3) the institutionaliza-
tion of schoolteaching as employment appro-
priate only for temporary, secondary, or part-
time workers.

All of our institutions have accommodated
to a transient; basically youthful work force in
teaching: Brief; technical training for teachers
became standardized; because it did not make
sense to create an extended, rigorous training
program for teachers who would teach= for
only very short periods of time. One result of
this, as I mentioned earlier, was that colleges
and universities invested only modestly in
teachers; and instead; gave priority prepara-
tion to the people who were going to stay in
the schoolsadministrators, counselors and
other specialists.

But today the teaching force is far less tran-
sient. The upward mobility opportunities for
men are not as numerous as they once were
and women expect to have jobs: People are
staying in teaching; and the fragmented; tech-
nical training of the past is no longer appro-
priate for training prospective teachers who
will make a long-term commitment to the pro-
fession. Recent research has begun to inform a
better curriculum for teachers, bUt teacher ed-
ucation Is :only beginning to address the com-
plex curriculum issues that remain. Ample
room for improvement continues, particularly
as it relates to the codification, preservation,
and transmission of the lore of successful
practice. These necessary changes will not oc-
cur if the communities responsible for teacher
education in:the United States continue "busi-
ness as usual:"
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The Institutional Context of Teacher
Education

Teachers are taught to teach in theination's
universities and schools. But these institutions
have been derelict in the exercise of their
charge to provide quality programs and public
aSSUrance of well prepared teachers. The
higher education, publicischobl, and pr6f6S-
sional communities Of whiCh teacher _educa:.
tion is a part, maintain loose and sometimes
antagonistic relationships with one another,
generally accepting teacher education as a tol-
erable second cousin. Although the reasons
for these general conditions are not:well stOd-
ied, there iS some theory and research to guide
us.

University support for teacher education is
indicated by the faculty assigned to the pro-
gram; _the financial resources provided, and
the care given to overseeing the quality:of
teacher education. In each case, the available
evidence confirms the impression described
earlier that teacher educaticin i ilcit a Central
part of:the:university; StirVeyS of teacher edu-
cation institutions and reviews of formulas
used in determining funds for publis. institu-
tions reveal a consistent pattern of underfund-
ing. In most institutions, the "profits":made in
teacher education fund instruction: in: other
departments. One explanatiOn for the lack 6f
university support fcir teacher eduCatiOn is
that teacher_ education serves as a source of
income to universities and a place for accom-
modating many of their weakest students.
Hence, institutions wish to maintain teacher
education, but not to change things that wotild
increase its cost or improve the rigor Of its
programs.

School districts' support for continuing
teacher education is also limited. Though the
difficulties of the first years of teaching are
well documented, few school distrias provide
organized inservice education:programs di-
rected toward novice teachers; In general, in-
service programs are prOgrammatically iso-
lated and politically ,weak; As with the
university, little support, either in personnel
or support funds, is provided; and close over-
sight is discouraged by the disjuncture of re-
sponsibility from authority. _

PethapS the key finding front recent schol-
arship this area is the relationihip between
the teaching occupation itself and the educa-
tion of teachers; The research shows that

teacher education is tied to the level of intellec-
tual responsibility given to U.S. public school
teachers. Thus, the education and practice of
teaching must therefore be imprOved concomi-
tantly; and the univerSity and the schools must
must join forces to improve the working condi-
tions of teachers;

As a group; teachers are weary from the
excessive demands of the occupation, dulled
from their routinized work with children, and
frustrated by the lack of opportunity for intel,
lectual, ptirpoSefill &change With adults, In
reSponSe,a great Many of them simply disen-
gage fr6th the business of teaching; Much of
their teaching becomes routinized, habitual,
and unenthusiastic. As early as 1890, H. M.
Willard. a Massachusetts teacher, attributed
the diffttulty of recruiting the ablest and most
ambitiouS College graduates to teaching
graduates With Career options in law, medi-
-one, business, cr scienceto the current
nattire of the career itself.

Arthur Powell; one of our nation's leading
educational historians, has drawn from
Willard's 1890 argument: "In cOhtrast "with
other prOfeSsionS in Whitt' SUCCeSSful

Octlipied 'pbsitions of honor, responsi,
bility, and teachers lived lives of
'mechanical routine,' and were subjected to a
'machine of supervision, organization, classifi-
cation, grading, percentages, uniformity, pro-
motions, tests, examinations, and record keep-
ing.' Nowhere in the SchOO1 ttilttire Was:there
robin fOr ideaS, independence,

StUdy, investigation.' Working
alone and litiiited to their classrooms and stud-
ies, they tended to become recluses rather
than 'en rapport with the live issues of the
day.' Confined to the company _of the young
and powerless, teachett eaSily became auto-
cratic, opinionated, and dogmatic. Their isola,
tiah ektendediito relationship& with other
teacherS as well; Instead of collegiality and
Cooperation; Mr. Willard found a 'critical or
jeal.ous spirit.

The arguments _of almost a century ago
sound much like those today. The historical
teSearth that tinCoVeted thiS early commen-
ta-y On teathing Suggests that those who think
"teaching Is nit what it used to be" are only
partialry correct. In many important ways, ca-
reer teaching is much as it has always been in
this country. The historical and _sociologital
literature suggest that teachers have always
been rewarded inadecivately atid haVe consis-
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tently burned out if they tries to stay in the
field for:many years. Today,_ the changes seem
to be only ones ofdegree. We hear more today
abbut teacher burn out _and inadequate pay
simply because we have more people who are
staying in teaching than ever before. Prior to
recent times in America, there was almost
complete turnover of the teacher work force
every decade. We _likely did not see the burn
out because we always had a new group of
enthusiastic young recruits thinking that they
could win the day: That is no longer true:

The problems that have been discovered
about teaching and teacher education will not
be corrected readily or rapidly. As the research
indicates,: these problems have heen institu-
tionalized over a period of 150 years. There
are, howeveri a number of steps: we can take.
The consortium of education deans I men-
tioned initially is in the process of examining
why educational reform effoi ts have not really
reached teacher education, despite regular
criticism and pleas for change in the programs
decade after decade. The deans have asked
the_question of whether we could, at this time,
go beyond words and bring about meaningful
change:

Our answer to that question is yes. The
Holmes Group, which has been supported by
the U.S._ Secretary of Education's Discretion-
ary Fund and the_ Ford, Carnegie, and John-
son Foundations, has produced several work-
ing papers on these issues and has made
several recommendations that I will share with
you briefly: A full report of their plans will be
available in the coming months.

We have said: that both the:universities and
elementary and secondary schools must show
their commitment to the nation's teachers by
making significantly greater investments in
teachers and teaching; This can be done in a
variety of subtle; and some not so subtle, :ways.
The nation can no longer rely heavily on
women and minorities with few available ca-
reer alternatives to enter teaching. The oc,
cupation1 must compete for talent in the open
market for the first time in our nation's his-
tory.

In order to meet the human resource de-
mands of this large profession and to allow for
variations in professional aspiration among
candidates, we must differentiate the work of
teaching so that varied roles and _respon-
sibilities are knot only possible, but reflect var-
ied levels of preparation: Teaching must be

restructured so that it can be rewarding for
both brief periods and for long-term profes-
sional careers:

Scholarships for prospective teachers will be
important also. University scholarships are
made available for artists and scientists and all
kinds of people that society values and needs.
The investment in scholarships for student
teachers needs to be made by the university; as
well as by the states; school districts; and other
sources: Since these reforms will be costly, the
base of support for them must come from a
variety of places and must eventually be built
into regular ongoing budgets.

Further, we need celebrations :of entering
classes; graduations; special awards for special
teachers;_and the acknowledgment of teaching
merit by presidents; provosts; deans; and state
school officers. The attention now being given
to teaching is the beginning of that invest-
ment, and: it needs to continue.

We need to create and:require a counterpart
of the teaching hospital, although not a re-
creation of the _laboratory schools that were
formerly on the campus: Exemplary school
sites that have differentiated roles for teachers
and permit teachers to work as professionals
are needed in the real world. We cannot pre-
pare people for teaching as a respectable ca-
reer unless we have schools where teachers can
learn andhe _encouraged to be continuous
learners and intellectual in their role;

No one institution can bring this about. The
Holmes Group will recommend, therefore,
that universities work with selected school dis-
tricts in what we have come to call "Profes-
sional Development Schools." The idea is not
new, although the Holmes-Group sees the Pro-
fessional Development Schools more broadly
than usual, in that they would serve as places
of professional development for university fac-
ulty, school faculty, and aspiring new profes-
sional educators.

We also need an interdisciplinary climate
and an ethos of inquiry_in_ teacher education.
We need_to insist that the knowledge base for
teachers receives much more serious attention
than it has heretofore. We cannot help teach-
ing improve as a profession without a much
more sophisticated growth in knowledge about
more effective practice; while we have learned
much about good teaching in_ recent decades,
much remains tabe discovered and codified so
that it can be shared with others, We must
have colleges and universities that avoid mak-
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ing teacher education a pattern of routine, low
order learning. We must have institutions of
higher education that truly foster learning in
the: majors and minors as well as in the gen-
eral-liberal arts; the _full curricula must be in-
quiry- and_ problem-focused: Teachers who
have not experienced such teaching_and learn-
ing_cannot, facilitate its development in others.

We need to have the university governance
of teacher education operated no differently
than other professions on the campus; if we
are to have accountability in teacher educa-
tion. We must fix the responsibility for now it
is_ everywhere and nowhere. If the students
who are accepted into and graduated out of
teacher education cannot read, write, or teach
adecriately, someone must be held responsi-
ble.

We need continuous; regular studies of the
supply and demand of teachers. There should
be a national consortium_ of institutions that
generate and share such knowledge;_ and the
National Center for Educational Statistics
must come to do better work in this area; At
this time no one know& how many teachers
were prepared for teaching in various institu-
tions across the United States. We need to have
this information readily accessible.

Perhaps most importantly, we have to insist
that faculty who teach:teachers are themselves
competent and committed teachers Teaching
is not :adequately :valued at the _university, as
excessive emphasi& is given_ to research and
publication: While the acquisition of new
knowledge is clearly important, it must not be
acquired at the expense of quality teaching.
The quality of the teaching one_ receives as a
prospective teacher matters, and we must in,
sist that if professors_ are not competent 2nd
committed teachers themselves; then they can-
not:teach teachers. And we should establish a
clinical faculty in teacher education as in other
professions; so that together, the university-
based faculty and school-based faculty can de-
velop and offer a coherent professional pro-
gram.

We need also to celebrate our teacher-schol-
arsthose elementary and secondary teach-
ers who are especially scholarly, capable, and
productive Perhaps a national board could be
created to recognize these outstanding profes-
sionals and make them "fellows" of a very spe .

cial group. Today we cannot say that there is
much reward or recognition for being out-
standing teachers or teacher-scholars.

We should also consider denying access:to
teacher education to those students from the
lowestquintile of_ the college student body (as
evidenced by a variety of measures). We need
examinations based on a newly constructed
curriculum for teachers. The universities and
the, schools need to _work together to design
such a curriculum. We must be sure that pro-
spective teacher& know and -undel stand_ the
subjects they teach We_should not permit any,
one_who is going to be a careerteacher to have
anything less than the equivalent of a minor in
a subject that he or she will be teaching. All
teachers should understand at least one_ sub-
ject in depth, and should therefore complete a
good, sound academic major._ Elementary
teachers must have a much stronger_ ground,
ing in :all subjects or teach fewer of them than
they do now. New team arrangements may
need to be devised to assure knowledgeable
elementary teachers. Undergraduate study in
education should be reduced to strengthen
the other components in teacher education. A
pre-education sequence of pedagogical_study
should he permitted; but then it _should be
followed_by graduate-professional study in ed-
ucation at the master's level. And no graduate-
professional degree in teaching should he
awarded without a full year's internship under
the close tutelage and supervision of closely
screened and highly trained clinical teacher
educators. Obviously; the only way we can_pro-
vide this:kind of substantive teacheriprepara-
tion would be through a lengthened period of
training.

The curriculum must be extended for if we
try to squeeze more into the present four-year
period, we would have to compromise some-
thing essentialeither the generaWilieral
studies, the sound mastery of the subjects to
be taught; or t professional studies them-
selves. If we are going to have a professional,
well _educated teacher, the fragmented, slip-
shc d curricula must be remodeled,: and the
ftill program_ of training must:be elongated.
The program must includecontinuous evalua,
tion and the oversight of professionals; for we
cannot tell whether we have an adequate
teacher with a test alone. While tests_are clearly
essential,_we need outstanding practitioners to
make judgments about the:important aspects
of teachers' full responsibilities, commitment,
and character. This instruction and screenMg
must be done collectivdy and collaboratively
with school and university faculty.
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Many of the new standards; such as the
Holmes Group is :proposing, would require
school and university partnerships, for teacher
education cannot be improved until the pro-
fession of teaching is improved. Our state lead-
ership will need_ to encourage these part-
nerships, as well as further research and
development efforts to improve the working
conditions; professional education, and cer7
tification of teachers for this nation's school=
children. Your conference here on integrated
statewide systems represents a good begin-
ning.

ROBERT BENTON (Superintendent of Pub,
lk Instruction; Iowa): I am intrigued by your
assertion that we are not hiring the best when
we might have. Could you comment as to why
this is the case? Is administrative training such
that we administrators do not know how to
pick the good ones?

DR. LANIER: That would be for a variety of
reasons; and there is more inquiry going on to
try to uncover them. I think one reason clearly
is that administrators are not trained to look
for the best. As a matter of fact there is a
training program that a number of admtn-
istrators from the Southwest weretaking. The
program effectively was training admin-
istrators to ask questions of candidates: They
scored it is as follows: They might ask, "Why
would you like to teach, Judy?" If I said, "I
would really love to explain the Pythagorean
theorem to tenth graders to get them to feel
good about it,"_1 would score a minus two._If
said that I just, loved kids, I would score a plus
three:The training that the administrators re-
ceived was anti-academic and p -o-nurture,
which is the model that has been much en-
couraged in teacher education. So clearly one
of the reasons is improper or inadequate train-
ing in what to look for.

Another reason is that we simply do not
know; we have not really thought much about
this field in a deep way Do we know how
people differ, given those factors? I am not
arguing that it necessarily matters, on a case by
case basis, but it matters on a collective basis. If
teachers are going to teach and work with
youngsters of all ranges and competencies,
from the gifted:to the slow, then at the very
least; they_should be drawn from the upper
eighty percent; Whether or not we can enforce
that requirement is not clear in view of the
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tremendous press to be egalitarian and to let
most anyone teach Selectivity has: to_ be made
as much on the commitment; caring, and in-
vestment in youngsters as on knowledge of the
subject matter.

RUTH RANDALL (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Minnesota): Are most teachers trained in
the Midwest, and secondly, do we need to con-
centrate reforms tiere?

DR. LANIER: Right rinw effectively three-
quarters of the approximately 1,300 four-year
colleges in the United States prepare teachers.
The number preparing teachers increased
during the 1970s. They tend to be located in
the Midwest and the Northeast, but that is
shifting as higher education in general shiftS
across the United States.

There have been those reformers who have
talked about doing away with X number of
schools. We have not taken that tack. Rather,
we have laid out a plan for what we think is a
new kind of a teacher: a well educated teacher,
a professional who can take stands, teach
youngsters superbly, construct:curriculum,
engage in study, talk to the local press about
what is needed in the school system; and do a
variety of things--a very different intellectual
teacher. And then we have _tried to map _in
general terms (you cannot do it specifically;
deans cannot decide on curriculum) what we
need. What would make sense to the person
on the street who has to help us support this;
That is how we came upon this concept of at
least a minor in these fields. That makes
sense; it is not comprehensive, but it is reason-
able.

The plan, based on common sense as well as
professional sense, provides several ways that
one could become :the career professional
whom _we arc seeking; Students would no
longer major in education as an undergradu-
ate, though in one model they could take some
education courses as long as they matriagate
as a cohort. Therefore they could, go to excel-
lent four-year baccalaureate schools and take a
little bit of education or none. They would
come for a fifth year of study to a graduate
school of education; and then move to their
first year or induction year, which is one-half
teaching, the other half course work.

Given this requirement of increased stan-
dards, many institutions may de-select, be-
cause they would have to invest more in this.
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They could no longer do it on the cheap,
which iF what happens now. There would have
to be a serious investment in the education of
teachers, or it could not continue. I would
leave the institution, rather than an external
group, to make thejudgment. I would set very
high standards and very high expectations for
what would be offered; I think the graduate
schools could do a better job. We would not
have second-class faculty teaching teachers
that is, the undergraduate faculty rather than
the graduate faculty teaching teachers, which
sets up a second-class status for teachers. The
standards themselves would drive the market.

The effect would be to to reduce the num-
ber of institutions over time, which would
probably be good, simply because there could
be more attention [given to each of them]. We
will _always need a lot of institutions because
teaching is a huge occupation.

JOHN_ LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Massachusetts): Would you react to a dif-
ferent type of proposal? You mentioned the
market-driven system. What about the free-
market system? There are companies in Mas-
sachusetts now that have been _authorized to
grant degrees because they believe they can
provide better training than some of the col-
leges:and universities. Is there a possibility we
could do a much better job if we took teacher
training out of the colleges and into the free
market, allowing competition between educa-
tion and non-education enterprises?

DR. LANIER: That question is one that we
can think about in a couple of ways; There is
always a possibility that some activity, like
postal delivery, could be done better in the
private world than the public world. There are
costs, there are trade-off's. I am going to talk
about those trade-offs. Suppose the leading
universities prepare doctors; lawyers; bum-
nessmen, and all other kinds of people, but
not teachers. Suppose they say, "We prepare
architects and dentists. The technicians and
draftsmen are in trade schools, the private
sector, and junior colleges." That would com-
municate very clearly the value of knowledge
and knowing. First, if we take_teaching out of
the university and say other places can do it
better; we stand to lose a lot of very good
students who want to go to the university. Sec-
ondly, we will lwe the opportunity to increase
the knowledge base, because if it is not in a

university, which is the primary place for
knowledge to be generated in this field, _we
won't staod a chance of getting that knowledge
base. So, since we want to have well-educated,
professional teachers who are respected by so,
ciety and able to compete intelligently with
other bright postsecondary students, it would
be unfortunate to take teacher education out
of the university. There are trade-offs to it; we
can do anything, but [such a move] would
overall have deleterious effects.

The Holmes Group has taken the other
tack. Rather than remove education from the
university; we are trying to get the university
to take it seriously, and what the university
chooses to take seriously, it can. But society
has not taken it seriously. Neither ithe schools,
the school districts, nor the state departments
are taking the education of teachers seriously
at this point. Business may wish to get into it
because it is a large market; We might learn
from them as we have in other public-private
arrangements. But I would not take teacher
education out of the colleges and universities.
I think it would be very deleterious.

CALVIN FRAZIER (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Colorado): If you really do not define the
product you are looking for, what difference
does it make if it comes from the public or
private sector? And the broader question is,
given all the parts that you have talked about,
if you keep changing those,parts, and nobody
ever comes back and says, "The product now is
better," or "The product really works," what
difference does it make whether you go to a
five-year program or condense it to a three-
year program, or whatever? Secondly, if some-
body challenges you and says, "Teachers are
poorer now than_they were twenty years_ ago,"
how do you speak to the change in quality of
the whole product from twentyyears ago; and
not just describe different components? I feel
that we are manipulating the components, but
never actually judging whether something has
changed for the better.

DR. LANIER: we do need to judge. I think
that we need to take the opportunity to ad-
dress the nature of the product; the profes-
sional teacher. That would have been a differ-
ent speech today. The nature of that product is
a professional teacher who has certain kinds of
knowledge that many people do not see or
think about. For example, becauSe of research
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in the last decade;_we_now know that one of the
distinctions of an effective teacher _is that when
he or she calls on a youngster, and the young-
ster responds in a certain way, the teacher does
not think_ just "right or wrong.7 Many, many
teachers think only in terms of right or wrong,
but the more outstanding teachers think,
"What _ are: _the: _reasons_ that _this_ person_ has
came to think _this_ way, and how_ can I respond
in a way_that respects that?"' Teaching_itself is a
complicated,: intellectual matter that is worthy
of a_major piece of our time and attention. A
teacher As_ not_ just_ someone who can keep
school_ _He or she is someone _with a _broadly
educated,_ intellectual; and facile mind. It is
difficult; but not impossible, to describe it; and
it behooves us to try.

Many of the arguments you raised are legiti7
mate. They were raised when we increased
teacher education requirements, from an ele-
mentary school- education to teach primary
studentsJ: an eighth_ grade_ education to teach
the first three grades; and so_ ow I think that in
some respects teacher education in the normal
schools was stronger than teacher education at
the university, because at least it was given
serious attention. Colleges and universities
should give teacher education the serious at-
tention_ it deserves. People are staying in the
field and we need to make it more prOfessional
in nature While it can be done, it should not

be done piecemeal. That is why I wanted to
give_ it a broad perspective today. We need to
tackle many fronts at once. But I'm very op-
timistic of our ability to respond.

FRANKLIN WALTER (Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ohio): How is the Holmes
Group going to be expanded to broaden edu-
cational linkages beyond its rather small num-
ber of participating institutions?

DR. LANIER: The plan that was supported by
Ford, Carnegie,: and the Secretary indicated
the goal of having at least one_

gigraduate
re-

search institution in every state ving serious
attention to building a knowledge base about
teaching and developing a professional curric-
ulum, with at least one institution for every
25,000 teachers. iThat is the goal. So we dis-
tributed a wish list of those institutions that
would participate seriously in this endeavor.
We would encourage all others who would
wish to participate; But we want to have at least
one such institution in each state that could be
networked for keeping better statistics, de-
mography, attitudes, and a variety of things.
We could do it state by state. This; then, is a
cooperative notion to build networks: between
leading state: and research universities and
other institutions that wish to move in those
directions. Thank you very much.
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SOME PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF THE STUDY:
COLLEGE: A REPORT ON THE

UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE iN AMERICA

Ernest L. Boyer
President

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

I am delighted to be with you at this Sum-
mer Institute. I am doubly pleased to see that
the spirit of school/College collaboration that
was spawned in conversations with Bill Pierce
four years ago lives on and has such vitality
through the chief state school officers, who I
believe are the most centrally positioned edu-
cation leaders in: the nation. I reached that
conviction when I was in Washington, and the
conviction has been reinforced with each pass-
ing year, most especially during the:last three
or four, when Washington seems less inter-
ested in the vision of helping and assisting the
children in the nation.

I am also pleased to be here because it is the
Summer Institute. I was introduced to the
Summer Institute as an experiment when_ I
went to Washington, I think full credit should
go_ to Ted Bell; who launchedthis gathering of
the chiefs a year or two before my own_tenure,
I thought it was absolutely right because of a
conviction that deepens within me each pass-
ing year. That is the: belief that many of us,
especially: those in 1the public sector, are so
preoccupied with the pressures of perform-
ance; that the human equation upon which
that performance essentially must draw is fre-
quently neglected. I think it is a scandal in the
nation, that while the private sector under-
stands the human dimensions of those who do
the work, somehow in the public sector the
"people side" of our organizations seem di-
minished.: We _are notallowed to invest in the
individuals to renew them, and to find ways to
help them discover their own priorities, which
so frequently are distorted.

A Perspective on Our Current Situation
I did not intend to say this, but this morning

as I threw open the drapes and looked out
upon the exquisite nature that surrounds us, I

could not help but recall an event that hap-
pened in Saratoga, New York in 1974. I was
trying to manage a rather rambunctious, com-
plicated institution called the State University,
with its sixty-four separate campuses and sixty-
four independent-thinking presidents. I had
learned just before going to Saratoga that our
budget for 1974 had been slashed. That was
the year we had a budget crisis across _the na-
tion; and_ it hit the state of New York with
special force, The governor called to say that
our budget request was not going to be treated
gently. It was my unhappy task to tell my col-
leagues from the campuses that their _life
would be somewhat grimmer than they had
hoped.

My wife and I were in our hotel room in
Saratoga anticipating the evening meeting; a
session devoted to projections for the budget,
which is about the least inspired_ speech one
can give, unless the news is good. I was in: a
state of anxiety, to put it mildly, and I Said
somewhat under my breath to my wife; "There
is nothing good to say," My wife; who has al-
ways been able to sort out priorities somewhat
better than I, asked me to repeat the state-
ment, and then said, "What do you mean there
is nothing good to say? We have our health,
food to eat, a place _to sleep." I didn't know
what any of this had to do with the budget,
"More than that," she said; and this really hit
me in the &min, "you have a job about which
you can worry." The indecency of it all! I was
carrying the cares of the world on my shoul-
der, and she was engaging in trivia such as
this.

In any event, I reflected: on her statement,
and that evening at the:dinner, I gave what
must be the strangest budget speech ever
heard, I entitled it; "Priorities," and I said,
"Before I get to the details of this budget, I
would like to remind you of a few things. First
of all, we have our health, food to eat, and you
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guys have a job about which you can worry." I
gave no credit to my wife. I say this:in se=
riousness. Take just a moment in_ reflection
before I comment -on -the theme_ that I have
been- AS-Signed. HaVing returned SeVeral
months _ago from . a. marvelously_ rich and .yet
sobering_ month-long tenure in India; one
comes back wondering _why our wants con-
stantly become our needs, and: why we are so
preoccupied with problems without, occasion7
ally at least pausing to giveithanks for- the
opportunitieS we have.- I thihki..in_fact; there
will .be a whirlwind of jiiStiee that .reaps upon
us, if_ we are not careful in occasionally: ex-
pressing gratitude for the luxuries of our lives,
including the jobs- about which we can worry.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s it was
my unhappy tittutnstante td tueet fairly regu-_
larly with stlidentSWho Were violent ahd angry
and _who seemed_ always to.mant to shout me
down...or push_ me_ out, I tried to be patient
through the experience; because to some ex-
tent I shared the anguish.that they felt. On the
other hand, there were tolerable limits._ I re-
member one occasion _when a group of stu-
dentS had Me totneted in the Stiideht Union;
shontingObSC6iitieS,.._Condemnitig US fbi
everything_ from _Vietnam .. to the. food .in the
cafeteria; and.doing so;.I.might add; with their
feet draped over overstuffed chairs on wall-to-
wall carpets.- They all looked well fed to me.
Finally, in what I hope my grandfather would
understand as righteous -indignation, not _an-
seri I Saide-"YoU kribWi I frankly_ain_Sitkidf all
this. If I might sayso,me are.sitting_here in.the
luxuries of this_ setting; with wall-to-wall car-
pets; overstuffed chairs; and plenty of food,
and you are arguing about whether you:will
have.three salads ratber than two. Meanwhile,
many people Oh the .planet Earth att Wonder=
ing if they are going to eat at all: If we don't
stop this. _business:of endless self-indulgence
and_ ask occasionally. how _it is that we are so
fortunate; _I _am afraid that we ourselves will
have no future; unless _more- equity, at least
more reverence, respect, and gratitude, are
given to the advantages we have."

That inay hOt be televant to the genii-4_0f
the chiefs' meeting, but I think.there aretimes
when me must pause and gain_distance _on_ the
pressures_that we_ have; _and,_ at least occasion-
ally, give thanks and put our own advantages
in perspective.

Overview of Carnegie Foundation
Report on College

I have been asked to comment on an up-
coming report that is scheduled for 1986; It is
a sequel to our report High School. In a burst
of imagination we called it_ College. But it does
have a subtitle. It is called The Undergraduate
Experience in America. In this report we intend
to look at the baccalaureate _degree. We are
eliminating the two-year colleges from our
study:because that is a story all its own. It is not
that these colleges are unimportant; they are
just too important to be subsumed under the
baccalaureate experience. We don't intend tl
look at all of higher education; that is over-
whelming, in my view. Even looking at the
baccalaureate experience is an awesomely au-
dacious task, but there we are.

I pursued this assignment because, as you
have heard many times before, I believe edu-
cation is a seamless web. I am absolutely con:.
vinced that we have fragmented ourselves and
in the process done :a disservice to the stu-
dents, and if education is ever going to be
improved; we are going to have to find ways to
get our act together and start speaking and
listening to each other. That is the beauty and
excitement of this conference. The point of
college is very simple. It begins in high school.
And we are going to begin our report in high
school, too.

First a word about the procedures we have
followed. We have 5;000 _faculty and students
in all kinds of colleges _divided into what we
call the Carnegie classifications. We have re-
sponses from these faculty and students on a
whole range of issues, including their personal
hopes and aspirations; as well as their views of
education in the United States today. Because
college begins in high school; we have also
surveyed a thousand high school students and
their parents to find out what their hopes are
and how they will choose a college. We have
surveyed over 1,000 academic deans in the
United States to ask them about the status of
general education. Then; consistent with the
process that we use in High School, we went to
thirty different campuses, and our site visitors
spent from two to three weeks on each one,
living in the dormitories, eating the food. Most
of them survived, recording what they saw and
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heard, attending classes, and interviewing stu-
dents, :faculty, and presidents.

I will not pretend that I now have the full
intepretation of these data. I must say that we
are almost overwhelmed; I tentatively_ con,
eluded; however; that there are five major
themes that we will discuss: First; and perhaps
surprising, we will discuss at some length the
theme that I call transitionthe connection
between high school and college._ What is _the
process by which students make this-selection,
and how can it in fact be improved? Some may
be startled that we will spend perhaps one-
fifth of this book on college by looking at high
school students and their parents and the pro-
cess by which they are recruited. But to me,
that is the central conviction that must be rein-
forced. :

Second, we: wilt_look at the academic pro-
gram. We will examine the status of rneral
education; and also the shift in the majors
toward the dramatic revolution called ca-
reerism in higher education: _today. _I_ should
say parenthetically that we will probably argue
that it _is absolutely false to condemn the stu-
dents' interest in careers, since all of education
is tol useful. We are making _a great mistake
ta draw a line between_the liberal arts and the
useful arts; since, in fact; education is to pre-
pare _our students to be productive. And the
debate has been drawn in false and strange
ways. Rather, we will argue in this_ report: that
the goal of careerism is to help the students
gain larger perspectives and:bring values to
their work; not to demean the work; but to
enrich it and enhance it. If that can be the
perspective in higher education; then I believe
we will eliminate a lot of anxiety prevalent
today.

Third; we will look at teaching and learning,
and most especially, the condition of the fac-
ulty.

Fourth, we intend to look at life outside the
classroom. I will add, since:I did not intend to
pursue this issue further here this morning,
that I am deeply troubledhaving read all the
data; having heard our campus site visitors
report back to us in debriefing sessions
abOut the general climate outside the dass-
room in higher education. To me, there has
been an abrogation of responsibility by and
large. We have gone from in loco parentis to
clinical services, and there has been no con-
structive intervention in between. We have

gone from parent to clinician, and we do not
know, in my judgment, how to organize what I
can call a community of learning. In the class-
room;in my view; there is too much rigidity. In
the school outside; there is too much open-
ness; bordering on what might be called low-
grade decadence in many institutions. I think
higher education has a serious problem, which
must be carefully examined. No one would
argue that we should go back to intense super-
vision,: but :can anyone be comfortable with
conditions: in which no one essentially is in
charge and no responsibility is being exercised
in life beyond the classroom?

Finally, we will_ look at what I call the impact
of college. That is, how can the results be
measured, or should they? How _does the col-
lege education relate to the world our students
will inherit? In regard to thelast point; I pre,
dict that we are going to continue to see at state
levels an interest in assessing the outcome of
college. Already several states, led by gover-
nors or legislatures, are asking the question,
"How do we know that our investment: is pay-
ing off?" I think colleges and universities run
the risk of seeing outside measures introduced
in order to establish some criteria by which
public investment in higher education can be
carried on. So L think the last issue is very
consequential. That is, what is the impact of
college and can it, in fact, be measured?

So much for overview. Let me now:back up
and talk about some issues that I think are
particularly of interest to colleges and schools
together; some convictions that I have; tenta-
tive to be sure; about the work that we have
done thus far. The first concerns the need to
smooth the transition from school to higher
education for many of our students. I did not
enter this study wtih the belief that we had a
problem here; but I leave it believing it is one
of our most serious issues.

The Recruitment Race

First, thereis the ethics of recruiting. As you
know; between 1979 and 1995; there will be _a
decline of a million eighteen-year olds. To put
it bluntly, the recruitment race is on. There is
an_almost humorous list of enticements that
colleges now present prospective students.
One college gives a money-back guarantee to
students if they do not get jobs within twelve
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months. Another college guarantees a free se-
mester if its students fail to get jobs. Another
campus we visited offers free ski-lift tickets to
families who will visit the campus in the fall.
Another college offers $100 to their current
students if they will recruit a student and
bring him or her with thern in_the fall; Many
of the faculty are _deeply involved _in recruit-
ing. In a draft chapter in my report, I quote a
faculty member_ who said, "I have had a good
recruiting year. I have already gotten my quota
of nineteen students." Seventy=five percent of
the colleges use direct mailingS; seventy per-
cent use_participation in college nights. These
are not illegitimate; I am just saying there is an
enormously intense effort to market the col-
leges in America today. Fifty percent use tele=
phone calls, and about one-fourth_ have ek=
pense-paid visits to colleges by studentS and
their parents. The list gd6 On and on.

The efforts to attractistUdents are iintense.
Most are honorable, If I were running a col=
lege, I would be concerned_ about students. I
would want my story known, and I would
probably be putting pressure on the recruiting
offices to tell the story. That is not what Wor=
ries me. The issue that worrieS me is one of
candor, honesty, and opennesS, and whether
the high school student is being well served.
That is the issue at stake.

I was startled to find in our survey of a
thousand high school students that, even with
all of the recruiting, students still feel that they
are not well informed, and many are also skep,
tical of the process. Let me_ give you some of
the data we found: ninety-fiVe percent of the
high school students we_surveyed (a popula-
tion of high school seniors who said they were
going on to college) said they had, in fact, read
college brochures, and yet only thirty=two per=
cent of them said that the brOchureS Were rele=
vant to their needs. Fifty-nine_ percent said
they were accurate; that iS, they felt they cbuld
be trusted. Seventy-three peicent said they
had talked to a counselor and yet only fifty=
seven percent said the information they re=
ceived from high school counselorS Was rele-
vant, and seventy percent Said it WaS aceurate.
Fifty percent said they had atierided_a college
night where promoters presented the :case for
a college. At the same time only sixty-two per-
cent said the information they got from college
recruiters on a college night was relevant.
Sixty-five percent said it was accurate.

NOW I_ aril hOt Suggesting that the informa-
tion students fecc:ve is inaccurate; I am only
Saying that Stiidents (at least from one-half to
tWO-thirdS, depending on the category) thougly
it Was inaccurate. We also asked the students
(the survey was made in December 1984) if
they felt they had sufficient information tO
make a decision about going on to college.
Fifty petteht Said they did not have enough
infOrtriation to make an infornied decision;
ThenWe asked them what kind of information
they most wanted. Overwhelmingly (this may
not su i-rise _you) the students _said the costs
and financial aid issues were_ those in which
they felt least well informed. We also surveyed
the parents of thek Students, and about three-
foUrthS of the parents said they felt they
needed to knOW a lot more about the cornpe-
tenCe of the faculty.

What I am suggesting is that something iS
not working very well. On _the one hand, we
have totteo that, eXcept: for the most pres-
tigiod:s, are th.geht4, marketing and recruit:
ihg. oh the Other hand; fifty percent of the
Students say they do not have adequate infor-
mation and are really quite critical of the infor-
mation they receive. Now enters the villain
from ioffstage. I am most troubled by what
would tall the hew recruitmentindustryithatiS
ethet-gihg. Sirke we have skepticism among
Students _about what they are hearing, en-
trepreneurs are going to move in and fill the
gap. I predict that perhaps one of the fastest
growing industries in the next five to ten years
will be the college marketing industry. =

Wheri I was in JatJan two yenTs ago; I visited
thiS enormous toWer Called the Recruit Center.
ThiS iS a Commereial institution that_ provides
transition from high school to college and
from college to_ work for the students in the
nation. This industry_ has centers in:all major
urban areas actOSS the country. The yOung
man who started it is, I understand; enor-
itiOnsly SUCCessftil, precisely because he_saw_ a
need and iS filling it by serving students: Col-
leo-s and mhnical schools: pay to be adver-
tised as part of the Recruit Center oncess. A
phenomenon similar to this, probably not_ as
well organized, but certainly more wide=
spread, is_ethetgitig here at home._

I Could begin With the college guides. I dot*
kilt* if yoti haVe kept track of what is going on
in the College-guide industry today. It used to
be a few college handbooks, Barron's, and so
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forth. But we went to the Publishers Index,
counted fifty college guides, and I am sure we
did not get them all. They range all the way
from guides for women in the South who want
to go North, to guides for the people who
want to go to colleges with gourmet food; and
it goes on and on: Walk into the Harvard Co,
op and look for college guides; you will find
two and one-half shelves. Now the bewildering
explosion of these guides, it seems to me, only
adds toithe confusion; but people are making
money in the process. Some guides are excel-
lent, but others are not benefitting students:

Why is the this transition industry emerg-
ing? Frankly; because students and their par-
ents feel they do not know enough, and they
are trying to figure our what college is all
about. I _chatted about this with a gifted
woman who holds a doctoral degree. She said;
"Last spring; when my daughter was going to
college; I was confused. Finally; in desperation
I went out and bought Lisa Birnbach's book on
college; because she really told the true story."
Now if you have read Lisa Birnbach. you know
she does give the "inside" story. The question
is is it the right one? Without beingjudgmen-
tai. I think we run the risk of liFe.ing gossipy
anecdotes determine college selection and
only add to the confusion. I am talking about
serving students and their parents who are
trying to make one of the most important and
costly investments in their lives. Isn't there a
way for us to be more honest; open, and re-
sponsible?

Let me tell you this story. We took six college
guides, to check the enrollment figures each
gives for randomly selected colleges. We chose
Fisk and Tufts,_ Not one of the six guides had
the same enrollment. They were all different,
sometimes varying by several hundred. Then
we went to the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES); to get a benchmark; Not one
of the college guides came close to the figures
that NCES said the colleges had reported as
their enrollments. One wonders whence these
figures :come. It may not make much dif-
ference done chooses a college whose enroll-
ment figures are incorrectly listed in a college
guide; but it does raise a question: is there
anything else that is right in this book?

In addition to college guides; there are paid
recruiters. In the thirty colleges we studied in
depth, ten percent (now that is not large, but it
has grown from about two percent in five

years) hire paid recruiters: One does not get
the feeling there are many questions asked; as
long as the body is warm and the pulse is felt.
More than that, there is a_ video disc industry
that is now exploding. Colleges can pay three
to five thousand dollars and get three minutes
on a video disc. These are then in the cowl,
selor's offices where they can be viewed: I did
this one day for two hours: It is like round-the,
clock commercials. After fifteen minutes, I did
not know one college from the other. The
messages all become homogenized. Inciden-
tally, in recruiting, water is very big for some
reason. If you are within fifty miles ofia lake,
somehow it is in the message. Water and skiing
are very big_ this year.

The problem with the video disc, again; is
that it is just like a commercial. It tells you
everything that is right, nothing that is wrong.
It does not deal with nuances;:it is_hard, hard
sell. Further, in the process, minority students
are once again disadvantaged. These video
disc companies will send their viewers free to
the top high schools where they know the
"yield" is greatest. In other words, the whole
recruitment process is increasingly building
around those institutions that appear to be the
best market. By this process we are not only
failing to inform students effectively; but also
we are once again going to see more advan-
taged students served by a commercial firm.

There is also the myth that colleges perpetu-
ate about selectivity. The truth is that only
about fifty colleges in the country are highly
selective. The thirty colleges we studied in de,
tail (and these were random samples across the
categories) accepted seventy,five percent of all
the students who applied last year. Then we
asked them if they had a Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) cut-off point. The average for
those thirty colleges was a combined score of
770. Below that they would think the student
unacceptable for consideration. Then we
asked students; "How in the end do you decide
where to go to college? How do you chose?"
Two things influenced them the most. Con-
trary to the myths abounding, parents were
the most influential.

Ranking high also were campus_visits. If you
can get a student to a campus, and the parents
like it; you have got the student. We said to the
students; "What about the campus visits influ-
enced you the most?" Two-thirds of them said
the buildings and grounds. They liked the
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look of the place. Forty-nine percent said the
friendly: students. One :gets the feeling, in
terms of recruitment, the maintenance de-
partment is more important thah the arca=
demic program.

Let me make this dear. I do not believe
there are any villains here, 1 am convinced that
with a few exceptions; colleges are doing a
decent, honorable job. They are trying to let
their programs be known, and the more infor-
mation they can present, the better it is. I am
less gentle with the industry that is emerging,
the entrepreneurs who are out to makezbuck,
I think some of them can be ofhelp, andmost
of the college guides are helpful: I am not
quarreling about that: I am deeply troubled,
however, that coming in from left field are the
people who are_ going to take: advantage of
this. What troubles me most is that in the pro7
cess, the students are not going to be well
served,

1 preSent thiS beCatiSe it is a School/college
problem: I do not have an answer at the mo-
ment; I do not know now what we will recom-
mend in the book. I present it more as an
issue, because we are talking about:young peo-
ple and their parents Who are Making A ded-
sion, and somehow we have not found a way to
serve them adequately I remind you paren-
thetically that fifty percent of the students do
not go on to college. Who is helping them?
Who is trying to inform them about their op-
tions? Virtually no one is. I remind vou
that fifty petteht tht qudeht who ad On
to college drop out before they graduate. That
cannot be a_very happy record. Now it is true
some of them do come back later on; but I am
deeply troubled about that mismatch between
the students and the college.

Decline of Minority Student Enrollment

I am also troubled that the minority student
enrollment is deci:Aing. That decline means
that somehow these students are not being
well adv:sed, and that recruitment is not focus-
ing on the disadvantaged schools. I feel that
those of us who care about education; who
care about students as they make the transi-
tion, have to look carefully at the ways schools
and colleges can better serve students as they
move from school to higher education.

Strengthening the Teaching Profession

I _Will now look at ways to strengthen the
profession of teaching in the nation. That is
why you are here this week. As you know, in
our report on high school, the question_of the
quality of teachers received considerable at-
tention. It is my view that we cannot have
excellence in education unless we find a way to
give more status to the teachen We are going
ta release in late August (and I will send you
all a copy) an update on a book we released in
1983 called The Condition of Teaching. We will
list what changes have occurred during the last
two years _in each state: in terms of average
teacher salaries, expenditure i)er pupil, and
other comparisons. So we will be able to have a
state-by-state and nationwide comparison that
will cover the period since A Nation at Risk was
released.

During the past two years; we have had an
average salary increase of seven percent each
year across the nation. In effect, since 1983,
when the National Commission report was re-
leased, we have had_ a fourteen percent salary
increase for teachers; and some states have
moved ahead much faster. Incidentally, that
fourteen percent increase is about double the
rate of inflation, so we are making a little pro7
gress on the issue of teacher salary, but, of
course, it is not in any way competitive with
other professions.

I am suggesting that the condition of teach-
ing is the centerpiece that needs to concern
both schools and colleges. While we focus on
teachers in the schools,: I am prepared to say
that we have a serious, if not comparable crisis
in the faculty at colleges as well. A few re-
sponses from faculty illustrate the point. Forty
percent of the faculty disagreed with the state-
ment, "I am more enthusiastic about my work
now than when I entered my career." Thirty
percent said, "I feel trapped in this profes-
sion." Perhaps more revealing, sixty-four per-
cent said, "I have found or _would seriously
consider another academic job than the one
have mow." Over fifty percent said, "I. have
found or would seriously consider a non-aca-
demic job if it came along:" To put it simply,
one-half to two-thirds of the_ faculty say that
they would change jobs, and even leave the
profession. Then we asked faculty about the
morale in their department. Twenty-three per-
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cent said the morale was better than it was five
years ago; forty percent said it was worse.

was intrigued sufficiently by these exam-
ples of disaffection to dig deeper. I am not
sure I have highlighted the reason for the frus-
tration, but let me give you a hint or twa First
of all, there is a dramatic growth in part-time
faculty, Sixty,five percent of the faculty we sur-
veyed said there were more part-time faculty
than there were five years ago. More than that,
over fifty percent said that these part-time fac-
ulty_ are raking positions from the _full-time
teachers. Let me say that I think there is a
place for part-time faculty. I will go one step
further. I think there is a place for part-time
teachers in the schools; We need to find ways
to bring in people who can teach for short
terms or in particular fields. I am not corn-
demning; I am only suggesting that this is one
source of the malaise. Full-time faculty feel
threatened by this inclination towards part-
timers who move in and out.

As to tenure, sixtrseven percent of the fac-
ulty said tenure is more difficult to get today
than it was five years ago. Now that has to be a
problem. At the same time, about thirty-five
percent said they thought the profession
would be better if tenure were abolished.
Among women this figure was higher-,-_-forty-
four percent said that the profession would be
improved if tenure were abolished. Further,
seventy-six percent of the faculty said that sal-
aries have not kept pace with inflation. Sixty-
eight percent said that research support is
much harder to get than it was five years ago. I
am suggesting that there is in higher educa-
tion an inclination toward depression among
the faculty; a lack of zest and vitality that I
believe has somber implications for students
and for schools as well.

Let me give three bits of data that will pro-
vide the springboard for my final conviction.
The faculty expressed an even more intense
frustration abbut academic preparation of the
students,:The question was asked; "Do the stu-
dents today seem more interested in learning
than they did five years ago?" Now maybe
these were the mumblings of aging academics,
but seventy-five percent said that students
were not us interested in learning as they were
five_ years ago. Eighty-five percent said that
students wereless well prepared than they had
been; and seventy percent said colleges spend
too much time teaching students what they
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should have learned in high school. These are
college faculty, suggesting that they are doing
what they think high schools should be doing.

Those observations give me the occasion to
make a comment or two about the central
questions of this conference: better teachers
and the roles of colleges and schools. I happen
to believe that _if we are_ going_ to improve
teacher preparation and the quality of teach-
ing in the schools, colleges and universities
have an enormous obligation to fulfill.

But I have to begin with whati think is the
central prob±em. The simple truth is that col-
leges and universities are the problem, not the
answer. Time and time again, when we_visited
college campuses, we found students who said
that one way or another they would like to be
teachers, but they_could not tell their advisor
or their fellow_ students, because they would be
critically condemned. How can colleges and
universities be condescendingly critical of
schools; when they create a climate in which
they say to students every day, "This is not a
profession to be honored." On almost every
campus that I have seen, with some remark-
able exceptions (some are represented in the
room today), elementary and secondary teach-
ing is the least prized; the least honoree, and
the least encouraged profession to be pur-
sued.

In my judgment, no one in higher educa-
tion should condemn the schools until he or
she is_ sure that on:the_campus there is a
friendly and supportive dimate, ane in which
students are told that being a teacher is impor-
tant and should be honored, and one where
an aggressive recruitment _program is being
carried out. So good schools and good teach=
ing begin right on the campuses.

What Makes a G5od Teacher?

One further point: in addition to the cli-
mate, the higher education community also
has an obligation to think carefully about
teacher standards. In that regard, we are con-
stantly engaged in rearranging the procedures
of teacher education; yet to my knowledge
there is no common agreement as to the crite-
ria for good teaching, nor do we have meas-
ures by which the performance can be care-
fully assessed. I would like to see a lot of the
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energy we now put into procedures focus in,
creasingly on the simple and yet fundamental
question (it may be unanswerable, but it
should be purSued), "What is a good teacher,
and how tan we assess the teacher?"

An anecdote may be instructive. About a
year ago, I could nut sleep. Instead of count,
ing Sheep; I counted all the teachers I had. I
remember about eighteen or twenty. There
were a few nightmares in the bunch, but I
happened on th three or four who I thought
were ektellefit. All of them changed my life.
What did they have in common? What made
ordinary teachers truly great? Were there any
themes I could identify in these people? I _rec-
ognized just three. First, these great teachers
were knowledgeable and well informed. They
had something tb tonvey. They brought some-
thing to the StUdent the student did riot have:
That iS knOWledge, As I recall, they we-e able
to bring facts and ideas out without having to
lOok them up in the encyclopedia. They knew
some things; and they were ready to transmit
them. That was number one.

But that did not make them great teachers. I
have videotasSettes that can do that. I harve
had hurridrum teachers who Seemed to be
knoWledgeable; but they did not change my
life. So what was number two? Well, I re-
member all of them had the power to commu-
nicate at a level that I understood. Sure they
had the knowledge, but they also kneW the
capacity and receptiveness of students. NOW
that is a reMarkable skill. I have had teachers
whO were informed; but could not communi-
tate at 4 level that I understood. But these
great people somehow knew precisely how:to
make connections between the sender and the
receivers, who varied from grade one td the
graduate seminar, and they knew approk-
imately where everyone was. But then I had to
Say iii5; I have had teachers who were knowl-
edgeable and_communicative, but they did not
-change my life; They taught me some things,
but did not convert me.

The third ingredient sounds a bit mystical.
The only way:I can describe it is that all three
ofthese_ people were authentic human beings.
I found them: belieble, triistWiirthy, and
(vett as individuals. They were Mk only two
ditnenSional with their knowledge, they were
three dimensional with their person. They
were able to laugh and cry; they had emotions;
they occasionally said, "I don't know." They

were trustwOrthy and became not just teach-
ers, but, perhaps in a larger sense, friends.
These were the truly great onesgreat be=
cause I could identify not only with their
knowledge but with their person. It was the
integrity, the openness that somehow caught
me. It betame not just a matter of knowledge;
but Of believing, too.

I have reflected on that in relation to the
current debates about teacher testing and
teacher training. There is an inws-rse relation,

between the hierarchy of the steps that I
have described. That ig, ih Sthools we can pass
on informatibri to future teachers., ar I we can
alSo teSt it. Working with mentors in class-
roomS, We cariihelp them de, elop sophistica-
tion in communicating. As to the third item
I have to admit openly that I don't know how
to teach it, and to be honest, I don't know how
to test for it. To be blunt, developing teacher
training and testS may telate to the least conse-
quential tdinponents of the process. That does
not mean We do not work at teacher prepara-
tion or develop tests: I only throw in a caution;
Unless we decide what we mean by the great
teacher, I ant afraid we are going to _end up
with instruments that keep us within the thick
of things; we will develop and strengthen the
processes that perhaps are least consequential.
In any event, I leave that with you as a di-
lemnia, but also as a challenge.

This leads to my final point. Our nation has
not yet faced up to retruitment, a most essen-
tial problem. If I read the tea leaves correctly,
in the next ten to fifteen years we are going to
have a teacher Shortage, and all of this testing
Will be Silly if We do not have students ade-
quately 4Vailable to test. It has been estimated
that there will be a shortfall of about a million
teachers within the next ten years. Yet only
about four to five percent of last year's enter-
ing college freshman Said that they plan to
tiecome teacher-S. More than that, you have
heard endleSSly that based upon some objec,
tive criteria, these are the least aHe students
who thine to college today.

Isn't it ironic that we are talking about test-
ing teachers, whei_in faa we May end up with
an inadequate pool from which toitest? In my
view, the nurnlaer (int priority of this natton is
to launch_ a Ohcerted caMpaign to attract our
best andi brightest young peoPle into the pro-
fession; If we da not face that issue as number
one, all of the other procedures about
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straightening out the process and hitroducing
more examinations will be hollow and to no
avail.

Where to begin? Our report High School
suggests that we could begin in Washington,
D.C. L think :the:President Land his colleagues
should identify the centrality of teaching and
create some incentives and rewards as a sym-
bol_ of its importance for the future. We have
just _announced thar we are going to send a
teacher into space. I think that is fine. Ten
thousand teachers applied. There is some-
thing of value in that:symbol.

Bin I do wonder if we cannot pay some
attention to the problem here on earth. !n my
view, if the day the teacher goes into orbit, the
President would also announce a federal schol-
arship program to attract the best and bright-
est from our:high schools to go into teaching,
that would do more :for the profession than
having:a teacher spin :around the earth. I
would like to see a federal scholarship pro-
grain that would symbolize to the nation that
we care enough about teachers to invest in
young people who agree to work in the na-
tion's public schools.

There is an act approved by Congress called
the Talented Teacher Act. I wish all the Chiefs
would get behind it. It is an attempt to do
precisely what I have just suggestedto give
scholarships to up to ten: percent of the na-
tion's high school students, who would then
agree to teach for several years. That is the
minimum we should do. And incidentally I
think every state _should have a Talented
Teacher Act, as well.

I go one step further, I believe that every
college should have a scholarship fund for fu-
ture teachers. Frankly, I would settle for five
percent of the scholarship funds we give for
football players. Is it- more important to have
someone playing in the Rose Bowl than it is to
have someone teaching in the public schools?
The priorities we send to students are outstan-
dingly instructive;

Almost a year ago; at Trinity University in
Texas, I was at the President's home for a
reception and was introduced to twenty high
school students from the San Antonio public
schools. They were called Breckinridge Schol,
ars._ I asked: what that meant It so happens
that Trinity has a grant to Ove four-year, full,
tuition scholarships to up to twenty high
school students in San Antonio, with the un-

derstanding they would teach for several years
in the city s public schools: When the univer-
sity announced that, it was flooded with ap-
plications. The twenty selected were in the top
three percent of the graduating class in the
San Antonio public schools-, _and they were as
enthusiastic as could be. The President was
already inviting them to the campus for recep-
tions before they had finished their high
school year. They were given attention, honor
01: the campus. The entire message was
"These people are good enough to be teachers
in the public schools."

To sit around and lament thefact that we do
not have good teachers ir =.candalous if we are
not also aggressively thinking of ways to make
the profession attractive and enticing to those
who are making decisions about their future. I
can only tell you from: personal experience
that when somebody tells a student, "You are
good:enough to be a teacher," and starts to
recruit in the high schools, then we are start-
ing to plant the seeds for an aggressive teacher
training program in the future. I would like to
see every high school teacher re-introduce the
idea of teacher aides, and have our best and
the brightest in the last year or two of high
school working with other students._ My point
is that the recruitment of good teachers is the
nation's most serious crisis, yet I see the least
atte:.tion beipg paid to it:

I acknowledge we cannot do this with mir-
rors. If the salary is not adequate, if the teach-
ers feel frustrated by the conditions of work
that they encounter,we are not going to re-
cruit good teachers. Surely, we have to make it
appealing on a day-to-day basis, but we also
have to give signals to the nation at the highest
levels.

In conclusion, we are in the process of doing
a report on :college, but colleges and schools
are all mixed up together. Our report is going
to start in high school and discover how these
students are trying to make their way through
a system that does not serve them very well; I
wish that educators would think more care-
fully about how to serve the students while
students make their college choice.

We are going to look at:the academic pro-
gram and talk about how the curriculum con-
nections relate to school and college, and what
it means to be an educated person; Above all
we are concerned about the quality of teaching
and whether schools and colleges can create a
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climate that will help our students understand
the importance of serving the coming genera-
tion.

RICHARD A. BOYD (Superintendent of Ed-
ucation; Mississippi): I was taken by your corn-
ment that the morale of faculty is bad because
students do not seem to have as much love of
learning as they once had. John Good lad
found the same thing when hedid the study of
elementary and secondary schools. His point
was thaz young people, by and large, go into
teaching because they have a love of helping
and they have some knowledge that they want
to impart to eager young minds. The first
splash of cold water they receive when they get
into the schools is that there are not many
eager young minds. That is disillusioning.
Now we have the same stud tits going into
college, which is creating a morale problem.
How do we deal with that?

DR. BOYER: That is a tough one. I think that
John and I read the data: similarly._ He de-
scribes it SO_ eloquently._ Itis interesting:that the
problem shows: _up_at the _college level; where
faculty feel disillusioned and disaffected:
While they are drawn into teaching for what-
ever reason, whether _it :is ego or: desire to
serve, they want people to respond to them.
Not getting a response is -like being stared at
like Brontosaurus warmed over.

How-should we deal with it? It is not _encour-
aging,_ but Lthink we are dealing with a social-
contextual problem as much as_ a school prob7
km. All of you who have heard me in the last
year or so know:that I am much more sym-
pathetic to schools than I was before I did our
study, because I do:see the schooLvery _much
caught in the social vortex of shifting_ condi-
Lions. Other circumstancesin the environment
have caused_students to_feel far more_skeptical
of the formal learning structures that we have
created: These influences include television
and independent study, which create the feel-
ingamong students that they can learnquickly
and easily without the processes being im-
posed _upon_ them.:_Now_ some _ of those pro,
cesses may be ritualistic and outdated; I do not
want to let the schools and colleges completely
off the hook:

There isa mismatch between student values
and feelings _about how one learns_ and the
procedureS that we call School and college.
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The interest and connections are _not being
made. According to our survey; students over-
whemingly are willing_ to go through the
hoops to get ajob. but not because they see
education as inherently valuable in their lives.
Now that to me is the: number one institu-
tional-connection problem we have; how to
cause students to feel that thisis not only good
as a ritual in the culture;:but also as_a personal
experience that absolutely can be authentic to
them as human beings._ That failure can cause
them to be lethargic; willing to play the game,
but not committed or connected.

On the other hand, to be optimistic, every
school we attended in our high school study
and every college: wei visited in our college
study had settings in which there existed those
brilliant_ _connections. We found teachers who
made the connection; so we have to believe it
can be done. This was not only _in courses that
seemed to have some careervalue, but also in
exotic courses like ancient Chinese art, for ex-
ample, or the study Of some very exotic theory.
One did find those moments whentheteacher
knew how_to_make this_believable_and compel-
ling to students: So I do not think all is lost;
but_I do think that teachers today are working
against an attitude that is: much more skep-
tical, much less trusting, of the process.

I use personal:example perhaps:too much.
When I grew_u_p_in Ohio a hundred years ago;
we did not have any television; we had a radio
when_ I was twelve years old: Literally, when I
went to school, my teacher was my window to
the world. _It was_ a whole new experience to
discover relationships and ideas I was not get-
ting in_ my home. We_ cnly had one magazine
in our house, National Geograhic, It came every
month: I learned geography and anatomy:
That was it; and not in that order.

I think children go to school today in some
ways having become much more confident -of
who they are and much more skeptical of "the
authority." That carries right through, so the
teacher does:not bring:to therelationshipthis
sense of authority and sa-ralled authenticity
that might have been true in an earlier day
when children were not so stimulated by op-
tions. So I cannot be optimistic about that. On
the other hand, whei; we see people who_ are
able_sdll to capture students, whether it-is first
grade orgraduate school, we say, "Hey, it's still
do-able. It takes more work; but I don't think
we can give up:"
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BILL HONIG (Superintendent of Public In-
struction, Califorrtia):_I would like you to com-
ment again _briefly about the one topic, you
mentioned this afternoon. How do we make
learning come alive in college classrooms in
terms of what the world is all about? How do
we guarantee stimulation and the cultural con-
nection?

DR. _BOYER: The central queStioriS that SeeM
to elude us endlessly are "What is it we are
trying to teach? What de, we inean by an edu-
cated person? What are the general knowl-
edges and skills that are appropriate in our
culture?" These are most essential questions
for anyone engaged in pedagogy, the ones we
seem least comfortable with and maSt inter!.
ested in dismisSing. There are no more Central
queStians for college and schbal edticaiors
than these. When faculty say students are not
well prepared, the question arises, "What do
you mean by well prepared?"

I was at a faculty seminar at one of the most
prestigious New England colleges about six
months ago, and we gotinto the issue of Core
learning for the college.That is, we were Work-
ing in general education. I said; "Is there any-
thing that you consider appropriate for all stu-
dents as part of your core curriculum here?" It
took about an hour before they concluded that
they could not agree that there was. _I_ said,
"OK. let's agree that the graduates:of this col-
lege do not need any common knoWledge
baSed on your curriculum. Further, is there
anything that you could tell me that would
show what students coming to this college
might know or understand?" That sobered
them a little. They were absolutely willing to
dismiss_ the whole notion of common: knOWI-
edge when it came to their own general Curric-
ulum, but when we askedi "Does it matter that
they come ta you informed at all," they became
sober. And after about fifteen minutes, there
was common agreement that some knowledge
about U.S. It' qory would be useful. This is a
true event, and the discussion was serious.

If I thought that were the case at only one
college, I would not presentit._ It represents to
me the confusion about what it means to be an
educated person in aur culture. I do not agree
with everything Bill Bennett [Secretary of Ed-
ucation) has said, but what he has done in
trying to stir a debate about education has
been a contribution. I admire hiS asking good

queStionS, just is I admire very much what
Martimer Adler tried to do for the same rea-
sons: What I am saying is that we should think
carefully about what we believe education
should accomplish.

I haie one -or iVici Suggestions. Education; I
belieVe, has at least two objectives. First; educa-
tion attempts to develop the individual inter-
ests and aptitudes of each person. That is,
diversity and individualism are central in ,our
society, But education should also introduce
all students tO a tbmnibil tiilture, to the capac-
ity AO -s&-e CarineCtionis and to communicate
with each other; and to the reality of two cir-
CUMStanceS: that we are all alone and we are all
together. We live in isolation and we are inter-
dependent. Now education should help me
develop my independence and understand
my interdependence. When we define inter-
dependence, we ask, "What are the elements
that "cause my interdependence, that make it
poSSible for the id speak and listen to other
people; to hive some memory of the past; to
be able to talk intelligently about the future, to
know how the institutions we have created
work?" Frankly it is as wroig to say that all
students are individuals with nothing in com-
mon, as we are intlined to_da today; as it is to
say_that all SiiidefitS are all alike and have no
individilaliSin; is the Curriculum did 200 years
ago; The issue is simply that life is a blend of
both; And those who want to educate children
tbr the future should think of both those real=
ides.

This issue will not die.In Our sitrvey we
asked college deanS to tell its whether their
general edticatiOnCiirriculum had changed in
the list fifteen years; and; if so; how? Overall,
the colleges in America art adding more te
something called general education. The
greatest increase has tome in adding com-
puter literacy. Twenty percent of the colleges
say that they have added that. International
editcation haS increaSed by eleven percent;
arid; interestingly enough; the arts have in-
CreaSed by twenty-seven percent. The only two
areas of general education that have gone
down in the last fifteen_ years are foreign lan-
guages, which declined by twenty=one percent,
and physical education, Whith declined by
twenty-fiVe pereeni. Sci We are both more
provincial and Mare Sedentary. My own point;
ihen, iS that the general education issue
what schools should be teaching, and how col-
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leges should build on thisis an important
problem that has not been pursued very
much.

JOHN SLAUGHTER (Chancellon University
of Maryland): One of the things we all seem to
be pushing for in the country now is excel-
lence. Just as the title "Your Excellency"
sounds undemocratic, many people tend_ to
believe that excellence and equity have be-
come mutually exclusive. I know you do not
accept that. Could you please comment?

DR. BOYER: I think it Is a false dichotomy.
How could we say thatwe want excellence; but
that there are only some of us who are able to
achieve it? This formulation I think shows
built-in attitudes of discrimination and elitism.
I would say it is important that we work for a
core curriculum or an excellent program that
would allow all students to feel that they could
participate. If we do not, we are saying, some
are going to be informed; some are going to be
excellent; For the others; they are going to
mark time; but they are not going to be pre-
pared to participate in life.

Let me end with this example to make my
point. During our high_ school study I went
into a sixth-grade class in an inner-city class-
room in New Haven, Connecticut; There were
thirty children around the teacher's desk.

They were around the desk,_ not just sitting in
their chairs. I walked in and observed, think-
ing at first they were attacking the teacher. But
no, they were reading Oliuer Twist. For thirty
minutes I stood there. They would read some,
then they would discuss, then read some more.
All the children were joining in.

The more I observed, the more:impressed
and inspired I was that that teacher had clearly
brought 19th-century London to New Haven.
All the children knew the good guys and the
bad guys, and they were all pulling for little
Oliver, who was fighting to survive in an urban
jungle. The teacher had so vividly made the
children see that that very strangely worded
19th-century story was really being lived outin
their city every day; They were pulling for
Oliver because the teacher had successfully
caused them to understand the universal
theme of that literature.

Well, that is only one little illustration, but
when you talk about excellence for all, I think
it is possible (I have to believe this, Or else I
would get into another business) to have ex-
pectations for all children 1 will never accept
the notion that when I talk about improving
schools, I suggest progress only for the priv-
ileged. It is going to take more money; it is
going to take great teaching. But I do worry
that we are going to tighten Carnegie units,
without improving teaching, and in the pro-
cess; see more children fail. That will be the
ultimate tragedy, if in this push for excellence,
we end up with more failure.
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THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE UNIVERSITY IN BUILDING
COLLABORATIVE AND INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

C. Peter Magrath
President

University of Missouri

I want to thank theiCouncil of Chief State
School Officers for inviting me to this institute
be-caue I think the agenda items that you have
laidbefore us are absolutely critical: They have
to do with how we collaborate among our-
selves and how we try to develop better sys-
tems of integrating our teacher education pro-
grams._ I wish I could spend a couple of days
with all of you _listening to the other presenters
and Speakers in your own discussions: These
are topics that interest _me as a citizen. They
interest me:intellectually They are part of our
professional obligation as persons in lead-
ership positions in American education.:It iS
also my conviction that not just Big_"E":educa-
tion in our nation's schools is a critical issue
it hag been f6r a long time and will continue_ to
be Sobut the issue of teacher _education, and
how we approach_it,is front and center for our
society and, specifically, for our colleges and
universities, more so than it has been in the
recent past. For that reason I am very grateful
to Bill Pierce and everyone _else who has_ put
this program together by giving:attention to
the precise topic of teacher_ eduCation-.:I have
some comments: I want_ to share with you.
After :that:il _would be more than happy to
receive your suggestions, criticisms, and ques-
tions on any of the matters I touch on, or any
matter that is germane to your deliberations
here.

What is an integrative teacher education
system?

I think it might be worth taking a momeiit
or two to try to answer the question, "What is
an integrative _teacher education systent.?" It
Certainly Sounds good, and it_is a notion that is
rather comforting because the seierice Of or-
ganizational and systems behavior does speak
of integration of systems. Integration is a com-
fortable word because it denotes a certain de-
gree of harmony and unification in which
various participants_in a process:come to-
gether and fOrin a whole out of which some

go_o-d_thiho presumably can transpire: But in-
tegraiiiM Of aCtiVities; and especially activities
that involve human beings, education, and all
the vicissitudes of human behavior, is an extra=
ordinarily complex question. Each of the sepa-
rate parts to a process--=:in this case,_ teacher
educationhas its own unique _history;
Strengths; -weaknesses; and specialized pro-
to-colS or tribilcustoms, And; thus; integration
can be achieved only when distinct entities
identify a common problem and :time to=
gether under some kind_ of shared value sys-
tem to address that: problem,:

I think, it is obviouS tb_ all of us who are
inVolVed in edireation and_ in_teacher educa-
tion:that the agenda_ is_ here and now. There
haS been _a tidal wave of reports and recom.
mendations; and that _has been very good. I
am among those who believe that once a task
force or task fortes are _hi plate ahd making
their reports, that the problems; while per-
haps SolVed- (if they rare indeed solvable);
are really on their Way to being addressed, The
thAfigei are ocairrifig through the very fact
that these various _reports :and commissions
that have addressed our nation's schools, col=
leges, and iuniversities have come together.

I think this issue is Ohe: that:will stay with us
hot only betahk education_ has always been
tent*al :to Arrierican_ democracy; but also be-
e-an:se__ there is a heightened sense of: public
awareness on the part of informed and acdve
citizens; politicians, leaders, and civic associa-
tions that, if the United States is to be in a
leadership position, in the best sense of that

ih the nekt tenttity; we need_ro
qte_h-stbh ahd improve _our _nation's schools
arid tiniVerSities; and by_ definition; therefore;
We need to strengthen and improve our
teacher education systems. There is a quota-
tion from: Henry Brooks Adams that I like
very much. To paraphrase, he once com-
mented that,_ "Teachers affed eternity. They
tan neVer tell where their_ influence stops." I
think that is true for all of us. I understand
thiS MOrning Ernie [Boyer; President; Car-
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negie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching] spoke about some of the teachers
who had made an impact on him. They ha
affected eternity by influencing:Ernie Boyei;
just as everyone in this room has been affected
by some great teachers; Teachers are central to
the enterprise. It is very important that we
work together to see what we can do to pro-
mote public understanding about teacher edu-
cation and develop ways to improve our
teacher education systems.

How-can imiversities_contribute to the
building of collaborative and integrative
systems for teacher education?

That:leads to the question; "Ilow can the
universities contribute to the building of col-
laborative and integrative systems for teacher
education?" I would feel comfortable asking,
"How can we work together- to build better
systems of teacher education?" If we were to
address only one element of this question; but
a very important one; I think we would look at
the internal organization and operation of
universities and the external responsibilities
that universities and colleges have in working
with other sectors of education. I would like to
begin with the internal aspects; specifically
with the measures that teacher education pro
grams are taking_with regard to self;analysis of
their strengths and weaknesses. I believe that
those kinds of evaluations; regardless of where
they lead, are fundamental to continued im-
provement_in teacher education. It is a sign _of
strength when an institution or an enterprise
is willing to examine itself; and identify and
debate its good points, weak points; and needs
for- improvement.

That is a responsibility of the college and
university presidents, the deans (not only col-
lege of education deans), and the faculties un-
der the leade7tihip .of their deans, academic
vice presidents.; and presidents. That is the
responsibility of taking a close hard look at
what we are doing; not doing; and might do
better. Clearly; it is our responsibility; because;
like it or not (1 think this is for the better), the
initial elements of teacher education are going
to occur primarily within our colleges and uni-
versities. The preservice instruction is going to
continue to be there. And:it is critical that we
assess our: preservice teacher education pro,
grams; and that we try to take all the different
steps needed to produce the men and women
who will be effective teachers in the many dif-

ferent kinds of settings in which they will have
to work. There is no single solution. Anybody
who tells us there is is hoodwinking us.

It is also critical that within our universities
we have real internal collaboration between
our colleges or schools of education and our
colleges of liberal arts and sciences. I think we
are better off than our critics may think in this
regard. There are some superb people not
formally or primarily assigned to our colleges
of education who do accept teacher education
as one of their fundamental responsibilities;
There are excellent people in our more formal
colleges of education who have not only wel-
comed but also encouraged this kind of devel-
opment. It is overdue; it should _have hap-
pened many years ago, but that takes us into
questions of history that need not concern us
today. But it is fair to report that therels quite
an enthusiasm:on :the part of many faculties
and deans in the liberal arts and sciences to
involve themselves; not in a patronizing way,
but in a truly collegial sense, with teacher edu-
cation programs.

Our colleges and universities must not only
collaborate and integrate teacher education
efforts internally; they must also relate to a
myriad set of actors and actresses. These in-
clude the chief state school officers, the state
departments of education; legislative and ex-
ecutive leaders of our state; and: private and
civic institutions in our society that are con-
cerned with teacher education. There has to
be dialogue between universities and colleges
and their teacher education programs, and
those external constituencies. There has to be
more than dialogue; there has to be collabora-
tion.

The relationship between the university's
teacher education program and the schools is
of utmost importance. The _university's re-
sponsibility for preservice teacher education is
fundamental to the success of the teacher and;
ultimately, :to the success of the nation's
schools, :which rely on universities to supply
the needed numbers of new teachers at the
quality levels required.

In addition teacher education programs
have special responsibilities for the education
of new teachersthose in their first; second;
and third yearswho at the very outset begin
to form professional patterns, opinions, and
conclusions that will either keep_ them in the
teaching profession, or, as is too often the case,
lead them to seek professional fulfillment in
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other fields. If new teachers' initial experi-
ences:are good ones, the likelihood increases
that they will find the rewards that, as young
professionals; first attracted them into teach-
ingand that they will remain in the profes-
sion. It is_imperative that special attention be
given to the beginning teacher to provide the
on-the-job support that is necessary to ensure
their success.

Teacher education programs also have a re-
sponsibility for the contirl uing_professional ed-
ucation of experienced teachers. Such pro-
grams must be thorough, intense, carefully
tailored to individual needs, and well sup-
ported by school administrators and profes-
sional organizations. Reimbursement for con-
tinuing professional education should he
available to all teachers wishing to continue
their study in disciplinary areas or to enhance
their teaching skills.

Finally, teacher education: programs must
provide assistance to _school administrators
through graduate and continuing education
programs. These administrative programs
must permit and encourage study in depart-
ments other than teacher education. For ex-
ample; courses in management information
systems, human relations, law, and other areas
of specialization essential for administrative ef-
fectiveness must be available through our col-
leges and universities to school administrators.

In another dimension of _collaboration, we
must encourage our own teacher education
programs to work closely with the teacher edu-
cation programs of our r.eighboring colleges
and universities. In this area, perhaps above
all, we have not moved as far or as fast as we
should have. The sharing of information, the
collective consideration of matewide problems,
and the creation of an attitude of unity and
mutual respect can he accomplished if the
deans, vice presidents, and presidents of our
institutions are successful in setting the tone
for cooperation and for supporting efforts
leading to effective interinstitutiona! collab-
oration. There are some success stories in this
effort, but not many. It is an area that requires
our renewed advocacy and direct attention.

Another external relations role of university
teacher education programs centers on _its re-
lationship with the state c!epartments of edu-
cation. Here, too, we find examples of effec-
tive collaboration; Thus; in my state of
Missouri, as a result of discussions with Dr.
Arthur Mallory, Missouri's Commisioner of

Education, who is an avi oponent of this
kind of collaboration, we are going to try :to
match our verbiage with practical deeds. The
University of Missouri is seeking in its
1986787 operating budget request to the Gen-
eral Assembly a special appropriation to estab-
lish, in cooperation with the State Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education, a
continuing program_ of research and study de-
signed to help monitor and improve preser-
vice and inservice teacher education in the
state. _Under this program we propose a study
on intervention _techniques_to reduce dropout
rates and a study on the efficiency of certain
compensatory learning opportunities at the
elementary and secondary levels.: These ac-
tivities will be carried out as a joint part,
nership between the University of Missouri
and the Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education. Commissioner
Mallory and I are enthusiastic about this new
opportunity to work closely together to de-
velop an effective and ongoing relationship
between the university and the state depart-
ment;

One of the goals in the recently approved
long-range plan of the University of Missouri
states:

The University will provide leadership
in assisting the State to improve the
quality of education in the public
school system and will encourap fac-
ulty, especially; within _the colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Education, to
work as partners with the Missouri De-
partment of Elementary and_ Second-
ary Education, public school admin-
istrators and public school teachers.

As a consequence; a University of Missouri
task force has been created to determine spe-
dfic ways in which the University might assist
the state in improving the quality of Missouri's
public schools. The task force is scheduled to
submit its repon in September; with specifk
follow-up activitie&

As this collaborative broth is beginning to
boil, another important ingredient we should
not_ overlook is the role of the state legislators
and the governors. Leadership in support _of
improvements in the schools and teacher edu-
cation: merits the leadership of our state
elected offkials not just in 1985; but for years
into the future. Colleges and universities can
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play an active and supportive role in improve-
ments in state support for schools and teacher
education.

Again, if you_ will permit me to share an
example from Missouri, I can rei)ort that the
General ASSernbly passed, and the governor
Signed, the Excellence in Education Act of
1985 to encourage and promote quality in
Missouri schools. It is in our collaborative beSt
interest at the state level to work tbgether for
such legislation and for appropriations to pro-
vide teacher education Sch-olarShips. improved
salary and working conditions for teachers,
support for cOntinuing professional educa-
tion, and a range of benefits essential for the
achievement of each state's education goals.

National Commission for Excellence in
Education:Recommendations for Teacher
Education Programs

From a discussion of the internal and exter-
nal possibilities for collaboration, I would: like
to move toia quick review of the work of the
National Commission for Excellence in
Teacher Education.

In the search for Wbfkable; Creative soh,-
tions, a number of national reportS have come
forWard; You are familiar with them; and I will
not belabor their contents here. However, as
Chairman of the National Commission for Ex=
cellence in Teacher Education, I would briefly
like to review the Commission'S reconwrienda-
tions related to teacher edUtatibn.

AS baCkground,iI ShOtild add that the study
Was Condneted with the support of the Ameri-
Can Association of Colleges for Teacher Edu-
cation and the U.S. Department of Education,
This Commission, comprised of_ a panel of
leading educators and elected officialS, tbm-
pleted its study in Fehriiary 1985 With recbiii-
mendations on five major topics:

1. The Supply and demand of quality teach-
ers;

2. The programs for teacher education.:
3. The_ question of accountability for

teacher education.
4. Theissue of adequate resotitteS for

teacher edilcatiOn.
5. The enVironmental Conditions necessary

tei Support high_quality teachers and therefore
the highest quality of teaching.

The Commission found that there are legiti=
mate issues which must be addressed by but
teacher education programs. TO cite but one

piece of diStUrbing evidence, a recent poll of
teachers showed that only one-half rated their
training programs as "A" or "B" on the most
,ommonly understood grading scale in our
societywhile fifty percent of the teachers
polled rated their programs as "C", average at
best, or worse. Change, very simply, is imper-
ative.

The National Commission recommended
that those entering the teaching profession at-
tain an academic concentration in a genuine
liberal arts curriculum. Also, it is all too easy tb
ridicule "how to teach" courses; those that are
easy should be ridiculed. But teaching &lin=
bines both art and stience, and while it must
first and foreitioSt proceed from a strong and
rigorous base of academic _content, a teacher
must know bow to communicate that content.
Our nation's new generation of teachers must
have the knowledge to teach students of differ-
ent ages and backgrounds, and to help stu-
dents overcome difficulties arid erfOrS. No less
important, Otir hatiOn'S teachers must benefit
from the solid base of organized researeh that
contains vital information about leachingin-
farittation that comes from practical and docu-
mented experiences. And, yes, this is a tech=
nological age. Our teachers mustknow how to
integrate technology imaginatively intO effec-
tive teaching prattiteS.

The CommiSSibn offered three recommen-
dations under the topic of teacher education
programs The first is that each teacher educa-
tion program should be built around an exact=
ing and intellectually_ challenging integration
of general liberal studies and specialization in
an academic major _and the academic content
and practice Of pitifeSSibtial echiCation. We ar-
gue for demanding and sequential programs,
programs that inescapably will require longer
periods of study than are now required by
most colleges and universities.

The second recommendation is that, follow-
ing their completion of a teacher education
program and the aWarding of- a provisional
certificate, new teachers should complete an
iridtietion period or an internship of at least
one year during which compensation would be
provided.

Third, we recommend that StateS entOurage
and assist the evaluation and developmentiof
experimental teacher edikation pograms. We
aSk that States provide genuine support and
resources to colleges and universities that wish
to develop new approaches in teacher educa-
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tionnot merely modifications of existing
courses, but significant structural changes.

What is the role of _the university president
in the improvement of teacher education?

There are obviously as many answers to this
question as there are college and university
presidents. However, without drawing sharp
parallels to the nature of the problem, I think
we can usefully compare the role of the presi-
dent in teacher education with the role that
the president is beginning to play in inter-
collegiate athletics. Today; we are seeing uni,
versity presidents pay close personal attention
to solving problems in intercollegiate athletics.
This is as it should be. It is overdue.

Similarly, it seems to me entirely appropri-
ate, if not even_ more important and longer
overdue, for college and university presidents
to play direct and immediate roles in support-
ing and encouraging the developmerit of qual-
ity teacher education programs. As institu-
tional presidents, we can promote excellence
in: teaching, and take an active and leading
role in curriculum design, support for tech-
nology-based education, and selflassessment
in teacher education. The president is not the
primary player in this arena; but he or she can
do a great deal to set the tone and create the
agenda in cooperation with deans, faculty, and
students.

But college and university presidents: can,
and should be, critical participants in building
collaborative and integrated systems for
teacher education. They can provide lead-
ership in reducing the complexity that sur-
rounds this national educational challenge.
They have managerial skills, access to all of the
key: participants in the educational process,
and can obtain media attentionif they
choose to get involved as educational leaders.

The teacher education agenda is a critical
one for our nation, for our schools are our
highest priority. Broad public involvement is
both welcome and inescapable (e.g., interven-
tion of governors/legislators), but educational
institutions and their leaders must provide
leadership. That is the challenge, and that is
the agenda if_ we are truly to integrate collab-
orative and effective systems of teacher educa-
tion;

HENRIETTA SCHWARTZ (Dean, School of
Education, San Francisco State University):

;
What has happensd with the Commission re-
port? Has there been any fbllow-up on the
recommendations? Will there be something
beyond the report?

DR. MAGRATH: I hope so. The reason I
hesitate is that I do not really have a good
answer. Like many sets of recommendations,
this one depends on who is prepared to take it
seriously. For instance; some of the individuals
active with the American Association of Col-
leges for Teacher Education and I did com-
municate with Secretary William Bennett and
offer our services, either individually or _as a
commission, since he himself has gone about
appointing certain committees and task forces
to ook again at certain issues. However, in
sum, his judgment was that he did not need
our help, he knew what we had said, and he
was going to set his own agenda. Secondly, we
have distributed_the report very widely, and I
sincerely hope that some college and univer-
sity presidents (I feel somewhat of an obliga-
tion myself) will try to implement and address
these issues in our own states, colleges, and
jurisdictions; I believe this is how any improve-
ments are going to take place.

There is never going to- be a report that says,
"This is what we should_ do," and everyone
reads those marching orders and marches. I
do believe that the report becomes park of the
dialogue and the thrust that says, "Teacher
education is important: maybe we_ should look
at not only our budgets, but also the way they
are being used with regard to teacher educa-
tion programs." Maybe we ought to pick up
the telephone, or get in our cars, and talk to
our state superintendent and superintendents
in local districts; Some individuals are going to
take those recommendations to heart, as well
as recommendations of a somewhat similar,
but sharper, kind that have come from other
reports.

GORDON AMBACH (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New York): On university campuses, it
is quite generally recognized that the rigor
behind a Ph.D. or a master's degree in arts and
sciences or technical fields outside_ of educa-
tion is greater than the rigor applied to gradtt-
ate degrees ineducation; This may not be true
on every campus. Is it possible that presidents
and universities can make education_programs
as rigorous and strong as those in other areas?
Perhaps this could be done by drawing the
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factilty from the other areas into the process of
peer review:

DR. MAGRATH: Both your comment and
question are excellent. It is unfortunate but
true that the doctoral programs in teacher ed-
utatibn are not regarded as being as rigormis
and Strong as comparable programs in the arts
and sciences: There are significant exceptions;
but the perception is there; and there is sub-
stance to the perception. In part, the situation
is a consequence of the relative isolation of our
teacher education programs in our nation's
colleges and universities.

I Ain going to be very blunt in what I say; but
I say it out of growing appreciation and great
respect for the many good teacher education
programs that exist. Generally, it is fair to say
that teacher education/college of education
programs are second-class citizens in most of
our colleges and universities. They are not
actorded the respect that is generally given
our programs in engineering.; physics; history;
English; and so on: Why this is so; I suspect; is
a long and complicated story. After all, isn't
being a teacher a professional endeavor? Look
at the lower salary structures for teacher edu-
cation professors. It is true that salaries for
humanists and thoSe in art and music also lag
betaiiSe the hard world of the market dictates
that. But in terms of facilities and buildings,
faculty salaries, and various paraphernalia
that accompany them, the school.; of educa-
tion are essentially sccond-class citizens. That
is wrong. If you are treated second class, you
att_second tlaSS.

An :encouraging sign is that there are some
first-class individuals in teacher education. I
know many of them; and will match their re-
search work with that of good engineers and
good arts and sciences professors. We have, a
strong cadre. We also have a nucleus of indi-
viduals (for example, the Dean of Arts and
Stiences at the University of Missouri-Colum-
bia cainpus, a first,rate dean) with impeccable
academic credentials, who are genuinely inter-
ested in getting involved in teacher education.
We are working, for instance, to initiate real
joint appointmentsiand collaborative activities
in our doctoral and undergraduate programs
b-etWeen individuals in arts and sciences and
our:teacher education people. Through this
kind of activity; public attention and scrutiny
from people such as the chief state school of-
ficers, and the growing perception on the part

of college and university_ presidents that
teacher education ought to be treated with at
least as much concern and _attention as inter-
collegiate athletics, I think there is a chance to
make some change for the good.

RUTH RANDALL (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Minnesota): What is your perception and
that of your task force on teacher supply and
demand? Some believe that rigor and actual
changes in teacher education programs can-
not be brought about because the supply of
teachers is not available.

Dk. MAGRATH: We took the position that we
should not compromise standards to alleviate
teacher shortages, particularly shortages in
various specialty areas. I urge us all to stay
hitched on this. The_worst thing we can possi-
bly do is relax standar& to meet the supply
side of ihe equation at a time when we need to
raise standards: This is not to dispute the fact
that there are good men and women out there
who have been in the teaching profession, who
are not in it now, and who, with some retrain-
ing and re-involvement, can be very usefill
participants:as teachers. We cannot simply re-
lax standards, go easy on certification; or say,
"You all come. If you have a liberal arts de-
gree; we will give you ajob and you can teach.
Your salary will not be very great." I think that
is a prescription for disaster. We are better off
saying, "Darn it, if we do not have enough
qualified teachers to teach c9mputer science
or mathematics, we are not going to pretend
that we are teaching computer mathematics:"

if we can maintain the standards, I think we
can attract good people, because people are
attracted try standards. If we can develop sys-
tems in which we can allow teachers to:func-
tion more as professionals, with more discre-
tion, we can attract some of the best and
brightest. We all know it is a dreadfuily com-
plicated endeavor as to how we go about it.
Although I am by no means opposed to test-
ing, simply developing lots of tests is nr* going
to solve the problem. They may be u. LIl in
certain ways, but any notion that tests by them-
selves solve the issue of standards is naive.

JAMES SCHNUR (Dean, University of South-
ern Mississippi): One coin of the realm in
higher education has not been addressed: stu-
dent credit hours. Many of us in colleges of
education are driven very hard by the notion
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of student credit hours. Our enrollments are
down; therefore, our Student credit- hours-are
down. As a :result,: we do not hear _things. like,
"_Your _faculty will receive. high .meritorious
raises_ as_ will the faculties in colleges of busi-
ness: and computer science," or, "We ,will pay
you to go out and hire faculty atmore than the
going rate beause the market demands that."
What is your perteption of that problem and
what are your solutions?

DR, MAGRATH: .I agree _that there .is consid-
erable substance to the point you are making;
I believe:that if ourcolleges of education, in-
cluding their faculties, are prepared them-
selves to make some hard internal decisions,
reallocating resources, where the need is no
longer_ great_given_that th:y are in an en-
vironment with_deans_ or provosts or presi-
dents_ whado .understand the importance of
teacher educationI think it is possible to get
away from the notion that the funding for a
college of education ought to be exclusively or
predominantly driven by student-credit-hour
production. To the extent that 'haus:currently
the way__in which .we__fund; __the _problem_ that
701.1_state_exists:_ We need_ to generate from .key
faculty_ _and. deans (and there are some good
ones out there) some tough reassessment and
internal reallocations.

This is not to dispute that high_ technology
and COmputer science are very important. We
are all very rauch.on the_side of improving our
business_ programs, They _all _have market_ ap-
peal._.However; to the _extent that the .public
appreciates the importance of education, and
this appreciation is greater today: than it was
teh tit fifteen years_agO, it_ is possible for _us to
pt-ovide adequate _resources; beyond _what_ cur,
rently_exists;_to improve our teacher education
programs _and _salaries of teacher educators,
and to give merit pay_ to the really exceptional
teacher educators. I think that can be done. It
is not going to happen because of pronounce-
trions by. Peter magtath, but I honestly think
it tail happen in the arena in which we are
Working..

A minor_but_specific_point: I amended in a
legal way the request budget for my university
for next year and got_it approved bymy board.
I added a ,quarter of a Million dollars to the
request. The CommiSSiOner of Education in
thy state, Dr. Arthur Mallary4 willseek another
qUarter _of _a million -dollars; This money,
Which has no relationship to formulas or stu-

dent credit hours; will fund; not salaries per
se, but some teacher education program ven-
tures that have no relationship to the num er
of students enrolled. Again, that is not a com-
plete answer to your question. But things can
be done, and :we can get public support.
Frankly,our colleges of education are going to
have _to be flexible and work with those deans
and presidents who have gotten religion on
that subject.

GERALD_ N. TIROZZI (Commissioner of Ed-
ucation; Connectiout): We heard a presenta-
tion this morning on moving toward a five-
year program of teacher education. This is
being debated in many of the states and may at
some point become a national petition. I tih=
derstand your committee said "no" to the rec-
ommendation. What were the politics behind
this recommendation?

DR. MAGRATH: I Will be:glad to explain that
to you. In the first place; let me say that I do
not want to be toa prescriptive because I tend
to be skeptical of any person who says, "Go to
a five-year program. That solves the problem."
First of all, I personally favor going into a five-
year program for all kinds_ of reasons. It is
worth trying selectively at colleges and univer-
sities. I intend to promote that in my own state.
The commission that I chair was split on this
issue; Because the committee chair must be
sensitive to human relations, if not political
needs, I had to play a somewhat neutral role.
The largest number of my colleagues favored
going into a five-year program, but five or_six
individuals felt very strongly that the adoption
of this recommendation wotild be a serious
mistake: I decided not to try to force the rec-
ommendation through for fear of totally los-
ing four or five people from the report who
had a great deal to offer, and _who were basi-
cally in agreement_ on virtually every other
point._ To resolve this, we made a statement
that, if carefully read, speaks for an elongatiOn
or an extension of the program; and then in-
cluded a signed footnote by a majority of the
commissioners saying that they personally
favored a five-year program. In fact, that
brought the issue out quite clearly._

_I might add that one of the smaller teacher
education ccilleges in the state of Missouri has
initiated a five-year program. A number Of
schools are doing that. I think it is worth pur-
suing; not as a panacea, but as something to
look at closely.
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THE STAGES OF TEACHER PREPARATION

Susan Roseitholtz
Associate Preessor

College of Edmation
University of Illbiois

Thank you very much. I greatly appreciate
the invitation and opportunity to speak with
you today. I have to admit that I approached
the laic of teacher :preparation with some
trepidation. How could I organize a massive
body of research into a single cogent presenta-
tion? I decided to examsrie several related
questions: What do we know about the _way
teachers learn to teach? What makes teachers
want to learn? What do they need to know at
various stages in their careers? And finally, the
crucial question,:why do we need to concern
ourselves with all these questions?

AS professional concern with educational
quality mounts and as an understanding of
the centrality of the teacher deepens, the evi-
dence accumulates that the teaching work
force in American schools is indeed sorely
troubled. One of the most striking features of
the teaching population is its "graying" or rela-
tive oldnessthe averap age of teachers is
about forty,fivea finding that takes on spe-
cial significance with the knowledge that there
is little relationship between teachers' years_ of
experience and their classroom effectiveness.
In fact some studies have found that after five
years teachers' success with students actually
begins to decline_ A second disheartening
finding is that teachers' ongoing professional
educationwhether through district spon-
sored inservice programs or through ad-
vanced professional degreeshas little benefit
for teachers' instructional improvement.
Worse :still, preservice programs, as we cur-
rently know them, leave beginner& wholly un-
prepared for the realities they confront with
their first class of students. Indeed, when ex-
perienced teachers look back on their formal
inservice training the majority of them re-
member their education course work as too
theoretical and not sufficiently practical.: In
fact,_ the onlyaspect of preservice preparation
teachers do find helpful is the opportunity to
work with youngsters during their student
teaching placements, but elementary and sec-

ondaryschool; not universities or colleges are
the real providers of that experience: A final
noteworthy point in the sorry condition of
teachers' learning is that teachers defect from
the workforce in substantial numbers and also
absent themselves from work simply because
they lack opportunities for professional
growth. Together these findings underscore a
pressing need to understand how teachers can
acquire and develop better skills:

Learning to Teach
If teachers don't acquire sufficient knowl-

edge during their preservice preparation, how
then do they learn to teach? Mostly they learn
on the job; however, the skills the teachers
acquire and:their potentiaffor growth depend
mostly on characteristics of the workplace. it-
self. Most schools are characterized by isolated
working conditions in which teachers spend
large portions of their days_ physically sepa7
rated from colleagues without benefit of
seeing or hearing others teach. Rut isolation is
more than physical separation_ It means that
teacher& have little opportunity to interact
with colleagues and lit0e chance to support
one another professionally. In isolated settings
teachers come to believe that they alone are
responsible for running their classrooms
that teaching is an individual enterpriseand
that to dc it successfully requires maximum
autonomy. In fact, in isolated settings; teachers
consider autonomy to be something of a moral
imperative. They feel clear moral constraints
against asking for or offering assistance to
their peers because teaching success, after all;
is expected to result solely from the indi-
vidual's efforts. In other words, requests for
and offers a assistance carry status informa-
tion abbut the failure of teachers to execute
their individual teaching responsibilities.
Teachers tend not to request advice and as-
sistance for fear of appearing _incompetent;
teachers tend not to offer advice and as-
sistance for fear of implying incompetence.
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Where teachers are cut off from their col-
leagues for major_ portions of the school day
the effects are profound. There is little oppor-
tunity to develop collectively held notions
about what is important about teaching and
how one's success shotild be gauged. Indeed;
under isolated working conditions, teaching
goals are strikingly individualistic and require
indicators of effectiveness that are based upon
teachers' personal beliefs about what should
be learned. It is not surprising, therefore, that
informal relations among teachers seldom
center around the substance of teaching as a
common work activity. That is, when teachers
in isolated settings talk togethen their conver-
sations are rarely about instruction. Instead
they talk about social matters, or _engage in
"experience-swapping," where problems about
hopelessly uncooperative:students or parents
are shared sympathetically. I remember one
day from my own teaching experience, walk-
ing into the faculty room and saying, "Mary
Ellen McGovern is driving me crazy." One of
my colleagues looked up at me, smiled, and
said, "Yeah, but wait '61 you get her brother
Joe. He's even worse." Non-productive conver-
sational exchanges such as these may be emo-
tionally supportive, but they have unintended
arid negative consequences because they rein-
force the idea that professionally teachers are
in fact alone, that most teaching problems sim-
ply have no good solutions.

We find that a number of learning problems
arise for teachers:in isolated settings. :First,
they rely exclusively on trial-and-error learn-
ing. Their capacity for growth is limited by
their own ability to diagnose problems, de-
velop solutions, and choose the best alterna-
tive. Second, they do not look to their own
contemporaries:in choosing models of teach-
ing excellence. Instead, teachers typically fall
back on recAections of good teachers:that
they had from their own student days. Third;
without access to pure expertise; the like-
lihood of learning any pre-existing body of
practical knowledge is small. Teachers there-
fore are less able to perceive and interpret
daily classroom events which might be easily
understood if they had access to an already
developed discourse.

Fortunately, not all schools are isolated set-
tings. The most effective schools; schools
where teacher and student learning is greatest,
operate collaboratively. Rare in number, col-
laborative settings nurture fundamentally dif-

ferent assumptions about the nature of teach-
ing. It is believed to be a collective, rather than
an individual, enterprise. In collaborative
schools, professional dialogue among col-
leagues is frequent, and analysis, evaluation,
and experimentation in concert with others
set the conditions under which teachers im-
prove instructionally. Compared to their iso-
lated counterparts, teachers in collaborative
schools interact more about professional mat-
ters, and they interact with a_ greater number
of colleagues. A technical culture develops in
these schools. Ideas that are the product of
collaborative exchange give rise to greater ex-
perimentation in classrooms that leads ulti-
mately to teacher learning, as better solutions
to classroom problems are found.

But norms of collaboration do not just hap-.
pen. They are not the result of serendipitous
combinations of individuals. Instead, they ap-
pear to be the deliberate product of greater
instructional leadership by principals or their
administrative assistants, who, guided by a be-
lief that teachers can become more effective,
ensure that the workplace provides frequent
opportunities for teachers _to talk._ They pair
troubled or beginning teachers with more ex-
pert colleagues. They create committees to de-
sign inservice experiences: They provide re-
lease time for teachers to observe their
colleagues. And most of all, they join with
teachers in making instructional decisions
for example, selecting appropriate materials,
determining methods and techniques, and so
on.

Beyond this, principal collaboration with
teachers is fueled by their visions of the
school, exemplified best in their settingof spe-
cific goals for student performance. Shared
school goals are critical to teacher learning for
three reasons. First, they communicate directly
the_principal'S expectations that teachers are,
in fact; capable of making progress. Second,
shared goals provide a way to decide how to
organize, motivate, evaluate, and reward par-
ticipants within an organizational setting.
Without common goals, for _example, admin-
istrators have no way to decide how to evaluate
teachers in their schools, and teachers have no
way to decide what to emphasize in their
teaching. Improvements in the performance
of teachers then become unlikely or random,
without a clearly perceived need. Third, with-
out common goals, there can be no collective
expenditure of effort on the part of teachers,
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and no basis for professional dialogue. It is
altogether likely, therefore, that teachers will
ptiiht their efforts tOwards improvement; if
they Make therii, in entirely different direc-
tions

Principals' strategies for evaluating_teachers
also help them become good colleagues.
Teacher learning depends to no small extent
on demonstrated need for: new skills. But
teachers ih iSdiated Settings do not know pre-

Well they are doing, leaving many of
theM in no position either to identify improve-
ment needs or to re-direct their energies to-
ward betterment. Effective principals or their
administrative cadres, guided by both the cer-
tainty that teachers can learn and their explicit
learning goals, regularly monitor classroom
affairs, prOvide helpfirl suggestions and feed-
back, and deploy extra support servicespar-
ticularly other teachersto those needing
special assistance:

It also turns out that _school administrators
and teachers are helped or hindered in their
improvement efforts by what goes on in the
district Office. The hiost effective schools7
where the greatest teacher learning takes
place--are in districts where the superinten-
dent and _central office staff themselves set
instructional improvement agendas, help
principals both to set their own school goals
and evaluate teachers properly, provide prin-
cipals with learning opportunities and lead-
erShip apprenticeships, supply resource peo-
ple to work with teachers individually; and
allow for the input of teachers and principals
in determining district needs. Certainly a su-
perintendent who initiates experimentation
and change in his or her own district sets the
tone, ihtitation, and expectation that others
will dO likewiSe in theit schools.
: In Sum, the process of learning to teach is

determined largely not by outside factors over
which schools have little control; but by organ-
izational conditions that are amenable to pol-
icy manipulation and change. But effective
schools and districts are tare. The majority of
the teacher, Work forte still works in profes-
SiOnal iStilatiOh and learns to teach lay experi-
&rte. h takes them _about five years before
they reach their prime effectiveness; There-
after, because they have exhausted their per-
sonal repertoire of ideas, their_ performance
either stays stable or begins to decline.

AS teachers use the saMe instructional tech-
niques over an ektended number of years,

there is a tendency to become bored and lose
interest, particularly where there is no outside
stimulus:to counter professional stagnation._ I
might add also that we mostly see patterns of
high teacher absenteeism or attrition in
schools where teachers suffer from profes7
sionaliisolation. And I want to make one final
point before moving on. When we aSk teacherS
in collaborative settings: how long it takes to
learn to teach, the majority of themeven
those with twenty years expenencesay, "I'm
still learning," Teachers in isolated settings re-
port that it takes them about five or six years.
This in itself offers evidence that different
school cultures construct profoundly different
teaching realities for teachers.

Teacher Motivation

Next I turn briefly to the question of what
motivates teachers to learn. Teachers are no
less complicated than other professionals.
Their productive involvement in Work, first
and foremost, requires challenge: Challenge
stimulates involvement by requiring_that indi-
viduals exercise judgment and choice. In
doing so, they become the main factor in their
own performance. Further, coping with chat=
lenge requires the expenditure of effort, and
if by trying, teachers produce some improve-
ment in their performance, their commitment
to learning is enhanced; After all; when each
of us decides to do something, we are always
delighted whem we muster our best efforts
and succeed. We don't commit this energy or
experience this kind of pleasure, however, if
the choice of what to do, or how to CIO it, is
taken away.
: Of course, teachers at different stages in

their careers require different sorts of chal-
lenges: Beginners find that everything about
teaching is a challenge. Where they receive no
guidance_ or support from experienced and
successful teachers or administrators, they un-
dergo severe "reality shock," as idealikii yields
to the: understanding that before one can
teach, it is necessary to do many things, in-
cluding managing students' sometimes unruly
behavior. In isolated settings, reality shock
prompts rather negative work_ orientations.
The view that each student has different
learning needs gives way--"usually within the
first yearto a custodial view, where the
maintenance of order is stressed, students are
distrusted, and a punitive attitude toward con-
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trol prevails. Beginning teachers in isolated
setting& feel powerless. Their einphaSiS Oh
maintaining order; and on the uniform treat-
ment of every student, limits their discretion.

Often the,e challenges overwhelm begin-
ners. People move to confront challenge only
when there is a reasonable chance of success,
some assurance that their efforts will produce
the outcomes they Seek. Teacher certainty ten=
ters around ability to iiiiderStand yOungsterS'
capabilities; to specify goals for theM, and to
evaluate their own contribution to students'
gains. The teaching novices in isolated settings
lack the skills, support, and certainty to help
them successfully confront work challenges; so
many of them sittply give up.

Not only do we find that beginning teatherS
are those most likely:to dekct frrira the Work
force; we also lose almost half of them before
they begin their fourth year of teaching. It is
more thanjust bright, able bodies that we lose.
Newcomers bring valuable personal re-
sourceshope, energy, fresh perspectives=
that under other circumStante&COUld Serve to
renew older teachers' profeSsitirial comniit-
ment as well.

As you might anticipate; wedo not_ find the
same defection rates for beginners in collab-
orative settings. Here they appear to maintain
the view that tending to the individual needs
of students is important. Their emphaSiS on
skill development, particularly Ski HS in tiriang-
ing student behavior; helps beginners avoid a
custodial attitude; Whi Cli in turn lessens the
reality shock; New teachers in collaborative
settings feel far more certain about their abili-
ties to help students learn, more certain about
what students ought to be learning, and niore
certain that technical help and assistance_ iS
available as they need it. Stith -certainty helOs
them confront the challenges of teaching bet-
ter

Let us consider the experienced teacher
next. What characterizes professional work is a
sequence of problems and_ challenges that get
ever more important and thertfore provide
opportunitfor greater retognitiOn and Skill
utilization. Thus we find that collaborativeset-
tings benefit experienced teachers by_ erri-
powering them. Rather than administrators
holding teachers back and forcing them to
comply with overly prescriptive rules and pro=
cedures, they encourage:teachers to develop
and use whatever tools they can to get gObd
results. Powerless teachers become turf-

minded. They build fences_ around thew _oVvri
domain (the classroom), and feel blocked from
the_ influence and respect of people around
them: This is; after all; what teachers' auton-
omy is all about.

The powerful, on the other hand, can: af--
ford to be expansivethey have flexibility,
support, connections, and importance. They
have more_than just_their own little piece Of
the hilL__And no wonder veteran teachers_in
collaborative settings_ feel _more powerful and
skilled than their:counterparts in isolated set-
tings! Because they serve _as mentors to
novices, they are able to use their expertise to
socialize, advise; and: help junior colleagueS
improve. The collective repository of ide,
techniques, and models that :teachers_ build _in
concert with colleagues and administratorS;
like a centripetal force, pulls them towards the
same mission of professional improvement so
essential to_ their continued commitment: to
the school. It is not surprising, therefore, that
these kinds of working conditions substantially
reduce teachers' defection and absenteeism.

Stages of Mather Knowledge
Now we come to the final question: What do

teachers need to know in :various stages in
their careers? Earlier I noted the failure of
colleges and universities to provide the course
work and experience& that help beginning
teachers to succeed and experienced teacherS
to improve. It is time for us to examine What
does and _does not go on there; and its fiiiiire
possibilities:

: Consider first the way teacher education is
structured. At the elementary school level,
preservice teachers progress through:a serieS
of "how-to" courses: how to teachreading, how
to teach math,:how to teach social studies,:and
soon. These "how-to" courses in the past have
emphasized much of the professor's own per-
sonal philosophy:of teaching and far too little
research knowledge.

Why is this the case? For one thing, there are
over 1,200 teacher preparation institutionS
across:the nation; and less than a tenth _of
those institutions engage actively_ in the_ pro-
duction of knowledge; For another thing, re-
searchers with scholarly credentials often do
not concern or involve themselves with the
education of teachers, instead choosing to
focus their energies on the education of grad=
uate students. Finally, until recently, re-
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searchers have been_ unconcerned about the
fact that their findings seldom reach those
wha engage in the preparation of teachers.

Armchair philosophers serve neither the in-
terests nor the concerns of teachers. Class-
room teachers' concerns for practical applica-
tion are quite rational because their profes-
sional lives will be spent out there in the
trenches. Beginning teachers are not particu-
larly interested in; therefore; the principles of
democratic education set forth byjohn Dewey.
Instead, they want techniques for dealing with
the student who has contentilusly refused, to
comply with directions. Teachers are also
demonstration-minded; They want to know
and ta see :how techniques can be imple-
mented; and what consequences a particular
choice will have.

While efforts to prepare beginning teachers
have changed little over the course of the last
two decades, in the_meantime we have under-
gone a quiet revolution in our knowledge
about effective teaching. We have: accumu,
Wed, for example; much knowledge about
classroom manalement. We know that good
classroom managers use well-organized
lessons_ which enable them to have through
instructional activities at an appropriate pace,
and thus maintain students' facus of attention
and engagement. Effective teachers con,
tinually monitor classroom affairs and detect
inappropriate student behavior before it be-
comes a major classroom disruption. They
also do a_great deal of planning and classroom
organization before the school year begins and
introduce rules ,and procedures during the
first two weeks of school, treating them as part
of the instructional content.

But the fact remains that too little of the
research base we have acquired over the _past
two decades is making it into the real world of
teacher preparation programs, despite consis-
tent data that these skills can become part of
the teacher's instructional repertoire. I am
hopeful that this sorry state: af affairs mill
change. The National Council for Accredita-
tion of Teacher Education (NCATE) has re-
cently modified its evaluation standards to in-
corporate research findings. That is, the forty-
two percent of the teacher preparation institu7
tions which are currently accredited by
NCATE will now be judged:according to how
well they measure up to the _new research,
driven standards; Leadership of both the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education and the National Institute of Edu-
cation has launched major efforts to encour-
age utilization of research on teaching.

But these efforts alone are not enough. Too
much of a prospective teacher's education
takes place outside of the elementary and sec-
ondary schoals where they mill eventually
work; While there is evidence that teacher ed-
ucation_ programs are increasing their empha-
sis on field experience, the quality of those
additional hours spent in classrooms is in no
way assured. Teacher preparation has long
suffered from an absence of good models.
And so we see the general tendency for field
experiences to produce and perpetuate inef-
fective instructional strategies. Once the real-
ity of teaching life is accepted and acquiesced
to, it loses its power to contribute to further
education. In this sense, experiences which
promote uncritical_ replication of observed
practice are_ antithetical to the purposes of ed-
ucation itself.

Further, good teaching models that are
available are sorely underutilized, because stu7
dent teachers, like the colleagues they will ulti7
mately join, are reluctant to seek advice and
assistance. When we ask teachers from the
most effective collaborative schools, "What do
you think is the most important thing for be-
ginning teachers to know?," this is how they
responded:

"If you've got a problem, talk to your
colleagues. You've got to know that you
can turn to other people. You need to
know that turning to other people is
not an indication of incompetence.
Just like any new job; you need sup-
port, and you shouldn't be afraid to ask
for help."

"Beginning teachers can't work mira-
cles. They should not be afraid to ask
for help; I've heard so many teachers
say; 'I know this is going to sound stu-
pid, but,' and then they will ask the
question. It's not stupid at all. It's been
asked a thousand times before."

"Beginning teachers must have pa-
tience with themselves; They think
they are expected to be perfect at all
time& They think they can change the
world. When they can't do everything,
they get upset with themselves and the
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children._ New teachers should re-
member that things will get better, so
don't give :up. I've seen some new
teachers take twenty hours of work
home every night; When they don't
succeed on their own, they start bring-
ing home less and less. After a few
months, they are only taking home
their pocketbooks."

Every year about half our student teachers
decide not to enter the profession. For some,
the decision is based on the realization they
simply do not like the work, But for themajor-
ity, :the decision is based upon personal de-
spairthe loss of optimism that teachers can;
after all, make a difference. In this case their
despair is based on the type of contact they
had hadwith practicing teachers, and the sorts
of models that those teachers represent. There
is a good deal of evidence that students' at-
titudes become mare custodial and negative
during field experiences, and that students
become more concealing and less willing to
share with their peers. It is possible to inter-
pret these declines not as a result of the influ-
ence of practicing teachers, but rather as the
growth toward realism.::But again, in icollab-
orative settings,the reality that takes shape is
altogether different. Here; reflection and
analysis with practicing teachers brings on
greater certainty about the student teacher's
professional skills, greater clarity about in-
structional purpase, and greater hope that fu-
ture learning _will occur. Thus the very same
organizational conditions that influence on-
going professional growth of practicing teach-
ers need also to be applied to preservice prep-
aration as well;

Clearly the learning needs of experienced
teachers must also be better served by colleges
of education. In addition to keeping them in-
formed about the most robust research find-
ings, we need to provide them with successful
ways oEmentoring; evaluating; and modeling
successful strategies for others; ways for shar-
ing in the leadership of schools, and ways that
keep them reflective and critical about their
own and other's instructional practices. We do
not do this now.
: Let me also make a final observation that

the preparation of teachers and their ongoing
learning cannot be considered apart from the
preparation of administrators at all levds. If
supervision is to result in an understanding of

the teaching process, we must supplement cur-
rent preparation programs with the knowl-
edge, skills, and cooperation that makes such a
joint venture possible.

Thank you very much.

LYNN SIMONS (Superintendent of Public
Instruction; Wyoming): l.wonder if you would
comment on the implications of merit pay on
collaborative schools?

DR. ROSENHOLTZ: It has: very dangerous
implications. One of the problems with merit
pay is that it_sets up a system of scarce rewards
where people have to compete with one an,
other to earn those rewards. Obviously; if
teachers begin to compete with one another,
they close off avenues of professional sharing
and deliberation. This in turn influences not
only their own learning but their ability to
succeed with students, so that merit pay in and
of itself will countermand any efforts to make
schaols more collaborative places.

There are some other problems as well; I
might as well articulate some of them for you.
I'm doing, by the way, a fairly extensive exam-
ination of merit pay, career ladder basic skill
programs in a particular southeastern state.
One of my findings thus far is that there:are
many things that influence teachers' willing-
ness:to work with one another; When you re-
ward teachers differentially; give them differ-
ent amounts of money, and the system that
you :use to reward them is not perceived by
teachers themselves as legimitate (that is, it
doesn't legitimately differentiate between
them according to their skill levels); nat only
do you create inequities; you alSo create in,
credible status problems; What happens is
this: if I am a teacher and I see the person
next door being rewarded while:I am not, and
I feel that the basis upon which that reward
was made is not legitimate, I am going to try:to
establish-a more solid base of equity in the
setting. To do that; I _am going to lower my
own commitment. I am going to invest_ less;
because then I will feel that at least somebody
is putting forth more effort than I am. That
principle, by the way, is called the principle of
distributive justice; and we see it operating
very strongly in some schools now.

BILL HONIG (Superintendent of Public In-
struction, California): One of the problems or
dangers in insisting upon a research base or
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data framework for teacher preparation is that
we don't have the research in some of the very
areas ihat we know are necessary for preparing
teachers properly.

DR. ROSEN.HOLTZ: That is_right;_and we
know thatcertain instructional_ objectives_ re,
Quire _altogether different. leaching _practices
than others. Wei are beginning to develop a
more differentiated approach to research on
teaching and teaching effectiveness. We are
now_ looking at 'problem-solving behaviors on
the part_ of .students,_ and: whatteachers doto
encourage those things,..We _arei.making great
StrideS but clearly we do not _have a strong
enough _data base _to call the shots for all the
curriculum and all, the different grade levels,
for all the different populations and students
tbat need to be served. We do have informa-

What -happens when leachers try to
teach basic _skills_and.the most effective istrat,
egies_far particular kinds of .students..It is this
precise knowledge base that we currently do
not see implemented in any preservice pro-
grams on a mass basis. We see individual
pockets of them, moving along at one institu,
tithi or abotbet lint there -iS no tbncerted
effort on the part of the profession to use this
knowledge.

MR.. HONIG: It seems _that there are two
problems: one _is research for_ practitionable
professional utilization. These are _the catego,
ries that should go into teacher preparation. If
you are missing_ some .of ._these._major .areas,
yoteve . got_ a hole _in .your program; .These we
could_ agree on.-Second, where are we todate
on research gaps? The University of Illinois
report _Becoming:a Nation of Readers is research-
backed information about what_teachers .need
to know if they're .going to teach reading, but
that addreSses onlyione area and is something
of a_ .fluke.:It _has__become_ sort- of a national
professional_standard, If you take_a look at it,
we_ do _not _have_ them in .the other areas; es-
pecially in elementary school.

DR. ROSENHOLTZ: We do not have a con-
tetted effort by scholars, as the Becoming a
Nation of Readers report does, that brings to-
gether pre-eminent peopk in a particular dis-
cipline like reading to pool their knowledge
and see what is known about effective instruc-
tion. We do have a number of isolated research
findings that we have not pulled topther. For

example; we have known since 1970 that sen-
tence diagramming does not help students im-
prove their writing skills. It doesn't help stu-
dents become better writers to learn, how to
diagrarn Sentence-S. But sentence diagram-
ming is in the curriculum of every junior high
and upper elementary grade classroom. Why
is this? Because people have been unable to
pull together to compile their cumulative
knowledge and_there are no resources that are
necessarily made available for that kind of col-
laborative effort to occur. But you are abso-
lutely right. That needS to happen.

CINDY WARD (Mellon Project State Coordi-
nator, Mississippi): My response will focus on
something that Dr. Rosenholtz said toward the
end of her presentation_regarding the role of
administrators in fostering collaboration and
collaborative structures, especially in schbols.
These are going to be very critical areas. We
want to see how we can make our schools more
collaborative in nature so that teachers will feel
more comfortable in doing the things she [Dr.
Rosenholtz] describedtalkingito each other
and working together. In Mississippi we are
seeing in our required staff development pro-
grams that a lot of the problems, particularly
in staff development, are brought about
mainly because of a lack of collaboration at the
local school district level, and because teachers
do not view their school systems as _places
where they can communicate effectively with
each other without feeling threatened in many
cases. We need to try to get teachers to be
more willing to do this. It can be very helpful
to us [as educators].

As teachers_ become more accustomed to
talking to each other about the practices of
teaching, it is 'going to be important that ad-
ministrators distinguish between talking abOnt
teaching practice and actually talking abont
teacher competency Many teachers may_ feel
that if they discuss things that are going on
they are talking_ about a teacher, but in es,
sence, they are dealing with a teaching prac,
Lite. The administrator, again, has a critical
role in demonstrating or mcideling that collab,
oration:is expected at the local school:district
kvel. This then needs to be P.nnounced so the
faculty knows about it.

If teachers learn more on the job, as Dr.
kosenholtz has mentioned, then_ those teach-
ers who have been out in the field and are in
the classrooms now should have some input
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into the preservice program. If it seems that
they learn more on the job in their first few
years of teaching, then maybe consideration
should be given to having more input from
these people into the existing teacher educa-
tion programs and course offerings.

In conclusion, we need to see the school as a
workplace conducive to professional develop-
ment and staff development for teachers. So,
in essence, I concur with everything you said
in your presentation.

DAVID STOCKFORD (representing Mar-
garet Arbuckle, Mellon Project Coordinator
from _Maine): Thank you. _Cindy and I were
both feeling that we should adhere to the ad-
vice Superintendent Clausen gave to his sans
concerning listening and talking behaviors,
particularly given the erudite presentations
that you heard today; Then looking at the
geographic distribution, we decided that it
must be that people wanted to hear us talk,
somebody from the Northeast and somebody
from the South. So I'll try to twang as much as
I can. And she graciously agreed to set the
stage.

Given the advice of not talking_ much; I
could summarize my comments by saying
"amen" and suggest that what you_have stated
has been in fact our experience with the Maine
School Improvement_and Staff Development
Network that we implemented in our state. It
supports several of the points you made; par-
ticularly the need for a means to address
changing needs at various stages. We need to
give more attention to recognizing the devel-
opments that occur when teachers are practic-
ing in the classroom.

I think we are developing some knowledge
alidut the effectiveness of schools and that we
need to do more to share that; particularly
with the people in the classroom. This has
been the basis for several programs that will be
initiated as a result of reform activities enacted
by our state leOslature. After hearing your
comments this afternoon, we look forward to
being mom successful:

One of the most important statements you
made again applies to our experience with the
Maine School Improvement and Staff Devel-

opment Network, and that is that change oc-
curs most successfully within the context of a
defined system: In particular; that includes
working with others--using those interper-
sonal skills that are not included in preservice,
nor in our own staff development in many
instances. But they are most important in the
context of the workplace and the school.

Again I am most pleased with the emphasis
you give this stage: t was intriguing this
morning to hear the comments of Dr: Boyer
and his reference to transition, particularly in
light of his new work on college. This term is
also receiving significant attention, at federal
and state levels, in_ relation to the handi-
capped, an area that happens to be my interest
within our state department of education.

Again I think we fail to recognize the critical
need for support in those first three or five
years of experience in the classroom. We need
to address the national concerns that there are
increasing referrals of young people to special
education services and that these referrals in
many instances result from our projecting
failure on_the learner

And one of the more positive aspects of our
effort is that we are actually seeing (and it is_a
simple technique), that in the school districts
where we had some success with the growth of
staff development networks, the mere experi-
ence of teachers talking specifically about _stu-
dents has reduced the numbers of referrals:to
special education. For us; there is an awfill lot
of insight there and support for what was said
this afternoon. Thank you.

ALICE McDONALD (Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction, Kentucky): Thank you very
much. I tell my teachers across the state that
the three greatest lies ever told are: "The
check is in the mail," "I'll still respect you in the
morning: and "I ain here from the Depart-
ment of Education to help you:" _I do not know
what to do abOut the first two; but I am trying
on the third: Perhaps after this excellent pres-
entation and responses and the rest of the
week's programs, we wiil be from the Depart=
ment of Education and able to help. We thank
you all.
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CAN THE STATE BE A POSITIVE FORCE
IN BUILDING COLLABOPATIVE AND INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS

IN TEACHER EDUCATION?

Frank Newman
President

Education Commission of the States

My job is to talk about the possibilities of
state strategies. What is it that the state can do?
How can we make something happen? I ',e-
lieve that this discussion will be much better if
it is, indeed, a discussion. So would you be
wiling _to make this an exchange of ideas
rati:er than a lecture?

There is a good deal of debate these days
about what the state role should be, and I want
in a moment to come back to some of the
Education Commission of the States (ECS) ini7
tiatives which will put that to the test. And I
should also say that, courtesy of the Mellon
and Ford Foundations, I am with a group of
peoplein the midst of a major examination of
what the state's role can and should be in its
relationship with its flagship university. So that
whole question of how the state can function,
what the state can reasonably hope to accom-
plish, is becoming a much larger issue.

One of the things that any examination, cer-
tainly the one that we have aeen through, re-
minds you is that we in the education commu-
nity have shared a misconception of the state's
role. There is a tendency to think of it as sort
of a straight line stretched across. At one end
is complete autonomy for a university; at the
other end is too much control by the state.

What reasonable people debate is where
along that line the ultimate answer should be
balanced. Should it be toward more autonomy,
1?ss autonomy, more accountability (if you
want to call this end accountability)? In other
words, move it back and forth and find the
right position. The more my colleagues and I
on this project have examined that question,
the more we have realized that it is a totally
inadequate, inappropriate, and miswading
way of thinking about state relationship3.

The problem, the opportunity maybe, is to
think of the_ state role_ as being quite different
from the educational institution's role. The
problem is to maximize both roles, but to find
the right role far each, and avoid the wrong
ones; Almost all of the historic changes in

American higher education,:whieh we tend:to
look upon as being more or less divine revela-
tions or changes from within, were; in fact;
externally wrought changes. The Land Grant
Act _is an obvious example. We now look_ with
pride upon land grant institutions and the
land grant concept within higher education.

We think the Land Grant Act was a great
Airierican step that sprang indigenously from
the soil; Somehow we know it had something
to do with the Midwest; we_are not quite sure
where it had sprung_up. Actually, it was an act
of the Congress, and it was:not proposed by a
guy named Land Grant. A group of people
put it together. It was passed first not in 1862,
as we always say, but in 1858. It was:vetoed by
President James Buchanan; passed again in
1862; and signed by Lincoln. Now we accept it;
but at the time it was seen as an end-run
around established, dug-in, reactionary aca-
demic_ institutions.

And- one can identify a whole series of these
"_outside" actions that were done either by the
federal government, state governments (most
commonly); churches (often); or broad public
pressures (on occasion) These were the exter-
nal forces that drove American education into
new avenues, often by the same technique of
an end-run. To some degree, it is important to
recagnize that we need a powerful:state force.

The importance,it seems to me, is to see the
concept of a powerfid state; not competing: for
the same piece of control that the institutions
of education are competing for, but competing
for power in its own sphere, primarily the
sphere of influencing and encouraging in-
stitutions. So that brings us back to a very
difficult set of questions.

How does the state do that? What areithe
mechanisms the state brings to bear to achieve
those purposes? It cannot always start corn,
pletely new institutions, as attractive as that
idea may be.

Anyway, part of our goal is to think through
the forces the state can bring to bear to be
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more powerful and more effective; but in its
appropriate sphere. How can it bring about a
reform movement, such as in teacher educa-
tion, in a way that is sustained? It is rare that
there is a single element that brings forward
something like a _reform movement. It is clear
tb all of us that the refbrm movement did not
Start With A Nation at Risk; it :did not end with
A Nation_ at Risk. It started long before that;
With Many things that you and others are
doing; and it will continue for a long time.

Powers of the State

Well, what powers does the state have? In
teacher education it has a tremendous number
Of powers. It owns most of the teachers' col-
leges. It certifies teachers in a very eicehisiVe
Way. It provides student aid to people goingto
college who wish to become teachers; It legis-
lates with regard to collective bargaining,
which influences a great deal the nature of the
occupation.

The state has SOine other powers as well. It
tan publicite_ things, pOint out thingsi: bring
attention to things, but it has some probleriii;
One problem is that none of these_powers is
well coordinated; You probably represent as
much as anyone the ways of coordinating that
the state has. But remember, in most states the
powers are split between higher educatiOn and
elementary and secondary education, bew_eefi
tOrnmissionersof higher education and thief
state school officers. That splitruns all the Way
through there However, in New York; for ex7.
ample, all the power, including most of the
power of the governors, is combined under
the single office of the commissioner of educa-
tion. This structure grants enormous powers,
sort of a halo effect.

Part of the problem is that as we made a lot
of progress in these years in getting:higher
education and elementary and secondary edu-
catior 'o work together, the national condition
for them is to be_separated and to move con-
siderably apart. Another problem is the: tow
trol- by interest groups. There has been a lot of
political science work on control of:things like
defense: spending by groups that link them-
Selves; that have common interests; Therefore;
the Defense Department people; working with
Defense committees_ in the House and Senate,
become a force in themselves and gradually
begin to control things. They get a very firm
handle on things, so that the Congress and the

Administravon have a very difficult time in
trying to go against them.

The same thing has happened to us. That is,
things like teacher certification SlOWly fall hitt,
the hands of professionals; who haVe Sblf-inter-
est in those issues. Pee,* like ourselves who
have the overall good of the _public_ at heart
find it difficult to deal with those groups. And
there are ways for us. So let us think about the
kind of strategies that we can use.

One of the problems for us is whether we
look at this as a time for incremental or radical
strategies. Is our goal to change_teacher edu-
cation little by little, or is-it time for us to seize
the moment, in the midst of the current re-
form mood; and do something very radical
because we will never get another chance?
There will never be a time quite as favorable as
this.

I suppose a lot depends on the particular
situation in :each state, on: the particular
strengths available. Dn the whole; I think the
time is much more favorable for relatively_rad-
ical _transformations; and I want to propose a
couple of strategies that might help us to
achieve them. If we :want relatively radiCal
ones, we have to think about what our goals
arr. Do_we want a completely new approach to
teaching? I would argue there are some very
good reasons to want that.

Do we want new courses? Are we_just con-
cerned that teachers do not seem to know cer-
tain things? Do we want a different kind Of
major for teaching? Do we want _to attract new
students? If we want to attract new students;
do we need a new image for the whole process
of teacher education as well as for teaching
itself?

Let me divert you slightly to argue that
there is room for thinking:about an entirely
new argument about teaching.: Ernie [Ernest
L. Boyer, President, Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching] mentioned the
forthcoming Carnegie Foundation report on
the undergraduate experience, which I think
will be an important addition to future knowl=
edge,_ particularly as it applies to the high
school-college_transition. It is interesting that
we put so muchemphasis on transition, but we
know so little about it.

New Challenges for Education

There is another report the Founda-
tion, coming out in about six ..ceks; on a pro-
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ject that I have been chairing; It is called
Higher Education and theAmerican Resurgence It
talks about the importance of our thinking
through where we are going, if the country is
going to try to take the kind of leadership role
in the future that it had in the past. Obviously
one thing that is involved is a completely new
economy. We are dealing with a world in which
the economy has changed_lt is na longer the
kind of economy we had before the Japanese
entered the automobile business, for example.
The major change is not that we have more
international competition, while that is cer-
tainty true. The mojor change is that the
whole nature of industry has changed. We
have:spent most of our adult lives in a world in
WhiCh Ainerican industry has prospered by a
very hierarchical approach. By hierarchical I
mean what was originally called scientific man-
agement.

More recently, it is a version of scientific
management taught in the business schools,
that is, a very rationalized system of manage-
ment, including subdivision of jobs; an organ-
ized; analytital way of looking at things; as-
signment of tasks; and orders and procedures
coming down from above. It was marked by
heavy capital investment, large volume, and
low_cost. And we prospered. We were the best
in the world. The one big problem is, it is no
longer applicable.
: First of all, it is no longer true that we have

the advantage; It is not just Japan that can
produce more cheaply than we can; but also
that Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore can do it
more cheaply than Japan.

So we have been forced to look at what we
do and realize that what we do well in the
current world is something entirely different.
We innovate; we think of new ideas; we do
different things. That nice organization, that
business-school thinking is antithetical to in-
novation. And all of a sudden, the school sys-
tem, the MBA system that the universities
have, and the organizational structure that
businesses have do not work in today's world.

Now I mention this because when you
change what the country is trying to accom-
plish, it changes what you as educators are
trying to accomplish. Not too many educators
have caught on to this. The obvious people
who are going to catch up are the people run-
ning the business schools. If we are trying to
create a different world, 2nd if an en-
trepreneurial spirit, rather than an intense,

analytical effort, is what matters, is the business
school graduate ready for that world? Answer:
No.

What about ordinary workers, ordinary
people? In a community where we expect peo-
ple to be more involved, outspoken, and inde-
pendent thinkers; is our education system ap-
propriate? Answer: No. What do we want? We
want involvement; we want critical thinking;
we want risk-taking; we want the capacity to
think in more imaginative terms.

What helps and hurts creativity?
What helps creativity? Well; start with the

question of what hurts creativity. What hurts
creativity? Sitting still; having somebody tell
you the answers; saying there is only one right
answer What do we do in our schools? All the
studies show that over ninety percent of the
time we urgeistudents to do exactly what I just
described. The only thing that has: saved us
and kept the United States in the industrial
league ts one simple fact: we are lousy at the
encouragement of creativity; but we are
slightly better than the rest of the woria: Ac-
cording to the findings of our group, we ap-
pear to be the best in the world at fostering the
freedom and flexibility to encourage creativity.

We offer more opportunity for students to
speak aut, participate, and try new ideas. Now
we don't offer a lot; If you think we have a lot;
go try a method I useon college students; who
have much more education than elementary
and secondary :school students. A group of
researchers, including me, went out and asked
college students, "Suppose you're taking your
final exam, an essay exam. You've answered
the first four questions and there's a fifth; You
look at the fifth and say; 'The troubk with this
question is that it is really structured wrong; in
light of the course: It asks this, while it really
should ask this.' Would you write the answer to
the question as it is written and then say, 'How-
ever, I think it would be better if this question
were structured this way, and here's how: I
would answer it.' Would you be wiiling to do
that?" We have yet to meet the first sturicnt
who says yes. The almost universal answei is;
"Are you kidding?" Our next question was,
"Why not?" They answer, "You've got to be out
of your head. I'm taking the exam. I'm trying
to pass. If I do that, I am dead, dead, dead."

Now whether the students areright orinot,
we have convinced them that the last thing
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they should do is think. We convince the stu-
dent to find out what the professor wants as an
answer and give it back. In elementary: and
secondary education, it is more so. And that is
one-half of the pmblem. The other half of the
problem is thatthe world has changed politi
cally for the United States; The problems of
social involvement and political process are
now much more complicated.

Let me give you only one example out of
many. One example is pollution. My family
and I moved to California when we were
young, and we first-lived in: Newport Beach
near:Los Angeles. Everybody said you can't
live there because of the_pollution. Everybody
thought pollution meant air pollution and
water pollution; Los Angeles had smog and
Lake Erie had dead fishtwo things we could
do something about. Now the air around LA is
largely clean; the fish are back in Lake Erie.

But, as we became gradually more educated
about pollution, we found that it wasn't as
simple as that. We found that cleaning up pol-
lution islike peeling an onion; Toxic waste and
acid rain are extremely complicated issues.
They are not localized to a particular area the
way air pollution affects LA. They affect the
whole world. They are not going to_be solved
easily. We have yet to find any solution for
tbkic waste, Why? We have technical solutions
for acid rain; but no one can agree politically
how to apply them. We do not have the social
ability to get together and deai with the bigger
problems.

Citizenship Education

Part of this is our fault. Whyi Because we do
not encourage people to become citizens. In-
creasingly our educational ytem is abstracted
from its first and most fundamental principle.
The purpose of education in this country is
first to_ prepare people for life as dtizens and
secondarily to prepare them for careers.
We've forgotten it.

Do teachers and faculty members believe
they have a responsibility to prepare better
citizens? We have surveyed that; "No" is the
answer Why? There are a few reasons. One,
they are afraid that if they get into values, they
will be seen as right-wing ideologues. Second,
they are not sure what the values are. Third,
there is a lot of cyniciSm about values left over
from the anti-Vietnam War period;

So there are a lot of questions at stake; But

look at the values inherent in teaching. If you
tell a student he or she cannot cheat on an
examination, you are teaching values. If you
tell them that:there is merit, that is to say, one
person is going to get an 'A' and the next
person is going to get a 'B,' you are teaching
values; Basically you are teaching values_ when
you say, "If you do well, that's better than if
you do poorly." If you teach the fact that life
will be improved with greater knowledge, you
are teaching a value. So what we have is a
situation where people are refraining from
teaching values because of their fear of being
perceived as right-wing;

Now I mention all of these things because
there is an antidote to_ both sides, both the
entrepreneurial,_ risk-taking concern on one
side, and the lack of sense of involvement and
citizenship on the other side. And the one
common answer_that all-groups gave when we
queried them about_ addressing the people
working on either side, was: much more mvolve-
ment on the students' part.

How do you get much more involvement on
the students' part? You have to have teachers
who engage the student in activity. This brings
me back to my first question, "Do you really
want a completely new approach to teaching?"
My answer is "yes." I want teachers who are
actively interested in encouraging students to
become fully involved. To get them, we're
going to have to step back and _ask, "What
thould we do differently, and whom do we
attract, and how do we prepare them?"

Now it is time that we had much more dis-
cussion here. I have stated a couple of theses;
and I want to go on to different strategies the
state can use, but at this point I think it essen-
tial that someone either agree or disagree pub-
licly.

LYNN SIMONS (Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Wyoming): Do you think the
whole:question of changing teacher education
boils down to more student involvement?

DR; NEWMAN: No, I don't think that is the
whole of the issue, but I do think it is the
central puint. By the time the student gradu-
ates from college, we have spent seventeen
years encouraging that: student to acquire
knowledge and practically no time encourag-
ing the sense of creativity; There has been a
big debate about creativity; Can a student
learn to be creative unless the student has a
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certain knowledge base? Which comes first;
the knowledge base or the creativity? While it
has been an interesting argument for scholars
of creativity, I think it is an absurd argument.
Like most scholars, whetherit is absurd or not,
they can debate it for some time. My own sense
is that the twoigo together.

There are other issues, induding knowledge
generation and acqnisition. But as far as I can
see, the biggest single gain we could make
would be to encourage a different kind of
involvement in the classroom at all levels. Look
at the studies of _student invohement. It is
higir up toabout the fourth grade, then it falls
off. One_of the saddest things and one af the
places :where we da most_ _poorly is graduate
education; One would expect graduate stu-
dents to be sdf-generated scholars. That is
what we say about them. We admit them on
the grounds that they are capable of indepen-
dent, original, creative research.

But if you talk to graduate students, they
find it very difficult to do a piece of creative,
original work. Instead, their committees are
much morelikely to say to them; "This is the
way it will be.7 We had a grand case of this.
When I was president of the University of
Rhode Island, the head of a department at a
certain unnamed elite university was invited to
dinner because he knows a great deal about
undergraduate teaching. As the evening wore
on, he became more and more doquent on the
whole question of creativity and getting stu-
dents to be creative and independent thinkers.
He was magnificent, creating an evening of
real power and majesty on the beauties of edu-
cational attainment.

Were it not for_ the fact that one of my re-
search assistants happened to be a: graduate
student in his department, I would have be-
lieved him; The research assistant had recently
proposed a thesis topic that was centered in
the department, but had a very slight inter7

sciplinary tone to it, and his committee had
unanimously turned it down on the grounds
that they just weren't interested in that kind of
Stuff. Hewas, but they were not. He had gone
to the chairman; and the chairman said to
him; "Well; let me make it plain, we just don't
do that kind of study at this institution."

After dinner, I asked to see the department
head the next day. We had a brief conversa-
tion. I said, "I happen to know one of your
graduate students: who is being denied a
chance to do creative work by your depart-
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ment. I want you either to write me a letter
retracting everything you said last night, or let
this student do a slightly interdisciplinary re-
search thesis." He said, "That's unfair: I said,
'That's exactly how I felt. I thought it was
unfair. So you have a choice; either retract
it...7 Finally, relucantly, they called in the stu-
dent and allowed him to go ahead. He is about
to get his doctorate.

DR. WAYNE SANSTEAD (Superintendent of
Public Instruction, North Dakota): If we buy
the concept from die MBA world of the gold-
collar worker, the person who has superior
flexibility and knowledge, that worker is also
going to be a different kind of worker. How do
you deal with that kind of worker from the
perspective of a management or administra-
tive role?

DR. NEWMAN: The fact is that there is going
to be more flexibility in work. There is a lot of
argument in our society that the main purpose
of education is to create workers molded in the
way that the work force wants, that you are
really the tools of General Motors, U.S. Sted,
and iso on. I don't :happen_ to believe that. I
think :that is sort of absurd. It will not: hurt
American industry to have a considerable de-
gree of flexibility;

I don't know if you have seen the Ford-
U.A.W. plan, which will create the oppor-
tunities for workers to go back to school on the
grounds that they will be more self-motivated
arid will move themselves into new areas. Most
American workers undertake an average of
two and one4ia1f completely different kinds of
work during: their careers; And that is what
gives the work force the flexibility; that keeps it
From being dug-in and immobile. I think it's a
very good thing.

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New Jersey): Years ago, I remember
reading Saul Minsky. He said that the institu-
tions don't respond, and if our goals are
important to us, we must get people's attention
in a very unorthodox way._ You were talking
about a radical approach. Every action has a
reaction. What conditions and what objective
would promote radical change in your mind?

DR. NEWMAN: Well, I had a great lesson in
this once. i talked at length on this subject
with Elliott Richardson; who had a very inter-
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esting view: Do we want substantial change to
occur? Why do we want substantial change?
Because the fundamental things we are doing
are ofkarget: If the fundamental things are
very close; we are really pretty much on target.
If things are going along well, then what we
want is incremental change and we have a difl
ferent strategy." But his argument was that
sometimes things are fundamentally off-tar-
get.

: I would argue that is so in teacher educa-
tion. Why do I say fundamentally? First of all;
teacher education; we all agree, is not at the
top cf the pecking order within the academic
institutions. It ought to be, but it is not. That is
disturbing. It _ought to attract the best stu-
dents, but it does not. No one would argue
that it is attracting the best students, by any set
of terms.:

Second; I would argue that; in light of what
I just said; this is a time when education ought
to be re-thinking entirely what kind of student
it wants to put into the work force, into Ameri-
can life, and into American citizenship. And_it
is not doing that. Schools right now are not in
the process of re-thinking.

Third; under _any circumstances we want
pea& wha are much more activist; creative;
self-motivated; and empowered; people who
feel good about themselves and that the world
is their oyster. That_ is not happening.

That says to me that there is a considerable
need for a shakeup, and therefore I would
argue that a shakeup strategy is in order. Rich,
ardson'S theory was this: "You get out there
and you say all these terrible things: Then
people come to me and say 'Have you heard
what they're saying?' Then I say, 'You're kid-
ding. Are they really saying things like that?
Now we can't go that far.' Then everybody
says, _That's right. We can't go that far. How
far do you think we should: go?' I say, 'We
certainly doret want to go all that way. Well; let
us see, maybe here;' And everybody says; 'Yes;
that's much better. Thank you; Mr. Secretary."

STEPHEN KAAGAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, Vermont): Let me make a couple of
comments; and then say what unsettles me.
First of all, I think that our definition of intel-
lectual competence is changing. I think it is
absolutely fascinating that in the last five years
we have struggled with the term "literacy."
Concepts of literacy keep changing. We come
up with terms like "computer literacy," and

then someone says no, it is "technological liter-
acy:" "visual literacy" We've been struggling
with it; Second; I agree with you; too, that
what we value economically and what we need
in leaders is changing under our feet rather
dramatically.

Third, I think that citizenship skills as a
prime undergirding of the educational system
probably do not exist any more. That which is
intrapersonal is much more important in
America than that which is interpersonal,
much more so than before.

This means that there need_to be some radi-
cal changes in future education, because the
educational system is changing under those
situations that we describe: The problem is
there are a variety of market forces in the
private sector that will cause change to happen
because people want change. Certain groups
of parents will bir. certain things for their
children, whether tne public interest provides
it or not. Yet, at the same time, there are large
numbers of people; most of the people in this
country, who will not be served by the mar-
ketplace. So what unsettles me is the question:
who will represent the public interest in
changing teacher education, and how?

DR. NEWMAN: Well, I think that is a very
simple question. I would answer that the peo-
ple in this room; including me; all have a ma-
jor responsibility in acting on the public's be-
half. Now that may seem arrogant, but I don't
think so.

DR. KAAGAN: It is not arrogant. It just
seems a little inadequate, if you'll accept the
humility of that, given the magnitude of the
problems;

DR. NEWMAN: Yes, I do accept the humility
of that. It is a big task, and we do bear a
substantial burden. But we have a lot of allies.
Our strategies must muster large numbers of
allies because if you attempt to do this alone,as
many of you have found; your hide can be
stretched very nicely up on that wall;

We do; however; have some advantages.
First, we have a very different system of oper-
ating from the Europeans and the Japanese,
who tend to have national [education] systems.
Second, their domains are entirely within the
government, and when the: government de-
cides something, it is passed by the parliamen-
tary majority and becomes law. We do not have
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that:system In that sense, your job:becomes
endlessly more complicated:, On the other
hand, it becomes endlessly more sensible; be-
cause we are much more likely to get good
laws.

We had a debate about this in Denver some
time_ ago. We had a Japanese 'delegation that
was led by _the head of the task force that the
prime minister: created on how to _reform the
Japanese schools. You know what they are wor-
ried about? Their worry is that they have been
very good at the ordinary rote learning, better
than we are, but nowhere near as good at the
whole idea of establishing openness, compe7
tence, competitiveness, flexibility, and
creativity. :

They see that they have now reached the
end of the copy-American-technology road;
and they have got to be more creative: They
don't think that their school system allows
them to be more creative. So we had a long
discussion. They are trying to do the same
thing we are trying to do. They are in the same
boat. So, how do we do it? We cannot do what
they are going to do. Pass a law? No; our
national government is not going to pass a law.

Here are some strategies along with some
allies: The first and most obvious one is the
same thing the Japanese usemandates. We
have used them quite frequently on a state
basis. But what are the options _about man-
dates wheniit comes to teacher education?

One of the difficulties is you cannot man-
date the kind of things you want to deal with:
One trouble we have seen is that students take
too many education courses. But we cannot
mandate _that students take , fewer education
courses. As a matter of fact, the new Southern
Regional Education Board ,(SREB) study
shows that students are already taking more
education courses than the state requires. So;
even if you were to reduce the state require-
ments, it is not likely that you could have much
influence on what appears to many people to
be a critical subject.

The trouble also is that, when dealing with a
sophisticated_ group such as schools of educa,
tion; mandates often appear like regulations in
the United States Navy It's a game Give us a
set of regulations, and within six months we
will have fashioned the perfectly viable answer
that defeats your purpose in issuing those reg-
ulations. My own sense is that mandates will do
almost:nothing for us in the field of teacher
education. We cannot mandate that higher-

quality students will come in, although we can
mandate entrance requirements, and that
might help some. But the fundamental prob-
lem1 of getting a more exciting person into
teacher education is: not likely to be solved
because we passed a law.

Remember our goal_ is not simply to get
higher-test-score students in as teachers, but to
get people who in the classroom feel em-
powered, self-confident--excited, involved
teachers. That is a different kind of person.
And we have no law at the moment that can
effectively say, "You cannot enter the teacher
education program unless you are the kind of
person who is self-confident and powered; can
transmit that enthusiasm to students, and is
likely to be the kind of person who will bring
students into full participation," and so on. We
just don't know how to do that. So I place little
hope at the moment in mandates for teacher
reform.

The Power of Exposé

Second; we have the capacity for exposé,
which I think is a very important capacity of
state government. There is some element of
that in what you are doing with the Mellon
projects; what you are doing is creatingit is
not quite exposéworkable examples and say,
ing, "Look, here's how things can go._" When
you get people together and get them them
talking, you are using some elements of ex-
posé:

But you can go much further. Have any of
you read the SREB report on teacher educa-
tion? All of you_ should. 11t is realty an_ interest,
ing report and a good exampleiof what I
would call a responsible expose. They com-
pared 3;000 transcripts of students studying
in the field of education and 3;000 transcripts
of liberal-arts students. Then they did little
vignettes of people. For example, they said,
"Here's Jim. In, high school Jim, took begin-
ning concepts of preliminary math and failed.
then took the same course again, and got a 'D.'
He went on to community rollegei took 'Intro,
duction to Beginning Math,' got a `D,' and
that's all the math he ever took. Now he is
certified as a teacher:" That is a typical exam7
pie. The study includes a lot of other facts and
comparisons of:teacher education students to
other students. It is far from a complete study,
but when you read it, you say, "We have to do
something. We really have to do something."
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There are some difficulties. One of them is
the difficulty we mentioned before of a split
between higher education and elementary and
secondary education, because this issue con-
cern& both of them; and the jurisdiction is
divided. Another problem is the awkwardness
of appearing to criticize_your own institutions.
Those of you from California know how awk-
ward it was for Pat Callan [Director, California
Postsecondary Education Commission] when
he published some figures on _community col-
leges in California. The community colleges
just really turned on him and said; "This is
totally unfair and unfortunate. How could the
man responsible for thinking about things in
California actually expose our weaknesses?
That's not going to do any good." Of course, it
did a tremendous amount of good.

There are some ways of dealing with this.
For one thing, it is possible to use agencies as
vehicles for exposeintelligent, controlled,
thoughtful expose that helps you move for-
ward, as in the old Richardson law. This is
where we can get information together, from a
set of states like the New England states, or the
country, and putit forward, You then play the
old Richardson game and say, "My; weran't go
that far, of course, but we must certainly take
this into account." So I have high hopes for the
exposé strategy. Done intelligently, fairly,
thoughtfully, I think it works. All the evidence
is that Americans do best under an expose
strategy.

Let me suggest a strategy that Tom Kean;
the Governor of New Jersey and ECS chair-
man; has used. He calls it "the challenge strat-
egy." He has stated two major _issues. One is
the whole question of the quality and effec-
tiveness of teaching. What he is saying is that
we have _been operating on teachers, rather
than with teachers. He is arguing that ECS
and he as chairman ought to challenge teach-
ers to come forward with their ideas. He wants
to go around the country, meet with teachers,
talk with teachers, draw them into conversa-
tions, and publicly challenge them to partici-
pate in the process.

We have tested that: in a small way with
groups of teachers,and it is going to produce a
lot of excitement and interest. Again; teachers
themselves are part of the expose. They them-
selves begin to bring forward things they think
are important.

The Governor is doing the same thing with
the issue of quality in undergraduate educa-

tion. If it is true, :as the SREB report and
others point out, that the quality of :teacher
education at the undergraduate level is lOw,
What gives us confidence about _the rest of
undergraduate education? That is the ques-
tion that has been coming up in state after
state.

What he is saying to the institutions of un-
dergraduate education is,- "We want a signifi-
cant improvernenL in qualityy. This_ state;_to_be,
come the kind _of powerftil; advancing state
that we want it to_ be; must have first rate
undergraduate_ education. But you, not _the
state; want to -be the architects of that. The
state thereby challenges you. We give you your
base budget. We have a small fund that we Will
build on top of the base budget;_and you come
forward-with proposals. We_ want to know two
things. How_ _do you _propose to improve the
quality_ of undergraduate education; and how
do you propose to know that you have im-
proved it? And the best proposals will be
funded, above and beyond your base budget."

That is a challenge. It strikes me as a very
different and interesting way of operating.
Does anybody want to argue with any 6f these
strategies or differ with them?

ARVIN C. SLOME (Associate Commissioner
of Education, Colorado): What about_ chang,
ing the content of the education rourses to
develop more problem solving and creative
thinking as it relates to education and teach-
ing?

DR. NEWMAN: I think that would be terribly
valuable. Let us assume that we could pass a
mandate that says that we will change the con-
tent of education courses. Who will do that,
the schools of education? The same people
who are teaching now,_ right? And after you
have changed the outside of a course and gone
into the classroom, what would they be teach-
ing? The:same thing.

Somewhere we mustmake a real change. We
could get a lot of people in schools of educa-
tion to retire. We would have to make sure
somebody would pick better peoplemore
exciting, more interesting people to replace
them. Otherwise what you would get is more
of the same. So you get into these very subtle
things that require a much deeper change
from within. That is really my point.

COMMENT: The:transcripts in the SREB re-
port were from 1982 or 1983. Some of us who
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were in the survey were given a bum rap.
Those data were taken prior to a change we
made in core requirements for teacher train-
ees. It was also prior to a -change in_ format.
That report was totally one-sided on the issue.
That _iS one of the risks of the expoSe ap-
proachit only tells a small part of the story,
and rimy be recording a period of history that
no longer exists.

DR. NEWMAN: Yes, I think that iS brie Of the
risks. Whenever you use the expose approach,
there is the diSadvantage that the data them,
selVeS tan be attacked. As a consequence I am
a believer in very Careful and extensive work
with the data:

JUDITH LANIER (Dean, College _of Educa=
tion, Michigan State University): I question
the supposition that education courses are_the
villain. A lbt of the problem is that secondary
teatherS have the fewest number of education
CciurseS. Less than one-sixth of their under-
graduate_ course_work is in education, on the
average across the United States. This is not
even close to what you would call a major. On
top_of that you have student teaching, but I am
excluding that. NOW that hardly seems enough
Co be the villainous thing that you attack.
WOUld yon Comment on that?

DR, NEWMAN: I would rather not address
that question at the moment._ I don't think my
question is what is really right or wrong_with
teacher education. My concem is identifying
strategies to address that. So I am trying to
focus on the state strategy question. While I
-rn faVOr 6F an eXpose strategya tough
argument strategy, I am not much for villains.
IV:- spend too much time in our country trying
, tigure (pa who is wrong, rather than what is

ro..Er

C. c-ollege_of_Educa-
verSify Of Florida):, Isn't_ there an _in-

d6 you on the one hand,
tia ?...tpose strategy; which by its very
uame has an element of _sensationalism in=
vdvc !, on the other _hand, avoid the vil=

10 you ha e it both way0

DR NEWMAN: Well; -there_is a dangerous
eletiiitrit Li-, reform in_this countryy. At it recent
meeting that Ted [Hollander; Chancellor of
Higher Education; New Jersey] put together, a

group of New Jersey university presidents, a
few people from the outside, and a reporter
from the Star Ledger were present. After an
intense, very progressive; and thoughtful day
of discussing how to put this challenge busi-
ness together, this reporter said, "This is a
bunch of talk. I want a number. Give me one
number that will show whether undergradu,
ate quality is iniprOving or getting worse." I
Cdtildn't believe it. I said, "What are you going
ta do?7 He said, "Keep track," And I said;
"You'll write a headline that says 'Jersey
schools again fail numerical test on quality,' or
something like that. It's you who cause such a
mess in American education._ You want to re-
duce the most complex kind of business we
can imagine to one lousy number so that you
can have the sensational headline." The re-
porter got very offended and left; I felt that I
had done my part for New Jersey that day.

Of course, this , attitude Makes us cynical,
and We mUst absOlutely resist it. But we don't
need VillainS aS much as we need problems. By
that I Mean, if We're getting people with
inadequate imagination; self-confidence, and
excitement into the teaching process, that is
the problem. We don't need to say, "The dean
of the school of education is wrong."_ If the
process of teaching is so bureaucratic that
brighL, able, people Will noi enter it, then we
need ta de-bureaucratize the schools. That is
the probleM.: Let's stay with the problem and
forget the villains; Let the problems carry the
weight. That way we don't have to personalize
things

BERNARD SCHWARTZ: I think you have
giyen a rather rational and cogent picture of
what has happened to us during the recent
changes. We have a stagecoach, if you will, in
the old industrial society. To solve the prob-
lems of change, you are saying; "Let's take this
stagecoach and look at its partslike teacher
education, the teacher, the trainer of teachers,
the university level, and the college level."
Let's -change it a little. You are forgetting the
niajOr thesis that struck me as being S.) impar,
tant=-that we need an external Force, a radical
change From the outside. You told us that this
has been the only way we have been able to
make changes in education, yet you want to
start from the inside and change a part in the
stagecoach, by reducing teacher education. It
seems inconSistent.
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DR. NEWMAN: I hate to admit it, but I think
you are right. I want to give you a strategy that
is at least a little betterithan that. This goes way
beyond the question of teaching. I have gradu-
ally become convinced that we must have
much less bureaucracy in the schools. There
are too many layers of management. I think
business has found that out. I think we are
going to be forced to have much less in the way
of rules and procedures. We will have to en-
courage really entrepreneurial principles.

The most important lesson that Sizer, Good-
lad, and Boyer discovered was that there are
aggressive; perfectly adequate schools in terri,
ble situations where there happens to be a
principal who ignores all the bureaucracy and
runs the place with an inspired, firm, tough
hand. What prevents_ this from happening
more often? So, in the broader sense, I'm with
you completely. I think we've got to do very
different structural things. Teacher education
is just one part of the situation;

A Proposal for a New Nfiklel of Teacher
Education

I have at least one proposal; I mention this
more as an example, although I think the pro-
posal is perfectly feasible. Do some things that
are different; shake things up in terms of who
enters teacher education, what they do while
in training, what they do when they get out,
and their willingness to shake up the school
when they get there; What could we do that
would give us a different kind of person enter-
ing the situation?

I have a proposal. What is the model we can
use? We are interested in the question: "How
do we encourage young men and women in
America to think of their civic responsibilities,
not just their personal responsibilities?" For
the Carnegie report; we thought about that
and concluded that this country historically
had one great leverage point that it no longer
uses. That is student aid.

We used to give student aid to people in
return for their serving the country. The GI
bill was th:: niost obvious example. You serve
the counu y; the country serves you; That was

terrifir idea. We all agree it was the best
student atz..' ?rograrn we ever invented, partic-
ularly those of us who got the GI Bill when we
got out aut.. - :Nice. So, in the best of Ameri-
can traditions, we are now in the process of
eliminating it. Is there a way one could use
student aid in t1.1-! case of teachers?

Why don't we use the equivalent of the Re;
serve Officer Training Corps _(ROTC) pro-
gram, which also works well. How would it
work if we: had a ROTC for teaching? First,
ROTC works well because it selects students.
One cannot simply apply; as in loan for-
giveness, and say, "I'm a teacher education
student and I'm interested in loan for-
giveness." One must be selected by an external
selection panel to get into ROTC. When I was
at the Air Force Academy the other day, I
discovered that ROTC is more selective than
the Air Force Academy.

Sea:rid, unlike loan forgiveness, ROTC re-
quires that the commitment begin immedi-
ately. Loan forgiveness has the disadvantage
that undergraduate students live in the pre-
sent and their loans must be paid back in the
future; Students say to themselves; "Well, if I
get the loan, I'll get through this year. Some-
where downstream I'll take care of that prob-
lem." In ROTC, when you sign up, you do
something immediately.

Our proposal is that "Educ.ation ROTC" stu-
dents take all of their education course work
one Saturday a month. One weekend a month
is devoted to education training, preparing for
summer camp. That is, the students put in that
time, and you have no concern about how
much time is spent on education courses, be-
cause it is all done above and beyond the reg-
ular curriculum. Students take regular under-
graduate majors, just as everybody wishes they
did._

Third, students have summer-camp respon-
sibility._ For example,a student in New Jersey
would be told, "In Hoboken we have twenty,
five students who are reading and handling
math below grade level; You're assigned those
twenty-five students for two months during
the summer. You_ have been training all year
long, am-.1 a faculty member will coach you
during that period. You have a small stipend.
We expect that at_ the_ end of the summer,
those students will be above grade-point aver-
age, and you are competing with your col-
leagues,"

Further, we expect ROTC students to make
an impact on the military because they are
citizen-soldiers. They are not committed to_ the
life of the military. They are not afraid to
speak out. We would :expect the same with
ROTC students in teaching. We would expect
them to go into a school district and be there
year for year in return for the fellowships they
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received. They would not have a choice of
assignments; they would have to go where they
were assigned.

But we would expect them to be more out-
spoken than the ordinary teachers. We went to
the Pentagon and asked the people who run
the ROTC program what the people are like
who come into ROTC. Are they essentially
time-servers, just puttimr in their time? The
Pentagon said no. It turns out that ROTC peo-
ple take the most aggressive assignments.
They are more interested in being para-
troopers and other things like that. Why? Be-
cause they are short-timers. If you are going to
be in the army for the rest of your life, you
might not want to start out in the Green Berets
or the paratroopers. But if you are only going
to be there three years, the attitude is `-NThat
the heck, I might as well do something. First of
all, it ought to be something about which I can
say, !Hey, you know what I did?' Second; I
might as well do something that helps out."

The same applies to teaching in Hoboken.
The trouble with taking a job in the Hoboken
school district is that a ter.
going to be here the rest TS'or a
teacher assigned there on it
doesn't matter. The teach.. o to
teach in the inner-city ,f-: c }Tan:,
because it is not a lifeti,,I ncnt.

We also asked, "Do thc Rt e(:pie havt.
to be outspoken?" They said,!`Mtiel IllOire out-
spoken than the regubr offkers." So 1 men-
tion this corps plan as an example of the kind
of strategy that can shake the place up, if we
put our minds to it.

Not one strategy can do it. We need a whole
bunch of strategies, and they all ought to be
strategies that can shake us up. Now let me
give you a chance to argue with thi' heory for
a moment.

BARBARA NEWELL (Chancellor, State Uni-
versity System of Florida): I am intrigued hy
yourROTC analogy. It makes me also think of
the Berkeley proposal, with the six years and
then leaving to change fields. What would be
the impact of bringing in a series of young
short-termers with low pay, when to keep mas-
ter teachers in the profession, we really need to
do something about the pay structure?

DR. NEWMAN: That is a very important
question. A number of people who have tried

the proposal out have said the difficulty is the
whole idea of bringing in short-termers. Let
us say we had 100 ROTC students who came
into our school district, a_ big school district.
Clearly the schools would try to recruit the
best of, them, the ones with whom they were
most pleased.

Incidentally; I wouldtft propose that they
would be particularly well paid: Any ROTC
student who went into regular teaching would
start at the ordinary teacher's salary. It would
be low pay during the summer, when working
in the summer occupation. Once in a school
district, the teacher would get regular pay.

The question,: then, of whether there is a
disadvantage in havingshort,terrners is a very
interesting one. My own sense is that a flow of
bright; able people with three- or four-year
commmitments would be helpful rather than
harmful. If they could develop mentor rela-
tionships with senior teachers, it would do a lot
for both and provide an opportunity for
schools ta recruit from that group: The begin-
ning: teacher might say, "Yes, I'm willing to
stay; but I don't want to stay in this school," or
"I'm willing to stay, but I don't warv. to be a
third-grade teacher." But it seems to me that
this kind of relationship would be more posi-
tive than current relationships.

DR. KAAGAN: One of the things that is over-
looked as a strategy is something you yourself
said._ I think we have to do a better job of
making some of the connections intellectually
between the changes in the world concerning
the economy and literacy, and what these
might mean for teacher education. If we can,
not articulate the connection between those
changes and the impact on teacher education;
we are certainly not going to do a_ very good
job of convincing anybody else to change.
Some problem-definition, articulation, and
connection-making need to be done as a strat-
egy unto itself.

Second, we did not talk about allies. One of
the most interesting conundrums is that we
ourselves are not our own allies. There is prob-
ably not a person in this room who would feel
any particular incentive at this point to go back
into the classroom. Now there may be one or
two. I think that in order to become our own
allies, we have to understand what the forces
are that would make us want to re-enter the
classroom and act as you suggest the teacher
would act under proper conditions: So we first
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have to become our own allies, and that may be
the most important strategy of all.

DR. NEWMAN:_ IL think your point about all
of us getting back into the classroom is impor-
tanL When I was a- university president; I
taught every year, and_l did it_for a real_reason;
Lwanted to_ keep experimenting with all these
ideas: I wanted to understand_ what was going
on in the cycle of teaching. There is a reason
why the faculty begin_ to get grumpy_ as they
are trying to read all those papers in the early
part of May. Administrators forget -that. Be,
sides; it was a-terrific value when I went to
faculty senate debates where somebody would
say, "But you don't understand this:" I would
say, "Well; yes I do:"

HERBERT J. GROVER (Superintendent of
Pubiic Instruction, Wisconsin): After Nation at
Risk; ind all that analysisiino one_gets up front-
and-center -to address-- the quality of under,
graduate eddcation at fourlear institution& in
the_nation:_No one really attacks higher educa-
tion: Secretary Bell says, "We [elementary/sec-
ondary education] have a -cold; we have the
sniffles, and maybe they have pneumonia,"
Then_you get into the-struggle of yesterday's
"excellence versus today'S "accesS." There is
the whole question of whether von put some
standards into_ the _base; into the_ liberal-arts
programs _in the four-year institutions of
higher education in this country, which are
totally uncontrollable and totally regressive in
term of their view of the world. I think they
are certainly more in the eighteenth than the
twenty-first century.
: We have Skirted; danced,_ and finessed; we

doret_hit_directly,__It has something to do with
standards_ of admission and expectation: We
have heard that only fifty institutions_are really
selective in terms of young people. We send all
the_ wrong messages back to the elementary
and secondary education institutions, as:we
talk about_ this_relationship and this: seartiless
web and so on; This is more critical than
teacher_ education_ courses and their role in
preparing the teachers:

DR. NEWMAN: Could I take your comment
as a criticism of the quality of undergraduate

education? This reminds me of a maryelous
luncheon that we held in Rhode Island. Rhode
Island is somewhat different than most of your
states, which are big and complex. Rhode Is-
land has only thirty-nine school districts. So,
after I became president, I went to thesuper-
intendents' luncheon. Following my talk they
Said, "Flow come we never see the officers of
the university?" I said; "What do you mean"
They said; "Well, we'd like to talk about educa-
tion. We have many things in common." I said,
"OK, how about if I invited you all to lunch?"

So they all camc to lunch. We all agreed
there would be _no agenda; we would just talk
to each other. Anybody could raise any ques-
tion he or she wanted to in a non-pejorative,
constructive atmosphere: We were all in it to-
gether. Right?

As the host, I began the discussion by_ ask-
ing, _"Why do you persist in_ sending to college
graduates from high school who cannot read,
write, or think?" As you might imagine,a lively
discussion ensued. About an hour into the
discussion an old; gray-haired superintendent
said; "I have another one of those non-pe-
jorative, constructive questions. Why do you
persist in sending us graduates who cannot
teach children to read, write, or think?"

But basically there is a little problem there. I
agree. This is going to be a different year; the
year of undergraduate education; and reform
proposars will address the ills of undergradu-
ate education;

One of the goals of the Education Commis-
sion_of the States is to_avoid using the mandate
mode as a strategy. One of the reasons that
Governor Kean has chosen the challenge
mode is to try to turn this situation around; I
agree with you: I think institutions of higher
education suffer from a disadvantage in that
they have not wanted a serious examination of
what they do. Governor Kean is saying, "You
come forward before someone else does." Our
report and several others that are coming out
soon will suggest that the teacher education
issue: is _imbedded in a much deeper and
broader issue than the quality of undergradu-
ate education.

At any rate, I appreciate the chance to talk
with you.
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TEACHER EDUCATION:
A NEW VISION FOR THE NEXT CENTURY

Alb-ert Shanker
President

American Federation of Teachers

Thank you: I do not know if I am going to
go into the next century, but I do want to
propose a new picture, and I think it will fit
neatly into what most of the previous speakers
have said. It is important to: place all these
discussions on teacher education--what kind
of teachers we want, and what kind of students
we wantin a context. There are times when
one just sits around and talks about these
things_ because it is our job _to talk and think
about them and make them better, but there is
a certain urgency in thisour interests are not
purely professional or academic at this point.
The urgency is pretty dear. Many of us would
like to go back to just before the reform re-
ports came aut. There are quite a few teachers
and others in education who want this to go
away, who are thinking of the good old days
when they left us alone. That is a lot of non-
sense.

The most recent depressing period in edu-
cation, aside trom theriestruction of standards
in the 1960s (while many professional people
stood by and let it happen or even cheered it
on); was the late 1970s and early 1980s when
our political power was declining in terms of a
substantial shift in the percentage of people
who had kids in the public schoolsa very
rapid declineand the shift in public at-
titudes toward:education. As we watched the
Gallup polls; they indicated what percentage
of the public would be willing to support tui-
tion tax credits. While all that was going on,
and at a time when the economy was stagnant,
the nation had a series of other very important
agendas: re-industrialization, therebuilding
of :infrastructure, and the rebuilding of our
military capabilities.

Taking all those things together, it was a
period when anybody in education should
have been feeling that the end perhaps was
near. Now we have a chance. I think it is just
one chance. All of the education reform re-
ports essentially represented a new awareness
by the business and political communities. Just

as a few years before they realized that we had
to rebuild our factories; bridges, and roads; or
our military, now they came upon that further
aspect that had been neglectedthe human
infrastructure; focusing on education; That
support and interest on the part of the busi-
ness and political communities make up in
many ways for the fact that we no longer have
the same percentage of adults with children in
public schools.

Bad signs, however, are still all there. A tre,
mendous amount of dissatisfaction resulting
from _the reports and the various reform
movements have created a temporary feeling
that things are going to get better. But if things
do not change and get better, we cannot go
back to things as they were before. :

We now have a society with people who are
quite well educated. They are not the people I
grew up with in a working-class neighborhood
in New York city, who automatically accepted
teacher... and the authority of government and
the authority of schools. People are going to
look for other options and choices, and they
are going to take them.
: We in public education are very much like

the auto and steel industries wert maybe ten;
twelvei-fourteen :years ago. The Japanese did
not hide what they were about to do; I hey
were cesning over, they were getting official
visits, unofficial visits, and the United Auto
Worker and steel-worker leaders were taking
them through the plants. Then they kept
showing us what they were about to do:over
there. At one point our management,labor
people got:together and said;:Aieyi we better
do something about them; they are coming
after us; and they are doing a great job!"

Then they figured out all the things that
would have to be done to American industry
in order to make it competitive (which might
mean there would be no dividends for a rwm-
ber of years, all the money would have tobe re-
invested; and when finished; the industry
might employ three hundred thousand people
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instead ei a million-and-a-half). Each side
said, "How do we sell this to our constituents?"
The answer was; they could not: Then they
hoped it would go away, or that people would
not buy these small cars with funny names.
Eventually, they had faith that they could go to
the Congress, labor and management to-
gether, and have some sort of import re-
strictions. At any rate, here we are, and the
American auto and steel industries are facing
their one last chance. That is; they are now
putting all their money into one retooling that
is supposed to produce great automobiles. If it
works, we will have an automobile industry in
this country. If it does not, we will have no
automobile industry.

I think we in public education have a few
years lead time: But if we look at all the signs
of dissatisfaction and unhappiness among ed-
ucated, middle-class parents, we must make
some big changesnot little onesjust as the
auto industry did. So that is the context.

My normal job as the leader of a union is to
do the traditional type of collective bargain-
ing. I did notiust decide to do this one morn-
ing because I got bored with what I was doing
or because I decided to take chances with my
membership and talk about things that might
not be easy to swallow. I thought that in order
to fulfill my function as a person who is
elected to represent their interests, I had bet-
ter give them some inkling of what waseoming
in the future unless major changes were made.
That is what I have been trying to do.

Using tint as a background, let me say that a
reform movement does do certain things quite
wellit is very good to say that we are not
going to waste time with "Mickey Mouse"
courses; that there is a curriculum, and that
the_public is paying for something and is going
to get it. But at the _same time that it shakes
things up, reform in the long run is also rather
destructive. It is rather interesting that at the
very time that Peters and Waterman are mak-
ing millions of dollars by essentially saying that
you cannot manage _things bureaucratically by
rules and regulations from a central point;
education is being reformed in the very way
they warn against. So we are burdening the
reform movement with a good deal of over-
regulation.

A New Management Model
Let me give an illustration: One of the sto-

ries the Excellence books by Peters and Wa-

terman is about a plant that is about to go out
of business. I think it was a Ford small-truck
factory in either Tennessee or Kentucky. The
plant was about to close down: A new manager
ment "type" went around the plant and did the
unusual thing of talking to all the workers.
One example will suffice: he went up to a
fellow working in a pit whose job was to tighten
nuts and bolts as the assembly line passed over
him; The trucks would come, and he would
grab his tool; 7-ike hold of the nut and bolt;
pull the trigger, and tighten it.

The manager asked him, "Do you ever
miss?" The worker admitted that every once in
a while he did not tighten the nut and bolt.
"How often does it happenr "Every live or six
minutes." "Whyr "Well; it is very hard to
stand here and hold the tool up: Anybody
standing here would get a crick in his neck:
Before you know it, the truck is gone. I feel
very bad about it. I know it is going to rattle,
and I also_ know that if the guys who tighten
the other bolts miss the same ,one,, the whole
back is going tr) fly off. Occasionally that will
happen." "What can we do about it?" "I have
two ideas. One, put a little button _under my
foot, and whenever I feel the crick, I just press
the button, and stop the assembly line. As
soon as my head goes up; I will tighten it. I
won'tmiss any if you do that. The other thing
is if you can arrange it so that I could tighten it
by looking down rather than up: It is easier to
look down rather than up."

That is what management did all through
the plant. They essentially listened to, the emr
ployees and restructured the plant. It is one of
the best systems now. You will find several
examples like that in ExcellencL There are asr
sembly lines with thousands of people where
management, in a radical action; gave each of
a thousand workers the right to stop the entire
assembly line. Now that is gutsy. Just imagine
what the bureaucratic mind would say: "The
damn thing will always be stopped." You have
a _thousand people pressing these buttons._ If
they stop the whole line; there will be no pro-
ducti:ity, right? The new system loses no pro-
ductivity. In fact, just the sense of empower-
ment, just the fact that a worker knows he or
she can stop it means he or she does not get a
crick _as often.

Grievances are fewer; employees are hap-
pier; Productivity is the same; but the number
of rejected products goes down to practically
zero. Think of all th:.: years when management
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dealt with these workers by rewarding the
good guy with merit pay and punishing thi
bad guy; The next guy is going to have a crick,
too; it isjust that the good guy has cricks every
seven minutes and the bad guy has them every
three minutes. But everybody is going to have
them. The new notion is to give a lot of power
to the people right _on the front line, to allow
them to do some thinking and inspecting; and
to give them incentives to report accurately to
management. Management's job is essentially
not to supervise people, but to get information
and to re-do the system in accordance with the
information that comes up from the peopie on
the line. That is very Counter to the s',:e of
reform in education right now.

Now there is something else that goes along
with that. How do we get the teachers of to-
morrow? How do we get the kinds of people
that we are talking aboutthe peopk who aie
innovative and who do not just spoonfeed the
kids, the people who are less bureaucratic, the
peliple who are bright, and so forth?

To answer that question, I am going to put
on a slightly different hat; For two-and-a-half
years I sat on an AFL-CIO committee called
the Committee on the Futut of Work. It really
was not a committee on the future of work; it
was a committee on the future of the AFL-
CIO. Why aren't workers joimng the AFL-
CIO? Why did we lose two million members
over the last two-and-a-half years? Part of the
reason is exportjobs, part is labor laws that are
not very good for labor, part is the new Na-
tional Labor Relations Board. But, as we
found in our two years of study, part of it is
also that there is a new American worker. The
whole notion of organizing people has been
based on the idea that workers did not like
their bosses or their jobs. Indeed; if I had
asked my mother and father why they worked
for a living, they would have shouted back at
me, "Do ycu want to eat? Do you want a roof
over your head?" There is only one reason
they worked. It was dirty, hard work, and they
would_not have done it for one additional sec-
ond if they had not been compelled to in
order to obtain the basic necessities. Through-
out most of our history, that is the deal that
workers made: we will do the dirty work; we
want to do as little of it as possible; we want as
much of a share of the benefits as we can
obtain, and that is it.

Today, when the pollsters put microphones
in front of workers and ask them why they

work, that is not the first thing that comes to
their minds: (I am not saying they would be
willing to work if they were not paid. They
have settled that; they are going to feed their
families.) The first answer g:ven is, "I like my
job. They leave me alone. They let me do it my
way. They let me exercise judgment. I get a lot
of satisfaction. They let me do it my way, so
that I ,7an use my abilities and skills. Because I
do it my way; I do it better and get satisfaction
and recognition."

They then ask, "What about a union?" The
reply is, "The union is a terrific thing for the
guy down the block, with a dirty, dead-end job
and a lousy boss. I don't want one because
unions bring rules. Rules mean that I don't
have the same flexibility that I now have. The
union has a contract with rules; management
is going to have rules, too, and the whole thing
is going to be very, very different" The pol-
lster then asks, "What do you think of the
boss?" The answer: "Pretty nice guy. Matter of
fact, I think we are all in this together. If We
make this business go, we are all going to do
well; On the other hand; if we don't, we are all
going to go down together." This is a totally
different attitude.

This is not true of all American workers.
There are still some people with dead-end
jobs but about seventy percent _of American
workers have this new attitude about SN r k . It
is also a new type of expectatiol: about how
they are to be treated on the job.

The Teacher of Tomorrow

Ting finding has a very important bearing
on how we get the tear:Ser of tomorrow. If
seventy percent of the people out there
some of whom work in blue-collarjobs; orjobs
that require less education than teaching re-
quiresnow have as an aspiration a job in
which people have a tremendous amount of
decision-making power, discretion, and a cer-
tain amount oi autonomy, then continuing to
maintain teaching as a job with heavy supervi-
sion, many requirements for inspections and
reports; and lots of rules and regulations es-
sentially will drive out the seventy percent of
the work force who are looking for a different
type of job. We will almost be looking for a
m:nority of people, those who want to make
the traditional trade-off, who view this as a
dirty, onerous thing, and whose attitude is "We
will take the rules and the regulations; but do
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not bother us. That is not our job; that is the
principal's and management's job."

We may end up with an industry that has
the last traditional set of labor-management
relations. In our society, as industry abandons
those same relationships; something beyond
collective bargaining is required; that is; a new
type of management understanding, and
something more on the part of unions. Either
unions are going to become less and less sig-
nificant to their members, and their members
less and less loyal as they perceive unions as
failing to address their job-related needs and
aspirations, or unions will have to go beyond
traditional collective bargaining into some of
these other issues. That is notjust for teachers.
All of the AFL-CIO unions are now having
discussions regarding the evolution of less ad-
versarial relationships: can unions show inter-
est in the quality of 'the product? Can we
loosen up on rules and regulations affecting
the employees whom we represent; who we
never knew existed before? We 0ought that all-
they wanted was a buck, 1-,tit tilsfy really want
more from ii work Are there ways of ac-
commodating a colle, tive-bargaining relation-
ship co this?

The High Cost of Reform
l!rie more aspect of this that I have seen no

one address is that we cannot accomplish the
basic things that almost everybody is talking
about without a radical restructuring of how
the schools operate. Let me just talk about
three simple things. One has to do with a
modest increase in salaries; If we were to take
teacher salaries on a national basis, last year's
average was $22,000. Suppose that figure were
increased fifty percent to $33,000. With pen-
sion and tax costs, that is a $30 billion cost just
in itself. A $33,000 average salary does not
immediately say to all college graduates; "This
is living." So we have not done very much, but
it costs a lot of money;

Next; we listen to led Sizer and the few
others who said, "If you really want to get kids
to be able to think, then they have to be able to
put their thoughts down on paper, they have
to be able to organize them and _write them
down, and you have to have the time to read
their papers. It takes three or four minuirn
read each paper; then you need three or four
minutes with each kid, to ask him a few ques-
tions; coach him, and get him to re-do it, be=
cause basically that k the only way they are

going to do it." I agree with that. we have to
do something to change this business that sec,
ondary school teachers see 150-180 kids a
day. Even if we made a modest move in that
direction; reducing the pupil-teacher ratio by
twenty percent, it would not do much, considE
ering the time it takes to mark the papers and
see the kids. But it dors something. It
significant move.

Then we do one more thing, and we are
finished with our reform_proposal. The first is
salary; th-z second is pupil-teacher ratio, and
the third is giving each teacher a periori a day
for some sort of peer involvement, profes-
sional development, all things that Susan
Rosenholtz, Judy Lanier and others tai4ed
about. Just those three: items, which do not
make for an ideal school or ideal life; will cost
$100 billion. Are we going to get $100 billion?
That sum represents about $50,000 per
teacher. It is a lot of money. We are not getting
it. What are we going to do?

I know what is going to happen. I can go out
;!,ere and tell my members, "Let's fight for
h!gber salaries, better student-teacher ratios,
and _time for professional development;" If I
live for another forty years; I will be at another
teacher convention, and we will be right where
we are today, basically. We will improve by
three or four percent one year; another year
will be a bad economic year; we will go down
one or two. We will go up and down. The
current period is_a good one; we are going to
go up; but we will not make any basic changes
unless we are able to restructure schools radi-
cally. We cannot do these three things unless
we can find $100 billion. We are not going to
do it state by state. The federal government is
not going to give it to us. U'less we can find a
way by and large of doing it within the monies
that now exist; it is not going to happen. If we
wait for the public to give us $50 or $100
billion, it will not happen. All of this is going to
be talk.

Either I go out and tell my members lies,
something I no longer believe in, or just a
ritual, or I stand in front of them and say; "I
cannot lie to you; there are not going to be any
real changes in the next thirty years. Be happy
with what you have. Think of the poor starv7
ing children in Ethiopia. You are eating and
healthy." I cannot do that either. Besides,
things will not stand still. The public does not
like what we are doing that much either. So we
have got to move.
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Some Structural Questions

This leads me to a question of structure.
What we ha c been doing for the most part in
reform in education is to talk about how to get
better teachers. Lthink there would be a lot of
agreement here if we spent some time on it.
You notice that in the auto factory, if they had
kept working for years on getting better auto
workers, but kept the same tools, positions,
and assembly line, they would not have ended
up with any improvement. That is because ba-
sically the difference between getting a better
auto worker and a poor one had to do with
how often they got the cricks in their necks. If
you take a look at the increase in human lon-
gevity and ask yourself how much of it is due
to better training by doctors as against having
uncontaminated food and water, a knowledge

nutrition and exercise, and au so 1 of pre-
cntive: and: public health measu, I think

you will find that as much as eighty percent of
the improvement in longevity is not due to
improvement in the individual quality of doc-
tors. I am certainly not talking against think7
ing about how to get quality teachers. But I
think structure is very important. If we have
time later, we can talk about other aspects of
structure.

If we are going to accomplish something
along the lines of those three items that I
talked about, and a different model, I would
like to throw out some ideas, including some-
thing similar to what Frank Newman,
[President, Educa,:ln Commission of the
States] suggested just a few minutes ago.

If we view careers and jobs in our society as
kind of an archeological set of layers where
people on the top have the greatest prestige
and money, then very rarely in the arch-
eological history of careers does any group
take a large jump up or down. It is especially
true in teaching where we have_as many peo-
ple as we do. Consider twG million teachers;
First; there is the money problem. Second;
there is the demographic problem. That is,
with fewer kids graduating from high school
and going into college, even if we were to
double teachers! salaries, what makes us think
the IBMs of this world are going to sit back
and let us take the people they need? This is a
moving target. If we improve salaries and con-
ditions, then those people who are needed by
other industries are going to react and move
up. All right, maybe we can have some mar-
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ginal improvements; but there is not going to
be any spectacular movement, because we do
not have a huge number of unemployed, bril-
liant people out there. They are not there.

A Proposal for a Career or Master Teacher
Plan

So we are talking about getting two million
brilliant people and keeping them. We 1k

about those three conditions. We are kidding
ourselves. What about doing it differently?
What about organizing schools so that twenty-
five percent of the people who work in schools
as professionals will be career teachers; master
teachers; any sort of name you want? But they
are people who will earn not FIty percent
more, hat twice what teachers ea*.
We are not now talking aboui the same self-
contained classroom; we are rot ing about
these people playing a diffe7ent role in the
school. They:are the iproluif.eli' career work
force. In addition to doing a great deal of the
coaching that Sizer talks about;_they have peer
relationshipsthey do some experimentation.
They have a role in the local college or univer-
sity; they also have a role in the selection of tlit
teachers, and their training and so forth. They
do a lot of things that school management now
does, as well as some of the things that teach-
ers do;

In conclusion; part one is that the full teach-
ers in the school will be twewy-five percent of
the total. Instead of two rnillion, we have five
hundred thousand. I am not wedded to tt at
particular percentage, but it cannot be huge, a
majority,:or seventy-five percent.

Second, take the notion that Frank Newman
gave us in terms of ROTC, take what Gordon
Ambach is doing in New York in terms_ of
investing maybe $4000 a year in a scholarship
for a kid who is going to become a teacher. (Or
better still, why wait four years? A kid who
f;#1t, nises inhigh school that he or she is going
to become a teacher may not keep the prom-
ise; If you force him or her to teach; wl- at kind
of_teacher arc ske going to have? Areiet you
better off getting a kid who is now ready to
teach, or about ready to graduate? If we pay
for a master's or one year of training, we can
get that person almost_ immediately. We can
get a pretty high payoff from our programO

But essentially a small proportion of the
work force; perhaps twentrlive percent, will
be permanent and fully professional, and sev-
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enty-five percent will be a less professional and
transient work force. (I do not like these
terms; but if this goes into practice we wilt find
words that everybody likes.) They nay be
there for five years, maybe under some sort of
ROTC ideology. At any rate, the notion is that
the IBMs of the future will say that anybody
who has spent five years in teaching has done
a noble thing, because if they take all the scien-
tists and mathematicians; where does the next
generation come from? It is self-interest on
their part that teaching for several years will be
viewed like serving in the armed forces and
receiving an honorable discharge, fightingifor
your country, or Peace Corps service. It is a
noble thing to do.

The savings on the use, of such people is
very great; Even if the salary is better than
most places have now, there are no pension
costs: There are all sorts of other long-term
costs that are not there. This idea came from
an effort to improve law and order in our
society by getting an adequate number of po-
licemen. Policemen, after five years, get mar-
ried, have a few kids; do not want to take any
risks and get burned out. They arrested a few
people and found that the courts threw the
cases out; so why should they stick their necks
out? High school graduates are not very good
as policemen these days. With constitutional
issues and the like, a college education is really
needed. There are reforms like this about to
happen in a number of other professions;

The third aspect entailsa much greater use
of technology, especially video discs and video-
tapes; The underutilization of these ca-
pabilities, by the way, is shocking. Only a few
years ago there were not many other ways of
representing information except to have peo-
ple do what I am doing now, and what most
teachers do; according to Boyer; Goodlad; and
Sizer. But when it comes to imparting infor-
mation, I think it would be very difficult to
show that we are doing the rational thing right
now. For most topics, such as how Eskimos live
in Alaska, the discussions at the constitutional
convention, and a whole bunch of other
things, their now exist effective presentations
in :simple formats. The teacher ought to be
doing what Sizer talks aboutthat is, chal-
lenze, provoke; and stimulate and not simply
impart information. Use of these technologies
as a third element in a structure of a school
would also free up some time.

Selection of Career Teachers

We can select from this transient work force
the best and the brightest to become perma-
nent professionals because of the salaries,
power, and prestige that are being offered.
How are these peGple picked? About two
weeks ago, I proposed a process which the
newspapers picked up as merit pay; and any-
body who wants to make trouble for me
should call it that; It is intended to reward
people who are superior and to provide recog:
nition, so if people_ have to call it that, it is all
right, but it is not the usual thing. It would be
a process of identiiying people who are now
practicing; will: practice in the future; have a
set of skills and abilities that are unusual, and
are the best and the brightest. It would involve
setting up a series of certification boards; very
much like the boards that certify specialists in
medicine or boards_ that certify actuaries or
people in other fields.

People would apply to the field of teaching
and would gathrough a series of steps to be-
come nationally board-certified. I do not en,
vison this as merely taking some more courses
or coming in and taking a pencil and paper
test. Yes, the person should be damn good in
his or her subject. I do not mind having part
of it as a pencil and-paper testi and I do not
mind saying that a persen might have had to
achieve at a certain level in: terms of courses,
But if I had to create an al,Av, I would say it
is a lot less like getting a PILa and a lot more
like becoming an Eagle Scout in the Boy
Scouts. That is, to become an Eagle Scout, a
boy starts before he is a Tenderfoot, !is>

has to accomplish a_lot of things. He has to tie
knots, memorize things; Tass civics; and know
about:his government. He_ has to start fires;
plan things wir a group of other scouts; and
do certain group things and certain individual
things: He has v.= lnow how to swim and how
to lifesave. He has to go to a lot of people to do
these things. He can do seme original things:
make his_ own maps, make some_ of his own
recipes. By the time a boy goes through_ that
process be has done pencil-anchpaper things;
he has done some things with otherpeople so
he gets some notion of his relationship to
other kids and to adults within that setting.

The process of becoming a board-certified
teacher would not be just a pencil-and-paper
process or a matter of taking courses,_ but
would also be something the teacher has done
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with students: It might have something to do
with observation; it might be something _in
terms _of what the teacher is doing with the
school community and other teachers. It
might be a _portfolio that is the creation of
certain :models that get: kids to: understand
things right_ away. It could be conducting some
research at the classroom or the school level in
terms of trying several different ways and
showing that some things ought to be thrown
out.

At any rate, the system of board certificaton
would not be done by the American _Federa-
tion of Teachers or: the National Education
Association; It would involve the appropriate
subject matter groups; like the American
Mathematics Association, the _Math Teachers
Association, the appropriate English groups,
etc. They are groups_that exist now, and if they
were brought together with groups already
doing certification in other professions
which is what we hope to do this_ fall,----_they
could get_some ideas as to how to get started.
Local teachers' unions could then bargain for
extra money for these people. There is no
competition if we are equals and you ask me
for help. I _do not have to _say, "If I give
help, maybe I will not be the merit-pay
teacher." If I move from:one state to:another, I
anistill a board-certified teachen_although the
local contract may have different differentials
in different places for board-certified people:
What I am saying is that twenty-five percent of
the professionals who end up running the in7
stitunon are all going to be board-certified
teachers.

Good school districts; by the way; would ad-
vertise that they had seventy-five percent
board,certified teachers and twenty-five _per-
cent on their way to becoming board-certified.
Poor school districts would say they did not
care, and those in between would advertise
different proportions and numbers.

A More Professional Model for Teaching

I would like to mention_some of the things I
have been discussing with teachers, our own
members espthally, as to how to bring teach-
ing from where it is now, which is sort of a
craft uniona narrowly organized, rule-ori-
ent,?d, traditional factory modelto a more
professional model. I wc ..c1 like to touch on a
few -,.uints. First, there is no profession where
there is no entry examination. There just isn't

any, no matter how much we are going to
argue the merits of the examination. I am not
going to say that an examination gives all the
answers _to professionalism; but the fact is we
live in a society where lawyers go to law schools
that by and large have better reputations than
the schools that future teachers attend. There
is a bar exam, which is basically a national
examination. There are medical exams, and
exams for actuaries, real estate :agents, and
almost everyone else. The examination does
not tell:us who is going to be a good teacher; it
does tell us who is illiterate: Unfortunately that
is a very important piece of information for
those of us in education. We are not at a point
where we can ignore that.

just think of Florida; where they set:up
teachers' examinations, and something_ like
thirty7five percent of prospective elementary
school teachers failed a sixth-grade arithmetic
test. Take a look at the current Arkansas
exam, where the passing grade was seventy
percent, and ask if you would want the people
who scored between seventy and seventy-five
to be teaching.

I think we have a very serious credibility
problem. After people pass the examination;
we still must have other methods of finding
out if they are thepeople we want. The exam I
propose is not cheap; not the twenty-dollar,
multiple choice kind that you can take in a few
minutes. I think if we are going to end up with
kids who can think and write; we ought to
require prospective teachers to be able to or-
ganize_their thoughts; to be able to persuade;
to be able to reason, and to be able to do these
in both their subject matter and the profes-
sional base of knowledge.

Peer Interaction

Second, there is no profession unless we be-
gin really to increase the amount of peer inter-
action. Susan Rosenholtz [Assoc:ate Professor,
University of Illinois], both in her presenta-
tion yesterday and in her writings; gives us a
very dismal; but accurate; picture of the life of
teachers. By the way, it is not going to be
easywe do not have two million teachers out
there who are eager to have peer relationships.
On the contrary, I will tell you a very sad story
that happened in New York City. I met with
two chancellors. We agreed on_some of these
ideas and decided to try them. Wf picked sev-
eral high schools where the principal and the
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union leade: in the school were both good
guys and willing to change. We found seven-
teen high schools in New York City out of 130
where we agreed that was true: We brought
together the principals and building represen-
tatives in the union. We said to them, "How
many of you really like what is going on in
your schools right now?" Very few hands went
tip. "How many of you have a lot of ideas for
change?" All the hands went-up. "How many
of you think the Board of Education is too
bureaucratic and there are too many rules
standing in the way?" All the hands went up.
"How many of you sometimes think the union
rules get in the way?" All hands went up.

We told these people, "If you want to do
this, you can. Y-01.1 have a whole year,go back to
your faculty. Have discussions about how you
would like to _change 0-ie school: Forget about
the union contract; forget about the Board of
Education's by-laws. You can have all the help
you want. We are going to bring in Ted Sizer,
Ernie Boyer, and John Goodlad to talk to you.
You can have all the free books and literature
you want. We do nix want to see each school
do the same thing. Each school is on its own.
We are going to bring you all together once in
a while.

We started this process at Arden House, a
very beautiful setting. We went through meet7
ing one, meeting two, meeting three, and
meeting four. Guess what they said at meeting
four? All the leachers looked at me and said,
"Come on, Al; cut it out; What do you really
want us to do?" The principals were saying the
same thing to the superintendent; They could
not believe that anyone is going to allow them
to sit and plan to make changes. Also, part of
the problem is that they did not know what to
change. What happened after four or five ses-
sions was, the union people in the school had
the same old grievances, saying "Why did you
rule against us on that?" The principals re-
plied; "We had to get rid of those incompetent
teachers." That is what happened. It was very
tough to encourage constructive change.

What is happening in Toledo, Ohio, where
outstanding teachers have the responsibility of
selecting and training new staff; and indeed
deciding who gets tenure; is encouraging. The
integrity of this system was shown when one
teacher, whose wife was on the executive board
of the union, did not get tenure. Awarding of
tenure had nothing to do with power relation-

ships. These people were out to see that the
system worked.

Board-certified teachers could perform that
role; they would have very important func-
tions, including the evaluation of materials
and selectimi of textbooks, video discs, and
videotapes. Some of them would also be in=
volved in the internship program of new
teachers. These board-certified teachers; who
are training teachers; selecting textbook.,, and
organizing curriculum, should also have status
in the local college or university, and they
ought to be doing in preservice what they are
doing on the job. That is, there ought to be a
relationship between the teacher, the univer-
sity, and the school that is similar to the rela-
tionships of a doctor who works in a hospital,
is a professor of medicine, and also has a pri-
vatepractice, or the lawyer in similar positions.
There ought not to be the almost total separa-
tion that there is today. There is a career lad-
der; a differentiation of staff; and a relation-
ship between the board-certified elementary
and secondary school teacher, teacher train-
ing, and the university.

Tenure, Incompetence, and Teacher Quality
Third are some issues that come up very

frequently: tenure, incompetence, and teacher
quality. I have some proposals for these areas.
I do not want to wait lor a lot of legislation: As
a matter of fact; I do not think many of these
things should be done through legislation. I
propose to our members that they try a new
system to remove someone who is incompe-
tent. I think the current adversarial system is a
perfectly good one for getting rid of someone
who hits kids every once in a while, or goes
fishing: every Friday and Monday. These
things involve very clear evidence and the
same sort of witnesses that you need in a
murder trial or an armed t.kbery. Did you see
him go fishing? Was he absent every so and so?
Who saw him hit a kid? "The different parties
have their own witnesses and lawyers. We have
decided in our country that is a fair way to do
it.

What I think is idiotic is to bring the ques-
tion of teacher competence to a bunch of law-
yers to argue about. That is ridiculous. All it
proves is who has the best lawyer. A lawyer
might prove something about the nature of
the system, that is, who ultimately makes
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decision. You see, hitting a kid is something
that happened last week. Once a guy is
blamed, he is going to stop. You have to have
the evidence. But if someone was incompetent
last week, he _or she:is probably going to be
incompetent this week and next week; because
it is an ongoing thing. The question of
whether a principal is right or wrong when he
says Teacher X is incompetent and ought to be
removed should be evaluated by a grcup of
professionals.

I have urged our locals to set up committees
like the one in Toledo. When Teacher X is
accused of being incompetent, we will select
three outstanding jurors, that is; people who
do not know the teachers or the principals, but
three outstanding (and in the future, board=
certified) teachers. We will say to the teacher
and the principal, "We have three outstanding
people who want to go in and see who is right
.ilid who is wrong."

Suppose the principal says; "I am glad
somebody is going to come in. I am sure any
reasonable person who looks at this teacher
will agree with me." Suppose the teacher says,
"Me, too. He is crazy. I am a terrific teacher."
Now if they both agree to abide by the action,
fine. However, what if the principal says; "No,
I do not want anybody looking at this teacher
Let's take it to courC In that case, the panel
apnears before the tenure committee and says,
"The teacher was perfectly willing to be looked
at, but the principal would not let the team in."
Now that is not proof that the principal is
guilty; it is just like taking the Fifth Amend-
ment. It indicates that he may have something
to hide. Suppose it is the other way :1round.
The principal approves bringing the people
in; but the teacher says no. The panel would
say that the teacher was unwilling to have any-
body look. That would say something about
the teacher. Suppose they both say no, then
you are back in the old system.

The public will never give teachers; as a
group, the kind of professional power we are
talking about in terms of educational decisions
unless teachers are viewed as a group that
cares about the problems of the profession,
including the issue of incompetence. I am not
asserting that teachers do all these things be-
ca.ise that will enhance their power. I am as-
serting something quite different. First; we are
not going to attract good people unless the job
gives them a sense that what they have to offer

makes_ a difference. Second; _what:they have to
offer has to be based on knowledge. I am
talking about giving power to_ teachers because
they are teachers. At the present most teachers
could not use this power, because most teach-
ers do not really know what a good textbook is.
Would they know how to train a new teacher,
or would they even want to? Do_ they really
know how to evaluate some of these audio-
visual materials? These_abilities would be iden-
tified: in the process of national certification;
The kinds of things that the national math;
English and history teachers have to sit down
and ask is; "How do we test whether a person
knows what the decent mate, ials are? How do
we know that:a person really has_ the knowl-
edge _base?" At present_ neither _the _teachers
nor the_ administratorsi_have it. We have not
been oriented:toward that;

One example of that is in the field of read-
ing; Those of you who have not read A Nation
of Readers should do so. While it looks like a
very simple report, it is very sophisticated. We
have some pretty substantial knowledge in a
few fields; the reading field especially;iand it is
not being used or taught anywhere. lt is bad
enough when you do not know; then you
ought to be researching and looking. But we
know a trfmendous amount about why kids
do not learn to readand it is MI_ phonics, it
is not word recognition, it is something totally
different. The power of these teacher groups
would be. like that of the committee or the bar
associati in; but within a school; This is ob-
viously consistent with Frank Newman's
model.

In conclusion; there is a new type of em-
ployee emerging who is not going to work in
traditional_factories. There are not going to he
enough talented people to staff our schools.
Even if we make $100 billion worth of
changes_, we are not going to get $100 billion;
None of these reforms that are being legislated
now are going to be delivered without substan-
tial changes. The changes are not going_to be
made because we are thinking of the model we
have right nowwe are just thinking of get-
ting dollars that we cannot possibly get.:

The model I have just:talked about_is not
the only possible_one; but if we do not think in
terms of some radical alternatives; there is no
way to accomplish the things that everybody is
discussing. And if we do not accomplish these
reforms, we are in :ipt a hell of a time politi-
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cally. Remember, we were in lousy shape be-
fore reform. A lot of people expect changes.
They believe reforms are going to _happen.
Four or five: years from inow_, if people take a
look; and education walks _and talks the same
way it did ten years ago; we are going to be in
serious trouble: People are going to look for
alternatives. The auto industry went through
this; so will public education.

FRANKLIN WALTER (Superintendent_ of
Public Instruction.:Dhio): 1 think your points
are exceedingly well madein terms of the tasks
before us. I would like you to address the con-
cern about the seventy-five percent who are in
the profession, who know that ..)nly twenty7five
percent will become career teachers. What
kind of incentive would there be for them, and

hat_kind _of reaction do you get from your
membership when you_ state the fact that they
are not going to_get a fifty percent across-the-
boa .1 increase in salary? We are not going to
reduce classloads; nor will we have the peer
interaction you describe.

MR. SHANKER: In terms of the seventy-five
percent; this is _no radical change. We _have it
right now, We have a permanent_ work force
and a transient work force: We have had it in
teaching for years: If I were the President of
the American Federation of Ex-Teachers; I
would be the head of a much larger organiza7
tion. Everybody out there is an ex-teacher. I
meet them every day walking_along_the street.
We have people who stay and people who go.
The only question is that; at present; with the
exception of a certain number of very dedi-
cated; talented people who stay no matter
what; many qualified people leave. The tran-
sient work force are the _qualified people who
leave. They have a lot of opportunities. A lot
of people who are not so good and have no
other opportunities are the ones who stay.

I would like to turn that_ around I would
like to keep the best and the brightest; I also
think that we can get a lot of terrific; very
bright people, people who want to work with
kids for five years, and who will be recognized
later on by industry and by the country as
public servants. I want to make it hard to get
into; like ROTC. I want to givethem _some
rewards._ I think we will get a much better
group of people; We will get a lot of people
who will say, "I want to do this. I don't want to
do this for my whole life. I don't want to be

locked in with a bunch of kids for my whole
life. I have other aspirations._Sure I am willing
to do this now. It is going to do some things for
me professionally; It will get me some recogni-
tion."

Currently, we have a permanent group and
a transient group. We must ask ourselves,
"Who is staying and who is going?" How do my
people take it? I am going to have to get
around an awful lot, because the NEA is put-
ting out stuff saying Shanker wants AO reduce
the work force by X percent: He wants to have
temporary people and merit pay: We had a
professional conference about ten days ago;
about 1,500 teachers from across the country
met in Washington, D.C. I made these same
remarks there and distributed some of them.
When I started doing this about two years ago;
even our executive council people said;
"Watch it; we are going to get into an awful lot
of trouble. If you even talk about these things;
management will take advantage of you. If
you open your mouth, some superintendent
in another state will say, 'Al Shanker says so-
and-so. He says it right at the bargaining
table,'_and people will just go off the wall.":

At this conference we had 1;500 people who
were happy, high, and cheering: You know
why? Because for the first time in their kivfs
they did not have to keep their mouths shut.
They were able to talk about _anything that
came into their heads. They did not have a
feeling that it was anti-union, disloyal, or anti-
teacher tosay a lot of things people have Leen
thinking about. People do not go into teaching
to get rich; We know that, but they also do not
go into teaching because they were born with a
union label somewhere on their bodies. They
have a lot of professional interests.

The arithmetic speaks for itself. I will stand
before any group of teachers and show how
three modest; simple proposals that they: will
feel do not _go far enough; cost $100 billion;
And I want to know nere you are going to get
the money; and what are the chances; So either
give up on what you are doing, or get out of
the profession, and let some people who are
willing to_ live with this come in, or come up
with another idea. Do the simple math on it.
We UMW do it:economically without doing
something very different; but there is no way
of advancing the simplest things that we
wanta little more money; a little more time, a
little bit more individual work with your stu-
dents. We cannot do those things in the current
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structure ft is economica1IT and demographicalh
impossible: Other industries and other fields are not
going to give up two million people of this calibre.
Thex do not exist. You will not get them. You
come up with a _little more _money; they are
going to take it. If you_do not have an answer to
that, you are not 2 union leader. Where are you
taking your people? You are just giving them a
lot of empty slogans. You are fooling them.

BILL:HONIG (Superintendent of Public In-
struction; California): Three questions: first;
the management literature does not quite say,
"decentralization," pure and simple. It says
something a little more subtlethat you can
only decentralize if you are working on a com,
mon, general goal or vision. If we are going to
decentralize (which I absolutely agree we must
do if we are going to make it); we also have to
put same time and effort into developing a
general sense of where this step will take us. I
do not think we should adopt the university
model, which is individual professors or en-
trepreneurs on their own. They come together
every once in a while, but thcy_basically make
their own decisions. how should we de-
centralize? That is the first question.

The second question is a technical one. You
mentioned board-certified math, science, and
history. That is fine for high school. What do
you do in elementary school? Elementary edu-
cation is a little more complicated, and I am
not sure I would trust ihe math people alone
to determine what_we teali in math and how
we certify it. That report you talked about
from the University of Illinois was actually an
institute which was in place for two, three. or
four years. They put a lot of time and effort
into assessing what makes a good reading pro-
gram. They did the research; it was not Just
the International Reading Association that did
it. It was a much more organized and compli-
cated endeavor than that.

The third question has to do with some-
thing that you have touched on and needs a lot
more specificity. That is the whole concept
that there are shol-t-term union gains from
controversy. Most of the local union leaders,
site leaders, and: district _leaders _understand
that principle and frustrate this type of collab-
oration. It is not enough just to change the
signals; your example shows that we are going
to have to train some people in how to organ-
ize for team-building. It must come from the
unions as much as from a good instructional

leader in management. If we brought those
two people together and trained them, then
we could break down this wall of isolation. Just
as we train union organizers; we must train
faculty-building orjanizers. Then we mighi
have a chance of this happening. It is very
tough to da, and changes a whole way o1look =
ing at things. I think we need the technical
help.

MR: SHANKER: I agree with your first re-
mark. You can only decentralize if you have
what is called a corporate culture or sense of
mission. Otherwise it will all fall apart. I ani
fascinated by the fact that no state or group of
educators is engaged anywhere in what I
would call pre-emptive reform, except maybe
New York State, with its Regents Action Plan.
Look at what reform has meant in many of
these states: it is really the legislature and gov-
ernor telling the educators that we have not
done our_job, and that only by passing a 150,
page book of rules will we shape up. I would
imagine that after they did it in California,
Texas, and a few other _places, folks in Mas-
sachusetts would say; "We are going to engage
in pre-emptive reform. We are going to do
things ourselves so that when the legislature
comes along we can say,'You do not have to do
it for us. We saw what happened there." AS I
go across the country to those states where
they do not yet have reform and ask school
people at every level what they are doing; they
say; "We are waiting to be reformed. We are
waiting for them to do it to us," which is a very
sad comment.

Second, it is difficult at the t lementary level
but I am sure that it can be done. I agree with
your statement that it should not be the sub-
ject:matter people alone. The people who are
working on the Holmes Group, in addition to
coming up with a proposal for teacher educa-
tion; also have a lot of smarts as to the content
of the knowledge base. For instance, we know
this stuff on cultural literacy. There are these
things which you will not necessarily find with
the English -teachers, but you will find some,
where else. So one of the things that :-:as to be
done in the shaping up of these boards is to
pull the knowledge base together. Sometimes
it is in an: education department, sometimes
with a particular team of people, like the Uni-
versity of Illinois with reading. Motu of those
centers are needed.

On the team-building issue, there are things
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you can sa., it is very hard; It is hard for either
.s.5de to th-1; I ;iere are pressures on manage-
ment to shot, he publir that it is tough. Look
at all the c'icers that n...q.agement gets if it

nceF it is going after incompetence.
S tn° nastiest me-its are the ones that

(6. L..: ,..st cheers. They are also the ones
th. t he teachers to be kast cooperataive;
The sai. . rue on the union side; There are
certain urnAsual things that can bc done over a
period ut time that will help to build teams.
One proh:. in being a union-building repre-
sentative is that he or she not only takes griev-
arves, but gets called at night with questions
abbr.!: pensions, social security, and so on. ff
there are a coup. of people in the school who
are fallmg apart, the building representative
becomes their guidance counselor. It is a very
onerous job. Some dedicated people will take
it for a year or two or three, but there are also a
great many schools where no one wants that
job, except some person who has a lot of hos-
tility to work out, and he will volunteer.

We get a lot of that. It is unfortunate but
true. On the other hand, when I sit down and
say I want to negotiate to give the building
representative one period a day when he does
not teach, management says, "What? Give the
guy who is taking grievances even more time
to take grievances. That is going to kill us?
Actually, if we could make that a desirable job
so that very representative and outstanding
people would vie for it, we would end up with
different people on the other side.

In Toledo (you only read about one part of
the Toledo plan, that is the internship pro-
gram), there is an intervention program. If an
experienced teacher begins co fall apart, that
same group of outstanding teachers will try to
help that :individual; If the teacher cannot be
helped, then the group will recommend re-
moval of that teacher But this is something
that helped to pull Toledo together, which had
been beset with adversarial relationships and
strikes every yearthe community voting
down the money and the schools closing X
number ol monthsa classic ca,r that was
turned around; very fa:4; One th:ng they did
was to put the union buiPing representative in
charge of the school whenever the principal
leaves; For this, the Board of Education gives
the building rep an extra $3,000 per year. All
of a sudden, the best and the brightest run for
the job. It is interesting ihat whn the union
building representative is in charge of the

school, he says, "Hey John, didn't you get to
your class on time? The kids were waiting." He
is being paid to take a management point of
view during that time.

Now we do not have an easy time selling ttlat
to our members. But this is a structural idea as
to how _to get away from this business of your
side and our side, and create some incentives
to get different types of teachers to compete
for that job, and to give those people on=the=
job education in doing things from a slightly
different point of view.

JOHN H. LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa7
tion, Massachusetts): Could you gt- back and
talk in a little more detail_ about the issue of
teacher decision-making? It seems to me that
in our discussion of where we are and where
we want to go we very often put that on the
back burner in a less important role than it
deserves. Classroom teachers with whom I talk
in Massz.:husetts tell me that it is not money or
evaluation, but their inability, or their per-
ceived inability, to make decisions that they
most dislike about their job. I think it would be
helpful if you would give your views_ on the
importance of classroom decision-making.

MR. SHANKER: Yes, they say that. They do
not always mean it. They know what they do
not like. They do not like being locked up with
the kidS. There is all that isolation. They also
do not like constantly being subjected to exter-
nal changes that they neither bring about nor
view as rational. Teachers view the constant
changes as ways in which the school boards or
management establish credibility with the
public by constantly innovating for the sake of
public relations, whereas they have to pay the
price by changing their plans, changing the
way they do things; and changing:their rela-
tionship with the kids every time. This plea for
more decision-making authority is really an-
other way of saying that they do not want
others to be constantly telling them to do
things that they do not believe will help the
kids or help them. It upsets all their ordered
relationships.

We saw the problem with teacher decision-
making when teacher centers were created un-
der the Carter administration. Most teacher
centers turn out to be lousy because of the
mistaken concept that all teachers are equal.
In Britain and Japan the assumption is that
some teachers know more than others do. It is
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assumed that some are terrific; but they do not
want to go to the principal to confess that they
never really learned so-and-so, because it
might be used against them. They will go
down and tell other teachers from _other dis-
tricts, so they can have a set of tollegialirela-
tionshipS and be helped. But the asskunption is
that teachers really know what ey a. doing;

American teachers do not start uut with that
assun@ion They assume everybot!v is equal.
Since we did not select outstanding people on
some basis, a lot of these centers just b-ecame
places with mimeograph aod xerox machines
where copying WAS done That was because
thei e WAS nd aSSumpticin that somebody knew
Sothething, and that somebody else needed
soMe help, or that everybody had to share in
Some way. It was sort of a "show-and-tell" kind
Of thing;

What we need to establish here is that while
doctors and lawyers make decisions, they do
not make them Oh the_ baSis of what they as
individuals Want to do. If you went to a doctor
who said, "I know what you have; Every other
doctor :would give you this and that would
probably take care of it. But I am not that kind
of doctor. I am bored with the usual practice. I
am going to do something different to you,"
you_ would run away. If you reported him, the
profession would go after him.

The prOfeSSiOn iS free, that is, a doctor is
free to: -mereiSe judgment to do what every
other doctor would do in his place, not what
he vants to do individually because it would
make him happy. It is based On profeSSional,
group decision-making. That-is what a lot of
teachersido not undc :stand; They do not un-
derstand _that if :they have the power to do
thingS they May have less discretion than they
M14 haVe. Right now; how often can you actti;
ally go and watch a teacher in the claSSrOOM?
There is a lot of teacher decision=making in
the classroom. Right now, they do have a lotof
people from outside telling:them what to do;
What they miss : is any_ Ceillective_ process of
arriving at:a decision of What is right; what is
reiglly good; and wbat works; with a group of
people that they respect.: These are not deci-
sions from a political sector that they feel are
hitting them for totally different reasonS. We
do not need every teacher_ indiVidually decid-
ing what the right tektbookis. That is wrong.
We ate goiog to get 640 i Alien different deci-
sions; most of them bad if they are not in-
formed;

The reason we do not stand over the sur=
geon and watch him cut, the reason most
other profeSsions are relatively free of supervi-
sion, is due_ to the quality of the person
brought in, the kind of training that person

collegial relationships that enable the
.m to talk frequently with people who do
same kind of thing. They inform each

Jer of things that work and do not work,
and the latest things that have come out. That
is what is needed. You are hearing the same
things I am hearing, but what I am talking
about in terms of empowerment is not what
that teacher is talking about. That teacher is
saying, "Stop pushing me around. Stop telling
me every couple of years to use a different set
of books. Leave me alone." I am not saying
that. I ani Saying, "Let us develbp a process
within the profeSsion that finds out what
works and what does not; let us devise a _pro-
cess that does not stand over people and su-
pervise them because there is a process that
allows you to trust the person to do what the
profession had decided should be done." This
is a different concept.

FLORETTA McKENZIE (SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS, WASH-
INGTON; D.C.): A number of the ideas that
you talked about are process kinds of things It
seems to me that our basic problem is that we
are not product- or outcome-oriented. How
do we get the teaching force, after getting an
inarascd salary, a lower pi,71-teacher -atio;
and more tiMe for profess; -velopment,
to come together and agret diat our out-
cies should be?

MR, SHANKER: Well, we cannot. There is no
profession that agrees on outcomes. We can
agree that we want literate people, people who
read Dickens and Shakespeare, know mathe-
matics, get jobs, and participate as citizens. But
the medical _ profession does not guarantee
that every patient Will live; A lawyer does not
guarantee that you are going to win )our case.
You can expect that the professional will bring
to bear a body of knowledge. We in teaching
cannot say that we do that. You can say that the
professional is going to explain to:everybody
why a certain course of action is taken and to
justify it. We frequently cannot do that: Let us
not exaggerate what it is that other professions
are able to do; By the way, if we look at medi=
cine, it is only since World War II that there
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really have been any drugs. Before that, there
was practically nothing. Surgery was 1:0-etty
well developed, but what was available before
sulfa? It was a very limited range Yet, medi-
cine was a respected prof; sion during the
1930s.

Let me give one example. I am going to talk
now about the results of using a certain pro-
cess: I am going to talk about literacy, which I
alluded to at the end of my presentation, and
about what_ is known. It is sitting out there, and
if somebody wants to go out and _disprove it,
go ahezel. If you cannot disprove it or do not
want to, you ought to adopt it. Otherwise you
are being negligent, professionally or morally
Mr. Hirsch at the University of Virginia; some
people at Stanford and Illinois; and others
have found that our problem in getting people
to read is not phonics or word recognition. We
are doing much better in phonics than we
used to, we are doing pretty well in word rec-
ognition, and as aresult, scores are going up in
second through fifth grades. But all of a sud-
den; when kids really have to read something
in seventh through tenth grade, we find they
cannot read. They_cannot put it together.

So Mr. Hirsch has found something and
made it known. It has been out for a number
of years. It is dynamite. I do not know why the
educational community has not embraced it or
shot it down. He says that reading is not a
purely formal skill: It is not just a matter of
decoding words or recognizing words, but also
a matter of content. If you do not bring to
reading a great deal of knowledge, you will not
understand what is on the written page. That
is because people who wri for the average
reader (except: for "Run, Jane, run," where
one does not have to understand anything)
assume an awful lot of knowledge:

For instance; a fellow is standing in Harvard
Yard and asks, "How do I get to central
Square?" _Everybody thinks he is from Har-
vard or Boston and says, "First stop on sub-
way." The next day the same kid 'comes in
dressed like he is from Missouri._ He has an
accent. lie says; "I am from out of town. How
do I get to Central Square?" The same people
say, "Turn around; go two blocks, turn to the
left and go another two blocks, and you will
see a kiosk. That is the subway. Go downstairs
to the subway. _Be sure to take the train
marked north. Get off at the first stop. Then
you are at Central Square:" One case is six
words, another case is sixty, Why? It's because

one assumes_that the first guy knows the lay of
the land. That is how people write books.
They assume that the reader has a great deal
of:previous knowledge.

What is it that we need:to know?_ I will give
you a clue: We can read Abraham Lincoln
today, It is not very difficult: We can read Ben
Franklin. What we need to know is pretty
much the same sort of background knowledge
that Thomas Jefferson, Ben_ Franklin, and
Abraham Lincoln had. It is Adam _and Eve,
Noah's Ark, and Daniel Boone.-It is George
Washington, the Sahara; the Himalayas; the
names of oceans; the names of myths; and all
sorts of things in our common culture that we
have to know, because those things_ keep com-
ing up. And if students have to look up aome-
thing in every sentence, they are going to be
loSt.

Are kids getting those words now? The an-
swer is no, they are not. Why aren't they get:
ting them? It is very bad for teachers to get
kids to memorize. You can always look it up,
right? This whole :critical thinking movement
dumps on memorization. A student does not
need to know:a subject or memorize; all heior
she needs to know is how _to think, Secondly;
insofar as the teacher does take up specific
things; they must be things that the kids are
really interested in. What are kids _interested
in? Rock stars and sports stars. So the teacher
does not give them all this traditional informa-
tion. Rod: ,,tars and sports stars change very
quickly. They are not going toeome up in very
much general literature. Teachers are not giv-
ing kids much of a background if they spend
much of the time on rock stars and sport stars.

Third, a very important agenda, but one
which tends to push out_ the traditional
agenda, is the need to provide role models for
ethnic minorities and women. To_ the extent
that we put a cultural curriculum in,-we have
moved a lot of traditional topics out; I am not
saying that we cannot do some of all these
things We should, obviously. But the fact is it
now possible to put together a list of about
four or five thousand words that are essential
to know. It kid does not_ have to know much
about Adam and Eve, the_ apple _or the ser-
pent; or the Sahara, but a picture should come
to the kid's mind when somebody is writing
and trying to create a description;

Essentially this view says that if the second-
through-fifth grade curriculum does not give
kids these five thousand words, without which
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the kids will not be able to read an ordinary
magazine or book, even if the kids know phon-
ics and word recognition, they will grow up to
be illiterate. They need that content. This, of
course, is an oversimplification; there is tm-Te
to it. Nevertheless, this material has been out
for a number of years now. What effect has
this had on the teaching of reading and on
curriculum in any state? Where is it?

Not to utilize this knowledge is irresponsi-
ble. There is a very powerful example. There
are a lot of experiments that have been con-
ducted with it. Take: a boy who is an eighth-
grade reader, but who has never seen any base-
ball. Give him an article at the eighth-grade
level about baseball. He will not understand it.
Give him an eighth-grade level article about
soccer or cricket. He will understand it, be-
cause he grew up in England. That is the kind
of thing that has to be at the center of bOth the
curriculum studies and what is taught to
teachers; and the board certification process,
as to the kind of knowledge that all future
professionals must have. We do not have it in
all fields yet.

GERALD N. TIROZZI (Commissioner of Ed-
ucation, Connecticut): What is the role of the
principal, in terms of your model, and then
beyond your model? If we move in the direc-
tion of the career teacher, the twenty-five per-
cent you spoke_ of; that does bring into ques-
tion the role the principal plays: There may
very well be a conflict situation. I would hope
not. Second would we even need a principal if
1,-F. were to go in that direction? Most of the
.e.rature on instructionally-effective schools

jpeaks to the important role of instructional
leaden. What are your views from a teacher's
perspective as to the degree to which princi-
pals are in fact instructiogat leaders? I person-
ally believe tint most lack that skill. I also
believe that most of thim are not capable of
providing that leadership, even if trained.

MR: SHANKER: The instructional leader of
the school is whoever happens to be the in-
structional leader of the school. I used to work
at summer camps, and one year I hired a
music counselor.: There she:was playing the
piano, and over here was a :kid who was not
hired as a music counselor who had his guitar.
There were 500 kids around the nature coun-
selor with the guitar, and nobody near the

woman with the piano. Who was the musical
leader _of the_ camp? Sometimes_ the instruc-
tional -leader happens to be in one position;
sometimes anothen_lf we have schools that are
structured so that the instructional leader does
not happen to be the principal, can he or she
still carry out the function? Or do we have to
fire that person and put _in someonf. est'?

By the way, I read the literature on s Ne
had a national meeting with many solars.
One of the- things: said was "Research_ shows
that at good _schools the principals_ are the in-
structional leaders:" Everybody just cracked
up:: The writers of the effective school liter
ature believe it, and some principals believe it,
but if forty teachers crack up when they hear
it, maybe there is something wrong with it.

'There are many different models that one
could establish. I happen to believe that one
way or another; _we are going to need princi-
pals: In the model that I am talking about the
line between management and labor is_ ob-
obviously much fuzzier. Much of what hap-
pens in a Japanese factory is that there are
fewer levels of supervision and_ fewer super-
visors, aid_ the workers on:the assembly line
are given more time to discuss things with
management and each other and to learn
methods of statistical szmpling, quality con-
trol; and things like that. In a sense_ they are
talking management functions and saying,
"We will have fewer people who are_:actually
.nanagers and we will_give more time fOrinan7
gement and peer relationships at a different

_ By the way; there are some very serious legal
problems there: Under the Yeshiva decision,
as soon as unionized people begin a process
in which they are involved in any traditional
management roles, they lose their collective
bargaining rights. In Ohio, Toledo had to he
given a special dish:ensation to: do this under
the new:collective barKainin&_law: What they
were doing came before there was a law, so
they were allowed to do it: But under usual
labor relations traditions, as soon as teachers
assume other responsibilities, they are consid-
ered part of management._ There i$ some in-
teresting work to be done in the legal area. _

I think the :toughest time we are going _to
have willihe with middle_management: If you
read allthe private management materials, the
Harvard Business Review; the Wharton School
publication; and others, middle management
is the toughest group to deal with in any of
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these quality-of:work-life programs and in any
of these change processes. It is very difficult
for those in middle management to under-
stand what they will do if other people do what
they a! now doing:

When I am in groups of pcmcipals who
raise that question, I just say that _I became
president of what was a fairly small union in
New YOH( City, _and it_ grew into the largest
locPl _union in the world. It now ha& 76;000
members inone local in New York City. We
grew from having three staff members to a
budget of over $34 million. At a certain point I
started hiring a second, third, fourth, and
fifth person. My friends began to say, "Al, this
is great. We can hire all the members of our
caucus. We will be in great shape. We can keep
you in power. We will go out and campaign.
We will be the one& who are handling people's
grievances, doing them favors; and answering
questions:"

Early on; after hiring a few people,_ I said I
would not do this any more. That was the time
of school decentralization. I said, "We are
going to decentrali tne union before the
school system decentralizes; for_t_wo reasons.
One; our structure should parallel the struc-
tures out there. But most of all; there is no way
I can really keep tabs on what _is going on in
thirty-two districts and a thousand schools.
Therefore, we are_going to elect all the staff
people out there. We are going to pay them,
train them, and offc ..hern leg:A services. We
are going toibetome a service and a training
bureau for all these people out there?

My closest associates said, "You are crazy.
They could run against you: They could de-
cide to pull their districts out. You will not be
able to fire them. They are elected. They are
like congressmen. You will be like the Presi-
dent of the United States trying Po deal with
the congressmen; who will tell you where to
go. What you are doing is destroying the or-
ganization; you are pulling it apart:"

At any rate; the organization _runs pretty
well: It has all the problems that you might
expect with a structure like that. It is not per-
fect. But I still have plenty of thihgs to do, and
more irnpoctant things to do. I do not know of
any manager in an important and growing
organization who_ does not constantly divest
himself or herself of all sorts of levels of ac-
tivity; and then find that by doing so that there
are some important things to do.

I think it would be very good to go to Toledo

and ask those principals, "Whatdo you do now
that: teachers are selecting and:training new
teacher& and have, an intervention prow ani?
Are you not _needed anymore?" The polls
show that the principals accept it and like it; as
do the teachers and_ the community. So they
must be doing something right. I am sure_that
if principals were just sitting in their offices
and had absolinely nothing to do, even if they
weregetung paid, they would:not like it. They
could not look at themselves in the mirror.

CALVIN M. FILV.IER (Commissioner of Ed-
ucation, Colorado): I think the heart of the
continued existence of teachers is really tied to
Floretta's [McKenzie, Snoerintendent of Pub7
lic Schools, District of Columbial question. If
there is anything by which state superinten-
dents, commissioners, and boards are really
being challenged; it is by the quality and the
product of the system. Thus far, it seems
unions are continuing to deal with the process,
but cannot involve themselves in decisions
dealing with the improvement of the quality
and options which may in the end adversely
affect the membership. So the superinten-
dents and some of the rest of us:are finding it
increasingly difficult even to work through the
unions as a vehicle for the solution of the
public concerns: We cannot bypass or mini-
mize involvement with the very group that has
to be involved with the implementation of this,
which could guide the system to be less effec-
tive and ultimately bypass itself in the creation
of voucher systems and others. You see; f_do
not think: you_ answered Floretta's :question
about quality and Outcome; and yet, if there is
any issue we are challenged with; that is it

MIL SHANKER: I thought I answered it by
saying that no profession ultimately guaran-
t.tn something for everybody. There are
failures in all the professions. There are things
that doctors do not yet :i,now, new diseases that
arise, new epidemics. Vse do not turn around
and blame the medical profession. All we can
demand of them is that: they do everything
that they ktaiw how I'D doi and second; that
they try to rind out wliat they do not know. In
those two at-eas, we are subject to blame. We
are not doing ever!-_IT-..ng we know how to do in
educator. Secondly, we are not engaged in a
rea; search to find the answers in those areas
whey! we do not have enough knowledge.
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For instance, we know that ninety-five per-
cent of the kids who reach fourth or fifth
grade without knowing how to read, write, and
count will not know how to read, write, and
count after that; That is, at a certain point, the
student loses hope; begins to feel the school is
a hostile environment; and says to himself,
"I'm stupid, I'm ashamed." We know what we
are doing will not work. But how many places
are really trying some very different things? So
those are two areas in which we are deficient:

We know we have a very big problem with
dropouts, with completion of high school; To
what extentdo we really try new things? I am
not talking public relations: Suppose you are a
kid in high school. What is a teacher told to do
for the first three to five weeks? "Don't crack a
smile. Be tough." A teacher trying to get con-
trol of a class will behave in this way: tough,
hostile, maybe a little bit mean. Now put your,
self on the other side. You are a high school
student thirikinabout dropping out You do
not think very much of yourself; You do not
think you can make it. A teacher is being
tough, antagonistic, and unfriendly to you, as
he or she tries to establish his or her authority.
The kid might actually drop out as a result of
that first set of encounters:the first week with a
very stiff, tough, unfriendly person.

Take a look at that kid; Here it is September,
the opening of school; When is the payoff?
Next Junethe final report card is not until
next June. How many people will feel that if
they miss a few days' lessons and do not do
their homework in September and October,
there are really going to be dire consequences
next June? Why do we have annual promo-
tions? It is easy on the paperwork; What if we
have semesters every three or fi,ur weeks?
What would it do to teachers if they knew the
final exam was three weeks from now? What
would it do to students? What would !lappen if
a kid failed? Right now, if a kid fails, you have
to leave a kicl =back a whole ye:11, or promote
him. Both of them are bad. If you fail a three-
or four-week course; it is easy to make up.
What happens at the end of the ar when you
have lost a kid? Do you know when you have
lost him or her? You do not.

You cannot separate the product from the
process. Do you know what we usually do as
educators, principals, and teachenunion peo-
ple? We say to parents; "You know; nobody
really knows what works; It is all a matter of
opinion; This teacher does it that way, and it is

wonderful, and that teacher has a different
style." The teher unions stand up and say we
cannot have merit pay because it is all a matter
of opinion; .md it is all a matter of reward and
punishment: What we are doing is telling the
outside world, "We do not know what we are
doing." Then we wonder why we are in all this
trouble.

=

I think this is responsive to the question of
the outcomes. Do we say, "We know the follow-
ing things; we know that they work, anii we are
going to get everyone to use them?" We should
not be innovative in an area where the right
way is known; Second, we should admit what
we do not know. We are engaged:in an inten-
sive search to find out what we do not know.
Third, we are constantly changing the struc-
ture. Just as the factory conditions (where the
worker stands, and so forth) are aejusted
based on reports from workers; we chould do
something in terms of structu,e. That includes
the size of semesters, the investment _in early
childhood ethIcation, and some sort of second
chance at the fourth- or fifth-grade level for
kids who ha ve. not made it. It includes a whole
bunch of things that nobody talks about any-
more. The whole theory now is if we can find
ways either to develop better teachers or fire
the bad ones; then, suddenly, the output fol-
lows; That is not the way.

If we do these things, the question of the
final product will take care of itself. The final
product ii, these various plants is not the result
of finding a better worker or a better manager.
in and of itself_ It is developing a better system
in which :wople are encouraged to think an
care about what they do, to report about wh
goes right and whqt goes wrong, and con-
stantly to notice thz he material that came in
this week is a little Ifter, so that_ something
ought to be changed. Even in the factory;
things _are:constantly changing, the materials
thatcome in; and so on: This is the way things
happen.

Essentially; it is the development of a system
in which more and more people exercise care,
judgment, :and intelligence at every level.
W len that happens, we end up with=a better
product. We shall not :have to_ recall thirty;
forty; fifty percent of them; but on:y a very
small number; You get it right the first time;
The response to the question; "Are we going to
be doing a much better job with the kids?" is
only going to be adequately answered in terms
of a system in which everyone is doing the
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thinking and caring, and is involved in im-
proving, _and in which te knowledge base is
used and is constantly being improved. If we
have that system, our product is going to be-
come constantly better. If ,ao not, there is
no mechanism we can put into place, like eval-
uating teachers or anything else, that will
maintain the quality of education.

STEPHEN KAAGAN (Commissioner of Edu-

cation, Vermont): I would like to thank you
very much for that. I, think it was a great ses-
sion. I would like to thank you for two things.
First, for retracir. .he fundamental role of
teacher empowei,ent in making any :real
changes in education, and in an overarching
sense, for your realism about the connection
between -.that is happening economically; po-
litically, and educationally and what the
teacher corps of the future might look like.
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DR. WALTER: Had all of you been privikge,I
to join us on Sunday, as we had a ver %9g

work session with the Board of the Co.
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), ani
sure you would have left w;th the feeling that I
had; that the issues and concerns in American
education are, in fact, being addressed by
CCSSO. I say that because, as we talked atiuut
teo..:he,- education ::bout assessment, about
tethn9logy in education, and about the twenty
or_ so _pending projects of the Chief State
School Officers, these topics were certainly on
target with the dime!nsions of educational im-
provement that have been in the forefront in
America during the last five or six years.

Very importantly, among, those projects is a
proposal to continue our relationship with the
Mellon Foundation, a relationship which bL:-.
gan in early 198I and saw its fruition the mu
year with ot:r nimmer institute, where for e
first time, ti;-.,! community of higher education
and the chiefs came together to talk about
linkages. From that relationship, which has
represented an investment by .he Mellon
Foundation in an_excess of $700;000 (which I
think is tremendous because that_ gave the
Council an opportunity to work in a very vital
area of linkages between elementary and sec-

ouc.7ry education:and higher education),
the projects that you are going to hear

-iescribed today. These projects relate to how
vi: strengthen that linkage as we go about the
business of improviri not only ,..be relation-
ship betv.-zfen secondary education and higher
education, but more importantly, how we
strengthen the prepatation programs for our
studen K2. in the secondary schools in accord-
ance with reasonable expectations when they
enter higher education, whether that be ir.
technical education or traditional four-year
programs.

Beyond that, we will be presenting away that
parents become involved in_as;774.ng their sec-
ondary students to make choices. So, this af-
ternoon, we are building upon the past suc-
cesses of funding by the Mellon Foundation by
presenting to you three separate and distinct
state projects that relate very closely to the
whole matter of linkage. Following the three
preEentations, there will be a discussion of
matters relating to those linkages and other
matters you may wish to bring before us.

It is my great privilege to introduce our first
speaker this afternoon; Dr. Irene Bandy; As-
sistant Superintendent of Public Instruction in
Ohio, who has been instrumental in imple-
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menting the Ohio Mellon Project and who has
been deeply involved in the steering commit,
tee of the assessment project for the Chief
State School Officers.

DR. BANDY: Thank you, Dr. Walter. It is a
pleasure for me to be here today to represent
the: Ohio project, although many people in
both secondary and higher education worked
very diligently for the results of our project. In
order for you to understand how we got to our
pioposal; I would like to share with you a bit of
the background of the articulation movement
in Ohio.

In 1979 the Ohio legislature became some-
what concerned over a $12 million annual --
penditure for remedial courses in higher
cation i1iitutions. With the concern for
better to usc those _dollars for more develop-
ment rat her than remedial studies, they man-
dated the Ohio Board of Regents to do a study
of all of the students in the freshman class in
remedial courses in mathematics and English
in all the institutions funded by state dollars.
They reported by school district, so that every-
one knew how many students from each high
school in the state of Ohio were in remedial
math and remedial English courses;

When the Board of Regents put their first
report together, Dr. Walter, our State Superin-
tendenti and our Chancellor at that time,
Chancellor: Moulton; decided that an exam
inationof the secondary schools sya needed to
determine what was happening in the re-
medial courses, and how best to address th..
issue. At that time, it was determined to em-
panel a Commission on Articulation b.!tween
Secondary Schools and Ohio Colleges. The
Board of RegentQ nominated seven people;
including eollege presidents, _deans of _colleges
of education _and arts and sciences; provosts;
and faculty, and the State Board of Education
nominated seven membersone of whom,
Dick Boyd, is here todaywho represented
superintendents, principals, teachers, coun-
selors, and Board members, as well as parents.

It was then determined that a non-educator
should chair the Commission; We were very
fortunate to appoint the then President of Bat-
tell Institute; which is a very large interna-
tional research institute. The charge to that
commission was to determine what skills, what
knowledge base, students should have as they
enter higher education, and what, if anything,

secondary and higher education should be
doing te prepare those students.

It is very interesting, because in Ohio we
have an open admissions law that states that
any child who graduates from an accredited
high school must be accepted into one of our
state institutions. So the concept we were deal-
ing with was not so much how_do students get
into colleges as: it was what do they need to
know to stay_in, becaus many oi our_students,
unfortunately, were n,./t finishing their four
years of college.

The other interesting development _about
this meeting between the Chancellor and the
State Superintendent was that it was the first
joint venture of the two boardsthe Board of
Regents and the State Board of Education, We
La strongly that this was a good step, and we
have been meeting with them at least twice a
year since; thus allowing the collaboration to
continue.

Iu April 1981, the report of the Commis-
sion was given to the two boards, with nine
recommendations. We looked at courses, and,
interestingly enough, the Commission on Ar-
ticulation in -Ohio determined that students
going on tohigher education should have four
years of English, three years of math, t!ffee
years of social studies, and two years of foreign
language; sounding very much like the Natuon
al Risk report. So we know where they got their
informauon. We did, by the way, testify to thz,
qroup.

The courses were to be used for unc(,ndi-
tional admissions to the inst;, ;itions _of higher
education. The different institutions are au-
tonomous and, therefore; looked at the recom-
mended courses individually and came up
with their own combinations. Not all of them
have accepted all of the courses.

'The second part of the recommendation on
courses was the Content It was very important
to the Conimission that we not just name
courses; but that we talk about skills within
those courses; As a second phase to our work;
we empaneled task forces of collegiate as well
as secondary faculty, who determin.A (as we
have written now in reports to all of our sec-
ondary people) what the contc should be in
all courses of math, English, sotial studies, and
so forth.

In addition to curriculum; we looked at
teachers; who of course are a primary focus of
this Institute. We decided that there were
three points we needed to address. One was
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our belief that grade inflation was an issue at
all levels, from kindergarten through
postgraduate school.
: A second point was that all teachers should
be involved in writing; and should have writ-
ing as part of their course description for
mathematics and science as well as English. In
addition, as we looked into the revision of our
teacher educat -,n standards, we would con-
sider the possibility of teachers going back and
taking undergraduate content courses, as well
as graduate level work.

The third area was communication. We
talked about communication between people
in higher education and secondary education,
particularly faculties, believing that English
faculty ought to be talking to secondary Eng-
lish teachers about what the expectations were
for English. The same is true for math and the
other subjects. We also discussed communica-
tion between cow selors and ceege admis-
sions officers to help them in articulation
about expected requirements for entrance into
higher education. Last, there is the commu-
nication between the schools and students and
their 1,-11-ents. The last of the nine recommen-
dations dealt with establishing an ongoing ad-
visory council :for college preparatory educa-
tion that would oversee the implementation of
the original articulation report: That commit-
tee has been working since September 1981.

The report came out that spring. Not much
happened right away. As many of you know,
when things are sent out to school distr=cts in
the spring, they sometimes get:shelved over
he summer; and people say in th fa!!., "What

articulation reportr Howevor, the President of
Kent State University happened to be oriern-
ber of _the Commission and was very strongly
committed to the implementation of the 1.111
conditional admissions requirement. Because
Ohio universities must give school districts two
years notice of any change, in September a
kder came from the President of Kent State
University saying that as of the fall of 1985; all
students entering Kent must have four ,years
of English, three years of math, and so forth.

Needless to say, there was a_quite a scramble
Lanong our school districts because all of a
sudden what had been:perceived as just an-
other repori had now become a reality. Be,
cause Kent State had taken the leadershiR the
eleven other state institutions began to realize
that they, too, would have to take a look at
some form of unconditional admissions re=

quirements. So, in the last three years, we have
had all of: our state universities implement
some combination of these course require-
ments for unconditional admissions; The last
university came on board in September

The course content outlines have been de-
livered to all of our school districts; our teach-
ers are working with them as they write their
courses of study, which are now mandated by
our minimium standards. We are finding that
courses such as: second,year algebra; the sec-
ond; third, and fourth year of foreign lan-
guages; and the second and third year of sci-
ence are in fact filling up much more than they
had been earlier.

Ohio State University has done a study over
the last two years of their remedial course stu-
dents, and has recognized _that, at thk: begin-
fling of their study many of the student& were
in remedial work because they had not taken
the courses, not that they had taken them and
then could not pass the test for placement.
Now the university is finding, even as the
numbers go down, that, indeed, some_of the
entering students are still_ having trouble, and
the courses are still there for the students who
need them.

We are revising our teacher certification re-
quirements. At this point, still in draft is the
recommendation that teachers be allowed to
take undergraduate content courses as a part
of their recertification. This is becoming more
important_in Ohio because of decline in en-
rollmen.t. Some of our teachers who have been
teaching biology, for example; over the last few
wars are now being asked to pick up a course
in chemistry or physics. They have not
those courses for a while, and tit w are a. .e
go back and still get credit for i ication.
Sf: we are very anxious to have 11,-. ir
the draft and in the final format.

To reach our counselors, we del, eloped a
counselor brochure, which gave the informa-
don from the commission's report and also six-
month updates of what each ofthe universities
had put in as their unconditional require-
ments. ,This allowed our counselors to get
their infoi mation out to their students as well
as to the parents on what each of the univer-
sities would be requiring. As I say, the enroll-
ments in some of our upper classes have more
than significantly increased; and we are really
convinced that it has to to with this report.

The last part of our communication was a
parent brochure that we got out to all of the
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parents of eighth-grade students. It identified
for_theM What students ought to be taking in
high school in order to prepare them best for
entrance into college. That was delivered
through the counSelors and the principals in
each of the junior high and middle schools
Itcross Ohio.

At the Sank time that all of this was going
on, the legiSlature funded a Project for the
Board_Of Regents called the Early Math Place-
ment Test Program. The Early Math Place-
Ment Test is given to all juniors. It is the Ohio
State Math Entrance Test. Juniors are then
given their scores and told where they WOuld
fall in the hierarchy of _math courses in the
freshman year at Ohio State. If they come at
the remedial leVel or the low leVel, they are
then encouraged by_ iheir counselors and
teachers to take a serno math -.course. This has
happened concurrently with the recommen-
dations. We believe that the decrease in re=
mediation needs in mathematics hag come ag a
result of these juniors taking the recommen-
dation to enroll in a :senior coune.

We are noW looking at an English early
placement test And a science test to help stu-
dentS Make some good decisions about their
senior course work. At the time the informa-
tion on the Mellon grant was received, we were
puzzled as to how we might best apply fo- the
funds, recognizing that We had already
brought higher eduLation and Secondary edu-
cation together, and cOmmunicatee through
the univerSitieS and through our school dis-
trietS the k;qtrirements for unconditional ad-
Miisions. Perhaps we did not have a compo-
nent left with which to de?!.

As we drove to Clevelarri one day, Dr. Wal=
ter and I talked about it and realiied that
probabiy the weakest conipOnent of our thri., t
in Ohio waS that of parent communication. So
we wrote our grant a little differently than
some of you; We actually developed a project
that would go out to the parents of our high
school students, grades eight through eleven,
to talk to them alaout their rble in helping
their children study and make good decisions,
a5 well as just Some general good 'parenting
ckills that We believe worild be helpful for both
pareritS and students.

The COnriselors were trained on the two bro-
chures. We worked with college admissions of=
ficers on their role in our meetings, arid we
held eighty-four meetings acrbss the State. I
must admit that probably the one negatiVe

response was "How can the state department
get parents involved?" That's a very good
question becauSe obvionsly we cannot do it
without the Sehool districts. But we were able
tO get invitations out to over 400;000 parents
through the grant and through the school dis-
tricts. Our audience was about 1,000 parents,
plus school people who were at the meetings.
We developed a film on parenting, which is
available for review, called For Parents Only. It
talks very specifically about things parents can
db at home,_ and _things parents ought to be
doing with the school, to better enable their
children to make good decisions about higher
educatiOn.

The brochures that we have developed are
aiso available to you. One is on making deci-
sions and recommends what parents can do to
help their children ekaniine not only higher
eclucatiOn deciSionS, but al,c. decisions on ca-
reerS, cburse selection, and so on. The second
one is Parents; Partners and Stwdy Skills, and it
discusses what the environment ought to bc at
home; haw to deterni.;ne what conditions are
best for their chNiren to study in, as well 75
different ideas on nutrition, time, and sleep
some of the common things that we all know
about, but that SbinetitheS parents forget.

We have had tremendously good feedback
on all of the materials; so much 50 that we have
used the remainder of the funtis to reproduce
and reprint them. Our counselors are using
them with the incoming eighth:grade grou:p;
each year and ha-ing their own meetings at
the school district level. Our meeting format is
very simple. It iS about twa hours in length.
We ShoW the film after introductions. A :.igher
education representative is there to talk to par-
ents in general about how students ought to be
prepared when they enter tolk such as
being able to study, make decis. and 6e
self-sufficient. We then divide parents into
small grbtipt. The counselors take parents
thibugh the two brochureshow to use them,
and how to implement them t home. Then
we have a general discussion ovet coffee.

We are very excited that as a result of this
project we had the impetus to go to the state
board with the thought that the family and the
parent are very important in the education of
their children. Therefore, the state board has
thiS year proclaimed 1985-86 as the "Year of
FaMily Involvement in Education" in Ohio. We
haVe had a theme since 1980 when we began
with the "Year of the Schools." We really be=
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lieve that this year parents are very important
in the education of their children. Therefore,
the partnership between homeand school and
the extended family, not just the parents, will
again provide us with some very good:activity
at the local level to bring the_home and schoo!
ciosr together. We have strands within this
theme, and they will be given to the districts
for local activities: Their involvement at the
conference at the end of the ,year leads to a
certificate which, interestingly enough, the
districts are very anxious to display. It means
that the state board has recognized parents as
being part of this celebration.

The other thing that has happtned as a
result of this was that many parents said to us
in the evaluation that they would have liked to
have had the information, particulai ty on
study skills, earlier. Therefore, we are now de-
veloping a film and re-doing the materials for
parents of students in the elementary R-6. We
Shall be going out next year with those mate-
rials as a follow-up to the secondary program;

We really appreciate the fact that the Mellon
Fthi,idation has supported this activity. We
know that our schools and our parents are
closer because of it, and we believe that our
students are making better decisions about
higher education. Thank you.

DR. WALTER: Thank you very much, Dr.
Bandy. Our second case study or description

the Mellon grant comes from the state of
tiode Island and is presented by Edward

Aiambi uch, Dirertor of thc Basit Education
Unit in the Rhode Island Department of Edu-
cation. I ask you to j )in me in welcoming Ed-
ward Dambruch.

MR. DAMBRUCK: Thank you. I am pleased
to be:here. I will tell the secrets. We had lunch
together and we decided who was going to go
first. Now I wish I had gone first, because
many of the background issues. and concerns
that Irene shared with you, not surprisingly,
were also existing in Rhode Island. I would
like to provide you with a little background, in
terms of what led to our project or our need
foi this project; and share with you some of
the ways in which we have used the resources
and some of the outcomes.

Three things, or three phenomena, were
existing at the time our project began. With
regard to higher education and the public
high schooland the private high school as

wellwe had a "we/they" situ7tion, a case of
expectations that were not communicated, ind
a case of perceptions that were not verified.
Thrown into this mix were the concerns of
policymakers and legislators regarding tin.
state of education: I speak from some experiT
ence. :because, uniquely in Rhode Island
served in the state legislature, and now am ki
member of_ the:department of education.

1 know that _legislators tend to react when
they perceive that those primarily responsible
for the issuewhether n _be transportaion,
health; or educationare not reacting. They
tend to react hastily because they are elected
every two years. We recognized an emerging
concern about we/they expectations and the
accountability question: what is happening
with our high school graduates as they get into
higher education?

I mentioned the we/they si nation: We had
to _bring these two_ groups together. We also
had the problem of expectations not commu-
nicated. The kindergarten teacher expects
that the child will come with certain social
skills, physical skills, and so forth. The second
grade teacher expects that the first grade
teacher has taught the kids how to read. We
had a concern in Rhode Island in terms of
coordination fri grades K-I2; never mind be-
tween postsecondary and high schools. This
gave rise to_ the idea of a coordinatio of cur-
riculum in the districts.

Then _we had the problem of perceptions
not verified. In the high schools we had the
feeling that colleges do not care. They do not
want to share their resources or communicate
with us;_ yet they want to criticize. And there
was the perception on the part of higher edu-
cation in many cases that high school teachers
were poorly prepared, thence were not prepar-
ing the students well, and really had no sen-
sitivity to what the students needed as they
beganto enter the postsecondary career. That
is the badground 1.1 our p-di ticular state;

So we had to address I he communications
proolem. That had to be the first step in any
intervention that was going to iimprove the
situation and better prepare high school stu-
dents as they entered postsecondary educa-
tiOn.

The opportunity to apply fOr the Mellon
grant was beneficial to us for a couple of rea-
sons. I think we may have addressed_the prof),
lem anyway, but a foundation grant helps to
objectify the issue. Secondly, if a proposal has
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==to be developed, people have to sit down and
artitulate the:problem. That gets them think-
ing:and moving _towards _a solution, as they
begin ta share the problem with the we/they
higher education sitting down with the state
deparunent of education and teachers and acI7
ministrators within the state. So it was a good
opportunity for us to begin to define the prob-
lem concisely and to map out some attempts ot
solutions.
: Let me tell you a little_ bit about _Rhode /3-
land. The size of the state sometimes suggests
that we can do things that would be impossible
for other states. From a.iy place in the state,
you can_ be anywhere c'e in thirty minutes.
You could be at the state department of educa-
tiOn and visit any district, or several, in any
one day. Also, there are forty schooldiStricts in
our small state. Sometimes that_compounds
the problem, but that_is_the situation we _face.
We have a _small state and a relatively large
number of school districts, but a good network
to take care of them. Sometimes it is too good.
Sometimes you say something in one patt of
the State, and, before you get back to your
Office, it has reached the other part of the
state, because _everybody: in Rhode Island
seems to be _related to everyonr else. So one
has to be very _careful what one says. That is
the context within which we work.

Our first step _was to bring the two groups
together. Now that may sound strange. We
were dealing, by the way, with the public in-
gtittitiOng of higher education: the UhiVeisity
Of Rhode Island, Rhode Islarl College, and
the Community College o's khr-le Island. We
brought them together w school
teachers. Someone might ,3' needed a
grant to do that. I guess we did, not so much
for_ the resources, but to build the structure.

That proVided the opportunity for cathaiSis.
When you have a we/they sittiatiati, you have
to have an initial catharsis;_ Everybody has to
dump their concerns, and everybody feels bet-
ter. Eventually in the course of that con-
ference, we identified themes, and issues
emerged with less anxiety. We got over the "it-
islotit=fatilt, it-is-not-my-fault"_symptoniS. SO
ftom that conference there res_ulted some Com-
muniCation between the parties; High SeliOal
department heads in_ the major_areas of the
curriculummath, science, :social sciences,
foreign langimges and Englishwere able to
sit down wii the department chairs and
teachers and discuss their expectations.

_AS ih Ohio; we in Rhode Island had a high
degree of concern: that _remedial programs
were cropping up at the higher education in-
stitutions in alarming proportions. Placement
tests taken by itttothitt-g tieshmen _indicated
that a:high nuniber heeded remedial courses
Weiaddted: that concern at conference
ahd aSked,"Whete do we go next?'" Too often
ii these projects; there is a one-day conference
where everyboly dumps their concerns, and
nothing is ever picked up again. But this par-
ticular conference provided ;zidiVidUals with
the hope that theii- preSeht effOrtS would re.

teive follow=up.
:There Were many:people concerned; and I

Will hot gainto detail, but; as in Ohio; me had
aii_ Attieulation Committee Our Board of Re-
gents; which governs elementary and second=
arv education, our Commissioner, but Board
o Governors, and our CommiSsioner- of
Higher Editcatioh wete_iholiied_atid working
oh thit iSSUe. SO frain that conference we_liad
an ON:itirtun4 to develop a road map in
terniS Of COmnithikations and which next
StepS Could be accomplishecL

We _had to choose :groups carefully. In
Rhode Island, we have,two unions, the Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers (AFT) ahd the Na-
tional Education Aggotiation (NEA), and
uniting in Rhode Wand outside of education,
ihdeed in eddeationi _are very strohg;: The
pieSident of Rhode Island AFT is also:presi-
dent Of the Rhode Island AFL-CIO.: Rhode
Island is a labor-oriented state, and it is ih a
powerful position to itie edtitatif)ri ihtb the
whole labor scene, and ihtb the Whole general
government scene. We haVe always gone with
thoSe gtoupS ih :the past. This time me_did not;

We Weiit to the professional groups in the
State,the Council of English Teachers,_ the
Council of Math Teachers, and so forth. These
are very low key groups, often looking fa,- an
agenda, often hOt Meeting ih the -course_ of a
year. But the value is, _they -cut atto:districts:
they tin atixigg prafeSSiorialarganizations; and
they ate _tetir6ehtatie_ f _both elementary
and Seeciiidaty eduCatior and higher educa-
tion; S6 we used those groups to begin to work
on the issue as they related to each of the
disciplines.

The first attempt to hi ing about- commu-
nications was to eg.ablith a feedback system;
The _gtatit_pitovided us With the_ resources to
fiitniSh eYety higk -sehloi a performance re-
port On their gradual:es as they complete.7
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their fresnman year in the three state institu-
tions and in the live disciplines I mtioned.
The type of information on the printouts was
determined by a planning group represen-
tative of the interested parties. For example,
the high school people said, "It would be
meaningless to us if we don't know what they
did in high school." So we gave them the SAT
scores and class rank, within a range; that each
person brought to the college--there was
some concern about personal identification; so
we used these rangesand each person's rec-
ord in chemistry, physics, mathematics, for-
eign languages, social sciences, and English at
the college level freshman year. That record
was also compared to the achievement of all
freshmen, of- all people taking the courses;
and so forth. So the information was in various
contexts that made it more meaningful;
Again, this is common sense; it is probably
done a lot. It had never been done to this
extent in Rhode Island. We had always had an
informal relationship, maybe between the ad-
jacent district and the college, in terms of shar-
ing some information, but now it became for-
malized.

The colleges have agreed to continue their
support on a yearly basis. As we look at expec-
tations, it is skills that colleges want the kids to
have, and that is_ going to require a look at:the
curriculum. We have some data that may allow
us to reflect on the quality of the curriculum
in the different areas. So that feedbw k system
was valuable.

Another value again is communications. We
did not just deliver the printouts. We had a
series of workshops that brought college peo-
ple together with high school_ people to ex-
plain the format, tile data, and the impact of
the data. One of the unique:things about
Rhode Island, small as it is; is that everybody
wants regional workshops. Everything is rela-
tive in Rhode Island; you know. You can get
anywhere in thirty minutes, but no one wants
to travel more than ten. So we had four re-
gional workshops to keep us busy in the State
Department of Education. We began to kie-
velop some partnerships, some relationships.

A couple of high schools took the teachers
on a released-time day to the cov!tge. They
met with the English faculty ana ne social
science faculty. They also met with their own
kids who were now attending the college. They
got feedback from the kids on how well they

were or were not prepared; Again, the dia-
logue on communications began to emerge.

In summary, the curriculum groups have
been working and continue to work. They
have focused on the issues that emerged from
that initial conference where we had the ca-
tharsis. They have begun to work on science:
biology; math, and the organization of the
math program; the sequence of courses; and
so forth. All of the issues that came_ up are
beginning to be addressed, patiently. There is
no attempt to do it in a one-time deal, but with
the expectation that it will continue, thus giv-
ing these organizations new life, new meaning,
and a new sense of communication. This
sounds ..dealistic; and will have some re-
strictions; but it is a start. There is a new sense
of communication, which we formerly lacked.
We will keep those wolves; the legislators and
the policymakers, away from the door when
they see that something is being done, some
attempt being made, to address the problems.
As Mr. [AlberaShanker [President, American
Federation of Teachers] said today, "Just don't
talk _about the problem, make some attempt to
address it." We thank the leadership of the
Chiefs and the Mellon Foundation for this op-
portunity, this_catalyst, to help us ta address a
problem which we knew ex.sted, but about
which we did too little. Thank you very much.

DR. WALTER::Thank you, Mr. Darribi uch.
We appreciate the presentation on your state,
and I can't imagine being able to cross the
state in thirty minutes. When I think about
Ohio, then about Texas, I realize how easy it is
to cross Oh. But_regional meetings only_ten
minutes apart would be heaven for us in Ohio,
where we drive three or four hours to hold
them.

Our third presentation focuses on the rela-
tionship between secondary vocational and
technical education. I think it shows yet an-
other example of a state addressing a linkage
in an interesting way. It is my privilege to in-
troduce Everett Harris, who is going to make
the presentation for Vermont. Mr. Harrisis an
extension assuciate professor of_ the Depart-
ment of Vocational Education and Technology
at the University of Verny_mt;

DR. HARRIS: Thank you. In the Vermont
Mellon Project, the concept of collahoration _is
heing utilized to solve a different type of prob-
lem. I was not involved originally in the plan-
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hifig process that resulted in the request for
money through the Mellon Foundation. A per=
son by the name of Elizabeth Rocklin was re-
sponsible for that part. I came hitt, the project
after the grant was awarded, Which Was a little
Over a year ago.

Let the Share with you something about the
picibleni We tried io address with this project.
Basically it ties back to the fact that Vermont's
secondary vlcationai students frequently lack
the adequate preparation desire to ton:
tinue postSecondar:: te:hnical training. In a

er that I pulled tugether to share With yOu;
i cite one:eicample. We eicammed some pre-
fliiriary data on our eighty-tfiree graduates

4rid found that leii than twenty percent went
on_to further education within a year after
completing the program.

There was a real need to address this prob-
lem from several perspectives. There WaS a
perception that vocational education was not
really reSponding t6 the neW deinands in the
tharketplaCe. Programs were not being re-
Sponsive enough; and we really needed to ad-
dress the technical component of vocational
training. So_ our question basically was "How
can we go about expanding or making avail-
able real options in postsecondary technical
education for our secondary people?"

prop6Sed, &Signed, and impleinented
prOgratri that addit sses a secondary vocational
ihroughTOsisecondary technical three-to-five
year continuum; The project was jointly
planned_ and coordinated with the Depart=
ment of Education and the Vermont State Col=
leges Board staff people.

suppose we_ ought to describe e context
of vocational education in our Ire a
little larger than Rhode island; Af: iwa we
haVe a popidation of a little less than :;50,000,
although the natives would dispute that dur-
ing the tourist season. W: have sixteen Vika=
tional_ centers in _the state; fourteen are_ at=
tached toexisting high school structureS. They
were built jointly, actually. We_ have tWO Of
theni that are free-Standing. They are prin-
Cipally oriented towards secondary students.
All the high schools are designated conduit
schools into one or more of Mtge centers. We
have our postsecondary colleges arid institu-
tions with associate or certifiCate programs--,
about seven are private We have thestate col-
leges board wHch operates four campuses in
sort of a traditional sense. Plus, we have a
community college concept that is a school

without walls; they 'take arrangements for fa-
cilities. Then we 1;:ale the University of Ver-
mont; which_ speaks only to Gad;

Our major premise as we went into this was
that the secondary vocational educition had to
be recognized as an important component in
preparing students for postsecondary tech=
nical education. Otherwisc:, there woUld be no
progress. We ttied tO Jet lOOk at curriculum,
both thereehnical and the academic curricu-
7 11,_ and ways in which we could do sonie
Qi:aborative activities to improve the aca-

:nic and technical skills of students.
nd third,_ we have identified some collab=

.;, f. activities to occur between the local
vocational _center arid higher edntation in-
stituticii _ Otir expectations Were_i for example,
that we Would haVe three t6 five vocational
centers that would be interested; It did not
turn out that way. We had six that quite_vehe-
nicntly expressed their interest in becoming
involved; In other words, we had much more
interest in_the project than we anticipated.

We ought to: some abOut ekpleetation
and the wits of thino tiiat came out Of those
conversations. we had expected to focu:: ;:ort-
siderable iamount of attention on exatiiining
the technical _curriculAthe academic part of
it; basically math and sciencz skills that stu-
dents need to enter to complete a s..condary
technical associate or certificate program. We
found that we had t6verA a lot More time on
the access part initially than We did On adjust,
ing the technical and academic curricula. In
other worth; we had to get people tO work
riagether and reach some agreements that
ould heip kids move from_ secondary to
o.tsecondary and recognize that secondary

vocational education h8d a rok.
We basically, used the collaborative, process

to do that. The atteSS iS:,iie WaS addressed
thrOugh articulatinggetting the secondary
people and postsecondaryipeople together to
do some articulating among themselves and to
look at scope and sequence between what goes
on at the secondary level and what goes on at
the postsecondary 1?.vel. Those meetingF be=
came very interesting because, obviously. fic-
qndary p,-.ople had a lot of ownership:in:their
prograin conteni.:Postsecondary people had_a
lot of ownership in_their content. It was clear
as_ we sat there listening to these people that
there was a lot of overlap, but it was hard for
the individuals to see that.

Fortunately, guidance counselors were
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among the groups of_people that we:asked to
the initial meetings :between secondary and
postsecondary people. We invited guidance
counselors because they ask good questions,
particularly since they realized they would
have to explain the changes to the studen°,
they_ counsel and to the students' parents.

Their questions really helped keep people
on task. I recall the:first meeting we had be-
tween faculty and adminstrators from VTC
Wrmor, ;mical College, a two-year tech-

-and_those From a vocational cen-tAft bout four hours of everybody ex-
plaining what wonderful content each was
teaching:and at what different levels from the
others, the guidance person said, "What we
need to know is how does the admissions re-
quirement for a studentwho completes a voca-
tional program differ from_ that_of a student
who doesn't have a vocational program; The
end result is it does not: Each student needs so
much English, so much math, so much sci-
ence, and a certain minimum SAT score.
Then why are we meeting?" That occurred1 in
the middle of the afternoon abont thirty min-
utes before we were to lea've. At that point,
everyone sa. down and went to work. We have
had some really good sessions since then.

What was the outcome? The Mellon Project
has had a fair amount of impetus on the inter-
est in the concept of secondary/postsecondary
linkages or collaboration activities. Two other
projects are ielated to some extent to our
Mellon grant. One is called Principles of Tech,
nology. Some of you no doubt are involved
with that project.: It is basically an applied way
of !aching math :nd science skills, _with a
focus on technological devices. The principles
associated with many technological devices
fluidics, hydraulics, elecuonicsare part of
that. We h we two centers that tested that sys-
tem this year. We have two other centers that
want to get inw:Ived in the coming fiscal year
1986.

Another project was anticipated by few of
us: We had one school come up with their own
collaborative-type activity called Prep Tech,
which is a carbon copy of what we proposed to
do with the Mellon grant. We have been able
to work_ together on that, and i.ney're doing
some:things in collabOration with this project.
In other words, we are mutually supportive;
So what started out as The Springboard Pro-
ject funded by Mellon money, ends up with
three projects that now are focussing on sec-

ondary/postsecondary linkages, to try to ex-
pand options for secondary vocational stu-
dents;

And so the springboard is utilized in two
senses: first, to launch the Mellon grant, and
second, to launch the whole concept of help-
ing secondary students enter the postsecond-
ary level. Half of: our sixteen :centers have
some sort -of activity that is either going on
nowi or will be going on during ihis fiscal year
1986; We have also been involving two or three
of our colleges or private schools and one LPN
[licensed practical nurse] program.

I think the Mellon grant has allowed us to
focus on the process of collaboration more
than we would have done otherwise. We would
have done it, but the grantallowed us to make
it a higher priority. The interest is certainly
there to continue collaboration

DR WALTER: Thank yap very much, Ever-
ett. We appreciate that presentation. I am
going to ask Steve Kaagan [Vermont:Commis-
sioner of Education] to respond to these_pro,
jects from the-viewpoint-of the Departmentof
Ed ticatien in_ Vermont; .Steve..is..nct.t,r at a loss
fbr a response, and he asked especially for this
privilege:

DR: .KAAGAN: I will respond very briefly to
all three speakers, not from the point of view
of the Vep,ont Department of Education, but
perhal,-.) fi-oar my own point ofyiew, just to get
some dis:.1: ,sion going amongst the partici-
pants

As s4-....2kers _were.. . ttlining_their . pro,
grams scyz-:: 0.;,.!ratingvi aciples occurred to
me ln. A ..li!._!i:ef.; .61..,;.1t. eight of them;
which I sh,A;; ticl;

As:you listen, I ask you to think about them
in:relation not only to the_programs that were
talked about:here, but also to the_ improv!,
merit of -teacher training _programs :between
higher edu_cation _and riementary_and second,
ary .education,._beci;.. .e I_ think the learn'ng
here applies across a broad span of pos-
sibilities;

: One_ of the things that:struck me overall is
that there is a great deal cf power and
usefulness in a -"project mentali'..y"the sense
of tryiug to_define a set_of fairiy narrow: object
tives or to eliminate some idènüfiblë ilk and
to bring a group ofpeople. together in a .pro-
ject team to accomplish_ that; That certainly
was common here, and it may be very impor-
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Wit and applicable in improving teacher train-
ing programs, particularly sincethe_ramifica=
tions of those programs cut across a number
of areas.

The first principle has to do with the power
of a little bit of money, not a lot, butaiiittle bit
of money. I've often thought that if I were a
philanthropist, _I would much rather _be iri
Charge Of a small grants program rather than
a large grants program; I have a feeling that in
our business there is:often much more power
in a little bit of money rather than a lot of
money when it comes to curing some of the ills
that confront us.

second, :it is clear that specific objectives
Were identified, even if:the:objective was to
eliMiriatelairlyconcrete ills; like the expansion
of remedial programs in the early: years Of
higher education. A_ great deal of concern ex-
ists about that across the country.

Third is the power of communication, the
power that now exists in communication
amongst cptities where Were previously had
been little.,Common sense would dictate that
there Should:be ailot. It is fascinating; really;
for any outsider listening to people _like us
struggling with the issue of cooperation be-
tween elementary and secondary and higher
education. I think there would be some shak-
ing of heads and wondering why.

Fourth is the ever present power -of feed=
back, Of 'data. Ai number of people spoke
abOtit thisthe little bits of data; but very
profound when_ used well._

Fifth is the inevitable power of efforts that
see clients as whole people across the:bound-
aries of insthutions. This is perhaps a too sim-
ple one, brt it strikes_ me every time issues like
this come up, and I think it applies very much
td teacher training. It is amazing What we can
dO if We Sed aihighschool student as:somebody
wha eventually will be a:aillge_iitudentiand
not somebody who:is somehow bifurcated be7
tween_ the :two institutions. One of our great
failures is:that we often do the latter, not the
former. There is potential power in seeing cli-
ents as whole people.

SiXthi_ I Would_ argue for,--4 _think__at least
tWo people up here did:the:same thingthe
power : of_parents as constituents._ With all of
the talk aboitt _the:distractive effect of two-
working-parents families, there is, nonethe-
less; enormous potential in reaching out to
parental concern about the education of their
children. What [Ernett] Boyer [President, Car-

negie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching] said earlier is fair warning that
there is a grc. need for talking to parems
about the education of their children, in spite
of all that we 11-,ve heard about distractions
confrOnting tho..,e parents.

Seventh----this one is a bit but it
needs a lot of Workis the lynchpin role of
school counselors, particularly if we are se-
rious about improving teacher training pro=
grams and want bright high school yourigqers
to be more interested in potential teaching ca-
reers. Counselors are much malignml-_, maybe
rightfully SO,_but it does not matter. They play

crucial role in that area of transition between
high school and postsecondary education.

Finally, eighth: whatever one does in ed,ica-
tional reform, it seems that there is a central
nexus in the relationship between high school
and postsecondary institutions. Obviously,
that applies very much to improving _teacher
raining programs. An example would bz.

abSalute uselessness of raising standards at tL
high school leVel without concomitant action
by higher education. That is an important
lesson we learned by exemplification through
these various projects.

So I offer for future discussion some of the
principleS that grOW out of these projects and
ako some_thoughts concerning the reforin of
teacher educiztion.

DR. WALTER: Thank you very much, Steve.
Now we are ready for questions and discussion
from the floor. They need not be limited to the
scope of these projects, but also can relate to to
the overall linkageS betWeen elementary/Sec-
ondary education_ aPd higher education, par-
tiCularly as We think about the broad theme
that we are discussing here together. That is;
as Steve said so succinct!, we should focus
upoo the whole client, the young person mov=
ing through our system, the process of devel-
oping those tharacteristicS that enable him or
her to be productive citiieh in a very com-
plex world

&eV:64 your points were right on target re-
garding the broad picture of what we can ao
through those linkages and with little bit of
money, because we in education arc used to
working with little bits of money to bring
about -change. AS Albert Shanker Said chi'
mOrnitig, if We talk about enerating $160 bil-
lion, We will have a little trouble, but if we talk
about using better what We have; we would get
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along much better. There is a lot of truth in
those kinds of observations:

ROBERT D. BENTON (Superintendent of
Public instruction, Iowa): Ed, I am aware that
several years ago your state commissioner of
education had both secondwry and postsecon-
dary responsibilities which were then div ded
between separate boards: I am interested and
struck by the oddity of a new structure, a new
mechanism, within your state to try to bring
together elementary, secondary and postse-
condary education. Did you have trui. commu-
nication between the two levels before the
split?

MR. DAMBRUCH:_ We had separate hoards
in the late 1960s and then went to a single
Board of Regents for elementary and postse-
condary education. Even though we had one
hoard, I do not think communications ever
reached the level of expectation that was
hoped for. I think the Ward had advocates for
elementary and secondary, and rivocates for
postsecondary, and _they were beginning to
compete for resources for the twu separate
institutions: That is where the effor ,.ind ener-
gies went, as I viewed it, rather than "Here, we
have a single i,'Nernance body, what a natural

articulation and planning and communica-
nom"-

da-not think :it happened at that point.
.'o1itica1ly,1 think it was:the resource Izsue and
the identity issue that laid the foundation to
pull them apart again; We want to go before
the legislature as the Board of Higher Educa-
don for higher education, and so forth. I don't
think ti . ro hoards together solved the prob-
lem. Now we are communicating as institu-
tions under those boards; meaning ele-
mentary and secondary educadon as school
districts and as professionals there, and higher
education as inotutions; as members, rather
than through a board. The boards are in-
volved, though, with regulations on articula-
tion, graduation requirements, and so forth.

BARBARA NEWELL (Chancellor, State Uni-
versity System of Florida): Dn Bandy, as you
developed your_ materials, did you look at the
particular problems of single-parent famihes?

DR. BANDY: In this particular project we
specifically did not do that, although we have
been working L i thai for several years in Ohio,
We know that our p.ipulation is gmat, since we
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have eight major cities, and we know that the
problem of the: single-parent families are evi-
dent there. In this year of family involvement,
we do have strands that we will be developing,
mchtding the external and internal forces on
the family; one of those being the single par-
ent, as well as socio-economic issues like drugs,
alcohol, and so forth. But for the two bro-
chures we talked in general. In our film we do
show single parents; we show hoth a single
father and a single mother with their children
in the various aspects of the film.

RUTH IRANDALL (Commissioner of_ Educa-
tion; Minnesota): Your project on parent in-
volvement sounds great. Could you elaborate
on what you have done so that, after this pro-
ject is over, and there:is:no project pressure or
heavy meetings, it will have been internalized
with project leaders and counselors?

DR. BANDY: The meetings that we held prior
to the parent meetings were with principals
and counselor& We invited them to come into
a regional full-day session; where we worked
with them on some of the parenting concepts
that we developed as we produced our mate-
rials, and shared with them how they can con-
tinue the project without:us.

They are able to reproduce the brochures if
they wish, or adjust them to their own local
constituencies. Gur hope is that counselors
will continue the_parent concept through the
K-12 written guidance, program, whkh is re-
quired by uur .,tandards. One of our nine di-
mensions of guidanceI am sure most of you
have heard of those, because they have been
around since 1971is a parent services com-
ponent. In the written guidance program;
they are to have some aspect of eaCh Of the
nine dimensions. So we believe that through
the stan.1drds, as well as through the project
training sessions, we have internalized the con-
tinuation of the project goals.

DR. WALTER: I would like to say that we have
attempted to demonstrate the valuable role
the _Mellon Foundation has played, beginning
with_the Summer Institute in 1981, as we de-
velop the kinds of linkages necessary to
strengthen the:relationship between our
postsecondary educiition and elementary and
secondary education, and help young people
in their educational process. We are pleased to
make these presentations to_you, and we en-
courage any additional comments;
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CAN COLLABOIUTION ADVANCE TEACHER EDUCATION?

P. Michael Timpane
President

Teachers College
Columbia University

My topic is, "Can Collaboration advance
teacher education?" After devoting two years
tO Several projects trying to demonstrate this is
so (and spending three days with advocates of
collaboration here); my answer must be "yes."
Indeed, it is "yes," because it is an imperative
of the moment. This is really the answer to the
rhetorical question: itimust at this moment. At
the intik generallevel, the argument is as fol-
lowS: better teacher education is fundamen-
tally necessary to carry out the hoped-for re-
forms and_ improvements in education that are
so much before us; that we are so much pro-
moting and advancing these days; and better
teacher education, however it may come to be
defined, must be linked fundamentally and
thoroughly every step of the way to the other
components of the tidbit or else it will serve
neither the reform nor itself.

This is the case for three general reasons.
The first is the obvious programmatic reason
that forty-rine states have raised or changed
teacher preparation or certification require-
ments in the last year or two, thereby affecting
us directly, and _forty-four states have put in
new profeSsional develOpment programs. So,
programmatically, teacher education is a key
component in thereform; We also knowand
I think this is importantwe are a source of
knowledge to that reform. Whatever our
strengths and weaknesses, our Lapacities or
lack thereof, you will not find many people
anywhere elSe iri the firmament who have
tried to Study education systematically and
build a knowledge base about it. For the most
part, a good deal of the knowledge and insight
that one seeks is resident somewhere or other
in our precincts.

From our point of view, ihe linkage is aka
necessary politically, becau.,:e we are depen-
dent on the other actors in the reform. It
should come as no s-Jrprise to you to know that
the universe of teacher education is not a
highly powerful; independent political force
in your state. Just as we are necessary players
in the reform, we need your assistance, if we

are to play that role; Finally, collaboration is
necessary because it is part of one of the op-
portunities that comes out of this reform, the
opportunity to think again and think hard
about the roles of schools of education and
teacher preparation in the development Of the
education_svstems of the states in oilf nation.
That will be evident to you, I ipiesinile, from
what Judy Lanier, Peter Magrath, and others
have already said to you, and certainly will bc
in what John Goodlad will yet say to ylu, atict,
I hope, in what I say as well.

There are many specific examples of hiaW
teacher education and elementary and sec-
ondary education are mutually dependent.
One that sticks in my mind is the_question of
standards. One of the key things that you are
trying to_do to us; and that we must also do to
ourselves, is to set higher standards in the
preparation of teachers. To put it in the ver=
nacular, we are "hung out to dry" if thoSe
standards are not _consistent with the Stan-
dards of hiring officers or personnel _officers
in the local districts. We cannot have an objec-
tive thatis not dose to the objective that they
are going_to seek.

To be more specific for you, I s'iall illustrate
these general points in three ways. First is a
quick review of the larger policy framework in
which this issue sits, and the ways in which that
framework promotes mutual interests in cthl-
laboration. Second is a sketch of what is hap-
Reningat one school; Teachers College; not so
much to tc11 you what is going on there, as to
give you the_perspective of someone trying to
run a school of education: how these oppor=
tunities present themselves and what the prob=
lems and challenges seem to be. Third iS a
suggestion on the next key steps that we might
take in building practical varieties of collab-
oration.

The Policy Framework Surrounding
Collaboration

As to the policy framework, it has been told
to you before that the way that we have been
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presented an entirely new policy agenda in the
area of teaching in the past two years has been
quite simply remarkable. It started with the
recent reports that seemed at first to be only
widespread criticisms of teaching as a profes,
sion. But in a curious way, they were also an
absolution, becausejust as we were accused of
being part of the problem; we were also as-
sumed to be part of the solution. That may
seem obvious to us, but let me remind you _it
was not always the assumption of policy-mak-
ing in the previous years. We do not have to go
too far back to find highly prescriptive man-
agement strategies, teacher-proof currkula,
and the search for alternatives to the school,
all of which were commentaries that the school
and teachers were not necessarily part of the
solution. It is important to recognize that how-
ever severe the recent criticism might have
been,, the critics did not abandon the profes-
sion, but rather came back to it as the neces-
sary source of improvement.

Out of that, though; has come a deepening
sense in the past two years of how profound
tlieproblem is. Once we decided that, after all,
we are going to depend centrally on the teach-
ing profession to do the job, the state in which
we found the profession has seemed to us in-
creasingly serious, as we reflected on how
are going to go abOut fixing it.

I like to quote from an imaginary mant-ad
that Linda Darling4-lammond created as the
preface for her report; Beyond the Commission
Reports: The Coming Crisis in Teaching. It goes as
follows:

Wanted: college graduate with aca-
demic major, master's degree pre-
ferred. Excellent communication and
leadership skills required. Challenging
opportunity to serve 150 clients daily,
developing up to five_ different prod-
ucts each day to meettheir needs. This
diversified johalso allows employee to
exercise typing,_ derkal, law enforce-
ment; and soda' work skills between
assignments and after hours. Adapt7
ability helpful, since suppliers cannot
always deliver goodsiand support serv-
ices on time. Typical_ work week forty-
seven hours. Special nature of:work
preCludes fringe benefits such as lunch
and coffee break, but work has many
intrinsic rewardi;__Starting salary
$12;769 with_ a guarantee of $24;000
after only fourteen years;

In a humorous way, the ad gathers together
many threads_ about the status of the teaching
professionthe problems that have weighed
upon it serially, cumulatively, over the last ten
to fifteen years, all of which need to be ad-
dressed together at this time if we are going_to
create a different situation; The job has be-
come more difficult, the expectations higher,
the pay lower in real terms, and the constraints
on action greater. The incentives to profes-
sional performance are often lacking, and the
preparation _is sometimes: inadequate. In that
want-ad and other associated commentaries,
there are at least a half dozen converging real-
ities of what the act of teaching has become in
our country, perhaps without our reflecting
on it, over the past ten or fifteen years.

This has happened at the same time that
another trend (probably not unrelated) has
emerged: we are probably going to have to pay
teachers what they are worth, for the first time
in history. We no longer have either women or
minorities who have nothing else that they can
do by way of professional advancement, and
therefore gravitate substantially into just a few
professions, one of which was teaching, Thank
Gad ithat they have many other opportunities
which they are busy pursuing; They are not
going to return to teaching in the same num-
bers; and certainly not with the same restraints
on their own opportunities that they had be-
fore. So, at the same time that the situation has
been worsening within the profession, the rel-
ative standing of the profession in the labor
market has been declining.

We may have made teaching an unattractive
profession for people considering entering it,
precisely At the time when we need them most.
This is certainly clear in the numbers of young
people who currently intend to enter itthat
number having plummeted from a quarter or
more of the young people entering college
fifteen years ago to barely five percent today
not nearly the replacement level that will be
required in the next five years or so.

This is also evident in the test data_that we
have concerning the aptitude of those few who
do choose to enter it. It certainly is evidentin
thei gruesome retention data, which Phil
Sehlechty can tell you_moreabout later in the
week, in which we experience tremendous at-
trition; particularly among the more talented
young teachers during the first few years of
their active service in the classroom. And it is
certainly evident in the poll data, which indi-
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cate that most parents and most teachers
would not recommend teaching as a profes-
sional opportunity to anyone or even to them-
selves if they had to do it over again.

This has been:an unfolding story.:The good
news is that we decided that, after all, we must
depend on teachers to improve our schools;
and the bad news is that we might have farther
to go than we originally thought to make that
happen.

The response has :been wide-ranging in the
dimensions of pay, both beginning and over
the course of time; in passible career struc-
tures and different patterns of advancement
within teaching; and in increasing reliance on
"effective schools" or _"school improvement"
strategieswhich go_ by a variety of names,
but all assume that the teachers should have
more professional, collegial roles in develop-
rg carrying out theeducational program
of the school; The reform has also inclnded
professional development policies; both pre-
service and inservice; and a whole host of
quality control measurestest standards and
certification requirements that have been im-
posed to build quality control into the system
at various points along the wayy.

Thus, an uoprecedentedly broad agenda is
before us in the area of teaching. I do not need
to tell politicians like yourselves that broad
agendas are the best kind to have, because they
sometimes let you make tradeoffs across issues
that you cannot make when dealing with one
issue. The opportunity -for change, therefore,
is_ in principle greater. For teacher education,
only consistent action across the several di-
mensions is going to solve a problem which
really arises from all those dimensions. No one
policy or any one program is going to deal
with the problem that has as many sources, as
many roots, as the problem that I descrihed.

This is truelor professional development as
a whole and teacher education in particular.
We must respond in the terms of the reform.
If we are thinking about how teacher _educa-
tion may be more collaboratively and effec-
tively linked, it has to be a teacher education
that is built on appropriate presumptions
al:iout what the pay and rewards of the profes-
sion Will be; about what the career _ladders ar
other career structures Will be;:about what the
norms of practices Of collegial behavior within
the school will be; about what the expectations
for continuing professional development over
a career will be; and about what the standards

to be met at various stages in a career will be.
It goes without saying, since all those issues

are developing quickly, that even if teacher
education had been all you wanted it to be in
the:past (we will nat go into the fact that this
probably has not been the case); it must still
respond to all these changes, and has barely
begun to do so. I hope you are convinced that
the profession has begun to do so and is more
than willing to do so.

The amount of commission activity and dia.!.
logue and ferment that has grown up:around
how we must respond to the teacher education
issue is unprecedented in my experience; but
it is fair to say that it is a dialogue and a process
that has just begun. It lags behind some of the
other reforms themselve, because it is in
important respects a consequence of those
other reforms. The second _point is that the
reform movement and participation of teacher
education in it build mutual inter!st in collab-
oration in many respects; At my college
which I will not try to portray as particularly a
leader in this regard, but simply as an institu-
tion in the midst of thiswe are being drawn
into collaboration by these issues in a host of
ways. Career structure, school improvement
strategies, and all sorts of accountability pro-
grams, tests, vnd standards all draw us: in. We
are being drawn into all of those and being
required and asked to participate; we don't
even have to demonstrate much initiative.

Teachers College: A Case Study
Moreover, as we begin to glimpse what kinds

of programs are going to be needed for the
new varieties of teachers, we are impelled by
our own programmatic requirements to seek
collaboration. This is simply the nature of the
future _before us. Rather than be abstract
about that, let me talk briefly abbut Teachers
College as a case of an institution in the mid-
dle of this collaborative effort; I will give some
examples of what we've been called upon to
doeither by our own lights or by someone
else; in the past few yearsthat begin to con-
nect us to local educational enterprises in a
very different and more profound way than we
might have heen Ware.

First, there is the level of action research.
Today, we do different kinds of research than
we were doing a decade_ago. Much of whatme
&involves us very directly in developing ways
that we cando research with teachers. We have
been very much involved with the New York
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City schools iin trying to evaluate effective
school and school improvement strategies. All
are research enterprises that get us out into
schools and classrooms in ways that we might
not have been before.

In professional developmem, we are being
called upon to participate_in a great variety of
activities; whether the Metropolitan School
Study Councila loose alliance of forty or
fifty school districts, where we have been
providing professional development for school
district leadership for a generation, and which
has had a great resurgence in the last couple
of yearsor working with one of Gordon Am-
bach's Boards of Cooperative Educational
Services (BOCES) to put on a professional de-
velopment program for the superintendents
in southern Westchester County, or working
with teacher tenters in New York _City; or de-
veloping the impact models of professional de-
velopment; These are all activities that draw us
on in program delivery.

In delivering our own instructional pro-
grams, we have developed entirely new config-
urations and changed their _content. We _de-
liver them in different times, places, and
formats than we formerly did, We finally un-
derstand that offering courses at times and
places atour convenience is not necessarily the
appropriate way to be a school truly in the
service of this profession, a profession that
increasingly expects its memhers to garner ad,
vanced professional preparations, after and
while they have full-time jobs rather than be-
fore. We now offer a half-dozen degree pro-
grams which can be taken largely in the sum-
mertime and in intensive weekend formats,
sometimes with independent study compo-
nents configurations we simply were not
thinking of doing five or ten years ago. We are
asked to contemplate new ways to develop pro-
fessional leadership _and new ways to bring
people into the profession. For example, we
have established a program to provide ad-
vanced training to returning Peace Corps vol-
unteers who will at the same time be math and
s.-?rence teachers in New York City in the next
few yearsa little piece of serendipity that will
produce twenty or twenty-five experienced,
highly-motivated science teachers in anarea of
desperate shortage in that citft schoOls.

We have developed an urban fellowship pro-
gram, bee-arise we are_ being told ftom every
side that varieties of teacher leadership that we
have not seen before will emerge, We have had

marvelous success in training some indepen-
dent school educat lrs who are on the verge of
assuming leadership positions. We hope to
have a program like that for urban public
school teachers as a compa,lion program.

We have quintupled our continuing educa-
tion offerings in the pas three years, simply by
deciding to do it. It turns out that the demand
was there all the time. It did not take special
measures or programs; in many respects it
simply took us being more creative about
when and how we carried out this activity and
put it forth.

Finally, at the policy development level;
through institutions like the New York City
Partnership and the_ Alliance for the Public
Schools, we have had more opportunity than
in previous years to contribute to the policy
development debate and to be of particular
assistance; in consortium with other graduate
schools of education, to the New York City
schools.

Reading that litany, I do not have any idea
whether it is more or_ lessithan in other places.
My impression from talking with the other
deansin schools of education is that almost all
of them would have a similar list. It would be a
list that has developed not exactly willy-nilly,
but certainly in an ad hoc manner over the
past two to four years, as many ways in which
we can assist in the reform and improvement
of teaching and education have come along, It
is not so much an absence of opportunity that
I sense, I worry more abaut_capacity. In our
honest moments; you could get all of us who
run these schools of education to say; "We have
many opportunities; we are trying to meet
more of those opportunities than we have, but
we are worried about capacity. This is a new
chance for us to come into new collaborative
arrangements with local school districts. We
must do it well."

Areas for Collaborative Development

Third, we are approaching a stage where we
need new packs and managerial structures
to move this collabbration beyond its expand-
ing, ad hoc character into some more formal
manifestation that c2n carry it on over time
and continue to broaden and deepen it, That
is something I don't know how to accomplish
frOm my perspective,just as you may not know
how to accomplish it from yours, leading to the
obvious conclusion that maybe we should get
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together and develop a perspective that will
carry matters forward. Let me sketch a few
manageable and important areas that seem to
be obvious places to begin this process, so that
we do not try to construct an entire universe
and fail in that process;

The first that I would point to is the induc-
tion process: It seems clear that we could do
much more in the year or two before the initial
appearance of a teacher in the classroom and
the year or two after the initial appearance,
and consider that as an induction process for
the young teacher. Certainly, there is a great
deal of unevenness and_ room for improve-
ment in practice teaching and in clinical and
internship arrangements that schools of edu-
cation try to carry on in their programs. We
have been expanding and improving those, yet
they are by no means perfect.

One of the reasons they are notand this is
a point that John Goodlad can probably dwell
on with youis that there is_ not that much
benefit in the current arrangement for the
school district. They are doing a favor for the
school of education, and they will help out up
to a point. But there is a point beyond which
they will not go, because the costs are too
heavy, and the benefits:too few. So, we need to
think more broadly and develop a greater self-
interest on the part of the school district in
collaborative arrangements;

The second half of the problem is that most
often the school of education's last contact
with the teacher is the moment that he or she
enters the classroom. Sometimes it seems that
everybody's last contact with the teacher is the
moment the teacher enters the classroom.
And the two years after that entry are times of
great trauma and disillusionment and tremen-
dous attrition;

When you think about it; there is no other
profession that treats their inductees that way.
A doctor grad ig from medical school is
not handed a scalpel and a stethoscope and
told, "It's your hospital. Go ta it. This is your
ward. Carry on." No :young lawyer: who has
just spent_three years in the dark, windowless
recesses of a corporatelaw firm Will say that he
or she was a fully autonomous professional
during that time; Every other profession that I
can think of takes some care to induct the
person who has finished formal professional
training into full professional autonon y.

It is not a matter to which Schools of educa-
tion have attended; it is not a matter to which

local school districts have attended, either. It is
a manageable issue; it is not a very expensive
issue. It Ban area which can bring us into very
substantial collaboration; If we could find ways
to remain in tonch with our graduates for the
first year or two, if they had the opportunity to
reflect upon what was happening_to them and
then perhaps learn a_ bit more from it, and
then return to it; and if we thought of that
first year or -two as "in and out of the:profes-
sional experience" with reflection, with addi-
tional knowledge being purveyed as it be-
comes necessary, we could abate the attrition
of new teachers: After all; to an important
extent, it is true that you only learn teaching
by doing it. Questions that would never other-
wise occur to you will only:occur when you are
in that classroom. In principle, the first year or
two should be a_ time for rich collaboration
among schools of education; local school dis-
tricts, and state agencies to make the young
teacher more effective and, equally important,
more likely to remain a teacher._

The second area that I would point to is
really related, and it is one in which there is a
great deal of activity already, thongh I think
we may be ready to take it to a different_le.
That is the area of professional development.
While there has been burgeoning aakity in
thisarea; it seems to me that we also left a great
many loose ends. For example, I do not think
professional development is carried on in
many or most school districts in ways that are
consistent with school improvement strategies.
The imposition of someone elses agenda iS
more the perceived model of professional de-
velOpment.

Professional development is also not related
to _professional progress through career lad-
ders; if that is what we are going to have, or
throagh levels of professional licensure or
other arrangements of the variety:that Al
Shanker has begun to talk ahout. Professional
development, in short; is not connected to
progress through the profession. It is also not
connected to existing financial progress (this
has always seemed to me one of the most glar-
ing weaknesses) as well as it should be. It is not
connected substantively to salary structure. If
we want to think about where we make our
largest expenditure in professional develop-
ment, it is not in the budget item we tall pro-
fessional development, it is in the salary struc-
ture. :The fmantial incentives we provide for
people to get additional education produce
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more professional development and demand
more of teachers than all the rest of profes-
sional development put together.

I think it is fair to say that the amount of
policy control t. cercised on that part of profes7
sional development is very slim. I hate to tell
you this; but; if you wanted_toihave a_dramatic
impact on what we do; I can think of no more
effective means than to place policy param-
eters on the professional development dollars
that enable teachers to move up through the
salary range. _Professional. development needs
also :to be related to concepts of continuous
professional education. With all that I said
about:how:much we have expanded continu-
ing education at Teachers College;_it remains
very ad hoc; It is topical; it is not aggregative:
Columbia's Teachers College is carrying on a
special project for our NCATE review, in
which we try to develop some models of con-
tinued professional education by following our
graduates five or ten years and then interview-
ing them. We are developing models of :what
continuing education requirements should be
after three years; five years; X years; and will
then develop a pattern of continuing educa-
tion (other than having people go to this or
that workshop, depending on whether their
district has three, four, or five hundred dollars
to send them) to serve as a model of continu-
ing_education throughout the profession.

This _is another very important illustration
of_the mutuality of our interests; because we
can _develop that model and make it work
beautifully. If nobody out there thinks that the
profession should have a continuous develop-
ment componentthat teachers should drive
to work every morning listening to the latest
journal articles on cassettes; much as doctors
do now with the New England Journal
cinethen t does_no good to develop a model
of_ continuing _professional educatiom But if
we and the prokssion together develop that
model; then it will be worth havin& .

Further, if all of ithis professional develop-
ment is not consisteta with the certification
requirements in dna states; then it will be less
effective or not effettive at all.

In dosing; Sthools of education dearly have
a prat deal toreflect on in terms of improving
their_ own performance. I do not say_ that by
way of apology; we could all say that about
ourselves; If you have heard nothing else this
weekwhether it was from Judy Lanier or Al
Shanker or yet to come from John Goodlad,

Peter Magrath; or your project directorsit is
that we are, ready _to move ,on these many
fronts, but it must be with others. We are in
that sense dependent institutions. Certainly,
we must know and hold our own standards,
but; ia terms of integrating the system, it must
be done with the collaboration and support of
others. Thank you very much:

NN SIMONS (Superintendent of Publi
Instruction, Wyoming): In light of the respon-
sibilities of a college faculty, what kinds of in-
centives have you built in to, encourage the
new -models for professional- development, or
anything :that requires the_ faculty _going out
and teaching evening classes; summertime
classes; or travelling great distances?

DR. ,TIMPANE: _Money and power are really
our two basic tools. They are not ours to exer-
cise, they are ours to hand_out.

Let me illustrate this with something that I
stumbled upon: the:continuing education pro-
gram_ at _Teachers_Colle sprouted_ as _it did
because I made each workshop a profit center
I let each faculty member who wanted to put
on a workshop pay themselves something out
of the workshop, but not as:much as if they
were teaching a course. I did not: make them
raise the moneyor get the money from central
coffersI simply_asked them_to submit a_bad-
get that, as_ a straight_economic proposition;
would break even or better.

I didn't do much except provide support
services, so that the lights went on and the
overhead projector was there. The program
grew because it was incentive-driven, rather
than otherwise. Also, if a faculty member
came up to me (as someone did) and said; "I'd
like to develop a new program:for educational
adininistrators," I would be_indined_ to _pay
him/her for_ a summer or ten or_twenty per-
cent extra during that_academic year in which
he or she developed such a program

FRANKLIN WALTER_ (Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ohio): Have you done any-
thing ito encourage your professors to work
&redly_ with teachers in the classroom; in lieu
of the usual tenure-track kind of thing that
they have to do; to write and do research?

Dlt TIMPANE: Some but not enough; That is
a really big issue and a thorny one. One way to
approach it is research, teaching, service. That is
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the great triad,: as you know. As people ap-
prOach promotion and tenure, you have to
give real weight to teaching_ and service, in
addition to research; or you put the lie to the
whole business. At the same time, the research
component is indispensable. We have in in-
stitutions of higher educationparticularly in
my case in a research universitya particular
role tO tarry out and it has to do with researdi.
It haS to doand this is the tricky_part in our
relationship with you with, supporting_ the
profession, but_it also has to do with learning
about and criticizing the profession. That is
what universities_do. That is their function in
our society and that cannot be abandoned for
teaching and service. It is a classical dilemma
Of professional schools. I think that it is fair to
say that SthDols of education are_nowhere _near
Schoors of law, business; medicine; and many
others in integrating clinical and academic
professorships._ By seeking more balance in
the mix of research, teaching, and_ service, you
make a little progress with the professoriat you
have. The larger problem is to figure out vari-
eties of tlinital professorships, where people
have entirely new: mixes iof duties and are
therefore judged differently in their progress.
We have done too little of that:

CHARLES McDANIEL (State Superinten-
dent of Schools, Georgia): One of the things
we've been faced with in reform movements is
reducing the number of courses. They say we
have far too many insignificant things. Many
of us are going about doing that, yet I hear
you say that in the last two years the course
offerings have been quintupled.

DR. TIMPANE: The easy answer to your
question would be that is because our courses
are not insignificant. The way I think abbut
itand this may be a commentary on what
Saul Cooperman is doing in New Jersey
schools of education have no right in principle
to be the sole source of professional educators.
I happen to think that it is very important to
our society that thq be strong and primary
providers of such and we do no service to the
profession, in the long run, if we do not think
of it that way. That is the important issue in
the long run. The important issue in the short
run is that we think of necessary alternatives
while trying to reach that broad and happy
upland, that we be dear on what our criteria
are for someone we want to set loose in a

classroom, and that we be clear that, whatever
those several criteria are, they are applied and
met equally by whatever alternative systems we
have. If those criteria are clear, we rtiay well
find courses that we do not need. We might
well believe there are alternative ways to satisfy
those criteria that will be complementary to
the- basic path of professional education, and
which will get you through crises or over short
term hurdles. What would be unacceptable for
me is to have different criteriasaying that we
are going to let in people who we really don't
think meet the criteria for the educational
equivalent of the Hippocratic_ oath, "Do no
harrn"for whatever variety of political or fi-
rancial reasons that seem necessary to us.

DR; McDANIEL: Has the increase in course
offerings been in the number of fields you're
now dealing with?

DR. TIMPANE: Oh, nO, _this is in contMuing
education; don't thiSunderstand me. These
are institutes, Workshops, and seminars that
are over and_ above Gur regular course offer-
ings. OM- Coiirse offerings are really quite
level. They are not growing or diminishing. In
offering institutes, workshops, and seminars
for people who are already active in the pro-
fession, we are doing five tinieS AS many Of
those as we were. They tend to be Very topical,
which IS A great Servite. It Will collie as no
surprise tra you that our writing workshop
draws handieds_Of people; sometimes dozens
frGiii the same school district. Anything we do
that has the word computer in it draws a full
house in the continuing education context. It
is those topical offerings of continuing profes-
sional education that I was referring to, not
that we have five tithes as many students com-
ing to campuS.

DR. McDANIEL: Has Teachers College con-
sidered a five year program?

DR. TIMPANE: We became one allout twenty
years ago. We are entirely a graduate institu-
tion at this time. For us today, a five-year pro-
gram takes the form of forging_new relation,
ships with undergraduate liberal arts colleges
who have either reduced or eliminated their
own undergraduate education offerings in the
past ten or fifteen years. We are very excited
aboutpossibilities there. We have a program in
place with Kenyon College in Ohio, for exam-
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ple, in which the studentsa very small num-
ber of students,spend three years with Ken-
yon; a year with us and a year back at Kenyon.
They get their bachelor's from Kenyon and
their mastei's from us simultaneously at the
end of that fifth year. We are _considering a
program now with Spelman College, Georgia,
which would be three years with Spelman,
summer at Teachers College, and fourth year
atiSpelitan; another summer and perhaps a
fall at Teachers College; so that after four and
one-half years, they will get a bachelor's from
Spelman and a master's from us.

We believe there are a rich variety of _such
programs that we and many others ought to
be experimenting with. It is very heartening to
us to see the liberal arts co!legesicoming to us,
saying that they have some students who are
interested in entering_education. I am very
hopeful that we and many other institutions
will have a rich variety of such arrangements
with the liberal arts colleges. I am no authority
on five-year programs within the same institu-
tions.

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New Jersey): What ought the chiefs to
be doing in terms of issues that have been
glossed over? If you were a chief or Bill Ben-
nett, what issues would you like to see ad-
dressed?

DR. TIMPANE: There are two. I shall com-
mend to your attention a report thatis coming
out from the Committee _on Economic Devel-
opment_ (CED)in the next few months, _It will
be a blockbuster report in terms of business
interest in education; It started outias a report
on the traditional business interest in educa-
tion; that is, what does education contribute to
the economy, what job skills are needed, and
therefore what should business's interest be?
That is where it started; but it is not where it
ended tqk

It ended up in two other areas where the
business community reached conclusions by
analogy from its iown practices. It_ came up
with two unexpected_conclusions._One has to
do with examining the issue of the teaching
profession as an industry-wide employment
problem. It was interesting tohear Al Shanker
and others tell them howithe system ran and
hear businessmen: respond_ in essence,_ "Well if
we hifed people that way, paid them that way,
and treated them that way, we would have a

problem too." As employer to employer, they
were able to approach the issue of the develop-
ment of the profession at the broadest possible
level. don't think we have done _that yet,
although that is implied in the breadth of the
issue. We are approaching the issue of rethink-
ing the profession, root and branch. That is
the first point that I would draw from that
CED report_

The second point has to do with manage-
ment of the schools. The CED, in essence,
says, "We remember that you set up schools in
the business-management model forty or fifty
years ago. We remember helping you do_ that,
how proud you were that you did it and that
you were being 'businesslike.' But we forgot to
tell you that the way schools run is notthe way
businesses run anymore," Modern manage-
ment has an entirely different message about
the decentralization of authority, about man-
agement by exception, about giving_ people
clear goals and resources, and not fidiffling
and notinquiring too closely about the _details
of how they accomplished thjectives, as long as
they acCoMpliSh theM. Translated iii our
terms; as school effectiveness or school im-
provement strategies, this is perhaps an even
more fundamental development for us to re-
flect on, which could lead to wholly different
ideas about the way schools are managed.

DR. WALTER: Clarify the second point.

DR. TIMPANE: You don't regulate the details
of activity. _You just set goals, give resources,
and have clear accountability and clear re-
wards. The trade-off is more freedom within
the local context to get the job done.

JOHN LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Massachusetts): There seems to be gen-
eral agreement that the role and expectations
of teachers have changed radically; but when
we_ discuss professional development pro-
grams, we don't involve practitioners. What
can we do to bridge the gap between those
teaching courses to teachers and the practi-
tioners?

DR._TIMPANE: I heard a speaker say about a
week ago that professional& make about a
thousand autonomous decisions a day in a
dassroom__substantive dedsions. I think we
have to have that in mind; but still we need to
have ways not to exdude practicing profes-
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sionals from the school of education faculty at
every level. Working that against die noirrit of
tenure, which derive from principles Of aca-
demic freedom and free inquiry, is a very diffi-
cult and tricky task; but one which I think we
have to approach.

The second way, though, has to do with the
structural issue that I raised at the end, revolv=
ing perhaps around_these questions of induc-
tion or professional developMent. We need
joint programs embracing both institutions.
They simply do not eidst at the moment_ We
have a treaty ai1 trading relationship, but we
are not one nation at the moment. I think in
important ways we need to become one nation,
and that union will require structural and pol;
icy changes because there are barriers on both
sides that neither side is going _to Overcome
easily. So, I would suggett that thit is an area
for_ persons like yourselves to be interested, in.

And_ the third is thinking_ about this ques-
tion of the natirre Of the profession and the
role of the professional schools in that context.
I think it is true that many parts of education
do not know quite what to make of us or quite
what to do with us. That is part of the ;per-cep-
don you are talking al5out. A profession that
hat a professional school_ network that it
doesn't know what to do with has not thought
about some key matters in terms of its own
self-clefinition. So; it is also a larger question of
professional identity.

GORDON AMBACH (Commissioner Of Edu,
cation, New York): Mike, let me ga to the
point you made about half a Minute ago. In
fact, earlier in your Comments, yoti noted the
difficulty in going froth the ad hoc arrange-
ments to structural arrangements. You cited a
whole series of _different collaborative efforts,
yet_YOu just noted that you don't seem able to
translate those into a nation of agreement. I
wonder if you could comment abOtit that.-_ It
may be better to have ad hoc activitieS, Which
are encouraged in different inttitiitionk, Than
it is for the severaLstates ta try to _prescribe
how to collaborate. That isreallY the structural
question. Do 46 press it now, or let it go ad
hoc, in the hopes that you may find some more
interesting developments and models?

DR. TIMPANE: There is a lot to that observa-
tion, and, obviously, no dear cut answer to it.
It would certainly 1Ye premature to put a rigid
structure on developments. I would simply

urge you to be aware that there are limits on
these ad hoc arrangements and be ready to
step in from your perspective and provide the
solutions where "adhocracy" does not da the
job. This might constitute an intermediate
strategy for the nekt few years, which amounts
to dixiding iri your own ad hoc way how much
ttrUcture is _needed.

I think that there are ways in which, for
example, a state agency could facilitate mat=
ters. If a state agency were to be able to have
any impact, pelluasive or otherwise, on how
school districtt adminitter salary arrange-
ments, or if through the certification process,
it had any influence on keeping_standards rel-
atively consistent across the various levels of
professional progress from entry_into a school
of education through certification, then it
could have a useful role. In all those ways, I
think the state agencies could influence the
professional progress of teachers, and cer-
tainly remove barriert that people feel are
there.

A._CRAIG PHILLIPS (Superintendent of
Ptiblic Instruction; North ,Carolina): I would
like to take you back to Linda Darling7Ham-
mond's want ad: Think about a little different
language:

Work with 25 Or feWer CiitOmersi with
full:tithe help,_ with a wide array _of
Molt with which to do_the job (video;
ediriptiters, books); special services
aVailable for those constituents or cus-
tomers who have difficulty; an airy,
colorful; well-equipped, air=condi-
tioned workplace; $16,000 beginning
salary; fifty Vatatibh dayt; two weeks
available for staff deVelopment;= three
years of guided growth experience;
andi With goad performance; the po-
tential of $45;000-50;000 salary.

Is it possible that the Linda Darlinelam-
monds of the world could also add that ad to
our projection, rather than the one that really
implies negativism in the job? ThiS kind of
working titttatioti is atiailable in a lot of places;
and it tept.6eutedihy Many of the indiViduilt
ih thititom.1 could take you to ten thousand
of theiii; and there are that many more jobs
coming;

Now the second question. Take the first part
of the ad; and expand a little upon the de-
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Seription Of that person and Credentials. Ernie
LBOyer] would have added "knowledgeable,
able to communicate, and authentic," in the
first part of it. Could you elaborate just a little
bit more on that first part?

DR. TIMPANE:_ I can't iinagine ati arisWer
that'S More elaborate than that question,
Craig. Let me answer it in two ways; First,
Would anybody answer that want ad? Yes, I
think many would; Is there, therefore, a prob.=
tern of either reality or perception that most
people do not believe the implied Want ad? It
certainly is. It might be all perceptiOn _or it
might be all reality; it iS probably quite a lot of
both. I dOn't doubt that there are many people
in thiS nation Wft_i will become good teachers,
if diey think it is a deCent deal; I think we
couldL only have driven the supply situation to
the present abnormally low levels qualitatively
and quantitatively, if a fair amount of what
Linda Darling-Hammond's want ad says is per=
ceived to be true, or in many School districts
really is true. I don't believe any magic is re-
quirtd to bring perfectly good people back
intb the profeSSion. Lthink nothing more than
the real existence of the want ad you imply
would do it.

DR. PHILLIPS: Would you expand that de-
scription of that individual if this want ad is
available?

DR. TIMPANE: You always know the answers
to your questions, Craig. You always try to get
me to guess what the answer is. I think you are
talking about what qualities of character and
mind we want in addition to simple academic
preparation. We are not simply being idealistic
in doing that. We have professional and re-
search-based grounds for understandins what
kinds of behaviors enable teachers to be suc-
cessful with kids in cognitive and behavioral
realms. We would absolutely insist that most
good teachers like children. Some teachers do
not and, therefore, it is worth noting that di-
mension of affection for young human beingS.
We know that teachers' verbal skills are related
to teachers' effectiveness, all other things
being equal. We also have some idea that the
recency of a teacher's exposure to formal edu-
cational experience has something to do with
teacher effectiveness. We have those bench
marks that are very dear, and, between us, we
should be able to develop much more specific
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criteria to make operational in our selection
and training process. It is not just academic
preparation.

MS. SIMONS: You left a rather tantalizing
path. I am curious about the various stages of
teathers' career development, and what might
be appropriate profess:.onal development
courses, workshops, and so on. Can you give
any illumination on that? What do your find-
ings show?

DR. TIMPANE: This is one of those _cases
where we are really in the swim together. I
don't know whether we are going to have ca-
reer ladders or stages of licensure, whether we
are going to have master teachers, mentor
teachers, or teacher specializationsall of the
above are probably some part of the answer.
What seems clear is that we are going to have a
great deal of differentiation in a function that
until now we had thought of in one-dimen-
sional termsas walking into a classroom,
managing it; and mostly lecturing to twenty-
five or thirty kids. If you are not doing that,
you are not called a teacher, you are called
something else. It seems clear to me that we
are entering a time Of much greater differ-
entiation of that function, and people must be
trained for that differentiation. But I can't
predict which one of those models will
emerge. I think we must try in a general way to
prepare people for that kind of responsibility,
to educate the teachers to expect to be treated
that way and to expect that kind of profes-
sional differentiation into newer and greater
responsibilities.

MS. SIMONS: That really was not the essence
of my question When teachers progress
through careers; they have different needs. Do
your findings show this?

DR. TIMPANE: That is precisely the direction
of my inquiry. I don't have theanswers yet. We
will be beginning the data collection this fall.
Excuse me for misunderstanding your ques-
tion.

GERALD N. TIROZZI (Commissicner of Ed-
ucation, Connecticut): We have a plan in Con-
necticut that speaks to the issue of recertifica-
tion that has met with much opposition, but it
is interesting. Much of the opposition deals
with the fact that teachers keep telling us that
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they are not going back to colleges and univer-
sities to participate in the same kind of courses
that turned them off We have developed
statewide teacher institutes. We have 2,000
teachers in classes this summer for five or six
hoursa day, one, or two,week_sessions; We are
basically using teachers to teach teachers, and
administrators to teach administrators. We
have very few, if any, college level personnel
involved. The fan mail on this particular pro-
gram is outstanding. Statements are being
made, "This is most worthwhile and progres,
sive," and "Why wasn't this done years ago?"
and so on.

I think it begs a very important question; To
me it is a simplistic way to improve teacher
education dramatically: use teachers much
more extensively in the education of other
teachers. Every time we come_up with ideas for
a planned program and look for collaboration,
we run1 into road blocks. The colleges and
universities tell us we are duplicating what
they are trying to do in their schools of educa-
tion._ We talk about assigning _full-time teach-
ers_for a year or two to a college or university
to assist in the supervision of teachers who are
in training. Yesterday, one of our speakers
said that on the average, a supervisor is in a
college or university for one to three times a
semester. We are talking about some full-time
comprehensive help. We run into a _major
problem, in terms_ of, "Well,if they come on
our campus; they have to come into our bar-
gaining unit, teach X number of classes a day,
and so forth;" It seems as though in this de-
bate; or this discourse, on collaboration there
are road blocks.

The other point I would like to make very
simply: we have to learn how to use the teacher

as a practitioner in terms of educating other
teachers.

DR. TIMPANE: Well,you have_not made any
mistakes yet, as far as I can tell from what you
said. I think those are all entirely appropriate
initiatives to take. We should be called upon to
respond to that kind of challengeto partici-
pate or to be reproached for our lack of par-
ticipation. That is fair. On the other hand, I
think you ought to be aware of its shortcom-
ings as as a long-term solution. There_does in
my judgment need to be a structure of profes-
sional preparation which is first class, and that
we all like, rather than the series of substitutes
for the long term.

DR. TIROZZI: Let rne pick up on something
Gordon Ambach was saying; I will say it a little
differently. How do we institutionalize the "ad-
hocracy," because the "adhocracy" seems to be
working?

DR. TIMPANE: The implication of Gordon's
question is, "Don't until you have to."

JERRY L. EVANS (Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Idaho): Mike, I really hate to
bring this very interesting:discussion to a close,
but part of my responsibility is to see _that we
stay reasonably close to the schedule; My
thoughts as I listened to your presentation;
"Can collaboration advance teacher educa-
tion?," were, "Yes, Ye , we'd better do it well.
And to do it well, we better do it together." So,
thank you very much for a most interesting
and challenging presentation.
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THE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE TEACHING FORCE

Harold L "Bud" Hodgkinson
Senior Fellow

American Council on Education

It is nice to see you all again. For some
reason; maybe it's a death wish, I always enjoy
talking to the chiefs: This is a most unusual
and outstanding group.

When I try to look freshly at things orithink
creatively, my model is Buckminster Fuller. I
once heard "Bucky" give a lecture in Illinois.
He walked before an audience in an au-
ditorium; and his first words were "What do
you think this building weighs?" Most of us
just don't think like that. I have always ad-
mired Bucky, because he could get people to
look at things from new perspectives.

So let me start with a question to you. Whars
this group worth? If you think of fifty chiefs at
$50,000per year-,that's probably reasonable;
not charitablethat's about $2.5 million a
year or $208,000 per month (our weekly basis
is fifty-two). Per day, you are collectively worth
$10,400. Again, Craig Phillips and others-may
want a special rate. For the hour and a half we
are assembled, we are talking about $2,000.

Federal Express is a client of mine; At Fed,
eral Express the clock inthe lecture room does
not_ have numerals to show the hours; it has
dollar signs. It tells you the value of this
group's_time compared to what you think you
are getting out of it. It is one of the most
amazing motivators of speakers and audiences
that I've ever seen. If I'm wasting your time
and you're wasting mine, we've got a real 'n,
vestment in each other 'flat is; I could be
doingisomething else and socould you. When
you talk to yourfaCtilries;_peincipals, and lead-
ers in _the system; and you think about what
those people are drawing per hour, you get a
sense of urgency that only dollar signs can
provide.

All Ohe System

I brought a copy of a new bOok that came
out last Friday for eachchief. lesealledAll One
System._ It proposes__that _we _begin thinking
ahem the whole edncational system from kin-
dergarten to graduate school as a sMgle unit I
lectured earlier this year to sixty graduate

school deans,_ a formidable group indeed._ My
question to them at the cocktail hour after,
ward (which is when people speak truth) was:
"Have any of your graduate students at some
time in the past been through second grade?"
They replied that their graduate students were
born as graduate students. They started their
lives when they entered _the graduate pro-
grams. The thought that this is a continuation
of what they get as a result of second grade is
hard even for graduate school deans to grasp.

As I thought about your responsibilities as
leaders who will develop new kinds of pro,
grams for training teachers in your states, I
was reminded of the time I went to the Na-
tional Institute of Education (NIE) as director
and was seeking a leadership theorist who ac-
tually put in place what he said one ought to
do. When I was dean of -Bard College, I went
to see Warren Dennis at Buffalo where he was
provost. I left Bard because we were having a
student riot and I wanted to get out of town:
When I went to see Warren, he was having one
too. Warren was trying to figure out what to
do about it. He had written this wonderful
book about leadership. His aide said "Warren,
what you should do is very clear; it is in chap-
ter three." And Warren said, "Yes, I know, but
this is important." So, if you want to find _the
Anierican who wrote about leadership and
practiced superb planning, delegating; coordi-
nating; and controlling, the best person I can
think of is the "philosopher" John Dillinger
who wrote little alloin the topic, but what he
said was absolutely cogent. Any time you think
you've got a tough job, you might want to
trade your enterprise for his.
Strategic Planning

In planning for the future in a field like
teacher education, we need to begin looking
more systematically at the environment
using analytica: skills. The chiefs are getting
very good at systematically analyzing the is-
sues, and this is very refreshing. It means you
must keep one eye on your schools and your
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state, and one_eye on what's around,-the en-
vironment, what's going on outside of the
classroom. Every teacher needs to have a sense
of that. too. We need the kinds of new strat-
egies that are developing largely as the result
of conferences like this one. I _don't believe
strategic planning_is a gong word. It works not
only for an issue like teacher supply and de-
mand but also in mannfacturing.

Strategic planning means that two objects
meet in the future under control; I first
learned about this when I was growing up in
Minnesota, because in summer (which we de-
fined as three weeks of "adhocracy"), there was
nothing much to do. In my town there was an
abundant supply of rats-in the town dump.
They were everywhere. For three,and-a-half
weeks during the year; we got very good at
throwing rocks at rats. We developed a skill.
Nobody ever hit a rat by throwing a rock di-
rectly at the rat. That's why there are so many
rats today. What you have to do is wait until the
rat is in motion, lead the rat by three degrees,
and then the rat walks into the rock. That's
strategic planning.

It also explains bow the Japanese can beat
us $2.000 per car in the manufacturing pro-
cess; In japan subcontractors must be located
twenty miles or closer to the assembly line.
Think what happens in Indiana, Ohio,_ or
other states where subcontractors work for De-
troit. Parts are assembled and then ware-
housed for up_to fourmonths befbre they are
put on cars. The warehouse may have aleaky
roof. And the roof may leak on your nice new
generator, so you have to re-inspect it before
you put it on a car. There is little sense in this.
There is a phrase in japan that translates into
English as, "The right part appears on the line
at the right time as if by magic." And in Japan
the part is made a few hours before it is put on
the car.

That suggests, Then, an interesting model
for not only thinking about things, but also
doing things._The problem with teacher sup-
ply arid demand is that we have not thought
about it in this way We tend to think about it in
terms of yesterday's problem or today's prob-
lem, but not tomorrow's problem. And one of
the reasons _that strategic demographics can
help us is that it tells a little bit about the
situation tomorrow :without becoming futur,
istic. Demographics has zit:it of power because
it does_not need a turbaned Johnny Carson
pressing an envelope to his forehead to know

the answer; As Mike Timpane [President,
Teachers College, Columbia University] said
so nicely this morning, we don't know the
questions yet. But if you look at the present
more carefully, you will have a leg up on the
problems of the future. A different way of
thinking about problems can be useful in
planning for tomorrow's education.

Let me give you a couple of examples.
When I talk to business groups, which I do
about a third of my time, the typical point pf
view on international t ade is that _we must
make the world safe and free for Americhn
products to compete openly and fairly in the
marketplace. How many times have you heard
that? What's the great American high tech-
nology product? Probably the IBM PC; We all
agree that represents American technology at
its best. Take one apart, and you come up with
some astounding findings. You want to make
the world fair for competition for that? ThiS
thing has products in it that are made by four-
teen different countries. Disk drives, as you
know, are the most sensitive and vulnerable
parts of the whole operation. If anything were
to destroy IBM, it would be the fall of the
Singapore government. So, in making the
world clear for competition, we must realize
that almost any product that has an on/off
switch on it contains products from several
different countries, even if the label is General
Electric, Kodak, or1 General Motors. That sug-
gests that international trade is not what we
normally think it is.

Creative Collaboration

Let me give you another example closer to
home. This list represents the power structure
in higher education: the American Associa-
tion of _State Colleges_ and Universities, the
National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges, the American Assoda-
don for Higher Education. The American
Council on Education; Association of Ameri-
can Colleges, the Association of American
Universities, the Committee on Professional
Accreditation, the Council of Graduate
Schools, the American Association of Commu-
nity and junior Colleges, the College and Uni,
versity Personnel ASsociation, the College and
University Business Association; the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion; the Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education, the American Associa--
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tion of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers, etc.

When you think about collaboration, you
need to start thinking about all the various
groups with which you can and should collab-
orate. I am not suggesting that teacher educa-
tion programs are not important. I am sug-
gesting that every chief needs to develop a
portfolio of collaborative relationships with
businesses, in addition to these :groups. The
Council of Graduate:Schools is the key to the
future of professional education of teachers in
the United States. It does not have a direct line
relationship with those problems but should.
As a chief state school officer, you should be
able to talk not only to the dean of the school
of education at your flagship state univrrsity,
but also to the president. It doesn't mean that
you are going around the dean of the school of
educationtake him or her with you.

The point is very simple; If you look at
industrial collaboration with higher educa-
tion, where you go in determines where you
come out. If you go into General Motors and
talk to the vice president for manufacturing
about collaborative relationships, you will
come out :with 2 collaborative manufacturinz
relationship with _General Motors; because that
is where you went in. Corporations are very
funny about that If you come through one
door, you'll tend to go out through that same
door. Therefore, if you go into a university
through the school of education structure,
and that is the only way you go in, that's the
way_ you will come out.

_Here are some other organizations that are
important to educators. These are the learned
societies that tend to dominate subject matter
control in the United States: the American
Psychological Association, the American Phi-
losophy Association, and societies represent-
ing sociology, political science, chemistry,
physics, modern language, history, and oth-
ers. There must be twenty-five or thirty
learned societies that represent content at its
highest I think it is a shame not to involve
those people in your collaborative relation-
ships, because every professional association
has a statewide officer. Who is the director of
the American Psychological Association, for
example, for your state?

They all have statewide offices; and it would
be very interesting to start thinking about the
teaching of American history by going to the
person who represents the American Histor-

ical Society in your state. I want to make it
clear that I am not in any way trying to deride
or downplay the role the schools_of education
can play. If you are looking for leadership in
the Washington scene you can hardly do any
better than Dave _Imig_ [Executive Director,
American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE) and Dave Smith
[President, AACTE Board of Directors]. They
are very competent people. That's not the is-
sue. The issue is, shouldn't you as a chief have
a blend in your portfolio of a lot of different
kinds of collaborative relationships?

Point number one, which I hope will be
useful to you, is that over the next five years,
you oughtta start thinking about the portfolio
you would like to develop. Think about not
only blue-chip or Fortune 500 corporations,
but also small businesses in your state that have
a lot of future; think about service jobs, service
occupations, and the information services, be-
cause they are growing most rapidly. And as
you reflect on the breadth of your environ-
ment, you might want to consider not just the
schools of education, but the whole con-
tinuum of education.

The Continuum of Education

Look at the sequence of_ education from
nursery school and kindergarten through
higher education. Most of us don't pay much
attention to the system as a whole because
none of us see it all at the same time. What the
chiefs see is the system from: kindergarten to
twelfth grade, and what Harold Eickhoff
[President, Trenton State Collegel sees is basi-
cally the system from the :college: freshman
year on up. Therefore,: although he is very
smart; he doesn't spend as much time as he
might thinking about elementary and second-
ary educatiom Being a good president, he is
thinking more about it than he did before.
The levels are age-graded, and we don't think
much about the_consequences of what's going
on in other levels.

The most successful undertaking to in-
crease the possibility that _the young person
will stay in the educational system is Head
Start There are 400;000 people in Head Start
in the United States and three million are eligi7
ble for it. When have people in public school
ranks lobbied systematically for doubling the
Head Start budget? When have people at the
university level systematically gone to their
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congressional representatives and said, "Look,
I don't necessarily need more money for us
alone, I also want to lobby for more Head Start
programs in our state"? Oklahoma is one state
that is giving some consideration to establish-
ing a statewide Head Start program. Louisiana
is another:

The leadership is so segmented that we are
not allowed to lobby outside our area of re-
sponsibility. That is another problem. We go in
and say we need more money for the public
schools. What is their first response? "Well, we
would like to give you more money, but these
colleges and universities are on our neck all
the time." What is the solution? Once in a
while get a higher education person to lobby
for you and then return the favor. We should
think of this system as a single entity and pro-
vide support for other parts of the system
when they need it. Head Start needs your help
right now. I would be very surprised if Head
Start stays in the budget forever.

This a time when a chief could testify on the
issue without any problems; Take a few legisla-
tors to lunch and Indicate your concern for the
future of Head Start programs in your state.
The payoff on that investment is huge. Right
now, a $4,000 investment in Head Start usu-
ally :saves $22,000 in _the later programs that
we:don't need to provide---,crimmal programs,
alcholic and_ drug abuse programs; abortion
programs; and others that are not needed by
the Head Start group; because they are simply
different. This is the best investment any state
could make. That is one example of how a step
on your part to support another part of the
system yields benefits to you in the long run.

The problem with Head Start is that it took
alinost twenty years to show thatit works. Con-
sider the many school reform programs that
the legislature passed in the last three years.
Instant improvement? You know as well as I
that you cannot get that. It is very seldom that
you can find an educational program that
shows direct results in less than ten years.

Models of Collaboration

Many interesting collaborative models can
be developed. Both Michael Timpane and I
spent some time thinking about it. Look at the
Micro-electronic Computer Technology Con-
sortium (MCC), which was the big item before
the Saturn project. Governors then would kill
in order to get the MCC in their state. It is a

model in :which corporations share research
and _development. They pool their R & D
funds _so that they can then compete with each
other in product development. A very interest7
ing idea that Bobby Inman thought of and
made work. He is a very smart fellow.

What would be the equivalent of that for
chief state school officers? Where could you
share resources so that you could individualize
and tailor your programs_ to better meet the
needs of states? When I talk to governors they
are mostly concerned that federal legislation
does not allow ntuch individualizing at the
state level. They think that programs are full
of strings from Washington and cannot be tai,
lore& There is a model there for what you
could do across states in a collaborative way,
and I am pleased to see that chiefs are begin-
ning to think that way

That is why Mike's [Timpane] comment this
morning about collaboration was so interest-
ing. Why don't we just get:together? If there is
a common interest; and benefits can be de-
duced on both sides, collaboration will hap-
pen. Many small colleges are now realizing
that if they put together their library re-
sources, they _can have a university-quality li-
brary, instead of five small college libraries,
allowing the colleges to compete for admis-
sions as very individualistic places.

In New England; most of the TRIO projects
are now beginning to move towards partial
mergers, which mean a centralized business
and accounting office for five or six TRIO
projects. They get the benefits of advanced
purchasing, with large volume, and so on,
which allows them to offer individualized serv-
ices at a higher level. These collabbrativemod-
els may help set the rules for when and how
you want to do it.

The Barter System

The simplest form, of course, which we have
been using as a society since we were founded,
and are probably better at than anybody else,
is the barter game. Barter is now an almost
$150 million economy in the United States,
according to _many people, and the reason we
engage in barter; or course, is to avoid report-
ing it to the IRS.

Looking at your school systems and the
needs that other people have, we begin to fig-
ure that simple exchange of resources is a re-
markably interesting approach for principals,
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Stipetititerident, and chiefs. Therefore; many
fiinctiOns can beenhanced through collabora-
tion. It can be very simpleas in, you haVe an
axe; and your neighbor has a tree. The collab-
oration is_simple; but_ you have to arrange for
the return. The question really is: how do we
establish comparable worth of different func-
tiOng when we trade them?

Let's say you have a superintendent who
neeth_ two thate word processors :and the
Schaal distrkt does not have any; There is a
nice swimming pool in the high school; Across
the street there is a high-tech firm that is be-
ginning to grow a lot, and seems to be quite
successful. They bought four Laniers that they
do not need to use. But they do not have a
health mainkmance program for their work
forte. What happens? Their worlms swim in
your pool; your secretaries use their Laniers
on down time.

The key question is: how many of hours of
swimming pool time equal one hour of Lanier
time? That is where these things break down.
But once you establish that_ relationship be-
tween the swimming pool and the Laniers, you
have what in the parlance is called a "float."
That is, whatever happens in the economy,
that relationship remains stable. It has nothing
to da With the value of the dollar, which is why
barter is such a marvelously useful tool.
Money has nothing to do with it. It is the value
of the function per each. Once you establish
that, it can go On fotevet.

What WOUld a state Weigel look like if it
were tbllabbratiVe? In every one of your states
there are two separate but equal budgeting
processes that develop two separate educa-
nonal budgets, and there is almost no contact
between the two in the states we surveyed as of
a year ago. Three governors reported that they
occasionally bring in the chief state school _of-
ficer and the SHEEO [State Higher Education
EketUtit,e: °lifter], loCk:them in a room; and
don't let them leave until there is some kind of
grudOig agreement between them; But it is
seldom a collaborative communicative:process.
I think this is going to get better. Basically
what comes out of most legislatures now is a
higher education budget and a public school
budget.

What iS the relationship:between the two? It
iS often ciiiite difficult to tell because state legis.
lators have not been overly concerned about
that. Today, most state legislators with whom I
talk are getting much more concerned about

that whole system. There are three main
points; The first is: how good are we at retain-
ing people to high school graduation? That is
very important foi the state economically. If
the person does not graduate fram high
school and goes on_welfare in the tenth grade,
supporting hirii will cast a lot of monet by the
time that persbn dies at seventy-two years of
age; Without a high school diploma, the
chances are pretty good that he or she will not
work.

The second question is: how is the state
doing in terms of transition to c011ege? Do we
get the best people?_According to Involvenzent
in Learning, one-sixth of the Most able yating
people do not go to College at all. And third;
we have college graduation. So the state has a
series of educational endeavors, and legisla-
tors are beginning to think about the quality
of our state system, meaning kindergarten
through grade sixteen. This different way of
thinking about the educational syStein is even-
tually going to mandate collaboration. This at
least ten years _down the road; you don't need
to worry about your jab when you go home,
but it does suggest that the policies are going
to be different, and that the collaborative
model that we are starting today could well
lead in this direction.

I support collaboration betWeen publit
schools:and colleges of education 100 percent.
I was the dean _of a sChaol of edikatiOn for
seven years; nothing could be better than such
collaboration. Btit you also should have sys-
tems that create_liaisons with rest of the higher
education community. It seems to me that is
important, too.

When I was the dean of the schOol of educa,
tion at Simmons College,_ all of the deans of
the local schoolS of education gat_together. We
appointed aS professors people in each of the
major ptiblic schools that we used for student
teaching purposes. They were listed in the col-
lege catalogs and carried college rank, and
they supervised student teachers in their
schools for all the universities that placed Stu=
dent teachers in the NeWtOns Wellesley, Lin-
coln, and Cambridge sthbolS, arid so forth;
That waSin 1959.

_ So we have been through that route many
times before; That was not the right time for
this kind of collaboration, because it disap=
peared. In 1959, Yale University decided that
people who teach freshmen at Yale would go
into New Haven public schools and teach the
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New Haven_ high school seniors. And in the
same year, the high school faculty who taught
seniors went to Yale andtaught the Yale fresh-
men. Talk about learning! just imagine pro-
fessors who had taught Yale freshmen for
years going into the New Haven high schools
to spend a year teaching English to seniors;
imagine the appreciation each group devel-
oped for the difficulties and challenges facing
the other. That experiment lasted only three
years because it was the wrong time.

Cooperative Relationships: A Middle-Aged
Agenda

This is the right time: You probably nbw
have ten times the cooperative relationships
you had ten years ago. They seem to come out
the woodwork! Nobody knows why. Let me
offer a hypothesis.

The average American today is thirty-one.
We are becoming a middle-aged society. There
are more people over sixty-five than under
eighteen, and this willbe so as long as you live.
If we import five million_ Saudi Arabian one,-
year olds; it doesn't change the data. Nothing
can change it. That means we begin to become
middle-aged in our outlook. Two of the Gen-
eral Motors executives with whom I work were
saying of the famous collaboration on the
Toyota, "It :is very simple; we can't afford to
compete with them." That is a middle-aged
viewpoint; The adrenal cortex is down. Ones
natural tendency to challenge, to come in and
try to do the other person in; which is charac-
teristic of_young people, tends to give way.

We tend to think about entrepreneurship by
collaboration. And looking at the hundreds of
agreements between American corporations
and overseas corporations; we begin to see the
enormous pressure and potential that exist
when former rivals join to compete more ef-
fectively as a consortium. There ate a lot of
other hypotheses for _why there is so much
collaboration, but a decade ago we did not
have the indicators that suggest the kind of
collaboration that is routine today.

Four Agendas for Education

The next point is about teachers. We have
been through four social agendas given us by
society in the last forty years; starting with
"equity" in the 1950s, "innovation" in the
1960s, "relevance" in the 1970s, and "excel-
lence" in the 1980s. It is pretty clear that in

each decade we demanded a certain kind of
teacher. What we most wanted in the 1950s
was blacks. Blacks started coming into the
teaching force in large numbers in the 1960s
when what we needed was innovators. The
blacks who came into this: sytem were blacks
who valued traditional education, of which
they had never had enough. As a result, when
the pressure_came for innovation, we were get-
ting people from Tuskegee who wanted a very
classical, traditional curriculum in the public
schools.

Then, of course, in the 1970s what we
needed was not curriculum people, but people
who understood kids. As a result, people who
came, into _the system in the relevant_ period
were just about wrong for the period. Now, of
course, we are in this period and what are we
getting? From most schools of education; we
are still getting the people who were produced
in an earlier era. That means there is a lag in
our system between the time we sense a new
need and the time we can develop the product
and get it into the schools. The lag is at least
ten years. We cannot expect the school of edu-
cation to turn its manufacturing function
around totally in one year-. There is no way
that can be done. just to establish new blan-
dishments, recruitment techniques, and re-
wards to get people to go into teaching is a
three- or four-year proposition. So by the time
we are really ready to implement excellence,
we:will be out of something else. That's why
Tokyo_ says that we might as well call ourselves
the United States of Amnesia, because every
decade we forget what we were interested in
the decade before. And indeed, that is the way
we are.

As you know very well, today's superinten-
dent in a state that has passed an excellence
reform_measure can be sued on two graind.s.
First, if he does not agree to implement the
resolution; he will be sued; Second, if he does
implement the resolution, most of the people
who flunk out are going_ to be black or His-
panic, and he will be sued on a discrimination
charge. How do you want to be sued?_

Indeed, legislatures have forgotten these re-
forms for the most part because they legislated
them. When I spoke at a national conference
of state legislators two years ago; I mentioned
the fact that all of these things were still in the
pot bubbling around. The legislative response
was, "No, that's not true; we've done that."
Well, we have not done that. We have not de-
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segegated housing in America. We have more
people living in segregated housing now than
there were in the 1950s. Though we have de-
segregated some jobs, there remains much
more to do. But the legislative mind is _to pass
bills and move -on to the next set of social
problems.And that is okay; that is the way they
have to think.

This then suggests that the challenge is
yours, because you have ti) keep all four cf
those problems in your head at the same time.
And it relates to the problem of finning good
teachers, because a: good teacher in each_ of
these four areas is different_ A good teacher at
Swarthmore would last about two days at Anti-
och and vice versa; The word in the trade is
that Antioch is a place where people go and
talk about education, and Swarthmore is a
place where: people write term_ papers. The
kind of faculty that is good at Swarthmore is
simplyi not terribly good:at Antioch, and vice
ersa.lt does not mean that one is better than

the other;_ it just means that colleges have dif-
ferent values, and that pluralism is what makes
this an exciting and efficient system.

Teaching Supply: The Unseen Work Force
Here is anc ther perspective on teacher sup-

ply and demand. The colleges and universities
in this country have about twelve million stu-
dents andr_oughly two million faculty; includ-
ing_ part-timer& I think that is about right;
Here is American business with ten million
workers taking eighteen million courses a year,
and two-thirds of them are offered in-house,
in_ the business. They are not hired out to
other organizations,: like_ colleges and univer,
sities. The two-thirds represents a faculty of
close_ to a million_ and a half: IBM alone has a
teaching force of eighty thousand people;
What do they teach? They teach everything
from high altitude physics to music apprecia-
don. And we talk about a: teacher shortage?

There is the military with four million,stu-
dents, and no one knows how_ many- teachers
they have because they wonlitell us; We know
how much money_ they_spend_ on education
it's a great big _budget_ Here we have the
United Way and the other nonprofits that run
large education centers and hire large num-
bers of teachers. The federal government_ is
the largest procurer of education in the world.
Fifteen million_ workers and half of them un,
dertake Some form of yearly education. Add

these :up, and _there are some forty million
American adults enrolled in postsecondary
education.:The question is, who is teaching the
tens of millions of adult students who are not
enrolled in our colleges and universities? No
one knows the answer. Nobody knows who
those faculty are and where they came from,
except that we think that they have the same
degrees as your faculties have.

I have spoken to the Reiland Howell faculty.
They all have mastees degrees, most of them
in education, but they chose to teach for the
Bell and Howell schools: When pondering
teacher shortages; we have to think of all the
ulaces in the country that have qualified-teach-
ers, even qualified by our standards, including
the standards of the National Council for At-
creditation of Teacher Education (NCATE);
So, as we lookaround, we begin to get a differ-
ent sense of what is out there in addition to the
school of education supply and demand situa-
tion: _

There are a number of corporations that
have their own institutions. Many :corporate
colleges offer their own degrees. It is interest-
ing that many of these degrees-are regionally
accredited. Many_ corporate:colleges_ have_ the
same accreditation as schools of education in
your state; And they deserve it; These are high
quality_ institutions. You cannot go to Wang
Institute without realizing that its master's de-
gree in computer software management is a
better degree than can be obtained almost any-
where in the country.

So, when we think about the possibility of
getting more teachers, we must be aware that
all of these degree-granting corporate_colleges
have large teaching faculties that are very
highly qualified: We are beginning to see some
degree changes also: There are some 200 cor-
porations that have joint degrees, that is de-
grees that are jointly developed by a corpora-
tion and a university. Dana Corporation, the
world's fourth largest manufacturer of trans-
mission parts;_lias a jointidegree_ for its_ em-
ployees through Bowling_Green State Univer-
sity;_ The_education comes to the employee:
One reason engineers like to work at Dana is
the educational fringe benefits. Moit corpora-
tions have the same fringes for heulth, retire-
ment, and so forth, but educational fringe
benefits are becoming a nt jor way to lure new
people to corporation&

_ If one works: for_ IBM; he or she gets a
degree in part through Systems Research In-
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stitute, which is a State University of New
York-affiliated program. I_ suspect _there will
be a big growthin the number of collaborative
relationships that involve degrees between
American corporations and American univer-
sities; This is a potent source for new teachers:

The new teaching force coming into the
public schools from that kind of a background
will be thirty years of age as opposed to
twentHwo. The person may be a more mature
individual who has been around and_ has now
decided that, after a career in the military or
twenty years at IBM, "I want to do something
important." In terms of potential, that is a
different teacher than, if I may say so;_ a post-
pubescent adolescent who goes directly into
the teacher education program at a college.
There is nothing wrong with that, but we need
a more diversified approach to get many peo-
ple from various walks of life to consider
teaching as a profession.

A New Pattern for Education

We need that because people are going back
to school all the time. Lifelong learning is a
reality in America. That was not a possibility
for me. I am a Depression person; as some of
you are. I stayed in graduate school as long as I
could; because I knew that when I left, I could
not go back. I had no resources. Then I went
to work._ On the other hand, my kids go back
to school forever. Every time they get new jobs,
they go back to school. It isn't for one day or
for one week; it is for three months.

This suggests a brand new pattern for edu-
cation. One sees a different teaching force pre-
paring to teach at each stage of a person's
development; Everybody loves that system. It
is good for business and it is good for univer-
sities. The only people it is not good for are
our registrars. Most registrars think that a
moral, ethical student, a Depression student,
will come to_ college _and go straight through-
124 credit hours,_ a bell rings; and he or she is
educated; They are absolutely convinced that
the duration of an education, even though we
don't have any idea of its content, is 124
hoursnot 122, not 126, but 124. The fact is
that less than half our undergraduates have
ever done_ the right thing.

Research conclusively shows that is not the
way people:go to school. So we have another
way of thinking about this set of issues; This
way proposes that, rather than looking for

eighteen-year-olds who go to college until they
are twenty-two and then go into the schools,
we might begin:to think about what schools of
education could do differently.

Oakland University in Michigan has a very
interesting school of education run by a very
able dean. This fellow decided that there are
several ways people can teach. At the school of
education there, one can do student teaching
on a military base if he or she wants to teach in
the military. Teachers can work for the Asso,
ciation of Fitness Directors in Business and
Industry (AFBI) if they want to get into the
health and fitness programs in business. Phys7
ical education majors find that a wonderful
source of jobs when they leave their programs.
There are 200 corporate colleges that will take
student teachers. There are nonprofit pro-
grams like the bigRed Cross program in Mich-
igan. Day-care centers _present many oppor-
tunities for teachers. Teachers are needed at
proprietary schools, in the Small Business Ad-
ministration seminar programs in Michigan,
and at government teaching centers. All of
these possibilities suggest a different view of
where teachers are:going to come from and
where teachers ought to go.

The reciprocity of that; of course; is that all
these outfits could eventually begin to feed
teachers back_ to the public schools _after the
student teaching has been completed. In
thinking about student teaching and schools
of education, we have been stuck for_ a long
time on square one, the standard market ma-
trix with which you are all probably familiar. I
contend that we have a brand new market; that
the students we will teach in the_public schools
are not the students we have had for the last
fifty years._ They are going to be strikingly
different. Therefore, we need some kind of
new teacher education product for a basically
new market. Changes are taking place in our
country's:population that clearly indicate the
patterns in teacher demographics that Judy
Lanier [Dean; College of Education; Michigan
State University] described on the opening
day of the seminar. You can sell shoes to fif--
teen-year-olds if you want, but_ if you are a
president of the company and I am on _your
board, I will do my best to get you fired. That
simply is not where the market is. Where is the
market? It is:right here; it ismostly white; it is
mostly:middle-aged. It is the largest market
available, whatever you want to sell people,
even if it is education.
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As a result of this kind of demographic
shift, we can easily understand why Scott;
Foresman, a company with which you are fa-
miliar; decided in 1980 to establish a lifelong
learning division: They take the third-grade
basal readers; remove the pictures of bunnies
and zebras from the cover, and put_in pictures
of adults doing serious things, like learning to
read and talking with each other. The lifelong
learning division is a fairly profitable part of
the company.

Why did Sk.ott, Foresman make that strate-
gic decision to get into lifelong learning text-
books? Because they looked at the demo-
graphic data; If that isn't striking data, I don't
know what is. There are a whole bunch of
adult needs in your state that are not being
adequately met. Does the chief state school
officer have any responsibility for programs
on the other end ofiife, for persons aged fifty;
sixty, or seventy? A lot of those programs take
place in the public schools.

That leads to a number of heresies, one of
which is that retentionwhich means that stu-
dents should stay in school under any circum-
stances so they graduate on timewill be less
useful when the average student in America in
higher education is over twenty,five years of
age. By the time a strident is twenty-five; he or
she simply has a lot of other things in his or
her life. The notion that a person should go
straight through becomes less useful than the
notion that we need to begin converting drop-
outs to stop-outs.

I believe a lot of high school dropouts
should be dealt with that way. Give them a
series of rules and say, "Okay; you have three
important things to do. When you do these
things, come:back and talk to us; and we'll be
glad to continue your education:" Colleges
and universities are going_ through great
change in the way they are relating to outside
groups, like businesses, governments, and so
forth. We will see a lot more of this as life goes
on. It results in a new view of management on
the college campus.

In a hierarchical system, you find that only
the president makes contact mith outside
forces. That, basically; is where higher educa-
tion had been until around 1965-._ What we are
developing today; however, is a very interesting
array of relationships in academic de7
partments and people it le outside world
who need those skills. In, (-1, if you want to

find_expertise in drug and alcohol counseling
in a place like St. Louis (where substance abuse
is a big problem for business), you look at the
universities. There you will find increasing li-
aisons betweeft the drug and alcohol_ coun-
selors who work in_ the business and the pro-
fessors who work in the universities and train
such counselors;

That is a metaphor for teacher education as
well. Who are the people in the community
who need teachers in addition to colleges, uni-
versities high schools, and elementary
schools? There are possible sets of relation-
ships that can go bOth ways. Let us say you are
concerned about_ computers in: your :schools.
Youcouldivery .well find_people in the_business
world (indeed you are probably doing this al-
ready) who could find_ very good teachers and
administrators to help you set up the com-
puter programs that you want for the school.

The difficulty with teacher education_is that
we have a_very disintegrated market in almost
everything today; In 1950, if you wanted edu-
cation beyond high school, colleges were the
only game in town. , There was a monopoly.
Similarly, if you wanted to borrow money, you
went to a bank; to pursue , basic research, a
university; and to receive a health checkup,_ a
hospital. Those were the only games in town.
Today, we have an astonishingarray of service
providers and consumers of services; A person
today can get his or her college degree from a
business or from the government through the
Federal Executive Institute. Degrees are of-
fered through ,the military, various civic
groups, or one of the six or seven labor unions
that run their own colleges. You can borrow
from a bank; you can also borrow:from Sears;
if you are clever, because Sears has thought
about what the average American family really
needs.

The average American family, incidentally,
is not the Norman, Rockwell painting of the
working father, the housewife mother; and_the
two school-age -kids. Remember those pic-
tures? Does anybody know what percentages
of the house:holds in America fit that mold?
Seven Tercent of the households; the data
came out last month. It_ was eleven percent
until last month. Now seven percent of the
households contain a working father, a house-
wife mother, and two school-age kids. What
was the first company that put that into their
investment strategy? Sears.
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The Demographic Picture

Look at DM next problem; as illustrated by
the Bureau of the Census. It is also a problem
for business. Why dc s every McDonald's have
a "Now Hiring" sign out front? The answer is
that we are running out of people in those key
years between sixteen and twenty-four. It is a
very big decline. On the other hand, the baby
boom, some of whom are in this room today;
represents the largest single concentration of
population that we have ever known as a soci-
ety: Seventy million people hatched in eigh-
teen years.

European nations had a baby boom after
World War II also, but theirs lasted only three
years. Why did it take us:seventeen years_to
celebrate:the end of_World War II? I get em-
barrassed _every time I look at these figures.
Indeed the baby boom is now pushing forty;
the leading edge, the big show crowd, sets the
pattern for the rest of the baby boom._By the
1990s, they move into their fifties. By the year
2020, the baby boomers are retired, and the
younger people are paying for their retire-
ment.

That is not an economicargument; it is sim-
ply a demographic argument. How many peo-
ple pay in; how many people take out? We
have 2.2 million people over eighty-five in the
United States. Think about being eighty-
fivehow many years did you work and how
many years did you get retirement benefits?
The group in our population that will increase
most rapidly in the next decade is those over
eighty,five; When my father retired; seventeen
people paid his social security trust fund;
when I retire; three will pay mine. I realize that
of the three people who pay my social security,
one will be a minority workcr. This gives you a
new understanding of some major problems.

Indeed, blacks are now up to twenty-one
pement of the work force; If_ Hispanics are
added; almost a_third of the work force is non,
white: As a white person contemplating that; it
suddenly becomes very important to me that
minorities in America get a good _education
and a good job. The reason is not Democratic
Party rhetoric; it is not noblesse oblige; it is sheer
white self:interest. In Texas forty-six percent
of the public school students are non-white. If
they all leave: high SChool hi the tenth_ grade
and go on welfarei there is not enough money
in the world to support them and whites who
want to retim. I can't tell you how thrilled and

pleased legislators_ are_to hear this because
they are _not; It is;_ nevertheless; important to
realize that as the percentage_ of minorities in
our population increases; mutual success be-
comes more important.

In business, research and development
cheers when packaging does:well. :When mi,
norities in :America's inner-city schools_ read
better, :as they_ are now, do_ you hear cheers
from_ the universities? Vim] need a _very good
ear to hear the faint cheers that come from
college walls;

The next dccade will be dominated by a
group of seventy million people, the baby
boomers, whose agenda is like this: these folks
are basically concerned with their own careers,

housesi cars_,_ and that sort of thing,
and _will _be__ for _at Least another: decade;_ The
social_concern of that group will be relatively
downplayed; Indeed; judging by:the brand of
footwear you all are wearing, many of you_ are
following this agenda already. When I first
started talking to chiefs, a lot of you had
Adidas on, and I notice- now that you are fol-
lowing :right along with Timberland. _Tim,
berland has_ decided that at forty,_five one
should_not jog; (Most doctors will _agree that
you should not unless you _enjoy knee-trans-
plant operations) Timberland developed an
athletic shoe so that- you can still be a jogger
while you walk -in the _woods. If you are an
MIT graduate, this might appeal to you more,
since there are a lot of long words in it, sug-
gesting that this is a super-technology shoe,: I t
is_so_expei-4sive; they_don't even need to put the
price on it: And_ when you are sixty-five, what
can you do? Your sporting goods store will be
happy to keep you going forever, with a series
of weights, fancy shirts, and socks priced prob-
ably triple their worth.

The baby boomers, therefore, are not
going to_ help much with the problems_ we are
facing _in teaChing_ and_ schools; because__they
probably will not_ go into public school teach-
ing for some years; But when they become
fifty, I suspect that some of their social dyna-
mism will return. These, after all, are the peo-
ple who threw rocks through the -bank win-
dows at Stanford and Berkeley. My hope is
that they will come out of the banks-in their
fiftie& I met one of my _ former_ students _on
Wall Street about two months ago; who had
been_at Berkeley when I was there; We talked
briefly about what he was doing. I said,_"Gee,
you were one of the best Marxists I ever had in
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class;" He said; "Keep your voice down." I
asked, "What are you doing now?" He said,
"I'm a banker on Wall Street." "Are you still a
Marxist?" He replied, "No, no, no. I am a
liberal." I said, "Tell me about that. What's a
liberal?" _He said, "A liberal is a Marxist with
two children."
: As a matter of fact, half of all college stu-

dents aregoing to be over twenty-five by 1992,
only seven years away When we think about
the college student in a school of education
becoming a teacher, we are thinking about
eighteen to twenty-two year olds, hecause that
is the conventional wisdom. The unconven-
tional wisdom is that half of our college stu-
dents are older, and almost half of them are
going to school part-time. Put those facts to-
gether and you get quite a different recipe. It
looks something like this. Higher education
enrollments declined by 600,000. but this fig-
ure actually represents a loss of a million-and-
a-half younger students and a gain of almost a
million students: over twenty-five. Schools of
education have been slow to pick that up. I
think that is a fair accusation. At a time when
they are moving curriculum around; they have
not sought a wider age range in their students.
That is beginning to change, but this is pretty
clearly the agenda for the_ student teacher in
the years to come. That is, half of the students
are going to be part-time and over twenty-five.

Why are the babyibOomers so interesting in
relation to this? Well; there is a good theory
about why they are so sedentary and ego-
centric; If you look at the number of other
baby boomers born when they were, you get a
sense of why they are working so hard to es-
tablish their own uniqueness, their own iden-
tity. I was born in 1931. Almost nobody else
was. When I went to elementary school, teach-
ers said,:"Come on in, we need you." My whole
life has been a matter of walking into institu-
tions and being told, "You are in short supply.
We don't have many fifty-year olds who do
what you do. Come on in. No baby boomer
has ever heard that. The tragedy of this gener-
ation is that there are so many other people
who want the same thing simultaneously. A
demographer named Easterlin once said that,
next to social class and sex, the key determin-
ant in_ an individual's life is the number of
other people who were born in the same year.
This is both sort of humorous and sort of
tragic.

As a result of the recent baby boomlet, we

are beginning to see an upturn in_ school age
population from kindergarten to third grade,
and this will continue. Wc need to look at what
the increase in population is going to be I ike
because our assumptions are that it is mostly
white. The correct answer is that it is mostly
non-white.

More Demographic Factors

Let's look for just a minute at the so-called
"youth belt," the Southeast and Southwest,
where the Topulation of young people is in-
creasing. During the last decade, we have
closed 4,000 elementary schools in the North-
east and Midwest and opened 3;000 ele-
mentary schools in the Southeast and South-
west. What was wrong with those schools?
Were the teachers not qualified? The teachers
were terrific. There were not any kids there.
The power of demographics is a little bit like
the steamroller. You either get out of the way
or do something else; but you don't stand
there and argue with it; if we could build
elementary schools with rubber tires; we could
simply truck them to the Southeast and South-
west and save ourselves millions of dollars. So
in the youth belt we have a major need for new
teachers.

Yet the need for new teachers is not dis-
tributed equally across the country, orwithin a
state; We all know that; In New York State;
some places have big increases in teacher need
and others still have declining needs. Within
the state one can see how complex the picture
is. If we consider the distribution of particular
groups in the United States, what population
is concentrated in the urban parts of the cowl,
try? Blacks. We have 256 black mayors in the
United States; most of them in urban areas; A
black surburban middle class, with strong
black leadership; has developed in most major
cities. Of course, young black people are also
concentrated in these cities.

Just to show you the flip side, consider the
older population in the country. In 1983, for
the first time in history, there were more pec -
ple over sixty,five than there were teenagers.
Southern Florida is pretty old; Consider the
middle of the country where in many areas
twenty percent of the population is over sixty7
five. The three most rapidly aging states (not
the oldest, but the most rapidly aging) are
Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa. Is Iowa aging be-
cause older people are retiring there for the
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VieWS of the mountains and the seashore? The
state is aging because the young people are
leaving as soon as they get their driver's li-
censes. We have a major exodus of youth in
that part of the country. One story not often
told concerns the family farm in Iowa that is
foreclosed not frit the expected reasons, but
betaue the Siin does not want to take it over.
HWants to move to Malibu.

This eiadiis creates the possibility of a se-
rious generational conflict in that _part of the
country Farm families are typically very co-
hesive. Life is going to_be a little more difficult
for these older people if their children are
going tO liVt in Malibu and Scarsdale. Of
course, there Will always be some young people
in theSe StateS, although the birth rate among
peaple oVer Sikty-five is not spectacular.

The demand for new teachers is highest in
the youth belt and New York State. These
areas have high percentages of minorities. It
was interesting to be in Mississippi yesterday,
where fifty=one percent_ of the public school
students are non:white.:Many states in the na-
tibn art triovihs toward: thirty and forty per-
cent nari-White. In California they are ap-
proaching that in the elemental j schools now.
Our largest states; California; Texas and Flor-
ida; have very significant minority percent-
ages:

In the big=tity schools there are incresing
percentages of minorities as time goesion and
the jobs itiot!ttb the suburbs. One of the most
important big,city development stories is
about Miami, a City of 600;000. It is sur-
rounded by a metropolitian area of almost two
million. The money and jobs are increasingly
moving out of the poor city into the surround-
ing suburbs. That's why in Chicago only four=
teen percent of the commuters go from a sub-
urban house to a downtown 'place of work.
That iS WhY the -cab driver on Interstate 80 or
90 gbingto Chicago; when asked why the road
is crowded both ways,_ always_ says, "It's very
simple; no one is going downtown."

The question is, "Can minorities move to the
suburbs?" The answer is, thankfully, "Yes." As
we look at the shrinkage fa: numbers of youth
and the decline in white fertility=1.7 childrtm
per female, when it was 2.8 in the heyday of
the baby bootharid look at the:Hispanic age
pyramid; we sense the changing makeup of
th4- country's population. This shift is terribly
important for our country's future, because all
these kids have to do is grow up, a simple trick

that many cot us have learned. lt does not take
too _much intelligence to grow up. These co=
horts, if they move along, will have ati tnOt=
mous impact on all Of US. The aVerage white
American is thirty=one yearS of age; the aVer-
age blatk, tWenty-fiVe; the aVerage Hispanic;
twenty-tivii Wha is_ going_ to_ have the most
Children? Not the white female. There are
150,000_1ast-gasp births by white women at
age thirty-four, who have decided, "Either I
have one now or I don't have any more." Most
of the births are going to be artiOhg thitiotiti6
simply because they haVe more yotifig feinales
in_the age range that Can haVe Children. ThiS iS
a fair and Simple fact.

_Let me do-se With a somewhat sad commen-
tary on Oilrlife and times. In the last decade
we have made enormous progress_at the high
end of the job spectrum. I am_ talking ahout
officials, managers, professionals, and federal
executives, positiOnS :b which blackS, Women,
and Hispanics haVe :had ifiCreating access. As
Mike [Timpalle] Said this triOriiirig, brie reason
weihave feWer people gbing into teacher edu7
cation that Women can be on the Supreme
Court; which is probably more fun. These im-
provements are significant. More can be done.
But there is little doubt that the door tO Oc=
cupational futures has opened a Hoe bit for
blacks and Hispanics and opened a lOt for
Asian-AitieritatiS, of Whom we new have
thlte-and7one,half_million_ in the U.S. How-
ever;:at the_ Very time upward mobility seems
pbssible; we find more and more blacks and
Hispanics have decided that high school is a
very good bet and that college is not. If they
don't go to college, they can't become teachers.

The Case Against College

Why; at the very time that occupational
doors are opening up, are more black and
Hispanic kids deciding they don't need to go
to college? The usual answer is that financial
aid for blacks is not keeping up with the de-
mand. I think if one is black, he or She thinks
about college in terms of four dimensions:
"First, it is four years without income. So, if I
made $15,000 a year, that is $60,000 off the
top, and I_ could never make that back no
matter w hat the theorists say. My gainful-em-
ployment life is of limited duration, so fcr four
years I don't make anything. Second, I have to
pay the university $20,000 or $30,000 over a
four-year period. Add that to the $60,000, and
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I have a $90,000 investment before a single
dollar of salary comes in. i h;rd, this adminis-
tration lacks commitment to financial aid pro-
grams for minorities anyway. Fourth, the col-
lege degree doesn't make :one that different
from the rest of the population. One out of
four workers has a college degree. College
graduation does not necessarily mean I will
get a first-class job." This is a formidable set of
circumstances.

One opportunity that steers many blacks
away from teaching is the militaiy, which pro-
vides four years of: food, clothing, housing,
salary, and college. it is a tough argument to
beat. Indeed; the fact that a colleze degree
qualifies an individual for a civilian occupation
that is going to pay quite well makes the mili-
tary even more attractive.

Let me introduce some demographic as7
sumptions ahout the next few rars that are of
interest to educators. Fizy percent of Amer--
cans live:in the Eastern Time Zone, and thirty
percent live in the Central Time Zone. There
is no Sun Belt; there are two very distinct and
separate forms of development in the United
States (the Southeast and the Southwest). One
of the most rapidly growing areas is the Sun
Gulf. Seventy percent of our people live with
100 miles of an ocean or a Great Lake, a handy
piece of information should you want_ to sdl
something; The more you look at population
distribution; the more you see some things
that are really important. Consider New York
City. Think again. It is part of Boswash,
Boston to Washington. Boswash is a city. Fly
ovc..: it sometime. Look at the way goods, serv-
ices, and ideas are transmitted, and you will
see that Boswash is indeed a boundaried en-
tity.: It works beautifully; because densities are
high and it does not have a mayan

There is a city called Sansan, San Francisco
to San Diego; two others are Chilou, Chicago
to St. Louis, and Cleveburg, Cleveland to Pitts-
burgh. The country is moving towards_ very
high densities in those city areas and a lot of
our teaching weight is going to be concen7
trated there. A* still :need teachers for rural
areas; that is going to be a tough problem. But
urban areas are where our population is in-
creasingly congregated. And again, once you
head west from Minneapolis, you'll have to go
a pretty long way before you arrive in a
densely-settled area.

The urban areas are where teacher demand
is greatestnot in the core city, which is de-

dining in terms of numbers for the most part,
but in the rapidly expanding suburban areas.
That is an issue we need_to thinkabout. Who is
going to be teaching whom? For example, we
know how many blacks have escaped from the
big city in the United States and moved to the
suburbs. These data are available for _the first
time in my _report, All One System. We get a
clear sense that there is going to be a sophisti-
cated black middle class who are not going to
want their children to go to the local commit,
nity colleges where they went. They are going
to want their children to go to Yale. They are
going to expect a very different quality of pub-
lic education, which is what attracted them to
the suburbs. The classic American model of
upward mobility,

As we try to forecast teacher demand,we
cannot just look at the-high growth states. The
census and National Planning Agency differ_
strikingly on what they think the rates of
growth are going to be. Although predicting
the cohort for the year 2000 by age, sex, oc-
cupation, and race _(plus or minus a few per-
cent)_ is not that difficult, predicting where
people are going to live is getting to he quite
toughkt any rate,: we_ cannot say that the
states where population isincreasing will have
the greatest teacher needs because many of the
states are importing large numbers of older
people who won't have children. You can't use
any of the growth models to predict the
teacher demand.

Makeup of a Changing Popnlation

_ As:we review_our assumptions about young
people; two events of _the past twa months bear
recognition; Time _recendy devoted a special
issue; which I thought was first class, to immi-
grants. We have fourteen million immigrants
in this country, as many as in the 1920s. Immi-
grants tend to come here with young children;
or they have young children shortly after they
arrive. But_ they_ are :not coming here from
Europe; they are obviously coming from
South America and Asia. Indeed; those conti-
nents now make about equal contributions to
immigration growth in the U.S. The number
of Africans is increasing a little but not very
much.

A lot of our stereotypes about these people
are going to be change& _We assume That all
Asians genetically know English at birth evert
if they were born in Vietnam; and of course it
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is absolutely untrue. Many language problems
are developing all across the countryin
Louisiana, where large Vietnamese popula-
tions moved in, and in New York, IllinoisXal-
ifornia, and Florida to some extent; too,-ThiS,
then, suggests some big problems with the
supply ..i_f_ teachers for: these young people. I
ffi7e in: Alexandria; Virginia where we have
about 400 Vietnamese kids in our schools and
not_a single certified teacher who speaks the
language, so far as I know. The Lau v. Nichots
decision never considered the range of:lan-
guages being spoken. The Southern:Califon-
nia Gas company writes bills in seven different
languages, and it has telephone operators
trained to,speak in Mandarin or Cantonese.

The first thing that the new immigrants see
is not Ellis Island_ and the Statue of Liherty,
but the Los Angeles Airport. _We do need:to
address the challenge of training teachers for
these noti,European immigrants._ Nobody
knOWS: much abbut them_ We do know, how-
every that most_of our stereotypes about. who
inakesrnoney in the country and who has high
SAT scores are going to be turned around
rapidly. So,: first, there is a great bigchange in
the population of young people to be taught.
Many of them don't speak English; many of
them are members of minority groups; and
their numbers are going to increase as the
White birth _rate decreases;

The Sedind point is that the week after the
Time issue appeared Newsweek had a special
issue on the striking change in the American
family, The changing American family and
the influx of fourteen million immigrants, of
whom some two million are probably school
children, together have hada dramatic impact
Oh Ont. tiatiOn. :I can't imagine a chief state
Schobl officer who doesn't have an increase in
single-parent _kids :in his or her schools. It
seems to happen in every state, even Utah,
although the percentage there is lower. So im-
migrants,new changes in the family structure,
and finally major changes in the work force
meari new Challenges for education.

The Generation of Low-Level Jobs

Our economy is turning out to be extremely
good at generating low-level service jobs that
require very little education and career goal
training. Let's consider the manufacturing
work force in the 1950s. One could be a blue-
collar worker in a manufacturing plant and

send his kids to college. It WAS nOt always thiS
was in manufacturing. The riSe Of the union&
brought about that particular dynamic. Today,
however; only thirty percent of our work force
is in_ manufacturing; seventy percent is in-
volved in services. The service work force is
beginning to look like this. a small number of
executive, professional, and high=tech jobs; a
whole lot of low=level service, clerical, and
semi-skilled jobs; and not much in the middle.
The "middle"_ jbbS are very deSirable and
worth developing.

As educators, how would you feel about Ma-
jor corporate_ iecisions to put more intel-
ligence in a mazbine and less intelligence in
the workttr? Auttrican businesses have_ done
that for ten years straight. When you gb hotne,
walk into McDohald's, and order a Big Mac.
Look at the eaSh regiSter and tell Me what_you
See, I Would be very surprised if you find keys
with fininbers because_ McDonald's decided
twoi years ago to put pictures on their key-
boards; Why did they decide to do that? Be-
cause they wanted the intelligence in the ma=
chine. If you are smart enough to spot a
French fry on sight, then you are smart
enbugh to Work at MCDonald'S. HoW do we
feel about that aS educators? Are we happy
With a `_`clumb-clown" job that requires less in-
telligenCe and training on the part of the
worker?

1 haven't heard too many people raise that
as a policy issue. But look at the jobs that
young people are getting today. They are low-
level service, clerical, and Seini=Skilled jobS.
read about some growth, and that is very nice,
bUt: that's not the real issue. Teacher supply
and demand is only chicken feed, albeit
important chicken feed, in the context of the
overall employment situation. Twenty-one mil-
lion new s in the economy, and relatively
highztech jobs will amount to less than a mil-
lion of them. What are the reSt going to be?

I don't like this, but this is what our young
peopleare going to be. This is what thcy are
becorning right now: janitors, nurse's aides,
sales clerks, cashiers, waiters, general -clerks,
nurses, food preparers, secretaries, and truck
drivers. Not a high-tech job in the lot, with
perhapg the exception bf the prbfeSsional
nurses. What kihd bf a high School education
do these people haVe? For &very jai in high-
tech thereiare going to be sik lower-level posi-
tions. And Many of these jobs are strikingly
difficult to automate;
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I do some consulting for Holiday Inns of
America. One of their more_ interesting pro-
jects is the development of an automated
maid. They've looked seriously at this issue
and decided_ that maids should go. If they can
find a machine that cleans a hotel room, that
will: solve some of the company's financial
problems forever. Television tapes of these
robots trying to clean a hotel room are some of
the funniest things I have ever seen. One can-
not imagine_ the range of things that can be
found in a hotel room. The computer pro-
gram to solve this problem has_ never been
written. Last year in Cleveland, Ohio, a dead
horse was found in a bathtub. No computer
could deal with that; Here is my wedding ring.
It is designed to be as unique and indi-
vidualistic as_possible, because I am married to
a very special person. I want that wedding ring
to be different from everybody else's weddiug
ring. To a computer,however,itlooks alot like
a pop-top can. Imagine discriminating all vs 7c1-
ding rings from all poktop cans; and you un-
derstand why there will never be an automated
maid.

Some of these service jobs, then, are very
important and require more human judgment
than employers have willing to acknowledge.
What is the solution to this problem? We built
the middle class into the manufacturing econ-
omy, and we will build the middle _class into
the service economy. It will take us ten years,
but we az e beginning to see it now. Most of you
probably exercise. You may exercise at a club
where somebody gives a diagnosis and a work-
ovt based on your physical condition. Then he
or she gives you an exercise programto fbllow
That is a brand new middle,class joba pro-
fessional, because the service comfessional is
one who diagnoses; prescribes, and monitors.
Those are the classic service functions.

As I said, it will take ten years to build a
"middle" into the service work force, and we
will have to unionize some of these people. In
the insurance business _right now,_ there is a
great need for assistance in the dictation
"tanks" (they look like sweatshops) where peo-
ple work on computers that monitor their per-
formance. I believe these jobs will eventually
come_ together, and we'll build a second mid-
dle class as we did with the manufactaring
world. It is not going to be easy and will take
quite a bit of time.

What I am trying to do is to provide you
with a context in which we can think about the
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issue of teacher supply and :demand in a
larger sense. If there is one thing that con-
cerns me abtut the next few years, it is not
social-economic or ethnic issues. I think we are
on the way to solving the problems of dass and
race right now. What does bother me is that we
are in danger of generating groups of infor-
mation haves and have-nots. Look at how com-
puters are_ used as drill sergeants in big-city
schools. They dominate kids and give them
rote questions, and the kids answer them in a
passive way. Then look at how suburban com-
puters are used as tool that a person controls.
The problem is in the different ways of utiliz-
ing the computers.

We need to consider what we are going to
do, in terms ot teacher education, about the
possibility that we may well be generating a
group of people who do not know how to get
access to information (even if the distinctioniis
not necessarily race- or class-determined). In
the next twenty years if a person does not have
access tG information; he or she won't make it.
Consider America's youth, its minorities, its
women. How do they make that move? And
will the younger group_ pay for the retirement
of the baby boomers? Those are pretty tough
questions our society will have to deal with for
the next twenty years. We'll solve them. We
have the most amazing capacity to generate
solutions for so Lal problems of any society I
have ever been in.

When I was at the National Institute of Edu7
cation, I travelled to the Soviet Union where I
had the pleasure of working out with a Soviet
13":hockey team. They were notiverv good by
Soviet _standards, but I thought ihey were
pretty terrific. They are masters of the pre-
pared play. The plays were always given by
defensemen with a certain number of cuts on
their wrists. One could tell exactly what the
play was goingito be. They would then go into
a play they had rehearsed thousands of times.
I saw a Soviet team complete a play after they
had lost the puck. The American style is to
have a defenseman clear the puck at tlie net;
and say, "Hey there is Bill_up on the blue line.
He's not supposed to be there. However, he is
there, and Joe has just staked out the defen-
seman on the other wing." A pass goes to Bill;
he gets it to Joe just in front of the net, and a
play that was never rehearsed takes _place,
When that happens, it brings people to their
feet automaticallyno matter what their race,
class, or nationbecause the name of that
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game is not hockey, but innovation. Nobody
has done that better than we.

Koreans, Vietnamese, Poles, Czechs, Eng-
lish, Frenchthe reason they come he:e is
that we value their energy and ideas. That is
why the issue of teachers and the teaching
force is so important. If we don't get good
teachers for the groups that are _going to form
the energy, talent and innovation of the next
generation, we have failed as a society.

JOHN H. LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Massachusetts): You attributed the two
percentages depicting a sizeable drop in mi-
nority students to changes in financial struc-
ture and need for all those students. I wonder
if that is the sole issue. In talks with me, many
minority high school students express concern
ahout whether they are welcome in college.
Could you speak to that and relate it to those
percentages?

DR. HODGKINSON: That is a very good and
very tough question. Many of the minorities I
talk to share the view that colleges do not seem
to welcome them-Small colleges in the North-
eaa have no indigenous black population in
the community. They have only one or two
black faculty members. It is just not going to
be very friendly for a black student to go
there. In the 1950s we created artificial com-
munities on many campuses. We had black
studies! ,programs and black houses; and we
had one or two black acuity members who
lived in the community; Most of those are now
gone. Colleges like Wooster in Ohio that
worked so hard on that issue now feel that
other approaches must bt tried. What those
approaches will be is not yet clear. UCLA is
fifty-six:percent whitein its entering freshman
class; The entering freshman _class at Berkeley
is fifty-three percent white; A large proportion
of the nonwhites entering Harvard and
Berkeley are Asian-Americans. The percent-
ages of blacks and Hispanics at Harvard have
not gone up, much at all, while the number of
Asian-Americans has doubled. They feel wel-
come on campus;

Now that is a really interesting set of ques-
tions; How do we deal with that? I must con-
fess I have no easy answer, except that we tried
in the 1950s and 1960s to create artificial mi-
nority communities, and that:did not work.
Something else has got to work.

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New Jersey): Daniel Moynihan made
his report almost thirty years ago. He vilified
the erosion of the black family structure. We
now see overwhelming data on the teenage
mother in poverty. You presented data on
blacks graduating from high; school but not
going on to college. Where is the hope other
than Head Start? Where is your cause for opti-
mism, given your demographics and report
after report on the data on the eroding black
family structure?

DR. HODGK1NSON: I think it is pretty clear
that most of the reports are correct; If you
look at the percentage of teenage pregnancies;
although two-thirds of them are white, a dis-
proportionately large percentage are black.
About half of_the illegimate births in the U.S.
are to blacks. Teenagersiare_more likely to give
birth prematurely. Low birth weights are assot-
ciated with undeveloped immune systems and
major health problems; Low birth weight is an
important predictor of major learning diffi-
culties. Invariably, as we help premature
babies _survive that first month, we will see
more handicapped students entering our
schools. It is as simple as that. I will add that
blacks in America have a very high rate of
teenage pregnancieshigher than in any
other nation but so do whites; It is too easy;
I think; to describe that set of issues as a black
phenomenon only. Look at the white rate,
eighty-three per thousand, more than any-
where else.

Sexual activity is not the heart of the matter.
Rather, it is access to birth control information;
Ask any pregnant teenager in the coutry,
"Would you like to do it again?" The answer
tends to be no. That is why we have over
500,000 teenage abortions every year. Yet if
they have one child, there is a very strong
tendency to have a second, among minorities
especially. :A:female who has a first child al-
most inevitably has a second child without
wanting it, because there are no counter
courses; In the 1950s there was a strong black
family. When a female occasionally did have a
child, there was a family support group. what
you find today is a group of people verymuch
like Joy Jackson. joy is sixteen and a mother of
two, What Joy needs of tourseis some kind of
support, and there_simply_.is not any there.

What really bothers me is the enormous re-
cidivism; If you find a teenage mother giving
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birth to children, those children will become
teenage mothers themselves. There is almost
an inevitability about their lives. That is the
most pessimistic aspect; I don't think there is
any easy answer for what happens; It is clear ta
me that racism is part _of the problem, but not
the entire problem. Blacks who have come to
the United States in the last ten years from
Africa and the Carribbean :region (Jamaicans
and so forth) do extremely well; After ten
years, their average incomes are higher than
incomes _of whites; However; there is almost na
improvement in the indigenous black popula-
tion; The difference is not genetic. If African
blacks move to the U.S., they soar off like
eagles._ Why? First, they are middle class. Sec-
ond, they _have:solid, stable families behind
them. Look at the Jamaicans; Vietnamese; or
Japanese who enter the country today. They
represent the middle af the economic struc-
ture, a high level of aspiration, discipline, and
a willingness to forego some things today so
that their children will have more tomorrow.
That is_ a very common set of values among
those who make it. The black indigenous pop,
tdation simply does not have that collection of
characteristics; Th7t is why the problem is so
difficult;

If you were a black living in Harlem, you
would now have seen the fourth ethnic group
pass you by. The little grocery stores in
Harlem are no longer owned by native-born
blacks, but by West Indians and Vietnamese
who have moved into the area; Native-born
blacks have seen that happen with three other
groups; That remains the most difficult, insur-
mountable problem. There_is no easy answer.

Do you see any relationship between these
issues and teacher supply and demand? I have
been_ trying to make that connection in a way
that is relevant to yon as educators.

ALBERT SHANKER (President, American
Federation af Teachers): On teacher supply
and demand, there are two scenarios. Of
course,_ they could be developing at the same
time. One scenario includes a much smaller
cohort:of kids graduating from high school
and going to college; Schools of education are
going to have to compete for this talent with all
those other educational institutions and oth,
ers;_ In this case the outlook is pretty pessi-
mistic in terms of our ability to do well. On the
other hand, look at the two,tiered job sys-
tem=where you have very few jobs that re-

quire educated people and more and more
jobs that require little education. In this case
one can envision having quite a few educated
refugees who have prepared them3elves for all
sorts of occupations and professions that are
disappearing. They will be a marvelous pool
of talented people who are available for teach,-
ing.: Wbere will we be in ten years with regard
to those two directions; especially in terms of
minorities and recruitment of minorities into
teaching?

DR. HODGKINSON: The problem is that mi-
nority groups who come to the United States
do not see their aspirations fulfilled through
careers in teaching; A couple of exceptions
there are Japanese who have always been in-
volved in education. In Japan a teacher in the
public schools has very high status. In this
country we have not often tried to recruit ac-
tively from newly-arrived minoTitiesiand hire
the best we can find. One-third of the Asian-
Americans who come to this country have a
college degree when they get off the boat or
plane; Fifty percent of the immigrants who
come here from India come with a college
degree. As Al_ [Shanker], suggests, there is a
very large pool of talent here, but they do not
came to the United States to teach_ in high
school. So the first job is a sales job. We have to
get more minorities to see public sehools as a
way in which they can guarantee their chil-
dren's future; All immigrants want to secure a
better life for their children._

What will happen? I think there will be a
mix of developments, both good and bad. The
white, middle-class, surburban child is begin,
ning to show a little idealism iagain; Scott
Thomsores survey at the National Association
of Secondary School Principals shows that
those people are beginning to ask, "What can I
do for my country?" That motivation, I think,
must be behind the desire to enter teaching.
Frankly, we must improve teachers' salaries:by
at least a third. What:most upsets me is that
legislators who pass the standards have not;
for the most_part; been gutsy enough to pass
the legislation that increases the salary level so
we can say that teaching is a profession. I hate
to say this with folks here like Gerry Tirozzi
[Commissioner of Education, Connecticut],
but I taught in West Hartford; Connecticut;
and I would be teaching there today it I could
support two children on that salary in a mid-
dle-class way; I love public school teaching, but
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it could not provide the economic advantages
I wanted for my family. That is why I got out
of it. I think you can multiply me by about a
million.

To put all this together requires a diversi-
fied strategy. There is no single answer. If we
doni do sometling to recruit minorities into
teaching, they will not come by temselves. And
that is especially true of Asian-Americans,

who have other things in mind. But_ if we
could accomodate their, entrepreneurial spirit
in the context of public school service, we
would have a marvelous: new group. Re-
memberthe military, business, education
we are all running out of young people,:and
we all want the same kids. So the competition
for that group is going to be even more for-
midable in the future.
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A CASE STUDY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION
OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES TO ADVANCE THE EDUCATION OF

TEACHERS AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS

Eugene M. Hughes
President

Northern Arize :a University

Good afternoon. If I look tired, I want you
to know that it is because -I did not sleep at all
last night. I so wanted to have a good turnout
of chith today that I stayed awake praying,
yes; praying for continued rain. Wisconsin
needs rain and I felt that the chances of the
chiefs staying for lunch and listening to Gene
who from Northern Arizona whot would be
much better with a rainy day. Thank you,
chiefs, for your tenacity and you, Lord, for the
continued rain.

For the past two and a half days we have
heard a number of challenging and stimulat-
ing presentations that have keyed on a number
of words. I have noted some of those words
and added a few of my own. Compare your list
with mine:

Visionary
University-Wide
University Without Walls
Team Leadership
Statewide
Service-oriented
Retirements
Residency
Radical
Quality
Performance-based

Partnerships
Networking
Integration
Field-based
Experiential
Excelknce
Creativity
Cooperation
Collaboration
Broker
Abolish

My topic this afternoon relates to all of these
key words and:I would like to begin with the
last oneaholish. You will recall that Frank
Newman suggested earlier in the week that it
would be great if we could establish entirely
new organizations or institutions to deal with
teacher education. How would you like to do
that? Well, we have by first abolishing our tra-
ditional college of education.

When I was invited to address this summer
institute, I welcomed the opportunityi_ es-
pecially because it was suggested that I share
witliyou some of our expefiences in the estab-
lishinent of our recently created_ "Center For
Excellence In Education." In creating the Cen-

ter, we, and the "we" included Arizona's State
Superintendent of Public Instruction Carolyn
Warner; abolished our heritageour tradi-
tional college of educationand ventured
into some new ways of teaching teachers to
teach through a statewide and university-wide
cooperative effort. In the process, we have
learned quite a bit in one short year.

Northern Arizona University (NAU) iS
often referred to as Arizona's "Mountain Cam-
pus" because it is located in Flagstaff at an
elevation of 7,000 feet, in the foothills of the
volcanic San Francisco Peaks which rise to just
under 13,000 feet. The campus is surrounded
by nearly two million acres of pine and aspen
forest, crystal blue lakes, and several scenic
wonders including the incomparable Grand
Canyon of the Colorado River. In addition to
eioying the most picturesque scenery of Ari-
zona's three universities, NAU is also the most
fortunate in having fewer problems normally
associated with larger universities, such as our
two mega sistersi Arizona State University and
the University of Arizona, both of which have
student populations between 30,000 and
40;000 students; while NAU enrolls slightly
less than 12,000.

Since its founding as the Northern Arizona
Normal School in 1899, Northern Arizona
University has been known statewide and in
the Southwest for its long-term commitment
tothe preparation of teachers and school ad-
ministrators._ Thus; in 1984 it assumed a lead-
ership role in the state in response to the na-
tional movement toward fundamental reform
of teacher education by creating the state's
and, as far as I know, the nation's first compre-
hensive Center for Excellence in Education.

The Center is the embOdiment of several of
the most important recommendations maet in
the fluriy of recent national and state studies
on education. It is also a response to the pri-
mary recommendation of all of these studies,
namely that colleges of education undergo
fundamental, systemic changes and become
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fully integrated with other colleges within the
university as well as with all levels of public
education.

Although we cannot claim that all the meth-
ods we employ in -pursuit of those goals are
new; we do know that we are the first univer-
sity to dismantle completely our existing col-
lege of education in order to create the kind of
school needed to prepare teachers capable of
returning the United States to world lead-
ersliip in education.
: Although effecting change_ in an :educa-

tional mstitution is normally; as you all know
too well, 2 glacially slow process, the accom-
plishments of the NAU Center's first full year
of operation have been significant.

My purpose in being here, however, is not to
praise NAU, but rather to share with you the
means by which we are pursuing the institu,
tional reform needed to: improve our :teacher
preparation program, with the hope that pen
haps our experience may benefit those of you
who are considering similar endeavors.

The Need

As:I have reflected omit, the impetus for the
cr^tion of the Center for EXcellence in Edu-
cation began with my participation in the 1981
Council of Chief State School Officers Sum-
mer Institute, "Quality Education: A Common
Agenda." Subsequent attendance and pan
ticipation in the 1983 Council of Chief State
School Officers Yale Conference, "Excellence
in Teaching: A Common Goal"; study of A
Nation At Risk; and service on the Governor's
Task Force, coupled with a sequence of other
events, led us at NAU to our present stage of
development. Let me read you a few notes that
I made in February 1983, after hstening to
Ernie Boyer [President, Carnegie Foundaticn
for the Advancement of:Teaching]:

L Use South Beaver School, which is adja-
cent to NAU; as a special NAU/Flagstaff Public
School institution; somewhat of a demonstra-
tion project.

2. Use NAU faculty as consultants to
Flagstaff public schools, even to teach enrich-
ment courses.

3. Use Flagstaff public school faculty to
consult and teachin the univers4

4; Make joint appointments between the
university faculty and the public school faculty.

5. Financing. How do we finance all of this?
6. Can the public sdiools identify potential

teachers among their graduates, with NAU

providing scholarship assistance so they could
enter:the profession?

I also made the following notes of items I
wanted to discuss with my EXecutive Council
at Northern Arizona UnEersity: we need a
vigorous school of education that provides
leadership in working with theschools; work-
ing with the arts and sciences disciplines; and
setting university admission standards in col-
laboration with public schools and the state
department of educatiom

Therefore; chiefs; impetus for the creation
of the Center for Excellence in Education goes
to you; and especially to my friend and col-
league, Carolyn Warner [Superintendent of
Public _Instruction, Colorado], for providing
me with the opportunity to listen and to inter-
act with your speakers and participants, es-
pecially Ernie Boyer and John_ Sawyer [Presi-
dent; Andrew W. Mellon Foundation]: And;
although they didn't realize it, the Mellon and
Carnegie Foundations, through their spon-
sorship _of this summer institute:series, have
indirectly funded a major educational reform
in Arizona at a total cost of ten nights lodging;
ten continental breakfasts, ten luncheons, and
a few dinners.

A series of fortuitous events followed, which
soon made my required course of action self-
evident. In November 1983; I heard Paul
Woodring address the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU).
Woodring; a distinguished professor of educa-
tional psychology and a former education
editor of the Saturday Review, had just been
named the AASCU Distinguished Alumnus
for 1983. His remarks offered many cogent
insights:into the problems facing teacher edu-
cators. He underscored our responsibility with
a pote from John Dewey that "All other re-
forms in education depend on our success in
improving the quality of teaching personnel."

Woodring also suggested that the multiply-
ing echelons of administrative authority
within universities haVe; _over the years; se-
verely limited the opportunity for intellectual
leadership from central administration and
have contributed to a situation in which inter-
action among faculty takes place almost en-
tirely within departments. The resulting frag-
mentation of theuniversity as a whole has_ led,
in the case of AASCU institutions; to a loss of
appreciation of the original purpose of those
schools.

Nearly all AASCU schools began as "normal
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schools" created specifically for thepurpose of
preparing teachers; Woodrmg contended, "We
have been permitted to accept additional re-
sponsibilities, only because we convinced the
legislatures that we could hecome comprehen-
sive universities_ without neglecting our pri-
mary task." He further suggested that we re-
turn to the original idea of the normal school;
which was to establish the norms for public
education;

The final event that convinced me to initiate
fundamental change at Northern Arizona
University wasmy reading of a report by Clark
Kerr in which he stated that only abOut twenty
perceat of today'S university presidentsare as-
suming any leadership role in_ academic mat-
ters, Remembering Alfred North Whitehead's
comment; "Celibacy does not suit a university;
it must mate itself with action," I decided to
join that twenty percent.

The Opportunity

My first :action was to prepare a position
paper fOr the Arizona Board of Regents that
proposed the establishment of the Center for
Excellence in Education. The routing of the
proposal was somewhat unorthodox in that it
was submitted directlyi_ rather than through
the normal university faculty committee and
system channels. But it was_imperative to move
quickly because the:deadline far modification
of budget requests to the state legislature was
only three weeks away.

From this point events seemed to take on a
life of their own. Although:I invested a great
deal of energy:shepherding theproposal
through the political process; the Center for
Excellence seemed very much an idea whose
time had come; From the outset; a spirit of
cooperation and collaboration pervaded the
prcject.

The Board of Regents approved the pro-
posal despite its_ unconventional presentation
and opposition from our sister institutions in
Tempe and Tucson. The_ proposal then went
to the state legislature._Surprisingly; thatdelib-
erative body appropriated an additional
$1;000;000 last year and an additional
$400;000 this year to the former college of
education's:normal operating budget in order
to launch the new Center,

Carolyn Warner and_ members of her staff
at the:Arizona Department of Education who
were intimately involved in development of

the concept enthusiastically endorsed the Cen7
ter. The state board of education granted
Northern Arizona University a six-year waiver
of program approval in order to provide us
withi ample time for experimenting with the
curriculum. On July I; 1984; the Center for
Excellence in Education became a reality.

The Execution

Once_the Center vas_approved, the question
arose whether this envisioned partnership for
change (requesting cooperation across the uni-
versIty; and with the public schools, business
and industry; professional organizations, and
the state department of education) could actu-
ally work.

The support of the faculty, especially those
in the former College of :Education; would
obviously be essential to the success of the
Center. With some anxiety about how the pro-
posed changes would affect their positions, the
consensus of the faculty was that something
had to be done to improve the quality of
teacher preparation.

The faculty was solicited with specific re-
quests as to the:contributions they could make
to the Center. Many myths about the conser-
vatism and intransigence of college professors
were destroyed as these interviews proceeded.

Among the education faculty there was tre-
mendous enthusiasm for the center, as they
recognized the potential to influence_ posi-
tively the future of their discipline. Faculty
from other colleges, especially those of arts
and sciences; social and behavioral sciences;
and the creative arts, immediately grasped the
opportunity to make a contribution and to
expand their role in teacher preparation pro-
grams. It is interesting to note that faculty
from such unlikely _disciplines as forestry and
enOneering also-joined.

Having established the partnership for
change on campus; the next step was to ex-
pand initial conceptual work and the existing
support of the state department of education
and to include the public school districts of the
state. We were fortunate in that thc state de-
partment of education_ had_ been laying the
groundwork for the need for a Center for
same timer_ State Superintendent Carolyn
Warner had long been advocating "systemic"
reform of the state's teacher preparation pro-
grams, including certification requirements
based on the demonstration of teaching skills
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rather than "seat time." The completion of a
specific series of college courses was supposed
to impart the skills needed for teaching, but
the effectiveness of those courses had become
an article of faith rather than an assessed
reality.

As early as 1979, an Arizona State Board of
Education :task farce_ had clearly delineated
competencies required of teachers and admin-
istrators and had moved certification from a
course work-only basis to a combination of
demonstrable skills and academic preparation.
The state board also initiated the "Arizona
Teacher Residency Program," a system by
which newly _graduated teachers work_ under
the supervision of master teachers for two
years to ensure complete mastery of teaching
skills before full certification; That program is
now a cooperative venture of the state depart-
ment of education and NAU's Center for Ex-
cellence in Education.
: Another important initiative from the state

department of education wasthe development
of a "School Improvement Unit," which cam,
bined everyone from the state department
who is involved in school inservice programs
into asingle, coordinated team. Northern Ari-
zona University _has entered into cooperative
agreements with the state department and
with school districts by which students earn
university credit toward a master's degree
through participation in these inservice skill
development programs; In addition; state de-
partment of education "faculty" are appointed
as adjunct faculty of NAU.

The next step was to involve the individual
public schools throughout the state in a collab-
orative approach basecL on the U.S. Depart-
ment af Agriculture's Cooperative Extension
Service; which for years has offered similar
assistance to farmers; The idea was to foster
the "University Without Walls" concept, offer-
ing consultation to schools and career devel-
opment opportunities to personnel in urban
areas as well as to _the most remote corners of
the state. As of today_we have twelve sites away
from campus staffed _by education spe-
cialistsutilizing the land-grant model of
county agricultural extension specialists.

Verhaps the mast important element of the
Center's interaction with the schools was the
assurance that we were serious abOut creating
an equal:working partnership and obviating
one of the mast often heard criticisms of
teacher education by public school personnel;

namely, that education professors often are
out of touch with the public classroom. From
the outset we incorporated as much input as
possible from practicing teachers to ensure
that our students would be in touch with cur-
rent classroom realities throughout their un-
dergraduate career, beginning at die soph-
omore level, rather than limited to their final
semester of student teaching.

The Organization

While we were developing collaborative ar-
rangements with the public schools, we were
structuring the internal organization of the
Center to faster a _cooperative atmosphere.
The traditional college organizational hier-
archy had contributed little to interdisciplin-
ary cooperation. To ensure that the Center
would be a vehicle for cooperation, utilizing
disciplines throughout the University, a new
kind of managerial structure was established.

By appointing a university vice president as
the executive director af the Center; we facili-
tated decision-makin& and emphasized the
status of the Center as a "university within the
university." Because the executive director is
primarily concerned with long range policy
and strategic planning, an associate executive
director supervises the daily operations of the
Center and functions at the level of a college
dean. Flowever;_ unlike a traditional college;
the Center is organized on a team-leadership
matrix; a concept borrowed from the aero-
space industry, organizing personnel accord-
ing to the requirements of a particular project
rather than en a rigid departmental strixture.

The matrix: approach enables different
groups af individuals to work to_gether on
various projects; thereby providing exposure
to new ideas and different working styles. It
also allows greater flexibility of response to
changes in the:organizational environment,
making it possible for the Center to create or
eliminate programs without having to re-
organize entire departments. Perhaps most
importantly, the matrix system encourages
professors to initiate and operate their own
prc*cts with the understanding that they may
enlist the expertise of faculty and staff
throughout the university without violating
administrative protocol.

To understand the team matrix,: it may be
helpful to_delineate the functional divisions of
the Center; the kinds of programs in each divi-
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sion, and the manner of assigning faculty to a
division. There are five divisions: Professional
Programs, Field-haSed Programs, Educational
Serviees, Re Search, and a fifth, somewhat dif-
ferent unit, the Arizona Center for Vocational
Education; The Division of Professional Pro-
grams is in many ways the heart of the Center,
having assumed functions of the old college of
education in conducting on-campin programs
for preservice teacherS and school admin-
iStrators.

In redeSigning the entire education curricu-
llini in teilits of course/content competency;
the division took the first step in creating the
skill-based program advocated by Carolyn
Warner and the state department of educa-
tion. Redundancies_ in methods courses have
been eliininated,:alkAing students time for
additional liberal St tidies courses and more
rigofftS Weil in content areas; The programs
are organized as modules and professional se=
mesters rather than by an accumulation of
one, two, and three student credit-hour
courses. And as was indicated earlier, the cur-
riculum is experience-based.

The division alSO COordinatesi content
Other departments and colleges

Within the iiiiiVerSity to provide education stu-
dents with the same rigor of course_ work as
students in other disciplines. Students at the
Center take their content courses _with stu-
dents majoring in the particular discipline.
For example, if a student plans to teach biol-
Ogy, he tit She takeS the Same content courses
AS a biology Major.

The second functional unit of the Center_is
the Divison of Field-based Programs, responsi-
ble for administering the "University Without
Walls" that offers teachers with limited access
to a university the opportunity to earn an ad-
vanced degree. As WAS indicated earlier, the
diViSion tdrithtly operates twelve fieki_ sites
for teachers from local schools with a Curried-
lum so arranged that hours that must be taken
on campus can be completed during the_sum-
mer. Examples are Yuma and Nogales. Even-
tually, the division will have a field site in each
of Arizon's fifteen tOtinties and will establish
everal regional offices where students may

Obtain aeadeniit adViSethent needed to pursue
a field-based degree.

The thirdEducation Serviceswas mod-
eled after the Cooperative Extension Service
and is the most exemplary illustration of direct
collaboration between the Center and indi-

vidual public _SchoolS. Scion :after the Center
opened, thiS divisiOn notified Arizona schools
of the kinds of serViCes it could provide; such
as inservice workshops; consultation and other
forms of direct aid. The schools responded
with more than 5,000 specific requests_for as=
sistance. To date about seventy schools have
received assistance ranging from workShapS
on assertive diStipline to consultatibn on the
hiring of_top-level adthiniStrators to Wholesale
restructuring of science and Math Curricula.
At this time, about forty distinct projects are
being operated by the division.

Our immediate involvement in the prob=
lems of the public schools has help-ed Solidify
their partnership with the university. The
schools are reteiving praCtical help :no* in-
stead of being eicpected to wait until the influ-
ence of better-prepared future teachers be-
comes felt. The Center for Excellence also
benefits because its extensive contact with the
schools enables it to stay informed of the ac=
tual needs in the field.

The fourth section Of the Centeris the Divi-
sion of Research. It iS reSponsible for encour-
aging, initiating, and publishing research
about Arizona schools; preparation of fund-
ing proposals; and faculty development ac-
tivities. Although it functions somewhat inde=
pendently ofthe other four units, the Arizona
Center for Vocational Eft-catkin is in reality
the Center's fifth diVision. Similarly, it is also
an excellent example of cooperation between
the university and the state's public schools.
Funded by the Arizona Department of Educa-
tion and housed on the NAU campus,_it serves
as a clearinghouse for vocational edutAtiOn
curriculum and research, And provideS qate-
of-the-art instructional materiats to Vocational
educators acfoss the state. Its continuous mon-
itoring of the training needs of industry also
helps the Center maintain a vital network of
contacts within the business community. Stud-
ies have shown a strong positive correlation
between how well informed _people Are abbut
educational institutions and hoW SuppOrtive
they are. The contacts Made through_the Voca-
tional education pfograins serve as an impor-
tant vehiele by which buiiness people are in-
formed about the whole range and purpose of
center activities.

The People
Although tremendous effort was expended

to create a cooperative organizational frame-
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work, the essence of the Center is spirit, not
structure. No matter how cleverly one may
design an organization, ultimately, it is peopte
who make it _work. Consequently,:great care
was taken to find individualS to fill the most
responsible posi+iiiiis in the Centerindi-
viduals Who demonstrated an outstanding ca-
pacity for teamwork.

Normally, it might be inappropriate to sin-
gle out individual contributors to a project
which requires great dedication from so many,
but it may be of value to provide you with
examples of the type of people who_are most
likely to lie attracted tO a Major ediication re-
form effort. One of the most important indi-
viduals hired to direct the Center was Dr.
George N. Smith, an Arizona educator for
thirty-five years, seventeen of them as superifi=
tendent iof the Mesa schools,ia system That,
finder his leadership, repeatedly won national
recognition for excellence Smith has_ earned
statewide recognition in his three terms as
President of the Arizona Board of Education
and national exposure as a member of Presi-
dent Reagan's Intergovernmental Advisory
Council on Education.

As a public school administrator rather than
a career university man,_ his selection under-
Scores_ the top priority of the Center: provid-
ing service to schools in a spirit of cooperation,
not condescension. On the assumption that
the quality and applicability of new prepara-
tion programs could best be judged by some-
one with extensive public school experience,
we felt that the credibility needed to overcome
the misgivings of public sChool personnel
about changes in established pedagogical
methodi also required leadership by someone
with a reputation for having successfully di-
rected long-range educational strategy.

The second key person in the Center is the
Associate Executive Director, Dr. DaVid
Williams, who also came from a career in the
public schools. He has been a teacher, a prin-
cipal, and for twelve years; superintendent of
the Flagstaff school district. We tapped
Carolyn Warner's Associate Superintendent,
Dr. Tom Reno, to serve as Director of Field
Services. Who would have letter knowledge of
Arizona's schools, its administrators, and its
teachers?:

Similarly, the Director of the Division of Ed-
ucational Services, Dr. Raymond Ver Velde,
also had extensive experience in public
schoolshaving been a principal and superin=

tendent==as well as ekperierice in the univer-
sity with the North Central Association.

ExeMplary of the university-wide coopera-
tion the Center has fostered; Dr. Philip Rulon,
one of NALT's most respected historians, _di=
reas the research division. Dr. Rulon took a

of absence fr-om the College of Arts and
Sciences to help eStabliSh the teSearch compo-
nent of the Center.

Many others have made significant contri-
butions to the Center, of course; I single out
these individuals to illustrate that once the
leadership was provided for changing the uni=
versity's approach_ to teacher preparation,
many dedicated and talented people were anx=
ious th participate in that change.

The Programs

With this brief oVerall sketch of the Center; I
would like to turn to a few specific examples of
programs the Center has initiated and the_col=
laboration necessary to implement them. One
successful project at a local elementary school
provides sophomore education:students with
ah early opportunity to work inside a class-
robm and immediately apply techniques they
have learned in their university met:lods
courses;

This preject is a response to the criticism
tkat education students icome out Of college
steeped ifi educational_ theory, but with little
skill in applying that :theory to the needs of
indiVidual students; Many researchers and
praCtithig teadieri Contend that one semester
of student teaching is simply insufficient time
to develop these skills.

The program combines six traditional
methods courses into a single, integrated,
fourteen=credit;hotit program of instruction
and practice. Students spend four hoursa_day
at the:Sabi:A, With tWO professors conducting
foriiial_ClassiOOth instruction and supervising
the application of the methods taught.

Twenty-eight students were _divided into
fourteen teams with each team of two students
assigned to a cooperating teacher from the
school. After each instruction period, the
teams reported to the cooperating teacher's
class to apply the _methods they had just
learned. As the semester progressed, the stu-
dents Were given increased responsibility for
conducting lessons, although the class always
remained under the control of the cooperat-
ing teacher.
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One result of the program: has: been_a dra,
made increase in the professionateonfidence
of_ the participants; who progressed much
more rapidly in their skill development than
the typical student teacher. A result that was
not fully anticipated was that students actually
learned their methodology much :faster than
those in traditional on-campus classes. One
factor was the continuity of instruction_as :op,
posed to the arbitrary division_ of lessons into
fifty-minute _blocks. More _importantly, the
lessons had an immediate relevance and an
immediate feedback on how well [the students]
understood their assignments and what varia-
tions of a particular method worked best for
them. Every student who participated in the
program reported thatit was themost exciting
experience of their_academic careers;

The Center's bilingual and English-as-a-sec-
ond-language programs are other examples of
effective collaboration between 'he Center and
the public schools. Arizona recently passed
legislation requiring certified bilingual teach-
ers in,most of its school districts. To assist_ the
schools in meeting this: mandatei_ the Center
arranged with_ the College of_ Arts and Sci-
ences for the transfer of its top bilingual cur-
riculum planner to work with the Center for
one year. Working closely with the state de-
partment of education, the Center has pre-
pared a set of bilingual programs that are
adaptable to the needs of virtually any district
in _the state.

The third example of our collaboration with
the state's schools is the recent completion of a
set of articulation agreements with all sixteen
of Arizona's community colleges. For years we
have known that _the loss of course credits was
a major_reason that students_who transferred
to_the :university_ were _far less likely _to cm-
plete their degrees than those who entered as
freshmen; The agreements we have developed
provide community college _students :with
course equivalencies between their school and
NAU anda written contract guaranteeing that
course requirements -will not change before-he
or she enters _the university._ The_ Arizona:Su-
perintendent _of Public_Instruction hailed
these agreements as a major achievement for
the state's educational system;

Other examples of collaboration and coop-
eration with the publie schools include an ex-
tensive specialieducation teacher preparation
program on Are Navajo Indian_ reservation
and assistance in the establishment of the first

high school on the Hopi Indian reservation.
Biology and physics faculty worked through
the Center to conduct a statewide survey of
public schools to provide hard data on the
anticipated shortage of math and science
teachers in the state.

Replication

If by this time you have begun to wonder
how the Center's partnership with public
schools might be replicated in your state, you
might also be wondering how much of the
success of the Center is due to:the soundness
of the underlying concept and lit w mudi may
simply be the product of a unique set of for-
tuitous circumstances; Ce-tainly conditions in
Arizona contributed to the rapidity and effec-
tiveness with which the Center was instituted.
Arizona is a sparsely populated state with only
three universities and one:private college in-
volved in:teacher preparation. A reform pro-
gram of this extent is probably_easier to imple-
ment in Arizona than in a more populous state
with a more complex university system.

Moreover, the personal acquaintance of
many of the regents and legislators with the
principal administrators of the program un,
doubtedly helped allay concerns _as to the aca7
demic integrity and professional competence
with which the Center would be established
and operated. Such crucial components as the
six-year waiver of certification requirements
would have been far more difficult, if not im,
possible, to secure had the state felt the need
to create an elaborate system of checks and
balances.

_The willingness of Arizonans from all walks
of life and all levels of education to work to-
gether toward a common goal has been in-
spirational, but I am confident that people
who are prepared to set aside philosophic dif-
ferences and divisive interests for the sake of
future generations can be found in every state.
Such differences must:be set aside if educa-
tionalmediocrity is_to be overcome. A Nation
At Rith made it abundantly clear that the edu-
cational system in America must be an inte-
grated systeri of public school and university
education if it is to regain its ,national and
international prestige. The quality of educa-
tion delivered to elementary students is a di,
rect consequence of_ the: quality__ of teacher
prer ration offered:in colleges of education;
Conversely, the ability of students entering
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college teacher preparation programs is a
function:of :the quality of education in the
public schools.

The recent revelations of the deficiencies in
the present educational system have under-
scored the urgent _need for creative, cooper-
ative reform. Nearly one hundred years ago,
H.G. Wells made a comment that seems even
more pertinent today. He said, "Human his-
tory is becoming more and more a race be-
tween education and catastrophe." I need not
dwell upon the various forms such catastrophe
could take, but my experience has been that
many individuals at all levels of education are
more willing today than ever before to work
together to develop the quality education that
is our best defense against such tragedy.

Implications

WhenJohn Good!ad spoke at the Center for
Excellence this spring, he contended that fu-
ture technological changes and fiscal realities
will create a whole new set of relationships
among_teathers, students; administrators; and
the community The teaching profession will
include a vast array of specialities and levels of
training unknown today As these new rela-
tionships develop, it will become _increasingly
important for educators at all professional lev-
els to collaborate, cooperate, and support one
another.
: One simple but effective means Northern

Arizona University has used this year to recog-
nize_ teachers and the public schools was to
confer honorary doctorates upon the Arizona
Teacher of the Year and the President of the
State Board of Education. In addition, the
Teacher of the Year_ and the runners-uwere
made adjunct faculty of the Center. These
symhOlic gestures were intended ta show both
the publkand_theteachers acmss the state that
indeed their efforts are being noticed and that
outstanding public school teachers should be
ranked among the most valuable members of
society

To further recognize the value of public
school teachers to the educational community;
NAU has become involved in developing
workable career ladders, actively _pmmoting
increased financial incentives for teachers, and
creating faculty exchange programs that pro-
vide college professors and public school
teachers the opportunity to exchange profes-

sional roles and to:use master teachers and
administrators as adjunct faculty

We do not claim to have overcome all the
pitfalls and problems that accompany change,
nor do we pretend to have answered all the
question& that our initiative has raised. We do,
howeven take encouragement from the words
of the Roman poet Horace; who said; "He hag
half the deed done who has made a begin-
ning."

The team at the NAU Center for Excellence
will continue to work toward establishing the
most effective and best-integrated state educa-
tional system in the nation and to hope that
our efforts will be a model for others who
lielieve as we do, th- there is no more noble
endeavor for:human beings to pursue than to
share die fullness of their humanity through
the achievement of excellence in education.

Thank you.

RALPH TURLINGTON (Commissioner of
Education, Florida): What has happened or is
happening at the two other state universities in
Arizona?

DR. HUGHES: h is difficult for me to say
what has happened there. There was a great
deal of apprehension and concern about the
creation of the Center. My prediction is that
the: University of_Arizona will continue to :be
basically aresearch- and graduate-eriented in-
stitution. I believe this is shown by the ap-
pointment of their new dean. I would predict
they will do less in terms of preparation of
teachers and school personnel and working
directly with schools. I cannot yet predict what
Arizona State will do. It has_not_appointed a
dean and has so much work taking care of
Maricopa County that I do not think we will
see them following our initiative.

I have tried to encourage both of theinstitu-
dons; as well as any others, to work with us in
this endeavor hecause we know there is more
to he done than we can do. We are trying to
bring all the resources os the state to bear:on
solving these problems. This includes working
with the schools; from preschool_ through the
university We welcome their input and have
had some direct cooperation. As an example,
the first person to teach in our Nogales Pmject
was a faculty member from the University of
Arizona whom we assigned to the project. We
had one professor coming from Arizona State,
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but for some reason this was cancelled, and we
did not ask them again.

We continue to offer the open hand of fel-
lowship and friendship, saying, "We would like
you to join with us if you :are willing to be
different and innovative_ and work with school
people to make these things happen. If you
want to be_a traditionalist, then we do not want
you." So, that is my prediction: that is the best
I can do at this point.

ROBERT H. BENTON (Superintendent of
Pul)lic Instruction, Iowa):: I am intrigued by
this. I wonder if you could not have done the
same thing had you gotten this kind of lead-
ership in your College of Education, rather
than abolishing that part of your structure?

DR. HUGHES: Bob, you might have been
able to, but the problem , within a university
as within many other social organizations,
when you do things through collegiality, they
do not get done. It takes too long. And we
might have gotten there,ten years, filv years,
maybe even a_year from now, In terms of get-
ting additional funding from the legisiature
and obtaining approval from the Regents, we
had a window _of opportunity about three
weeks in length. Had we not moved very
rapidly, it would never have happened at our
institution.

LYNN SIMONS (State Superintendent of
Public Instruction; Wyoming): As a follow-up
to Ralph Turlington's question, did you then
make any changes in the promotion and ten-
ure policies for people who participated in the
celitet?

DR. HUGHES: We did not have to. During
my tenure as President, we have had a policy
whereby we take the funds for salary increases
for merit adjustments and portion those out to
the colleges and schools, in this case to the
Center for Excellence, which has, in essence,
the same amount of money per caOta as any
other unit within: the institution. Therefore,
faculty members involved in-service with the
public schools can be rewarded just as well as
those in research or a Ph.D. program in biol-
ogy.* is because of the way we have disbursed
the funding.

CHARLIE McDANIEL (Superintendent of
Schools, Georgia): I can understand how this

would be very acceptable within your own
state. However, aren't the one-half of your
graduates who move to other states going to
meet a great deal of skepticism when they seek
to be certified? How do you foresee resolving
that problem?

DR; HUGHES: First of all, I do not think half
of our graduates gp to other states. Some
eighty percent of our student body is from
Arizona and most of them have been placed in
Arizona. The key is that we are now a National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion (NCATE)-am-edited progam and still
meet the standards of the State Board for cer-
tification. We do it through ensuring that the
students who graduate have the skills neces-
sary to be teachers and administrators. While
the approach is: different, the skills are the
same as those developed in any other pro-
gram. We may have to explain that, but I think
we can do it.

EVERETT HARRIS (Associate Professor, Vo-
cational Education and Technology, Univer-
sity of Vermont): I am curious. Do you have a
faculty senate, and did t%ey vote on this ar-
rangement?

DR. HUGHES: We do have a faculty senate,
and no, they did_not vote. Neither did they
vote on their confidence in the President.

CALVIN FRAZIER (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Colorado): In the end, what will cause
you to believe that the product is better now
than it was before?

DR, HUGHES: In terms of teacher education
alone, we can look at how well our students
were performing on tests such as the Arizona
Teacher Proficiency Exam and compare those
results with the results of a new test that has
just been approved with the Pre-professional
Skills Test. They are not equivalent, but there
are some similarities, and I think we can make
a fair assessment Among other things, we will
have to _go to the school districts and consult
with teachers and administrators as to how our
teachers do now as compared to how teachers
did before.

We received funding for the Center on July
1 of last year. Although we knew we were
going to be able to go forward on our plans,
we did not have the money in time to hire
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appropriate people for Rime key administra-
tive and faculty positions: We are just in the
process of doing that now, almost a year later.
Yet we had to make that program go in order
to show some progress in year one. At the
same time, we had to maintain all the old
programs for everyone in the pipeline. So it
Was rather like flymgan airplane wherryou are
just finishing the sketches on the drawing
board.

RICHARD KUNKEL (Executive Director,
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education): Tomorrow we_ will have a chance
to visit with NCATE, and I think we will see a
tremenclouS_ similarity between :many of the
tenets on which you are operating and those
underlying the NCATE redesign; What struck
me is that you started your remarks with the
word "abolish." I am living with the same sen-
sitivity with the word "redesign" right now as
we move to the new system at NCATE. The
challenge is not to step on the face of history. I

am 'won ering whether the word "abolish" was
applied also to the transition from the normal
school &vs?

DR HUGHES: I cannot respond to that be-
cause I was not there: I do not know what the
word was at that time; However, the key in our
case wus that we talked about what we were
going to establish at the same tune we talked
about what we were going to abolish. That
gave assurance to those who were concerned
about abolishing. Also, the fact that we tried to
go back to what we were originally in terms of
teacher education; which entailed a university-
wide effort to be a normal school and involve
everybody in teacher education, gave strength
to some and concern to others. It gave concern
to some of those groups who do tibt want to he
called teacher educators, eveni though :they
teach math and English to people who will be
teachers.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to
speak to you.
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ROBERT BENTON (Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction, Iowa); It is my pleasure to in-
troduce the moderator for this afternoon;
David Imig. Since 1980 he has been the Exec-
utive Director of the American Association of
Colleges for Teachers Education (AACTE).
He holds a Ph.D. in philosophy from the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana, as well as a Master
of Arts degree from the same institution. His
experience in, education covers a wide variety
of professional positions; including serving as
an assistant to the Director of the U.S. AID
Mission to Liberia iand as a teacher in a sec-
ondary school in Tanzania. As the chief ad-
ministrator of the AACTE, Dr. Imig is respon-
sible for overseeing the planning, implementa-
tion,:and evaluation of programs; :or per-
forming public relations roles and interpreting
association policies to outside groups, for
maintaining close communication with the
president of the organization, and for serving
as an advocate for AACTE positions in policy.
He has also maintained a close relationship
with the Council of Chief State School Of-
ficers, a relationship which was solidified in
August 1984 at a special conference in Chi-

cago involving ten deans of schools of educa-
tion and ten chief state school officers.

DR. IMIG: Thanks, Bob. It is indeed a priv-
ilege to be a part of this institute. Coming to
Lake Delavan, meeting with the Chiefs and
others not always so friendly to teacher educa-
tion, reminds me of a story that perhaps has
been told too many times. A missionary in
Africa shortly before his return to the United
States was granted an opportunity by his
bishop to take a trek on the Serengeti. There
he was finally to see African game and take
lots of pictures _before going, home._

The story, of course, is that as be walked
across the Serengeti one hot and dusty after-
noon; he encountered a pride of lions and
immediately dropped to his knees; raised his
hands and sought God's intervention by say-
in, "Please, Lord, protect and preserve me."
He opened his eyes to see the lions also on
their knees. Overcome with relief, he sought
to join this supplication until: he heard the
lions' prayer: "Lord we thank you for the
bounty you have bestowed upon us and of
which we are about to partake. . . ."
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Anyway, many of our members view theil
experiences in working with the Chiefs as not
dissimilar from those of our missionary
friend. On a more serious note, dealing with
people:like_ Rob Benton, Cal Frazier, Goiddir
Ambach, Ted Sanders; and other chief state
school officers has been particularly beneficial
for deans of education. The cooperation and
co-partnership between AACTE anclCCSSO
has been outstanding. I attribute much of this
to Bill Pierce. Bill has brought to CCSSO and
also to the whole Washington environment a
deep sense:of interest and concern on the
topicof teacher education; Understanding the
role the CCSSO couldiplay in _promoting ex-
cellence in teacher education and helping to
shape that role has been his extraordinary
strength._Bill's willingness to identify, cultivate
and build collaborative relationships with otli=
ers through the Forum of Educational Organi-
zational Leaders (FEOL) and other organiza-
tions is a testimony to that vision;

AACTE and the Chiefs have had a series of
activities over the past few yearsBob men7
tioned the Exxon meeting at Lincolnshire. I
think_ that what Ted Sanders [Suerititendetit
of Education, Illinois] and Dick BOyd [sivet=
intendent:of :Education, Mississippi] haVe
given to the National Council fOr the Ac-
creditation of Colleges of Teacher Education
(NCATE) effort in bringing together the
Chiefs and deans around the issue of_quality
and excenence in teacher education through
NCATE deserves:recognition and applause; I
also think the collaborative work through the
Forum of Educational Organizational LeaderS
should be recognized;

This afternoon you _have a unique oppor-
tunity to hear three different perspectives on
the relationship between universities and
schools and the impact such relationshipS tan
have on teacher quality.: Three individuals
with three different kinds of perspectives
Ph.D.s_ from Chicago; Minnesota and North-
western; fields as diverse as anthropology, the-
ater,_political science, mathematics, and educa=
tional administration; a geographical spread
that includes experiences at_ the _East=West
Center in Hawaii and: universities:in Florida,
Illinois, California, Wisconsin, and ArkariSas;
and; finally, involvement with several different
patterns of teacher preparation. Henrietta
Schwartz _has a fifth-year_ post7baccalaureate
program that is mandated by the state and is
dean of a large urban teacher education pro-

gram at San Francisco-State University. Ed
Weidner has a totally -different kind of- pro-
gram. It reflects_ _the _innovative ways Of _the
brand rieW_ institution that _he has _championed
and led far nineteen years; and_its location_ in
one of America's_ best-known mid-size _cities
the University of Wisconsin, _Green Bay. Fi.7
nally, there is David Smith, who was recog=
nized this morning by Mike Timpane [Presi-:
dent; Teachers College; Columbia University]
as one Of the_ real innoVators in _ the: effort :to
ekterid programs of teacher_ preparation to the
UniVerSity_ Of Florida; and who has _fashioned
an_ _integrated preservice _program at a large
land-grant institution; the University of Flor-
ida. Thus; we have three different patterns,
three different individuals.

The pettoh who has the :first:fifteen _min-
ut6 thiS_ Afternoon is _David Smith; _Dean of
EdiiCatithi: from the_University of Florida; _He
will be _followed by Henrietta Schwartz; Dean
of Education from San Francisco State Univer-
sity; and she by Ed Weidner, Chancellor of the
University of Wisconsin at Green Bay.

DR. SMITH: Thank you, David; I trust you
will help Me conclude my remarks by
2:43 p.m. I am very pleased to have been in-
vited to attend this meetingto listen, learn,
and partiapate. It has been a valuable experi;
ence for mt. I afti grateful to the members of
this group for devoting so much time to
teacher education, an issue that many of -us
believe is Vital to the improvement of ele-
mentary and secondary education in this na-
tion. That this group is giving so much atten-
tion-to this issue is in itself an important fact. It
sends a strong message tci the profession, the
legislatures, and the university presidentS
About the seriousness of the Chiefs regarding
teacher preparation. I genuinely hope that
message will be heard. But; in all candor; I
think the it may need to be sent more than
once for it to be received.

I would like to start by commenting on
what I believe to be Obvious, and I hope that
you share my view.: The centrality of the clasS-
room teachers and, consequently; the impor-
tance afthefireparatiori Of classroom teachers
simply cannot be underestimated. The re-
search that has been drawn together in the last
ten to fifteen years undemores that, if any of
us had any doubts, this is the tae. Therefore,
it is very important that higher education
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should be an integral part of the process of
working with our colleagues in the schoOls.

But- I would Stiggest to you, -while t!
shotild.be the case and should_be obvious,
commitment _does _ not _exist on .our university
campuses to the degree that it should. If time
permits, I would like to comment upon what I
believe _to be a: fundamental inconsistency iin
commitment to the improvement: of de-
inentary and secondary education between
policy makers_and_those .Who...implement the
policy,But after hearing the_comments of the
last _three.._days; .1._would.. like to offer some
information _on issues that are directly, or at
least indirectly, important to the preparation
of teachers and the whole area of collabora-
tion.,

I think We generally agree thatthedataindi,
cate that ournation is_ approaching a shortage
of_ teachers._ Indeed, in_ some states and some
areas .that _shortage _already exists. I simply
want to assert unequivocally that- we do have
the potential toprepare more teachers. Let me
give an example.- In Florida,- the Education
Standards Commission was directedto daia
study about a year ago. We_acquired_a!omple
that_ was_statistically significant_ for _aii..of the
juniors and seniors in the public schools of the
state; Forty percent of those who were :not
interested in a career in teaching indicated that
they would be interested if three things
changed.-First, salaries.-Now you are going:to
Sayi :"Higher salaries? That's -no . news!" The
students feltthat teacher salaries were too low.
The _kicker _is, they thought_ the salaries were
presently higher than in fact they are. -Put
those two facts together and it suggests that
the problem °flow salaries is of greater magni-
tude than we- had realized. Second, these:are
high sehOO1 kids and you-are not goingto fool
therti.- They know _what_ the_ situations _are _like
in_ their _ schools. _They said_ they_ wanted better
working . conditions _for_. teachers; They said,
"We want better equipment; we want better
supplies. We think teachers don!t, have the
einipment to get the job done." Third, they
said, "We would want to teach :students who
behaVed better_ than we _behaved."

Those .are the three _ things they _wanted to
change:.salaries, classroom conditions, and
student behavior. And they were in that order,
by the way.

Again, I simply_ observe the obvious. A dec-
ade ago_ the colleges of education in the
United States were preparing twice as many

teachers as now.:In the last decade, strident
enrollment in colleges of education has been
declining; It is not unusual for a college of
education to be fifty or sixty, percent of the
size that it once was. The reallocation of fac-
ulties and resources occurred within many
universities, some_more painfully than others.
My suggestion is that the institutional capacity
to prepare greater numbers of teachers is
there, but it will take some time to make the
adjustment.

Earlier in the week, a speaker said that we
do not have definitive solutions in research. I
agree with that point of view. But we alSo need
to remember that our knowledge base on
teaching and learning is better, more compre-
hensive, more consistent and more reliable
than we had ever known it to be before. The
information that has been acquired through
meta-analyses and the effective teaching liter7
ature is a rich resource that is intuitively arid
instinctively valuable to practictioners as well
as those being prepared. That needs to be
remembered, and we need to be held responsi-
ble in colleges of education for incorporating
the best knowledge available into preservice
preparation programs.

No profession at any point in its evolution
can apply more knowledge than: the current
state_of the art will permit. But it can utilize
thatknowledge, I am suggesting that the cur-
ricula within the colleges of education can and
need to accept that responsibility, in more
measures than many of us realize. There is an
important ,point that many people do not
know, but that policy makers need to be aware
of. I am deeply troubled that we are not genen
ating the kind of research that will permit
people ten or fifteen years from now; as-
sembled in a room like this; to have the next
generation of knowledge that they can build
upon. That knowledge is simply not being
generated. If it were not for research that was
done in the 1960s and the early 1970s, the
meta-analyses could not have been done, and
we could not be acting with the knowledge and
confidence we have today. The priorities for
research being funded within the states and
the priorities of the federal government in
funding research in the social sciences are very
low, as you know. We aregoing to be at a point
where the next generation: of people like t.t
cannotdo what this generation has just accom-
plished. That is a source of deep concern to
me.
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My Other pOint is that I do not know how to
talk intelligently about teacher education as
though it were a single entity. I can talk about,
and work on, problems associated with the
preparation of elementary teachers, second-
ary teachers, and special education_ teachers.
Btit thoSe three programs are sufficiently dif,
fetent that, if We try to aggregate the threeand
deVelop Some_pretty numbers and tables, they
Will be; I assert, largely meaningless. We sim-
ply need to look at each program separately.

My other point_ is that, currently, schools;
College& and departments of education nez_d
less conversation and more action. I would
like to see the chiefs put heat on people like
us,to ask; "What are you doing? What can
you document that you have done within the
last year or in the last three years to a) dValuate
your program, and b) incorporate the results
of those evaluations and _program improve-
iiients?": It would be useful if we could get
financial support at some point so that those
institutions that are responsive and do engage
in program development do not have to do it
completely_ out of their hide, as is sometimes
the case. I have a friend who is fond of saying,
"Do something even if kis wrong." I confess
that I_ often disagree with the Southern Re-
gional Education Board (SREB), But I do
akree with their oft repeated statement, "Busi-
ness as usual is simply not satisfactory." I
would urge the chiefs in their respective StateS
to encourage and support program develop-
mental activities_ in the SCDEs. Make peOple
uncomfortable if they: ar Noi engage in risk-
taking, and do not make them uncomfortable
if they do engage in risk-taking;

Also; we have a major problem which does
not appear to be well recognized; In the
United States, we have many colleges of educa-
tion and many institutions engaged in teacher
preparation. I said a short time ago_ that we
have approximately 1250 colleges of educa,
tiori. We: hatt redticed- the production:of
teatheirS in the United States by about fifty
peitent in the last ten years; You might be
interested to know that during this period of
decline in teacher production the number of
institutions that prepare teachers increased by
approximately 100. It is an interesting contra-
diction. I ask you to remember, too, that this
decision was Made by non,teacher educators
and Often, I Suspect, for motives that were
More nionetarY than fundamentally related to

the commitment to the p! ration of instruc-
tors for public schools.

I would also ask the question, "Can a faculty
of one or two persons in a department Of
education possess the knowledge that We noW
have in all fields and tratiSMit that knoWledge
effectively to futureieaChers?" isuspect that at
some point a critical mass of faculty necessary.
I don't have a magic number for critical mass,
but I think at some point it has to be too Mall.
I also ask the chiefs to, remember something
else. I am aware that there i& great variation
among the 1250 colleges of edtitationforty-
two percent:of them accredited by NCATE.
Yet, in the discussions I have heard up to this
point; we have acted as though a college of
education is a college of education is college of
education. I do not believe that is true.

Let me give another example, and Ralph
Turlington [Commissioner of Education, Fide-
ida] can comment on it in greater detail if he
care& to. In our state, we have the Florida
Teachers Certification Exam; As you look at
the results of that examination on an institu-
tional basis, do you find consistent results? If
not, why not? Are some schools more produt,
tive than others? Are some apparently more
effective than others, and what are the condi,
tions that lead to those: results? I know, for
example, that on the Florida Teachers Cer-
tification Exam the success ratio at institutions
varies from less than forty percent up to about
ninety-five percent. It _tends to be a difficult
distribution to ckal with. I am talking al:Out a
sensitive and difficult problem, litit I belieVe
that it does need to be addressed. We should
not treat institutions _as though they were all
the same when they are not; any more than we
should treat all kids in the classroom the same
when we know they are not.

Another comment I have heard and will
address briefly relates to the best and brighteSt
in teacher education. We are not &fig titi get
the best and brighteSt; that iS not the right
target to shoot for in my opinion. If we got all
the best and brightest; we would still not have
enough teachers to staff our schools. Do we
have 100,000 _of the best and brightest in the
state of Florida alone? That is the titniier Of
the professionally certified people iive haVe
functioning in:our schbOls. _

We:need to have a COrpS of bright; Capable
and dedicated people. But we need ito recog,
nize that they cannot, and will not, represent
the best and brightest alone. Furthermore,
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teacher education students are simply not as
they are often portrayed; There are data that
show that students in colleges of education
tend to function at, or slightly above, the aver-
age level of the institution they attend. In the
College of Education at the University of Flor-
idaI am using it as an example because itis
hibre typical that' atypicalwe are currently;
in: theinterest of quality, declining to admit,
rejecting; thirty _percent of the applicants to
our teacher preparation programs.: And _I
think you will find that pattern elsewhere. If
we are talking about the low quality:of stu-
dents in education programs, I must identify
an obVious_ but neglected point. No one else
haS pointed ant. That iS, no college of educa-
tion can admit students who have not already
met the admissions standards for that institu7
tion. What is the institutional standard like if
the college within that institution admits those
people?

We need to dispel the notion that we have a
inajOr in Setoridary education; we do not; The
StiidentS take Many more hours in their sub-
ject matter field than they take in secondary
education; They will take student teaching
and typically three other courses. They: will
take approximately twenty-six hours ofeduca,
tion_ during their four-year program. That is
nowhere near a thajor. We maintain an illusion
WithOtit reality. Thank you;

DR; SCHWARTZ: Good afternoon. I am de-
lighted to be here. My husband, Bernie, and I
had a wonderful four days, but now I must
greet and run. I_ want to assure you: that even
though my husband_has been sitting in on
thek sessions, he really is a courageous man.
HoWeVer, he simply did not have enough cour-
age to be the only male spouse participating in
the activities with the other spouses, so he's
been with us. We both congratulate you on a
most stimulating and productive conference.

Let me first tell you who I am. I am an
elitist. I Wag an elingt EngliSh teacher. I was an
elitist anthropologist; I am an elitist dean. And
if elitiit ineans going first class and never set-
ding for second rate, I speak only to elitist
groups; My task is to present:to you in fifteen
minutes or less a view of what is needed in
collahdtatioh froth the university perspective;
Fcit tifoid Of you who are interested m the
lohget- irelskiii, last rar for Curriculum Inguiry
I did a histofiCal piece on successful collab-
orative programs on the national, state, and

local levels. I will try to do what I tell my
graduate students not to do, that is, attempt to
describe, ana!yze, and reform the wOrld in fill
teen minutes or less. I am reminded that When
Margaret Mead was asked where to begin edu-
cating children for World peace; she replied;
"Everywhere at once." So,_while_we are starting
everywhere at once, let me tell you what my
mother told me when she found out that I was
going into public speaking. She said, "Re;
member_ my child, rememikr: the three B'S;
not _Bach, Brahms and BeethoVen, bill be
brief, bei brilliant and be Seated." Arid that is
what I shall try to do; Let me state four as-
sumptions.

First; a teacher preparation program is as
good as its dedicated faculty. The California
State University, of which I am a part, is the
largest university _in the country. We naVe
365,000- students. We prepare betWeen SeVen
and eight thousand teachers a year in fifth-
year programs. We in the school of education
have almost no undergraduate teacher educa-
tion activities. The majority of our activities
are post-baccalaureate, and I shall mention the
exception.

:We have twenty-seven semester tiontS in
which ito prepare a teacher._ They Come tO tts
with their baccalaureate, and we must give
them history and philosophy of education,
methods and materials, a reading course,
mainstreaming, drug and alcohol abuse edu-
cation, and so on, in addition to observation
and participation in public schoolg.Theh they
have fifteen semester hours of student teach-
ing or one full-time semesterof Student teaCh-
ing, We spend about fiVe d011ars more to train
a teacher than we do to give somebody a bac-
calaureate in our system. That is good because
it used to be $3.69 more. In the last several
years w?. have had a number of legislative re=
forms, and we have received additiOrial fund=
ing. By contrast, we spend $30000 to prepare
a_ nurse. I know, because the Department bf
Nursing is in my school; We spend $40,000
more to prepare an engineerthat's not in my
school; The point is that there is an old Hun-
garian proverb that says you need to put your
money where your mouth is. If We really WiSh
to spend more time training teachers arid en-
suring their excelleriee, then We need to be
willing to pay the priCe.

Fifty percent of beginning_ xachers across
the nation drop out of the profession in the
first three years. Our attrition rate is about
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twenty-five percent, largely because of the
concern of my faculty in the School of Educa-
tion. It is interesting that in the San Francisco
follow-up studies we discovered that seventy-
five percent of the: teachers we trained at
SFSU stay in the profession for the first three
years. We went back and_asked why. The over-
whelming, response pointed to a very dedi,
cated faculty that is willing to give each student
a lot of time; My concern is that my faculty_at
the university will "burn out," because, in the
two semesters that they had those students,
they spent a tremendous amount of time with
themmore,lian the full=time employee
union ratio allows. How long can they keep
that up?_ Not taa long;

Second; in examining assumptions about
schooling and teachers; I believe that; outside
the home, schools and teachers are the chief
agents of socialization in our society. I believe
that schools are complex systems with two
sometimes contradictory functions. We expect
schools: to 'preserve the status quo; that is, to
transmit the common cultural heritage._ We
also believe that schools should prepare peo-
ple for changeshould help train productive
adults who are capable of reasoning, decision-
making, and problem solving in a changing
culture.

Third; I believe- that universities alone can-
not prepare a teacher for these complexifunc,
tions. We need the helpof those of you in the
public schools; The training institution must
be tied to the practitioner both in research and
in _practice. Finally, academic freedom is the
hallmark of the university in a democratic so-
ciety. Without it; we cannot serve the common-
weal. So; while we are regulated by the state;
we cannot be dictated to by_the_ state, or we
destroy the purpose of the university.

This last assumption is really critical. It has
implications for credentialing and program
approval. I :believe that credentialing and li=
censing and program approval are two sepa-
rate and distinct functions. You; as the state
officials; are respons;_ble for:credentialing and
licensing; Program_approvaL however; should
be a process of peer review; in which an
NCATE organization; or something like it;
comes in and examines my programs, putting
a stamp of approval on them from the per-
spective of my use of research to train people
and: my engagment in_ the best practice. That
dual system works in medicine; lawi: account-
ing; and other professions. You do the licens-

ing and credentialing; and we do the program
approval. But we work together on both.

Let me talk briefly about recruitment and
selection, one of the major problems in
teacher education. :We need your helpit is
true; the pool is diminishing and getting a
little muddy. :The litany is familiarwomen
and minorities have other opportunities;
schools are not interesting places to work and
so forth. But there are perks and we need to
look for them; Why did Mr. Chips and Miss
Dove stay in the classroom for forty years?
Because there was satisfaction; there wasjoie de
vivre; there was some job security, although
that's_ fading lately. But we need to_ impress
people with the notion that teaching is : a
arorthwhile human activity; and; as David

Smith indicated; then attend to the prac-
ticalities of recruiting excellent students.

How do we get the best and brightest to
enter teaching? We give them quality pro-
grams. We assure them that the programs are
first classthat they have rigor, that they are a
blend of theory and practice. Some mythology
would lead you to believe that we in schools of
education take the best and brightest from arts
and sciences, give each of them a dumb pill
upon entering the schools of education, and
then turn them out_ to you in the schools. I
assure you that we do not; at least not knatc-
ingly. Wei do try to make sure that, when _we
send students out to you as certified profes-
sionals; they can perform in classrooms. All
the research states that people who do go
through a teacher preparation programany
kind of teacher preparation programper-
form much better than people who do not.

What about the content of the curriculum?
As you heard this_morning; many of our sister
institutions have programs and do travel. We
have programs, and we do travel in the Bay
area. But we also understand that a university
is the appropriate place to do preservice train-
ing of teachers; :because:they need libraries;
they need to be close to laboratories; they need
to be engaged in research activities; and _they
need to get some sense of professional identity
with the occupation into which they are going;
The best place to do that, quite frankly, is: a
college campus in cooperation with the public
school. Should teacher education prow ams be
collabOrative? Of course they should. we have
talked much:alai:nit collaboration; but we have
not defined it; Maybe it's the English teacher
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in me, but I woUld like to define what I mean
by tollAboratinii.

Feir me, Ctillaboration haS four charac-
teristiCS. The first is parity, parity amongst the
agents and individuals included in the process
of collaboration. That means on a university=
wide teacher education committee that makes
policy about the teacher preparation program,
we have representatives from the arts and sci-
ences, the public SChoOls, and the state depart=
Merit of edtication; as well as the college of
edikatioh. All of those are involved with the
faculty in monitoring, redesigning, and re.=
forming the curriculum. They all have equal
votes.

At San _FrahtiStO State we haVe such a corn,
mittee. We haVe profesSors frOM the arts an i
StieriCeS. SiMilarly, in the name of parity, -.7e
have "professors in residence" at public
Sehools. This is a special program funded by
the San Francisco Foundation. I wish that we
could have more of them. But every semester,
I have six full professors in residence in Bay
area schools teaching studenis, supervising
student teachers, andidoing Staff development
With the faCulty in that school. In turn, six
public school faculty come to my campus and
work with the methods professors and the
people in arts and sciences, and teach fresh=
man courses in the area of their expertise. The
program is called the Learoiwg Bridge. It has
been working very well. I shall be delighted to
share the research repOrts with you if you like.

It &OAS Money, though. It runs us about a
j$150,000 a year ust for that small program,

and I have a faculty of 160 in teacher educa-
tion. So it's kind of a drop in the bucket, but
it's a good drop. Parity is crucial.

Second, calaWtation ineanS interaction and
liaison. It's not enough for me to sit down and
talk with Bob Alitito, Who was the superinten-
dent of the San Francisco public schools and
the chair of my advisory committee. Also net=
essary is liaison at all levels of the organization.
If we're doing something in secondary Eng-
lish, I want the chair Of the high school ng-
lish department to sit down and work with the
Chair Of Sectindaty education and the English
pibieSSor WhO is involvedinprepaeing English
teaCheii or teaching methods courses. So it
Means lots of formally structured communica=
tion_and liaison at all levels of both organiza=
dons.

Third, collakitatiein means negoiiaiion. We
sit down and talk it out. We Sit in a room for

fourteen hours; if necessary, until we solve the
practical problems involved in a collaborative
effort. For example, if we have a MAT pro=
gram, and we do, where two MATs are split=
ting one teacher's position, how do *e handle
the insurance, the benefits, the payment, the
union? All of those things must be rgotiated,
until the problem is solved to everybody's ad=
vantage. When we do get agreements, we put
them in writing. Therefore, in case I am kid-
napped by pirates tomorrow, and nobody will
pay the $5 million ransom, the prOgram goes
on. We know that th6e _kinds of programs
work when they can evidence six charac-
teriStics. (I like fours and sixes; they are magic
numbers.) We know they work when the pro-
gram has: I) expertise in a discipline, 2) ex-
pertise in communication, 3) expertise in
learning theory and classroom management,
4) expertise in diagnosis, treatment, and eval-
uation, and 5) when they are supervised,
meaningful field experiences, that 6) are eval-
uated and researched on an ongoing basis;

Fourth, collaboration means cooperation be-
tween the school and university during the
induction period, the first three years of teach=
ing. If we are serious about doing something
with respect to the attrition ratefifty percent
in meiSt instancesthen we can do something
immediately, tomorrow, to improve it That is,
we jointly can structure a_year of supervised
induction; I have some model programs where
we do thatwhere the university professor
follows the individual into the first year of
teaching; where the new teacher has a reduced
teaching load; where the new teacher begins
his or her practice in a place like a teaching
school, or a teaching hospital; where the new
teacher gets a chance to practice his_or, her
skills, develop an individual style, and get paid
fc r the work; where we give the new teacher a
chance for an individual/institutional match.

How do ure keep the gobd, the best, and the
brighteSt? well, it seems to Me we_ pay atten-
tion to some researCh. A couple of years ago,
we were commissioned by the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) to do , udy on
stress in urban schools. We did work in New
York and Chicago and discovered that in high=
stress schools people were experiencing
threats to their security, sociability, and status.
FirSt, they were cOncerned about their fiscal
ancl physical security. Job security was a con-
sideration as wellwhether or not the car was
going to be in the parking lot when they left
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the school. Second, they lacked a chance to
interact with other adults during the day, and
they were trapped in rooms with children, and
only children, except for a twenty-minute
potty break. "Third, attacks On status, what w.-!
began to call the "Rodney Dangerfield syri=
dronie," etherged as the most crucial cause of
stress among teachers. Fain- hundred ieaChers
told usi "I don't get no respect." How_can _we
give people, _who are doing noble work _the
kind of status and respect they deserve? When
we learn how to do that, we will be able to keep
the good people in the cliissroom.

Let me finish by saying, that all Of thiS takes
time, commitment, iand expertise.: Don't be
like my friend; Charlie, who worked for thirty
years in the steel mills of Gary, Indiana in
order to realize his lifeloi:g dream to buy _a
chicken farm and settle down in Laporte. He
went into the feed store the first Saturday and
bought a thousand baby chicks. The nekt Sat=
urday, he came back to the feed Store and
bought another thousand baby ChiCks. He
came in the third Saturday and bought an-
other thonsand baby Chicks; Ralph; the feed-
store owner, was absolutely delighted and went
up to him and said, "Charlie, that's amazing.
I've never known a beginning chicken farmer
to _buy three thousand chicks in three weeks.
What's the secret of your success?! Charlie
Said, "Well, to tell you the truth, Ralph, theyall
died." Ralph Said, "Whit do you mean? I sold
you grade-A baby chicks; What happened?"
Charlie said, "I couldn't figure out if I was
planting them too deep or too far apart."
Charlie had the time and the commitment, but
he lacked the expertise.

DR. WEIDNER: I thought this was too easy. I
am glad to be here, very pleased to see an
operation which Bert Grover [Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Wisconsin] has some-
thing to do with, because I've known him a
ions time. Long before he was a chief, he was a
legislator, and then he was a superintendent of
schools at _a little town called Niagara, which is
not too far from Green Bay, He has been very
influential in determining some of the things
we have done at the University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay during that period of time. I shall
mention them as I go along.

I am going to be the kind of speaker who
maybe disturbs peace and harmony a little.
Everything is too cozy here. We talk about
cooperation and collaboration. If it is as easy

as we've been suggesting; why don't we all col-
laborate? Why don't we have the Garden of
Eden right here? Nobody seems to _want to
point out _any difficulties along the line.
Frankly, I think it is true that, if we're going to
improve teacher quality, we have to create _an
environment af cooperation and collabora-
tion. But we have not done that adequately,
and there are some good reasons why we have
not. We might as well nail some of the prob=
lems up on the wall for all to see.

First of all, one ofthe problems is the incip-
ient elitism of people associated witliuniver-
sides and the universities themselves. There is
one thing that Bert suggested that Green Bq
do when he was superintendent at Niagara;
He said; "You really ought to relate to _the
CESA (Cooperative Educational Service) DiS=
tricts, and the superintendents of all the dis-
tricts should get together once a month." He
said, "You ought to be working the streets a
little better; Ed," So I thought about it; and we
appointed someone to report to me. Ever
since then, quite a few years now, we have had
someone attending each of the three regional
(it used to be four, Bert hag 13-eeti doing some
reorganiiation) CESA DiStrietS. There is a se-
nior officer of the University _attending every
one of them. He_gets there before the meeting
to enkage in informal conversation. He stays
the entire meeting; including lunch, or what-
ever follows, and leaves about the time the
others are leaving.

Once a year, normally, I have addressed
each of these three districts on some subject,
not about the glories of the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay; of which there are
many; but about topics of interest to all edu-
cators. It all depends what year and what topic
seems to be hot. We normally get suggestions
from the superintendents as to what they
would like me tO talk about.

During that time (we operate in a district
where there are three private colleges_ and
three public universities), we have never seen a
representative; as far as I know; from any of
the private colleges. One of the other two pub-
lic universities has never sent_a representative.
The other one, more often _than Mit, sends a
representative, who comes late, sits in, when
called upon, talks about the glories of the pro-
gram of his or hen university; and then imme-
diately leaves; There has never been a chancel-
lor of any other university to address these
groups.
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Now I am not trying to throw mud at any--
body else;_ I'm just saying it represents the
elitism of the university. The attitude is "Sure,
we'll be happy to cooperate with you school
folkS. You come on over to our place where
we'll outnumber you ten to one; and then we'll
sit down and collaborate," We do have elitism
and we might as well understand that.

From the university point of view, another
element of the problem is that, normally, pro-
fessors don't have any contacts in, the schools.
Will we press a button all of a sudden and send
the professors out ta cure the ills of the teach-
e- in the schools? If they don't have any con-
text to begin withif there isn't a background,
an environment of interestthere is nothing
we can do by pressing a button. There_has _to
be a lot of contact, and not just contact for the
selfish purpose of enlarging the university
and its resourees, programs, and reputation.

Next, Lwould certainly agree with Alexis etc
Tocqueville. Tocqueville came to this country
and said, to paraphrase, "Those Americans
are amazing. If no organization exists to per-
form a particular task, they form one. They
have all these advisory committees running
around doing various kinds of things." If vie
are going to engage in liaison, and we are a
country that loves to engage in liaison; com-
mittee work is essential; I would suggest to you
that the very nature of professors tends to be
that they have never had any real experience
working with committees. They don't know
how to _work with an advisory committee. If
told to have a meeting, they will_ have a meet,
ing, and then they'll forget _about it until
they're told ta have another meeting;

Now that may be a little extreme, but the
ability to run an effective advisory committee,
take the advice seriously, follow it, feed back,
work on an agenda, have another meeting,
and so on in an orderly waythat is not some-
thing which professors come by automatically,
Yet I think it% essential if collaboration is to
occu r.

To point out another shortcoming of uni-
versities, and there are others, if the univer-
sities weren't so stuffy, they could solve part of
the problem of quality in teaching by raising
standards in their own programs. It _varies by
state, but here in Wisconsin that is a matter in
the hands of_the faculty They can do it any
time they please. Why don't they? I think the
reason is quite obvious. It is to the advantage
of their institutions to have large numbers of

students, so they let into the programanybody
they want to. That gives them larger numbers;
a larger budget; and more jobs; so they don't
raise standards; Now; we can talk about collab-
oration all we want, but in many universities
we don't have to have collaboration; the faculty
can do it by themselves. So let's not just talk pie
in the sky.

I suppose I ought to say something cfitical
about deTartments of public instruction in my
little litany. It is fairly gentle. It's very easy for
a DPI to sit there and say, "There's a little
pressure group for this particular require-
ment. We'll look good if we put that require-
ment in." So a new course goes into the curric
ulum. Pretty soon you have a whole bunch of
requirements. Then the same people come
along in a different mode and say, "What we
need is more liberal learning for our teachers."
Well, how many credits do you want to require
for graduation? If you add up all these re-
quirements, it is very difficult to come out
whole. I_ would suggest that, when pressured
for particular kinds of course requirements,
we think of the total package; and see the kind
of position we're putting students in.

The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay is a
very unusual institution. We don't have a col=
lege or school of education; we don't even
have a major in education. Students can get a
major in terms of teacher certification, but not
in terms of:the university. They have to take a
regular majon They have to meet the regular,
ordinary liberal arts requirements; and gen-
eral education requirements; There is no
other way to go. We don't have a bunch of
education professionals over here deciding all
kinds of education requirementS. The require-
ments are university-determined by elected
represeltatives of the faculty; That is another
importi_mt factor if we are going to have qual-
ity._ Within the university we have to clean up
our own act and make teacher education an
integral part of the entire university, not a
little thing off on the side, in terms of faculty
governance, student requirements, and the
whole concept of education.

I think you might be very interested in
something else we did; We have a school serv-
ices bureau; There are, of course, very many
of them in the country. Years ago, when devel-
oping our whole teacher education program,
we started with a group of consultants from
schools. We had an education advisory com-
mittee, superintendents, school hoard mem-
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bers, general public, teachers, and so on._ In
the case of the school services bureau, we fol-
lowed a sunilar pattern. We have a board of
advisors that more or less sets policy for the
school services bureau; There are twenty-one
people on the board, of advisors. There are
only five people from the university out of that
twenty-one. It is taken seriously. In addition to
that, every year the 110 school districts and
the 100 private schools in our CESAs are sur-
veyed to_indicate their highest priority for the
programs our school services bureau ought to
perform.

The kinds of things that we do are very
much in the direction of the Madeline Hunter
model. We have used that very successfully,
and_ she has been on our campus many times.
We have four phases in regard to our program
for staff development in schools. First. we hold
a two-day awareness conference; this is in each
individual school district now.

Phase two consists of a day of planning
workshop. Phase three is during the summer,
about eight days of training for supervisors of
instruction. Then,iduring the school year, the
fourth phase is thirty hours plus demonstra-
tion teaching:and a: conference in school: iits
tricts: I mention this because it is something
worked out cooperatively with the school dis-
tricts, not posted on their walls. The whole
concept is worked out with the school district
from the beginning.

I would like to point out that we are now
working on the implementation of part of the
new state curriculum for schools _in_ regard to
science education. With the Department of
Public Instruction helping; a consortium for
science education improvement: has been es-
tablished in Wisconsin. The University of
Wisconsin at Lacrosse is handling elementary
education, the Milwaukee campus, the middle
and juniae high levels,: and: the Green Bay
campus, the:high school_level.

We are going to proceed by having a series
of short courses for teachers during the sum-
mer as well as the academic year. Each of these
courses is going to _focus on a single high
school coursee.g., biology, chemistry, phys-
ics, or earth sciences. There will be adjunct
faculty ar liaison teachers, who are outstand-
ing high school _teachers. It is not just_ _we
preaChing to them; they will be involved; too.
The new Wisconsin guide to science curricu-
lum planning issued by the Department of
Public Instruction will be the basis for the

courses. All of this will carry graduate credit.
We hope; if we get a grant from the National
Science Foundation; there will be no charge to
teachers or the districts except for released
time. But there again, we are planning with
them; we are not planning it and then thrust-
ing it at them. We are developing something
cooperatively t the state, school district, and
university level.

My last point is this: we musthave a general
practice of_ cooperatior: Remember; I started
by saying; I have been visiting all these CESA
districts. We must have a whole variety of prac-
tices like that. One of the things we do, for
example, may not sound very important in
terms of teacher quality. we have an academic
competition program :and also sponsor the
Olympics of the Mind program. Now what
does that have to do with teacher quality? It
gets our regular professors in chemistry, math,
social studies, literature, and language work-
ing with teams of high school teachers. They
develop what the contest will _be about, the
courses and guidelines. Then they evaivate it.
In this way, they have many contacts with the
teachers in the schools.

So; when it comes to improving the science
curriculum, for example; they have met each
other before in many different ways. The
more ways we can _get people together,_ the
more_ effective it will be when we bring them
together for a new, special purpose.

In conclusion, let's not pretend:that collab-
oration is so easy that one can just push a
button and get the desired results: On the
other hand, neither is collaboration impossi-
ble. As a university representative, I believe we
have to _get r d of our elitism. We have to stop
being defensive about the numbers of stu-
dentc we have. We have to go out and work
from:scratch with people with whom we want
to collaborate. We can do all of these if we but
have the will; Thank you.

DR. IMIG: I would like to summarize this
session by identifying _some of the concepts
and ideas presented this afternoon. I think
that wehave heard from this panel, and also in
Mike: Timpane's presentation earlier today,
that there are many_different types or kinds of
relationships between schools or colleges of
education, their host universities, and local
school systems. There has been much discus-
sion of networking, or the formal connections
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between universities and schoo s, this after-
noon.

These have included:
(1) The necessary articulation between high

school exit requirements and college admis-
sion standards, necessitating coaperation be-
tween high school principals and counselors
and college admission officers: (Setting higher
admission standards in a vacuum is wmng.
Higher education now has a lot to answer for
regarding, the NCAA's Proposition 48 require-
ments and the lack of real interaction between
higher education'and the school system in es-
tablishing new rules to govern high school ath-
letes.)

(2) Improving communication between
schools and colleges on matters of curriculum
is another topic requiring greater attention, as
both David Smith and Henrietta Schwartz in-
dicated in their remarks._ ,

1(3) _Some see the relatinnship between
schools and colleges primarily as one that cen-
ters on the inservice education of teachers.
Providing_ graduate courses to teachers
whether in teacher education or the arts and
sciencesis often viewed as the only point of
contact between the two. Increasingly, staff de-
velopment is being offered1 thmugh a variety
of alternative providers. _Schools of education
andtar universities are _Cloingiess and less in
this area;_with the private sector and_your own
state department offering more and more pro-
grams. We heard about one of those this
morning, in connection with Connecticut. We
need to keep this in mind as we consider the
opportunities for relations between schools
and universities.

(4) In terms of other services that schools of
education can provide to local schools; let me
cite field studies, executive search support,
consultative services, enrollment projection
studiesthe whole array of things that school
study bureaus or bureaus for school service
offer. One problem such bureaus:face is that
those specific activities are often in competi-
tion with chief state sehool officers and their
programs in terms of offering those service&

(5) The essential relationship in schools of
education is the need for clinical and labora-
tory experiences for preservice candidates.
Identifying sites for student teaching, securing
cooperating teacher& and maintaining these
year after year is essential;

(6) Today; assuring pre-student teaching
experiences is another basis for relationships
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between schools and colleges. One of the most
important things that has happened in teacher
education is the fact that, with little or no
increase in state expenditures, teacher educa-
tion programs have tripled the amount of time
that students in professional education spend
in schools prior to student teaching: Student
teaching experiences are also increasing, while
the next "big movemenC will be forbeginning
teacher or induction programs. Beginning
teacher programs and the process of helping
and supporting beginning teachers will call for
new forms of relationships.

(7) Research and development is another
rich area of cooperation. We have heard very
little about that; still; it is an area that could
serve to enhance relationships between schools
and colleges.

(8) Finally, there are a whole set of "mis-
cellaneous relationships" that are growing in
their importance and diversity. The offering
of special programs, enrichment programs,
and: upward-bnund programs by universities
during the summer is an area of growing im-
portance between schools and colleges. Uni=
versity efforts to employ teachers as instruc-
tors, lab assistants, or in other roles during the
summer represent another form of "relation-
Ship."

What all this suggests is that there are an
enormous number, of intersections, linkages
and relationships between schools and_ col-
leges. Our charge must be to expand and nu-
prove those relationships, making each a full
partner in the enterprise;

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New jersey): I have probably heard the
term "knowledge base" a dozen times in the
last couple of days. It might be interesting to
take this project._ There is a statement that
innovation should not be allowed when the
knowledge base is known. When the doctor is
taking out your kidney is South Carolina, it's
the same as taking out your kidney in New
jerseythe regulation kidney. Well, I wonder
how many administrators and teachers in the
United States know the knowledge base? I
honestly will say that today I don't see dra-
matic change from' the way teachers_ taught
and administratorsled twenty years ago. Yet,
everyone who spoke today has said the knowl-
edge base has extended dramatically. If this is
so; why can't you work from the knowledge
base, maybe led by you, David [Smith], to pull
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it together? I'm not being facetious. One hun-
dred and fifty pages, two hundred pages,
three hundred pageswhat is the knowledge,
how does _someone practically apply it, and
what are the:citations for where to go if one
wants to read further?

DR: SCHWARTZ: You are_ absolutely right.
We need a "Gray's low-oozy' of best teaching
practices, unquestionably.- We have-tried, for
example, in:prepanng thisproposal for _NIE,
to :put together a kind _of mini-Gray's Anatomy;
What _we have found is that there are some
huge gaps in_the knowledge base that prevent
us from doing that. Let me give you one exam-
ple. There is a lot of work that says teacher
decision-making in the classroom is absolutely
crucial. Brophy and GoOde asserted_ that
the:best teachers are those wiLi_have a sense_of
timmg, who know when to go from one thing
to the next in the flow of the classroom ac-
tivities; The problem is that we don't-have any
good research on how to train a teacher to do
that. We :have information about what the
good teacherdoes. What we don't know yet is
how:you teach the techniques of what a good
teacher_ does-. That _is where_ additional_ re-
searchis needed._Though we can_put together
the skeletal outline of a Gray's Muttony; we can-
not flesh it out yet

DR. COOPERMAN: Put down what is known.
If we know the "what" and the "ought," then
maybe that knowledge can lead us more
quickly to the "how." But when we know that
the research existswhether it's engaged
time, time on_ task, whatever it iswe should
use sure what the university knew ten
years ago is not beingpractically applied, and,
if we did so, we could utilize it in inservice
training. Yesterday, Gordon Ambach said,
"Write down what you expect to get out ofthis
conference then talk to your neighbor." This
is a pod, engaging, interactive learning exer-
dse. If we were to put this kind of knowledge
in a Gray's Anatomy, I think there would be a
dramatic effect on schools.

DR. SCHWARTZ: There is a blue book that
AACTE has done in a vuy skeletal way _on
what is known, IC& called "Educating a Profes-
sion: Profile of a Beginning Teacher (1983)."
There's also another one called "Basic Princi-
ples of Staff Development" I may not have the
names correct, but there is a series of those

little handbooks. Part of the problem is that
once we send out beginning teachers knowing
all those good things, they_are so traumatized
by the "sink-or-swim" syndrome used to pre-
pare new teachers that they quickly forget
some of those things and go for the immediate
survival techniques of "don't smile 'til Christ-
mas."

DR. COOPERMAN: I am not sure it is being
done so well now, but we ought to help do it
better pri the one hand, we cannot say, "We
have the knowledge base and it's expanding,"
which I believe, and on the other hand say,
"We have a little book on helpful hints." We
have to take our stand and say, "Here's _the
knowledge base and let's send it out to all, so
it's good in Connecticut, in Maine, and in
Florida."

DR. IMIG: Saul; there are at least three differ-
ent initiatives right now that can be high-
lighted. First, Hendrik Gideonse at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati has mounted an effort to
put together that kind of handbook. He's been
in conversation:with Al Shanker,Cal_Frazier,
and_ others in this room about_that initiative,
which I think you would find very compatible
with your interests, The second initiative :I
think will come from the proposed Research
and Development Center for the Study of
Teacher Education to be located at Michigan
State University or the_ University -of TekáS.
Producing such a handbOok ishotild: be a pri,
mary thrust of that Center. The thirdinitiative
is what has been done in Florida; specifically
what B. Othaneal Smith and his colleagues:in
the universities and state department_of edu-
cation are doing in terms of a very exhaustive
analysis of that research which led- to the-be-
Onning teacher evaluation effort in Florida.
Their work has pmduced a compendium of
research that can be described as a knowkdge
base; For those interested; I know that Ralph
Turlington would welcome the opportunity to
describe that initiative.

TED SANDERS (Su_perintendent of Eduta-
tion, Illinois): One of the things not induded
in your categories that 1 assume would natu-
rally be there is a list of the places where we do
currently interact. As Henrietta mentioned in
her conversation today, _what struck my inter-
est was the distinction between program v.!
proval and licensing and credentialing, and
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her notion that program approval was a pro-
fessional reSponSiblityleparate from state edu-
Cation agencies, while liCensing and credential-
ing Was our responsibility. I would like her to
define those two terms and discuss the criteria
and processes she believes necessary to tarry
them out.

DR. SCHWARTZ: That iS another one of
those reqUeStS to describe; analyze, and so on
in tWerity,five words or less; It's a very compli-
CatedpioCedure. Let me use the example from
nursing. The National League of Nursing,
which is composed of nursing educators and
nursing practictioners, puts together a team
that cOMeS tO my campuS, after our eithaustive
self _study, arid teViews our program in terms
of: iIS it in line With_best praCtice? Is it in line
With CliniCal performance standards? Is it in
line With what the current research says shall
be the best way to train nurses?

They _visit our campus for two weeks and
delve into everything. They follow our nurses
into the hospital, question our instructors, talk
tb the nurSing $iiperViSort, do follow-up stud-
itS Of otit graduateS in the field-that is vat-
idatioriiif thoie that We do. Then they decide
Whether or not our nursing program is worthy
of approval. Notice that on that team are prat=
titioners as well as nurse educators, as well as
someone whose expertise is in research on
nursing education. They send in a team ofjust
four people who deterinine whether or not
OUr prograin iS :Worthy_ of the pfofession's
Stamp Of approVal. When our nurses leave the
prograirior actually for most of them at the
end of the junior yearthey sit for the state
registration exam._ That's how they become
reOstered nurses. That examination is put to-
gether by the nursing bOard at the state level.
Again, they work With researchers and practi-
tiohett. &dine of our faculty sit on their exam-
thation boardi. TherefOre, each step in the
piiiCeSS,the licensing; the certification, the
right of an individual to be a nurse, to practice
nursing in a hospitalis done on an indi=
vidual basis by a state agency. That's the kind
of model I'm talking abbut.

MR., SANDERS: That's the Model yeti Would
apply tO teacher 610-cation. That's not the
model, though, that most states are currently
using;

DR. SCHWARTZ: Thai's the model I think is
appropriate for program approval and teacher

certification. You're right, most states do not
do it that way. For example, wouldn't it be
easier and less expensive if the states said, "We
will accept the fact that your program is ap-
proVed if you have NCATE approval. After all;
the Chiefs have a seat on that board? Isn't that
an atipriapriate activity, rather than your
mounting teams and going through an elabo-
rate process of standardizing, program ap-
proval, and so on? This gives you reciprocity
amongst states also. Then, if you wish to deter-
mine_ whether the people whom I _turn out at
San Francisco State are appropriate practi-
tioners, go ahead and test thein.

HAROLD EICKHOFF (President, Trenton
State College): There is an over-arching issue
that _hag been touched on by a number of
SpeakerS and_ Some of the commentators. It
kithiS td the that it hasn't been addressed very
squarely; Maybe it can't be. All of the things
that have been discussed would suggest that
we are doing things differently than we have in
the past. That means change. With change,
there's some risk required. There's a story with
which many in this room, I suspect, are famil-
iar. ICS abont ToM Watson of IBM; who met
With a juniar executive and discussed a $10
Million loss this young man had incurred for
the company. The young executive was ex-
pecting to be fired. Watson said, "For good-
ness sakes, young man, we can't afford to fire
you. We have a $10 million investment in your
education." NOW most of us in this room_ feed
at the plibliC trouigh. I don't mean that lightly.
It's a Very serious consideration for all of us,
because we deal with the public's money. The
Question I would raise for comment in view of
this is "How do you structure the enterprise?
How do you position educational leadership so
that you reward risk-taking rather thanpenal-
ite it?" _BecauSe there are a lot of folks out
there Who haVe a Very strong vested interest in
the status quo. In my experience; when I talk
to_people about innovation, especially legisla-
tors; they say, "Gee, that's a wonderful idea.
Let's go. I'll hold your coat!"

DR. SMITH: In some ways, it' very difficult
for Me to respond to that. We went through a
fciiii-and-a-halfiear effort and redesigned a
pfogram. It's not an experimental program;
we made a commitment to it. If one is going to
go through teacher education at the Univer=
sity of Florida, it will take five years. We did
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not _add_ a year of teacher education _to our
program. We looked at what e thought teach-
ers needed to know and be able to do; We
worked closely with practitioners. It's very dif-
ficult to describe a four-and-a-half-year pro-
cess- in -a short time. We had some external
motivation butino external support. At pre-
sent,- aur enrollment _has_ remained relatively
constant in both secondary and elementary
education and in special education; The
sharpest increases have been in the areas of
mathematics and science. The average ability
level of the people entering our program has
gone up. I don't know whether that pattern
will continue. We did know that teacherieduca-
don in Florida_ was under attack; We thought
the best way to meet that _attack was to _strike
back and design a better prog..am, rather than
to try to defend the status quo. "That's unusual
behavior in higher education.

One of the things that made that possible on
our icamp_us_ was the unflagging support we
received_ from our central administration at
critical periods of time,_ We also got encour7
agement when we discussed the proposal at
very tentative stages from both the Board of
Regents and the Department of Education;
and also frGm critical professional graups in
the statethe Florida Teaching Profession/
NEA,- the Florida Education Association
United, the_ School Boards ASsociationi and
School Administrators; What mothates some
people ta go through rather extreme changes
and others not to is difficult for me to com-
ment on. But, in retrospect, I do know that
there was no financial support to establish the
program. That doesn't mean we didn't spend
money; we spentabout $40,000 a year during
the time _we were devoting ourselves _to that
effort; But we spent every dime we could beg,
borrow, or steal within the college and wher-
ever we could get help from central adminis-
tration-to bring that &out. One of the things
thatiwill help in promoting changeis for peo7
pie like the chiefs to emourage change and
make it safe to change.. The young:maw:who
was told that the company had a__$liLmillion
investment in _his education learned a lot
about IBM and its willingness to engage in
risk-taking. Unfortunately, there are few IBMs
in the public sector.

DR. SCHWARTZ: David has said many of the
same kinds of things. We also:have a great deal
of change going on in California in teacher

preparation; For example; on campuses now,
people don't come into the teacher prepara-
tion program unless they have a 2.75 grade
point average overall and a 3.00 in their major.
Standards are going up, and that's changing
the composition of the teacher education can-
didate pool. We know we need: to do some-
thing about the equity issues; and we are doing
things;

would like to make another observation..
We talk about professionalizing teaching, and
I agree that_we need to do so. Yet we are the
only group I know that consistently questions
its 'professional identity by denigrating the
training program that gave it its occupational
status. Lawyers don't do that about Yale Law
School; Doctors don't do that about the Uni-
versity of Chicago Medical School; But we sure
take great pleasure in knocking the profes-
sional schools that trained us. I think at same
point we have to make sure that we say what's
good about education as well as what's bad.

DR. SMITH: A small postscript on my com-
ments. Will the commitment to quality remain,
not as we approach a period of shortage, but
when we hit it?

ALBERT SHANKER (President, American
Rderation of Teachers): I just want to note
that there was a renaissance of criticism_ of_law
schoolsand medical schools at the time when
they did the same job that the teacher training
programs do today. So I think that the criti-
cism is needed and frequently deserved. We
can gain hope from the fact that not very long
ago some of these other outfits were in just as
bad shape as we are now.

I'm_ very much in faVor of professionalism
for teachers; thcrefore, I do believe in profes-
sional education and don't like an appren-
ticeship model, although an apprenticeship
model is better than a supposedly relevant ed-
ucation. I am not, however, convinced by a
citation of an articlethat says people who have
had training are different or better than peo-
ple who haVe not. Ultimately; we have to end
up with a program with at least two observable
results. One is that the people who have gone
through the program have to say and believe
that they are doing a better job than if they
had not been in it. That is not the majority's
experience today.

Second, you ought to have a system where, if
you were to choose a number of well-educated
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college graduates who have never had one of
these programs and place them among the
graduates of these programs, any one of us
who knows something about education ought
to be able to pick out the people who have
been trained from those who have not. There
may be other standards you may want to put
in, but if those two standards do not end up
being resolved in a very clear, not a marginal,
way, then I think we've got to start from the
ground up and build something that will do
those two things. I don't see that happening
yet, and it concerns me.

DR. SMITH: Al, I would say two things in
response to that. Henrietta quoted the Ever-
tson paper. Evertson cites either nine out of
eleven or eleven out of thirteen studies that
did support the efficacy of professional prepa-
ration in terms of student performance, so it
was_more than just one citatiom Second, we
need to know what behaviors will result in
greater student learning in the classroom;
Teachers need to, be able to recognize those
behaviors when they see them. Third, they
need to be able to practice those behaviors in a
controlled setting with feedback. Fourth, they
need to be able to practice in a field setting

ith feedbacic
We need a better, more orwanized; profes-

sional program undergirded by people who
know the subject matter they're going to teach.
We can't do everything in less time than we've
had ih the past. You and I know from looking
at the evolution of other professions that in-

creases in salary and social esteem, follow in-
creases in professional preparation. It's not the
other way around. If we look at law_over afifty-
year period, legal education has gone from the
senior year and one year of post-baccalaureate
work to three years of post-baccalaureate work.
The salaries associated with legal education
have also risen very high for those people who
successfully practice in that field.

DR. BENTON: I want to comment on the
issue of research and its _place in this whole
circumstance; We have done something in
Iowa that, I think, is a bit unique. One of the
major recommendations that came out of our
task-force report _on education was that we es-
tablish a research foundation called First in
the Nation in Education. :The proposal was
that the state_would put in $20 million; and we
would raise $10 million in the public sector
and seek a $30 million endowment; From that
we would then have a research fund. The
economy's rather bad now, so we received only
a $100,000 appropriation. But at least a foun-
dation has been established. I have been ap-
pointed one of the seven members of that
1362rd. We're going to try to get this thing off
the ground; This research foundation is one
that will not be placed on a university campus
or in a department of public instruction. It is
to be, somewhat of an autonomous research
foundation. We hope when we _get some en-
dowment for it we'll be able to address some of
the issues: that we're talking about here. I be-
lieve this is a very significant movement.
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EQUITY, ACCESS, AND QUALITY_ CONTROL ISSUES
IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Tornis A. Arciniega
President

California State College, Bakersfield

I am pleased and honored to be one of the
invited speakers to the 1985 Summer Institute
of the Council of Chief State School Officers.
The overall theme of the conference is a very
timely and important one. I congratulate the
organizers for addressing this critical chmen-
skm of the current educational state of tl ,ngs.

My topic this morning is entitled "14uity,
Access, And Quality Control Issues In
Teacher Education: I should perhaps fore-
warn you that my perspective on this_ often
falsely dichotomized matter has been shaped
primarily by the years I spent as a _public edu-
cator,_ an education professor,_ and an educa-
tion_ dean. My involvements this past year as
Chairman of the California State University
Commission on Hispanic Underrepresenta-
tion and as a member of the California Com-
mission on the Teaching Profession were also
tremendously useful in helping me under-
stand the topic.

Teacher testing is one plimary arena where
public educational concerns over quality and
equity issues are being debated these days;
The situation is ironic in the sense that origi-
nally the standardized tests developed by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) were con-
ceived as mechanisms to increase access for
talented youngsters of modest and poor cc°,
nomk drcumstances. They were _conceived
specifically with the intent of making univer-
sities less elitist. The use of standardized tests,
includinz ETS's National Teacher Exam
(NTE), these days is often viewed as serving
eic exact opposite functionas reducing the
accessibility of the teaching profession to
blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities most
of whom come from modest and poor eco-
nomic backgrounds.

Irony aside, the era of teacher testing in
American education is very much upon us. In
less than five years, state-required testing for
teacher certification spread from a few south-
eastern states to a national movement that now
includes cwer forty states with several more in
line who are considering the enactment of a

teacher testing. resuirement. And what's more;
that movement has become much broader and
more comprehensive than was ever anticipated
in the early days of the southeastern states'
initiative.

At the present timei the majority of the
states involved in_testing use some form of the
NTE, but_ there are many other tests that are
also in use; such as the American College Test,
the California Achievement Test, the Scholas-
tic ,Aptitude Test, and many state developed
tests. The widespread use of tests for deter-
mining teacher competence raises _issues that I
think should be troubling to all of us.

The equity concerns around this issue of
teacher testing which I want to discuss today
center on three different areas of teacher test-
ing activity: (1) the use of tests to determine
who is qualified to enter the profession, (2) the
testing of graduates _of teacher training pro-
grams to determine if a teacher education pro-
gram in an institution should be accredited;
and (3) the use of competency tests to deter-
mine if practicing teachers are competent and
should retain their teaching certificates.

Some Notations on the_Background and
Context of Issues Involved

But before addressing these specifics of the
teacher testing movement, let me say a word or
two about the background or the contextual
factors that frame the equity issues involved in
this debate. To begin 1with, it is important to
note the dramatic shift in public respon,
siveness to ethnic amcems which has occurred
in this country during the last four years. It is
not an overstatement to say that we have wit=
nessed a full-scale and across-the-board retreat
on the part of the federal government from
the War on Poverty and the anchor imper-
atives of the civil rights agenda for educational
reform. The impac f. of this massive change in
public posture on ininority aspirations has
been devastating. The effects and full conse-
quences of that impact, particularly on the
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black and Hispanic communities; 2re only now
beginning ta be understood; In the education
sector, the stress and severity can perhaps hest
be understood in terms of how we've defined
!`the problem of equal educational oppor-
tunity.' How one defines equality of educa-
tional opportunity determines the approaches
used to address and solve the inequities ob-
served.

Through the years we have tended to define
equality of educational opportunity in two
waysthe equal access view, and the equal
benefits view. The equal-access-to-schoo.ing
view is the more traditional. This vieu con-
tends that equal educational opportunity is at-
tained when it can be demonstrated that dif-
ferent segments of the population have
roughly equal opportunity to compete for the
benefit& of the educational system. The focus
in this view is primarily on inputsto the educa7
tional system. The principal qualifying condi7
tions to the achievement of equal educational
opportunity are: (1) equal access to school for
all who wish to attend; and (2) that all schools
be roughly equal in regards to quality of staff;
instructional materials; and school plant facili-
ties;

Proponents of this view argue that the deci-
sion to secure what the school has to offerto
benefit from the systemis a simple matter of
personal choice. According to this view, once
one decides to benefit, it ic his or her personal
intellectual ca_pacity, drive; and ambition
which determines the results of that choice;
The fact that Hispanics and blacks do notben-
efit equally from the present educational sys-
tem is said to have nothing to do with the
existence or nonexistence: of equal oppor-
tunity. Rather, it is supposed to be a matter of
personal choice and lack of talent and/or moti-
vation on the part of that individual Hispanic
or black student.

The equal benefits view, on the other hand,
focuses on the distribution of the benefits de-
rived from the system. Equality of opportunity
is said to exist only if there is an equal benefits
situation and not:merely equal access. The
burden_of responsibility for ensuring that type
of education lies squarely on the edticational
system involved.

Two common rebuttal points usually arise in
discussions of the equal benefits view. First,
the concept_of equal benefits does not mean
that all students:are to achieve at the:same
level. The point is that the range of achieve-

ment should be approximately the same for
the various groups being served by the educa-
tional system;

Second, regarding the distribution of inputs
or resources, it is true that a commitment to
achieve equal educational opportunity will ne-
cessitate unequal allocations of resources: as
well as substantial increases in accessibility.
Federal education legislation and compen-
satory programs of the past decade justified
disproportionate funding on that basis.

Although hindsight enables the presenta-
tion of these differing concepts of equal edu-
cational opportunity in sharp contrast, it is
important to recogmze theiiistorical nature of
that development. The definition of equal ed-
ucational opportunity evolved slowly and
painfully from an equal access view to a focus
on the effects of school on children. From the
1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka case
through the 1970s, the courts pretty consis-
tently ruled that equal opportunity had to
consider the:results or benefits :derived from
school attendance by minority children.

The equal benefits perspective received its
greatest national impulse and acceptance with
publication of studies such as: Racial Isolation
In The Public Schools, the Coleman report, and
the Mexican-American Education Study by the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. These be-
came important references for many court
cases;

In assessing the lack of equality of educa-
tional opportunity among _racial minority
groups, these reports focused not only on the
idea of equality of inputs (finances, facilities,
curriculum, and teacher quality), but also
upon equality of output in terms of student
achievements._ Although the Coleman report
evoked considerable controversy, and many
criticized the predictors used to measure
school outcomes, the survey successfully chal-
lenged the simplistic equal access view and
added a new dimension to the accepted and
legal concepts of equal educational oppor-
tunity

The move to an equal benefits perspective,
although an important and positive develop-
ment, led to two different interpretations of
how best to achieve equality for minority_ chil-
dren. One was that equal benefits from school-
ing could best be achieved by successfully over-
coming the negative effects of their deprived
environments; According to this interpreta,
tion, what is important is that steps be taken to
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remediate the deleterious influences on the
child of his or her deficient home, neigh-
borhood, arid peer group. This was essentially
the rationale kir "Compensatory education"
programs.

An alternative view was that_ equality_ of re-
sults could best be achieved by shifting the full
responsibility for student success to the school.
The school and societal task then has to be to
create school systems that accept_and capitalize
on the strengths _of cultural difference in_ a
Manner which will in turn lead to successful
performance in school by minority children:
The promotion of cultural differences is a de-
sired end that should be recognized as a valid
legitimate educational goal and utilized in de=
veloping the full potentialities of minority as
well as majority children. Equal benefits from
the system are_ to be achieved not by trans-
foriting the Hispanic or black child in order
to Make him over in the image of the domi-
nant group; but by reforming the school he or
she attends along culturally pluralistic lines.

Black and Hispanic educators and suppor-
tive non-minority colleagues have been strong
and persistent advocates of the culturally plu-
ralistic:alternative, and provided important
leadership at key points in shaping the na-
tional federal involvements during the 1970s
and early 1980s. Equity was the important
touchstone around which innovative reform
initiatives were planned.

Although this is not the place to chronicle
the full scope of those programs, it is impor-
tant to point out some of the important basic
theineS in thoSe initiatives. The most signifi-
cant iveee the_ consistent conclusions reached
about what was wrong with the education that
minority children were receiving, mainly the:

1. Inadequate treatment and preSentaticiii
of the historical; cultural; and_eCatiomic Con-
tributions made by minorities in the content of
curricular programs of the schools:

2. Pejorative and pathological perspective
held_by the schools about the appropriateness,
worth, arid status of the home language (Span-
ish, for ticrtipid; in key:southwestern states) as
a bona fide Medium of instruction in the class-
room;

3. Under representation of mirioritieS on
school district staffmg patteriis: teadiers; ad-
ministrators; counselors; etc;

4: Lack of authentic involvement of the mi-

nority communities in the decisiOn-making
structures of the school:system,

5. Testing; Counseling; and guidance pro-
grams and processes based on a cultural defi-
cit perspective of minority student needs.

The consistent identification of what, was
wrong in minority schools attoSs the land
yielded new goals and proposed changeS to
redress those inequitieS:

GOAL 1: Adequate treatment_ and ptesenta=
tion in the curriculum of the historical, cul-
tural, and economic contributions made by
minorities to American society.

GOAL 2: Recognition of the appropri-
ateness; worth; and status of the home lan-
guage (Spanish, in key southwestern states) as
a bona fide medium of instruction in the class-
room.

GOAL 3: Adequate repreSentation of Mi-
norities on school district staffing patternS;
i.e.-_, teachers, administrators; and counselors.

GOAL 4: Full and representative participa-
tion by the minority communities in the deci-
sion-making structures of the districts.

GOAL 5: Development of a testing, counsel=
ing, and guidance system which is based on a
noncultui al _deficit perspective of minority
student needs.

Advocates for minority children_ who
pushed for such changes recognized clearly
that effecting these reforms carried far reach=
ing consequences for the schools. They were
convinced that, given the track record of
American publi-c edtiCaticiii With Minority Chil-
dren, little ineartifigftil positiVe Change was
likely to occur unless the school people who
held the_ base roles acted, behaved, and felt
differently about such children. What had to
be brought about was a prevailing school con-
dition where, in _a nutshell, the teachers, ad=
ministrators, and counselors in our Minority
schools were genuinely committed tOthe Orb-
motion of cultural pluralism _in educational
form and practice throughout our schools. Ul-
timately, they advocated pluralism as_ being
beneficial to majority populations as well. The
dialogue over pluralism and equity centered
upon critical gate=keepitig activities Within
schools such as: testing. ObvitittSly, the testing
of students and the testing of_personnel_who
work _with _students are related; and_ quality
control in personnel is an important variable
in resolving issues of equit id quality for all
populations.
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The Teacher Testing Issues

All the preceding points were to emphasize
that the stakes are indeed high in the current
national _dialogue over teacher testing. On one
end of the spectrum it is clear, particularly to
advocates of minority rights, that many of the
proposed actions are thinly veiled efforts to
attribute the perceived quality problems in ed-
ucation to the increased numbers of minority
teachers and:minority students in: the public
schools. To those who hold to this view; the
obvious solution to the problem is to reduce
the number of minority teachers. (Reducing
the number of minority students is not consid-
ered a feasible alternative because they bring
in_ Average Daily Attendance (ADA). At the
other end are those who would argue against
any and all teacher tests. And there are also
those:who are insisting that a compromise ap-
proach is possible in finding a "culturally fair"
way to test teachers; Somewhere in the middle
of all this is, of course, the insistent public
pressure on legislators and, in turn, educators
to demonstrate through overt action that the
quality problems in public education are being
addressed.

What is especially telling, to me, about the
situation is that; in the rush to demonstrate
overt action by testing teachers, so little has
been said about the limitations of tests _and
about the _controls states and accredited in-
stitutions _have had in place for years. _Too
much of the public dialogue seems to paint a
fallacious pictur,-: of na standards and little in
the way _of quality control checks. That is sim-
ply not the case. Most states and the majority
of accredited institutions have had sound qual.
ity checks in place for some time to ascertain if
a prospective teacher meets the state standards
for certification. Through paper-and,pencil
testing, direct supervised observations, and
demonstrated achievement in their profes-
sional course work, students are evaluated and
rated; if they meet the reasonable professional
expectations set by the state for licensure, they
are recommended for a teaching credential.
Just as lawyers and physicians must demon-
strate a basic knowledge of their fiekl to
qualify for a state license so, too, da teachers.

However,:it is also true that, as in the case of
lawyers and physicians; no standardized test
can guarantee that a prospective teacher will
be an especially good teacher in the classroom.
While no one can succeed in teaching without

a strong knowledge of the subject they teach
and without possessing sound methodological
skills, solid professional performance and
competence requires more than basic aca-
demic knowledge.

Greg Anrig [President, Educational Testing
Service], speaking about the limitations of
tests, puts it rather succinctly and well:

No standardized tests that I know of
can accurately measure qualities such
as dedication, motivation, per-
severance,: caring, sensitivity, or integ-
rity. Yet when we remember outstand-
ing teachers from our own school days;
those are the qualities that made for
excellence; We must admit the limits of
tests and what they can measure. More-
over we should recognize that tests
must be limited in scope. They can pre-
sent and measure only a sample af the
knowledge required for teaching.'

Nor has there been much attention paid to
testing for cultural awareness and sensitivity to
ethnic and racial differences as essential teach-
ing competencies for the modern teacher.

It is also important to point out that, as in
other professions, the views of experts do and
Will differ on which :program instruction and
what sequence will best: ensure the required
basic _knowledge._ The development of com-
peting theories and different methodolagies
has enhanced our search for quality in educa-
tion. Tests_ that narrow the view of what is
theoretically or methodologically acceptable
may limit our discovery and dissemination of
new concepts, insights, and_ developments.

Let me now return to the three different
types of teacher testing approaches that; as I
said early on; are raising some troubling is-
sues; These were: (1) the use of tests to deter-
mine who can enter the profession, (2) the
testing of graduates of _teacher training pro-
grams to determine if that teacher education
program should be accredited, and the use
of tests to determine if practicing teachers are
competent and should retain their certificates.
I will take them in reverse order.

Competency Tests For Practicing Teachers

The use of paper-and-pencil tests to evaluate
acci edited teachers is a mandated requirement
in two states: Arkansas and Texas. In both
cases, the requirement was enacted as part of
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rather comprehensive educational reform
laws; Practicing teachers; regardless of years of
service and record; have to take and pass a
competency test in order to retain their teach-
ing certificate.

According to the new laws in these states,
the tests are ta be designed ta measure "func-
tional academic skille or; putting it more
bluntly, literacy _The imposition of such a re-
quirement is without precedent in any other
occupation._

The problem is not with the intent. Who can
quarrel with the desire to ensure literate and
competent teachers in our classrooms? The
problem is with the means usedta achieve that
desirable end. The use of a mandatory one-
time test to decide the professional fate of our
experienced teachers is an injustice and a total
misuse of tests, The Educational Testing Serv-
ice recognized this in: taking the unprece-
dented step, for a test development organiza-
tion, of refusing to allow the use of the
National Teachers Exam for this purpose in
Texas and Arkansas; I do not think our pro-
fession has been quick enough or loud enough
in joining ETS to protest this unjust action.

Testing-Graduates To Determine
Accreditation

The attempt to legislate excellence through
teacher testing has led to a second set of edu-
cationally unsound laws, mainly the mandated
testing of graduates to determine_ if the
teacher education program they went through
should continue to be accredited._ This; too; is
simply inappropriate and many of the educa-
tional associations testified against the use of
teacher tests for this purpose. This practice is
wrong on several counts. The most obvious is
that it fails to recognize that, in the majority of
cases, over three-fourths of the callege prepa-
ration received by a prospective teacher is
taken outside the school or department of ed-
ucation; mostly in the base disciplines;

To withdraw accreditation in teacher educa-
tion for poor performance on tests that for the
most part measure basic skills and general
knowledge is illogical. However, that is essen-
tially what is being_done. In fact, inmost cases,
thesection on professionatknowledge is where
teacher candidates ccnsistently do better.

As the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) standards point
out and require, the accountability for teacher

education rests with _the_ total_institution; not
just the_teacher education unit; Certainly, if
large numbers of graduates of any particular
program are not able to meet minimum re-
quirements for certification, those programs
should be scrutinized and 'reviewed. But the
review process should conform to sound ac-
creditation:practice_ which should include ex-
ternal_ validation _and the opportunity to cor-
rect deficiencies noted;

Finally, advocates for minority rights too
have registered objections and questioned the
validity of- such tests on cultural fairness and
job related grounds. These views need to be
more carefully considered and listened to.

The higher education community_needs AO
be_ heard on this issue. thifbrtunately; _ my
guess is that we have not been heard from
because too many of us do not care enough
about teacher education programs.

Teacher Tests To Determine Who Enters
The Profession

This brings me to my final teacher testing
concern: the use of standardized teacher tests
to determine who enters the profession. The
dialogue and debate over this development is
especially revealing about where and how peo-
ple line up on the issue of minority under-
representation.

You will recall that nothing was more impor-
tant to the success of the reform initiatives of
the 1970s than teachers. Concerted efforts
were launched across a wide range of federal
program efforts to address teacher training
problems. Some improvements and gains were
achieved.

However, the fact remains that even with all
those federal and state initiatives, the harsh
reality is:that currently minority teachers_com,
prise only 12 percent of the teaching force in
this country Of that 12 percent; 8.6 percent
are black; 1:8 percent are Hispanic; and _Asi-
ans and American Indians represent less than
1 percent.2 Most importantly, various research
reports conclude that if there is no significant
change in the currentstatus, the percentage of
minorities in the teaching ranks of this coun-
try will be cut in half to approximatdj 6 per-
cent.3 G. Pritchy Smith's study of the impact of
competency tests on teaching is even more pes-
simistic. He estimates that, given present
trends, by 1990 the percentage of minority
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teachers will be leSs than 5 percent.4 As Smith
pointS out:

The competency testing movement will
induce negative reverberations that will
reach far beyond the single effect of
eicluding_ minority applicants from
teaching. First, the presence of minor-
ity teachers contributes to the quality
of education of all children in a plu-
ralistic society. Whereas, cross-cultural
exposure for children of the majority
population is an especially important
factor in their development of healthy
SOcial attitudes, minority teachers as
role Models are essential to the minor-
ity Child's learning environment. The
reduction of the number of minority
teachers to less than 5 percent will be
especially untimely as the minority ele7
mentary and secondary public school
national enrollment reaches 30 percent
by 1990.5

The decline of minority teachers is taking
place at the same time as the number of mi-
hotity students in _our_ schools: is increasing
draniatiCally; New Mexico and Mississippi al-
ready are over 50 percent minority In Califor-
nia, Lthilsiana, Texas, and South Carolina, mi-
nority public school enrollments will reach 50
percent by 1990 and will reach that mark in
Arizona, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina,
and Alabama ten years later. California minOr-
ity enrollments in the early_grades are already
OVer 50 percent, and in fifteen years the mi-
nority populationin the entire state will be the
inajority.6 As Greg Amig; the President of Ed-
ucational Testing Service, points out:

The growing mismatch between the ra-
dal and ethnic Composition of the
teaching forCe and the tidal and eth-
iik Com osition of Sinclent enrollment
in schoo s is a matter with serious social
and educational implications for the
nation and its schools.7

The challenge Ave face, which cuts across all
of these teacher testing activities, is straightfor-
wardhow do we address, through overt ac-
tion, the legitimate concerns about improving
the quality of public education even as we con-
tinue to increase the number of minority
teachert in the profession? It is not an easy
problem to solve.

The central concern_has to be with the use
of tests_in making competency determinations
about ethnic and _racial_ minority prospective
teachers. Although ETS has been diligeht in
its recent efforts ito reduce racial and ethnic
bias in the tests they_develop, the fact still re-
ittainS: standardized tests are normed _pri-
tharily on white middle-class, non-minority
test,taker populations; Therefore, the tests are
more accurate and appropriate predictors of
white student achievement potential than mi-
nority ability.

When we overrely on_ standardized tests to
tied& who is to be approved for certification
and entrance to the_iprofession, we assume
first that the test is equally fair and appropri7
ate for all. Secondly, that this paper-and=pencil
testimeasures the right and appropriate kindS
of things to determine the basic competencies
needed to teach today's children in: today'S
Sthools. Lastlyi that:tests are appropriate prii,
mary means for deciding who is competent to
be a certified teacher

I do not believe any of those assumptions
are warranted. But my argument is not that we
should not use tests at all. Rather, it_is that We
not overrely on tests and instead insist on tak-
ing a broader_ array of measures to make this
type of critical determination._ I am alSo aigii-
ifis that there_is no better substitute than the
collabbrative professional judgments of uni-
versity and school site specialists about the po7
tential of prospective teachers. Standardized
tests can and should be used as part of all the
data considered but kept:in perSpeCtive. They
must Ifle used:cautiously in reaching any hard
and fast conclusions about the competency of
minorities. When I argie for such a stance,
please be aware that_I am not arguing in favor
of letting inadequately prepared_ minority
teachers teach in our classrooms. What: I am
arguing for is a comprehensive approach that
includes testing, the asSeSSment Of demon-
strated performance in COMSe Work and in
classroomsiand expert professional judg-
iiintS in making the decision to certify a pro-
spective teacher

In too many cases the_decision to overrely
on standardized tests for this purpose seems to
have been made primarily because it WaS eaSy
to justify:to legislators and to the lay phiblie
And it "showed people We Were doing some-
thing," not to mention that it "looks so scien-
tifiC.

A closely related development is the whole
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prospect of moving to a -national competency
exam _which Al Shanker [President; American
Federation of Teachers]; among others; has
advocated; Alf of the reservanons already
noted about_relying too heavily on a single test
apply; and there is an additional danger. The
push to a single national exam will inevitably
tend us toward a "single ideal teacher training
model" mentality in this country. Nothing
could run: more _counter: to the: American
teacher _education_tradition and mores of
American _education.

Putting personal bias on this issue:aside, the
more important aspect involves the equity
concern. If we do move to a national -compe-
tency exam for entering teachers in this coun-
try; how are we going to address the differen-
tial_ impact _on__ minorities?_ Arewe going _to
insist that the test measure ethnic and cultural
awareness competencies? _Who is going to de-
cide on what test, and will that decision-mak-
ing group be representative?

Concluding Comments

Summing up, then, the main point I have
tried to make in my remarks this morning is
that, in our rush to legislate:quality in teacher
education; we must not allow ourselves :to
shunt equity ancl access issues aside; The de-
mographic realities across this land demand
that we be more sensitive and responsive.

I do not have to tell this group how dramatic
are some of those demographic _changes that
have taken place in our:schools. Many Ameri-
cans welcome the new lookthe cultural en-
richment potential of our newfound diversity.
Many examples: abound: across the landscape
of public schooling as tallow this new diversity
is being incorporated; at times even eagerly,
into the range of American educational expe-
riences.

However, we all_ also know there are too
many other examples of how our schools and
our school people are not well prepared for
the new diversity,_of the continued inability of
too many school places to respond adequately
to the needs of minority students_. The
achievement gap between majority and minor-
ity students continues to be far too great.
Sadly, as the Achievement Council of Califor-
nia in their recent report pointed out:

Rather than chipping away at the often
significant differences in preparation
and skills among entering students,

our educational system perpetuates
even enlargesthese differences. The
achievement gap between poor and
rich; minority and majority actually
grows as students progress through the
elementary and secondary grades. . . .

The report goes on to chronicle the specifics
of the gap and concludes: "To our dismay,
there_is little evidence that these patterns are
changing or that they will change in the fore-
seeable future."8

That, my friends, is the concretely stated
nature of our collective challenge. We :must
endeavor to prove wrong the growing evidence
about the inevitability of that forseeable fu-
ture. I am hopeful:

1. That we will, for example, make the
drop-out rate of Hispanics and blacks in our
public school the highest priority concern
around which universities, community col-
leges; and public schook can rally and join
forces to effect the desperately needed re-
forms.

2. That we can increase our efforts to im-
prove: the _performance of minority high
school youth in math and science.

_3. That we can collaborate on the initiation
of joint university access bridge programs for
junior and senior minority transfer students
from the community colleges.

4. That we can collaborate across levels in
organizing role-modeling efforts and curricu-
lum-enrichment programs._

5. That we can increase the numbtrs of tal-
ented minority youth going into teaching.

:What is important is not the specifics_ of
what we doI gave only afew examplesbut
that we return to the unfinished agenda.
Given the demographics we cannot afford not
to. I fervently hope the Chief State School
Officers of America would agree.

Thank you.

STEPHEN KAAGAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, Vermont): Twelve percent of the teach-
ing force are minority. Why don't we use _the
funds we spend on teacher testing to attract
minorities instead? Why don't we be bolder
than we have been in creative uses of the al-
locations of our resources?

DR. ARCINIEGA: I agree with the thrust of
your concern. We so need to be much bolder
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and more creative in our use of limited re-
sources to ensure that equity concerns are not
shunted aside in the current national debate
over quality concerns. I don't know why we
haven't been more effective. We certainly can
and need to be more creative in using tests
along with other measures to encourage, at-
tract, and screen-in minorities to the teaching
profession.

HAROLD EICKHOFF (President, Trenton
State College): Would you classify Albert
Shanker [President, American Federation of
Teachersias a person in the ranks speaking to
this issue?

DR, ARCINIEGA: Yes, and he certainly has
spoken to an important dimension of the is-
sue.

GERALD N. TIROZZI (Commissioner of Ed-
ucation, Connecticut): I agree with the con7
cept_ of overrelying on tests.: A number of
speakers this week have stated their views on
key elements in teacher competency. Shanker's
point is that competency testing tells you who
is illiterate. Ernie_ Boyer [President, Carnegie
Foundation for the_ Advancement of_ Teach7
ing] emphasized subject area knowledge and
the quality of being an authentic human
being. "Frank Newman Wiesident, Education
Commission of the States] emphasized the role
of states and the capacity for expose. Bud
Hodgkinson [Senior Fellow, American Council
on Education] mentioned the "John Dillinger
approach." I think to be a good teacher you
have to be an educated person. The real issue
is equal access and equal opportunity. Con-
necticut will be giving such tests this year. How
da we resolve the fact that teachers and pro-
fessors give passing grades to those not
qualifying? We do a disservice to minorities by
lowering standards. The positive side of ex-
pose is to reveal what went wrong along the
way.

DR, ARCINIEGA: I would agree that weneed
to ensure that minofities and all others enter-
ing_ the profession meet our high standards
and expectations. However, the key issue re-
volves around how we can &est evaluate the
people we need to screen-in. By that I mean
simply ensuring that our tests and other meas-
ures of evaluating candidate and teacher per-
formance are fair and appropriate. If you

agree: that :the use of a particular paperand-
pencil test is more fair and accurate a measure
for one group than another, then we should
not overrely on that measure in making deci-
sions about the:suitability of individuals in the
group for which, by definition, the measure is
not equally fair and/or equally accurate. But
that is not what we do, is it? So it really isn't a
matter of "lowering standards" either. And fi-
nally, it is important to underscore that noth-
ing in what I have said should lead you to
conclude that I condone giving passing marks
to anyone who doesn't measure up no matter
who he or she is.

CALVIN M. FRAZIER (Commissioner of Ed-
ucation, Colorado): The system itself is under
attack. The public realizes there are problems;
Collaborative effort comes after the realization
of the implications for society if we don't act
on them. That is when we can do something
about the unevenness of distribution of re-
sources. Is this a logical conclusion?

DR. ARCINIEGA: Yes; I agree wholeheart-
edly and would underscore the latter part of
your point. Nothing will happen in the direc-
tion of including equity concerns in the _on-
going efforts to reforin public education if we
cannot make people realize the implications
for society of the changing demographics and
the stake we all have in enabling greater num-
bers of minorities to succeed in our schools.

CHARLIE MCDANIEL (Superintendent of
Schools, Georgia): For about a century we
have been testing youngsters. CCSSO agreed
on assessment. But did teachers know enough
content to teach? Will we all get on the "rail-
road train?" Teacher testing does give us a
legitimacy we have not had. Do you use SAT
scores on your system for admission?

DR. ARCINIEGA: Let_metake your last ques-
tion first. Yes, in_ the California State Univer-
sity we are required to admit only the upper
third of graduating seniors. We determine the
upper third through SAT or ACT test scores
and their grade-point average.

Regarding the basic concern of the first two
questions, I am certainly an advocate of
teacher preparation: programs which ensure
that teachers know the content they are asked
ta teach; I should remind you that our state
has had a five-year teacher preparation model
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in place for fifteen years. However, I am cer-
tainly not in agreement that teacher testing
will give us "legitimacy," as you put it.

DR. KAAGAN: I never thought Ilvould be on
the other side of the testing issue from Charlie
McDaniel. I am not in favor of teacher testing;
it separates winners from losers. It is not a
good way to signal public policy, nor is it a
good allocation of dollars. May I have your
comments and reactions?

DR. ARCINIEGA: AS you may have antici-
pated from formal remarks, I agree with you;
It may be a handy and easy political way to
ride _the crest of the "public sentiment wave,"
but I don't believe it is the most responsible
way to address the problems we face.

GORDON AMBACH (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New York): Entry level_control issues
concern a mix of assessment and judgments.
Expand; please, on the entry level "mix" that
helps us find the solutions.

DR. ARCINIEGA: Although this is not the
place to get into specific models, let me simply
point _to_a number of the essential elements in
a proper mix of assessments and judgments.
To begin with; we need to aim toward con-
structing a profile of attributes that will _give_us
a sound basis for judging the _suitability for
teaching of the prospective candidate; i. e., in-
telligence, cultural sensitivity, commitment, in-
terest in children, openness and: caring as a
human being, ability to relate and interact with
Children and young people, etc. The assess-

ment and the building of that profile ofjudg-
ments is a thoroughly professional under,tak-
ing which can best be accomplished by the
faculty and_ the participating school practi-
tioners in the locales where we propose the
teacher preparation is to occur; The process
itself needs to ensure a proper place and func-
tion for interviews by your team of profes-
sionals, transcript evaluations; evaluation of
successful experiences with children and
young people, etc., as well as evaluations of
standardized test score data.

MR. AMBACH: We are indebted to you for a
cogent and thoughtful presentation.
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CASE STUDY:
CAREER LADDERS LEGISLATION

IN SOUTH CAROLINA

The Honorable E.eCrosby Lewis

South Carolina House of Representatives

The creed of economic America is scored by
words such as laissez-faire, entrepreneurship,
competition, open market,and supply and de-
mand. :With these concepts, knocking around
in our brains and before us daily on the televi-
sion and in the press, is there any wonder at
the public concern over reports that public
school students in America trail those from a
growing number of nations; that student per-
formance is dropping, not rising; and that
children who cannot read 2nd write beyond
the elementary school level are getting high
school diplomas? This concern with poor stu-
dent achievement in the United States was of-
ficially documented by the report of the U.S.
Commission on Excellence in Education en-
titled A Nation at Risk in April 1983.

Iti 1983 in South Carolina the public had
lost its confidence in the ability of our public
schools to produce students capable of com-
peting with the technologically advanced na-
tions of the world; and in many schools in my
state, to_ even teach the children to read: and
write sufficiently well to get and hold ajob. In
1983, South Carolina:suffered at the bOttom
of most national educational surveys; It
ianked forty-fifth in average teacher salaries;
four thousand dollars below the national aver-
age; Its young men failed the_ armed services
exam more frequently than those from any

hc- -tate. It ranked fiftieth in _per pupil ex-
pendires. Out of sixty7two thousand stu,
dmtS (AI entered the public school system in

forty4wo thousand made it to the
twetfth g ide. The average teacher scores of

Carolina students on the Comprehen-
2.ive Tests of Basic Skills_ (CTBS) were below
'ffk national average in _almost every category.

y-nine PC :tem of the first-graders did
not have the liecessary skills to:enter the first
ferade More than nine hundred teachers were
teaching without a bachelors degree. Is there
any wonder that the competency of our teach-
ers was questioned?

National polls indicated, however, that the
public and its governmental leaders were
aware that the answers to the problems of in-
ternational competition and the lack of con-
nection with the system by atjisk youth_ must
come through_an effective, well-prepared, and
well-equipped system of public education.
These same polls found that, although dis-
couraged in increasing numbers, Americans
are still prepared to accept an increase in their
taxes to pay higher teacher salaries and to
spend more money on school facilities, if they
could be assured that the system called public
education would produce results. South Car-
olina was a microcosm of that attitude.

In 1984, however, something unusual hap7
pened in the Palmetto State. God answered
our prayers. In that answer came a governor
who had the wisdom to work orlithe cause, not
the effect, of progress. Dick Riley led South
Carolina in attacking the root of our problems,
the lack of educational quality. Under the
leadership of Governor Riley and our fine
State Superintendent of Education, Dr. Char-
lie Williams, a program of educational reform
prepared in large measure by Dr._ Williams,
and subsequently refined by the blue ribbon
committeesand the legislature, was carried to
the people in a grassroots campaign; The focal
point of this reform was a piece of legislation
containing sixty-one new and modified pro-
grams funded by a committed one-cent sales
tax. The motto of the campaign appropriately
was "A Fenny for Your Thoughts."

When the bill was introduced, every legisla-
tive leader and every poll predi( ted its over-
whelming defeat. One poll of House members
was thirty for, ninety-four against. Eleven
weeks of debate later,:we had passed the entire
proposal, together_with tougher standards in
every area, especially those relating to account-
ability, evaluation, and promotion. It was a
magnificent team effort: educators, parents,
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businessmen, businesswomen, and politicians
all,working together, to help our children.

I have been invited to talk with you today on
the incentive pay proposals_ mandated in this
act; In order to present what we propose in
that regard; it is essential that you understand
the legislative intent behind that act and why
we believe that the career ladder and one or
two of the other bonus incentive pay proposals
will work in South Carolina despite the dismal
history of such plans:across the nation. One
cannot separate the incentive pay program
from the other aspects of the South Carolina
Education Improvement Act of 1984; for they
mesh and interrelate. Professionally and politi-
cally, they support each other, and therein we
believe lies the greatest strength of this act and
the potential for a successful incentive pay
program.

A Comprehensive Reform Program

This act attempts to bring comprehensive
reform to all areas of our public schools that
were failing to provide quality and excellence
in the education of our children: Reform in
that it provided for the creation of a deputy
superintendent of education to be in charge of
a new- division of public accountability, which
on a day4o.day basis would oversee the imple-
mentation and assessment of the provisions of
the act.:Reform in that it abandoned business
as usual,_ determined that inadequate pay for
our teachers was no longer acceptable, and
mandated that the average state teacher salary
be brought to 1thC1 southeastern average and
maintained at that level. Reform in that the leg
irons of prejudice and incompetency, which
had held our children back since the U.S. Su-
preme Court decision in the case of Brown v.
Board of Education were attacked by a massive
$60 million compensatory and remedial pro-
gram for our weakest students. Reform in that
it:provided for state intervention in districts
where the quality of education is seriously im-
paired; Six districts have been so designated
the f rst year. Reform in that it mandated ex-
tens.ve and detailed accountability in teacher,
achri nistrator, school, and district competency.

Tt..7-'t her competency was a point of major
debate in the blue ribbon committees and in
the leg..7.;:.:.)re. :Many who supported_ the bill,
including myself; felt that the teacher pay in-
crease should a:so have a component based on
an incerniv, program. The most cursory in-

spection, however, led us to the conclusion that
there was no way to develop a feasible program
within the legislative time constraints. Conse-
quently we settled_ for provisions which pro-
vided for the development and implementa-
tion of an incentive pay program by L986-87.
Needless to say, this portion of the act created
one of the few areas of disagreement within
the team.

However, during the legislative debate, firm
concessions were obtained from the:teachers'
associations that incentive pay would be part
and parcel of the act. A twenty-five percent
increase in the sales tax; totalling nearly f;1.5
billion over the next five years, was committed
to these programs by extraordinary statutory
language; that is, it took a two-thirds vote of all
members:of the House and Senate to amend
that provision. That act was :not easy to pass.
The teachers, Their associations, the admin-
istrators, the parents; and the public were
aware of the commitments made hy all parties.
Everyone, obviously, is not happy with every
portion of the act. In fact, who wants to vote
for a major tax increase in an election year?

It is of course news to no one that a perfect
merit pay system has not been developed.
Everyone is also aware that perfection is to be
sought and never achieved; and whether the
field is medical science, space technology, or
running this_ country, no perfect system has
been devised despite the billions that have
been spent and the human genius that has
been applied. However difficult and disap-
pointing the results may have been _to_ those
who sought a perfect solution; one cannot but
stand in silent and reverent awe before the Bill
of Rights, or whisper a silent prayer when
microscopic surgery permits a grandmother
to see the face of her granddaughter for the
first time, or feel the tingle of pride _when an
American astronaut steps unattachedinto
space. Now are the priests_ of the temple of
knowledge prepared to say that they can teach
others to attack the frontiers of uncertainty
and difficulty, but they cannot, nor should
they be asked to do so?

Uncertainty and_difficulty may be words_not
strong enough to describe the task of develop-
ing a workable :system that rewards the effec-
tive teacher and motivates those kss effective.
The challenge was most reasonably described
in the question asked by a teacher responding
to a school board poll, and I quote, "How do
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you__ determine the effectiveness _of an ad-
vanced placement chemistry_ teacher versus
the effectiveness-of a special education teacher
who works with five severely handicapped stu-
dents?" The answer is not easy; but more than
seventy percent of South Caroliniansi_ almost
the .same _percentage_as_ other_ Americans; be-
lieve.that all teachers must be held accountable
for the money spent on their salaries. I believe
that we who support education and those of us
who are educators must realize that we can no
longer: hide behind the- uncertainty and the
diffitulty of ASSeSsing effective teaching per-
formance and_ rewarding it,-

_ To _do_ so:in_ South _Carolina _will collapse a
wave ofpnblic support and leave public educa-
tion stagnating in the pool of professional me-
diocrity and public cynicism again. A profes-
sion which cannot define excellence and judge
it deserves its mediocrity.: Those-who fail- to
find A way tci tewaird excellence_wilLsurely_live
without .it. Considering the proliferation_of
computers; their _ability to assimilate vast
amounts_ of data;_.and the capability of pro-
grammers to design t- '-ss than ten
years ago would have -Illy and in-
terminably difficult, perform-
ance- tontepti AS an c upon
which titi base mc 4Rer on new
significance._

Despite_this_ provess 4.0.. the expansi'.I of
standardized achievement ic .tirkg;, we are not
quite at the point where we can, like the major
new-s networks, project our election winners
on :the basis of patterns from- past elections
and the very -earliest -results. Although' I be-
lieve that the facility that the compute.r brings
to_ the_ audit .and_ evaluation of_ elementary and
secondary_education_ will make it the most sig-
nificant educational tool sirr--° the printing
press, we are not yet in the pin, nn to proceed
without the input of subjective evaluation.,

Speaking a A former state board member
and AS a legiSlaton I have-observed,. that de,
spite _the _researchers! condusions; one of_ the
major .concern&of .teachers_ is their paycheck;
and_there is nothing_ wrong with that. I was
raised to respect and honor the work ethic,
and experience hat taught me that it is hetter
to get -paid more than less. This nation has- a
special place of honor for -those.-who -contrib-
ute unselfishly-to -the . welfare .of_ their fellow
men;_but_ paradoxically_ this nation also _meas-
ures prestige by the amount of _the paycheck.
In preparing for this talk; I came across an

interesting article on a poll taken by the Ameri-
can School Board Journal in May 1983. ThiS
poll, surprisingly to me, stated, "A Clear Major-
ity, 62.7 percent of teachers responding; agree
that teachers should be paid according to how
well they perform in the classroom." This sur-
vey confirmed my belief that most teachers,
once past the negative reflex on:hearing the
words "merit pay," do- believe: that: teachers
who _are more:effective in the classroom
should receive larger salaries than teaChers
who are less effective: We in South Carolina
are endeavoring to establish a system that can
equitably and efficiently achieve that end.

The _South Carolina Education Improve7
ment Act provides that the State BOard Of
Education, with the assistance of the LegiSla-
live Oversight Committee, known as the SeleCt
Committee and_ especially created by the act;
will develop and implement a teacher Incen-
tive_pay program to reward teachers who dem-
onstrate superior performance and productiv-
ity. This act provides a schedule for &An=
pliance which allows two years for the
development and piloting of three different
progams in nine school districts. Incidentally,
the Education Improvement Act also man-
dates evaluations of principals and admin-
istrators and the development of an incentive
pay program for them.

The schedule provided that by October
1984: (the att became law 'in June 1984), a
broad-based 'teacher incentive advisory com-
mittee would be formed to advise the State
Board _on development and implementation.
This committee was to be composed of teach-
ers; principals, superintendents, and Board
members. The chairman was to he appointed
by the Governor. During school year 1984-_-85,
the State Board was to develop and select three
programs. These three programs will be pack-
tested in nine districts in the 1985-86 school
yean The State Board of Education, with the
advice from the Select Committee, will choose
a single merit system for state use. Beginning
in school year 1986-87, funds for the teacher
incentive program chosen will be diStriblited
to the schooL districts on a per:pupil baSiS. No
district will receive funds that does not have an
incentive program approved by the State
Board.

The three incentive pay programs recom-
mended by the advisory committee and ap-
proved by the State Board of Education for
pilot testing are the Bonus Model, the Career
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Model, and the Campus/Individual Model.
The Bonus Model and the Campus/Individual
Model are similar in that the criteria for the
Campus/Individual Model are almost identical
to those of the Bonus Model. The Bonus
Model is supervised by a local Bonus Incentive
Committee, which at the beginning of the year
sets the programs standards and screens all
applicants. I have provided you with an out-
line of the models and will quickly go through
them with you. We welcome your criticisms
and comments.

Early in the year the committee or its repre-
sentativts meets with the approved candidates
and sets objectives and plans for the year's
activities, and finally late in the year the Com-
mittee conducts an exit ;nterview to evaluate
the candidates' performances. These _three
bonus models were composites of mckiels rec-
3mmended by the districts that applied for
grants to develop the models, or in some cases
uere already operating some type of model.
The final model, of course; will derive from
the pilot tests that are being conducted now.

The Bonus Model

Candidates for the Bonus Model must meet
the following eligibility requirements:

Professional Stalw. They must have con-
tinuing contract status and be a full-
time classroom teacher, librarian, or
guidance counselor.

Attendance. Candidates must agree not
to be absent for more than five days,
except for certain exceptions.

nuance Evaluatlon. Each candidate
must agree to a district evaluation
based on statewide criteria mandated
by the Education Improvement Act,
Whith became effective: for the first
time in 1984-854 and which: required
that a third of the teachers be evalu-
ated every year; This would require an
agreement by those who apply to be
evaluated ahead of time under the
provisions of that act.

The evaluation of the successful participant
would require a rating of superior. The initial
plan developed by the candidate must contain
three components upon which the candidate

will be judged under a 100-point system. The
components are:

Self-improvement, twenty to twenty-five
points. Self-improvement activities must
relate directly to enhancement of
teaching effectiveness.

Extended service component, twenty to
twenty-five_ points. These services pro7
mote :cooperation _among_ colleagues
and the :collective _good _of the school
district.__You_ will note in_ your appen-
dices that_ there is an outline _of sug-
gested activities for both of those.

Student achievement, which in tke bonus
model accounts for fifty to sixty points. This
requires that -a candidate _develop a
portfolio of achievement-Telated mate-
rials demonstrating superior student
achievement during the year.

There isa listing of various tests that may be
used to indicate achievement. Although we do
have quite an elaborate testingsystem in South
Carolina,- it is relatively new. As I said_earlier,
neither this testing_system_ nor _our_expertise
has_reached_ the level _where we could_ use it as
an absolute objective analysis in trying to meet
this particular portion of_ the evaluation. A
technical assistance team from the, state will
assist the local committee in assembling and
analyzing the test data. We believe that teach7
ers who earn: rewards:must_ he: demonstrably
superior,_ whiCh_ requires valid measures of
teaching results and _assessment measures that
are objective and consistently applied.

There is an award process in which a mone-
tary sum:in pro-_rated among all winners. his
estimated; based on the criteria- used, that ap-
proximately iwenty _percent _of the teachers
should qualify:under _the :Bonus Model; The
recommended stipend is from $2;000 to
$3;000

The pilot also calls for non-monetary or psy7
chological incentives. These are to be devel-
oped along with the suggested guidelines as
shown in the example in the packet. Whether
you: agree with:_the :concept of _motivational
hygiene_or_not, it is clear that money is not the
only incentive that motivates; There is anal?,
peal process under this provision under which
the candidate may appeal first tp the Bonus
Incentive Committee, then to the Superinten
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dent of Schools in _the district, and then to the
local district board of trustees whose decision
would be final. The State Department will as-
sign technical assistance and evaluation teams
to assist the local distficts in their operation of
the pilot programs.

The Career Ladder Model

The Career Ladder Model will likewise op7
erate under the supervision uf a local commit-

itee n which there is substantial teacher and
principal participation. The committee will
work wkh the evaluation and technical as-
sistance team from the state. Proposed in this
plan: are three career levels. Each level has
similar eligibility_ provisions to the Bonus
Model; There is professional status where the
teacher must have continuing contract status;
the attendance agreement where the teacher
in the first level agrees to no more than six
absences, with the exceptions that are listed;
and the:performance evaluation agreement in
which the teacher agrees to undergo a per-
formance evaluation that meets the require-
ments of the Teacher Educator Evaluation
Act.

In both the:Bonus Model and the Career
Ladder Model, the teacher& must obtain a
score reflecting superior performance; As in
the _Bonus Model, the Career Model requires
candidates to obtain at least X number of
points in self-improvement activities. The fol-
lowing are the criteria for Level One:

Sellimprovement activates. Four points
fOr activities _directly related to en-
hancement of teaching effectiveness:

Extended service (which also follows the cri-
teria of the Bonus Model). Candidates
must obtain Six points assigned to serv-
iteS that promote cooperation among
eolleagues and the collective good of
the SehOol di-Strict;

Sttident achievement. Same as the Bonus
MOdel. It iS to be baSed on: a portfOlio of
materials developed by the candidate
to demonstrate superior achievement
by students during the year.

The recommended salary bonus in Career
Level One is $1,000 to $1,500. All -career levels
art validated and approved annually, Caret::
Levels TWO afid Three are the same basically

as One; except that they_ require a point in-
crease to reflect greater effort and accomplish-
ment, and candidates must have at least eight
graduate hours, including six in certification.
Level Two recommends a salary bonus of
$1,500 _to $2,500. Level Three requires two
successful years at Level Two and agreement
to absences of:no more than four days,_ with
exceptions, and requires increased points on
self-improvement and extended service. Level
Four recommends a bonus or incentive of
$2,500 to $3,000.

The Career Ladder Model calls_ for an as-
sessment_ process. The Career Ladder GM-
mittee will evaluate the candidates; and all can-
didates qualifying must submit a packet of
materials similar to those in the Bonus Model,
including documentation of professional sta=
tus, intent to meet attendance requirementS,
and requirements for performance evaluation;
a proposed self=evaluation plui; and a pro-
posed eytended service plan. The committee
will review these plans_ and documents and
counsel with the candidates, in a procedure
similar to that in the Bonus Plan. Levels Two
and Three have fast-track provisions that state
under this option that years of experience may
be waived by candidates if they have an ade-
quate level_ of approved educational credits.
This provides an opportunity for a candidate
to move immediately into Level Two and
Three in the first year. The model calls for
non-monetary incentives, as did the Bonus. It
also provides an appeal process.

The Campus Model

_ The Campus Model provides for a turd of
the binds to go to the uistricts for meritorious
schools and for two-thirds of the funds to go to
individual bonuses. It is almost identical to the
Bonus Model for individuals; however, in the
campus part it establishes_ a special incentive
plan to reward staff members in the schools
that show the greatest growth in student
achievement

The selection _process is objective and all
schools are eligible. Schools compete against
themselves on the basis of student achieve-
ment measured by CTBS and Basic Skillt AS=
sessment Program (BSAP) scores or o;her
standard achievement battery :tests. Schools
exceeding projected levels based ona multiple
regression formula will be eligible. By this sta-
tistical procedure, it is possible to predict fu-
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ture %:.-6t scores from past test performances
together :with other characteristics of the stu-
dents in the group.

Regarding staff elibility, as in other models,
only continuing contract teachers are eligible,
and they:must pass an evaluation with no less
than (and this is slightly different)_a total satis=
factory rating on the evaluation; _Students
whose perfe_rmance will be judged under this
process are those enrolled at the end of the
forty-five day period, those with required test
scores, and those eligible to be tested (that is,
not the handicapped students). This concept is
designed to :encourage all _teachers in: the
school to work together to influence_positively
the achievement of the largest nuMber of stu-
dents; Finally, the school must receive a supe-
rior evaluation to qualify. In all other respects,
this model is similar_to the other models.

These three models iepresent composites of
the better: features of the plans developed by
the school districts throughout the state. Int
centive pay in South _Carolina is not an end
unto itself; It is a part of a broad array of
programs whose goals are multiple, to im7
prove teaching and to improve stud c,nt
achievement. A quick list of programs to assist
teaching enhancement, as provided in the Ed=
ucation Improvement Act; are these:

Base average salary raised to the south-
eastern average:

Se.rondary schools and colleges man-
dated to stress teaching as a career op-
portunity.

Cancellable loans for teaching degrees
in critical areas, which may be forgiven
at the rate of twenty percent per year.

Creation of centers of excellence for
teaching;

Implementation of inservice training
programs by all districts by 1986=87.

Tuition reimbursement every two years
for advanced college hours in the area
of certification;

Reduction of classroom paperwork by
use of computers. Remedial assistance
to teachers with evaluation deficien-
cies.

Teacher competitive grant programs
for improved teaching practices and
procedures.

The Heriorable Newt Gingrich, a member
of the Intc.: -Governmental Advisory Council,
in submitting his comments on teacher prepa-
ration, asked that _they be measured as if lie
were a college teacher; nota politician; In con-
trast; I would ask that you measure my re-
marks as if they came from one of the politi-
cians referred to by our Executive Director,
William Pierce, when he said, "Unique to the
current reform movement is vigorous par-
ticipation by non-educators as well as edu-
cators_ Governments, legislators:, business peo-
ple, and parents have joined school people to
improve public education;" We intend to have
an improvement in public education in South
Carolina,_ and we are going to get it with or
without the educators.

WAYNE TEAGUE (Superintendent of Educa-
tion, Alabama): We have recently passed re-
form legislation very similar to yoursi it seems,
in the Career Ladder Model.:Da your require-
ments for moving up the ladder have anything
to do with degrees at all; or is it based purely
on performance?

MR. LEWIS: Of course, our basic salary
schedule is based in part on the level of degree
that the teacher possesses. The career ladder
and both of these plans do have a component
that evaluates the teacher's involvement in the
community and professional development; in-
cluding further education; So additional col-
lege credits would be a factor in the evaluation
of that teacher.

JERRY EVANS (Superintendent of Public In-
struction, Idaho): At the end of your pilot
testing, do you plan to continue the three
models or select the best of the three?

MR. LEWIS: Theoretically, we are going to
pick one of the three, but we obviously will
enjoy the benefit of the mistakes and sug-
gestions that arose out of the pilots and try to
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take advantage of them when we select the
model that will be used on a permanent baiis.
One of the big questions is, "Will the pilots
give us sufficient information to go forward by
the implementation date of 1986-87?" The act
mandates it.

FRANKLIN B. WALTER(Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ohio): Is it your intent that
only twenty percent be superior teachers, or is
it possible that eighty percent might deserve
this rating?

MR. LEWIS: That is an issue of debate right
now among the people putting the proposal
together. I believe we are going to have to put
a cap on it, if we are going to maintainithe
dollars at:a level that would be attractive. How-
ever; during the development of these plans,
some people felt that the criteria established a
level of difficulty that would only eliminate
about twenty percent of the teachers as candi-
dates.

DR. WALTER: Will the one-cent sales tax in-
crease provide sufficient funds to increase the
average state salary to t. needed level?

MR LEWIS: That is a good question. The
Education Improvement Act that we passed in
1984 mandated that the teachers' salaries be
brought up and maintained at the south-
eastern average. We finance public education
out of _the general fund; in large measure,
except for this special act that we now have; In
1984; in addition to the money that the one-
cent sales tax brought in, we also raised out of
general revenues about $6Q million, which
maintains an inflation factor that we were trr
ing to bring: to our foundation. Out of- that
money, funding goes to teacher salaries; So; if
the state general revenue fund is not sufficient
to bring it to the southeaste:n average, then
the money out of the Education Improvement
Act would. The reason that is an interesting
question is that I do not think we have resolved
what is going to happen_ down the road if the
legislature fails to provide the funding out of
genexal revenue; whkh_would normally keep
our foundation at a certain level with the infla-
tion factor. That is, politically, if the legislature
gets in trouble for money, it cannot interfere
with this plan because it is locked in with very
difficult statutory language. Parliamentarily,
they cannot get into it. But on the other part

of the bill, with a simple majority:vote, they
could stop allocating sufficient funds to main-
tain salaries at the southeastern average. Then
we would have to move into the Education
Improvement Act, take money out of pro-
grams like incentive pay or the other pro-
grams of excellence, some of which I have
described here, to bring salaries to the south-
eaFtern average. That is an issue that is yet to
be decided in the legislature.

DR. WALTER: Are all of these programs one
hundred percent state-funded?

MR. LEWIS: All the programs are one_ hun-
dred percent _state-funded; that is, all _the
money comes from the state. There is debate
whether we have fully funded the programs
we have mandated, of course. We do have a
provision in tEe bill that the local districts have
to maintain the level of support that they had
in 1983-84, and do it at an inflation rate that
equals the national rate.

ROBERT BENTON (Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction; Iowa): Without arguing the
merits and demerits of a merit pay plan, after
you get your plan in place, are you going to
make any attempt to determine whether a
merit pay plan such as this has positive impact
on student achievement?: Is there a research
model_ that you are thinking 7.bout to deter,
mine the effectiveness of this plan; or is it just
going to be in place on the basis that you think
it will do a good job?

MR_ LEWIS: I do not think the research
model is defined and described, but the act
that we passed _mandates a tremendous
amount of accountability and assessment. I
think that is probably one of the unique fea-
tures of the actthat through6ut; it calls for
accountability and assessment, including the
establishment of the special division of
accountability by the State Board of Education
on the implementation and development:of
this:legislation; The Select Committee; which I
chair, oversees the act to ensure that it is devel-
oped and implemented in accordance with the
general legislative intent. I think the time will
come when that assessment will be called for
and a specific model will have to I* adopted. I
think it is fair to say that we are maintaining
within the State:Department an: elaborate as-
sessment of student test scores; but as for the
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impact of the incentive pay program on
teacher evaluation, that model has not been
developed, but I think it should be and will be.

DR. BENTON: With this vast array of re-
forms, you may have a hard time determining
rhether merit pay specifically has any impact
on student achievement.

MR. LEWIS: The opponents of merit pay or
teacher incentive pay have historically taken
the position that the programs for incentive
pay have not been broad enough; they have
been toa focused on teachers, teacher evalua-
tion, and teacher output. What we have tried
to do with this act is provide a vast comprehen-
sive_ network; a vast array of programs other
than just student achievement or just teacher
evaluation; We are trying to assist the teacher
in his or her development; we are trying to
assist the children in their development.
Frankly, I do not care where it comes from as
long as we get improvement in student
achievement. My concein is with the student
and not !,ith the teacher; although I am a
strong supporter (:.1 teacher salaries in South
Craolina; 1,-ansidered a teachers' man. If it
comes to a _vote between Lhe teacher and the
stwlerv as far as the end result is concerned; I
will be on the side of the student.

GORPON AMBACH (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New York): At the end of the 1985-86
school year you and your colleagues will have
an interesting choice among the three models.
Looking at them ffom the point of view of the
state legislature, my assumption was that with
each of the three models you would be com-
mitting approximately the same total amount
of money, so the choice you would make is not
based on relative cost af the models, but on
which one is the most effective.

MR. LEWIS: That is correct.

MR. AMBACH: I am curious about what you
and your colleagues suspect you will be look-
ing for as the key difference in results among
those three models. What will make you
choose one over the others? Would it be pupil
achievement, how the teachers feel about the
models, how the administrators feei acut
them? What will the bottom-line criteria be?

MR. LEWIS: 1 do not know that we have the
answer to that other than improved student

achievement. Whatever we implement will still
be in the nature of a pilot until we get enough
of a track record to look at it. I understand, for
example, that North Carolina has mandated
implementation _of a career ladder this year
and they have a four-year pilot. We will imple-
ment the one of: these three programs that is
judged best by the State Board of Education
with help from the blue ribbon committees
and people who are involved in it. Out of that
will come a fast-track pilot, in other words, a
pilot that goes into effect, and we will develop
it from there. You must understand that in
South Carolina (and fram what I read; there_is
similar feeling across the country); the pubiic
feels that the educational establishme:-.t has
had long enough to work this out. Concerning
the money that everybody is saying has to be
put into public education, they are saying,
"OK, we are willing to put the money in, if we
can have some assurance that it is working,"
Well; the educators come back with a question
like yours, "How are we going to get the as-
surance?," and the public says, "That's your
problem." What we are doing in South Car-
olina is responding to the public pressure that
there be some system instigated to evaluate
and assess teacher competency. 'That is where
we are going.

The program will still be a pilot; even when
implemented on a statewide level. As a matter
of fact, there will be a strong impetus by many
people who do not want to spend money on
public education to carry out the selected pro-
gram in maybe half of the districts in the state.

RICHARD A. BOYD _(Superintendent of Ed-
ucation; Mississippi)i Our legislature has man-
dated a statewide plan thRt was recommended
to them. One of the great issues facing the task
force working on the plan is how to develop a
plan that can be uniformly applied across the
state. Your expectation is that roughly twenty
vercent of the teachers will get the:merit:pay.
That expectation assumes that you have about
the same composition of the teaching force
across the state. We all know that is not true. If
you give twenty percent merit money to each
district, in fact some districts have a greater or
lesser percentage of teachers who will qualify.
What guidance would you give us?

MR, LEWIS: The plans provide that the dis-
tricts are going to do the evaluations, based on
statewide criteria. It is possible that the teacher
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who is evaluated as superior in one school
district may not be able to qualify in another
school &strict. We think that is about as close
to equalizing the plan as we can come.

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New Jersey): I sure do not have the
answers either; they are so hard to come by.
One of the things I struggle with when we talk
about merit, is "What is good teaching, and do
we know it when we see it?" Your plans give
points for activities that are ancillary to the
classroom. My concern was that the measure-
ments appear to be quantitative, that the local
district will do the evaluating, and that many
of these activities are outside the classroom. Is
there any correlation between_what happens in
the vast array of activities and how they affect
teaching? I was talking to Charlie [Charlie
Williams; Superintendent; South Carolina] at
lunch, and I am extremely i essed with
what you are doing with the Hunter Model.
Would not that be more effective than a model
that emphasizes those ancillary activities?

MR. LEWIS: We do not have the answer. We
have determined that we are going to begin
with a pilot; and conduct it until we get to a
level with which we are satisfied. Obviously, we
never will be, but at some_ point we will either
make a determination that we have found
enough to continue the pilot, or we will aban-
don it. I am not working on it day-to-day, so I
cannot respond technically to you; But; speak-
ing from a policy -;tandpoint; we have decided
we are going to io it. The people that sup-
ported this plan and the public, outside of the
educational establishment, feel so deeply
about improving education in my state (and:I
get the distinct impression that this feeling is
widespread in the country) that we felt we
would lose their support if we did not start
dealing with it; Now, maybe we have not dealt
with it in a competent manner, but we have
done the best we can. We began the pilot and
will proceed with the pilot and the test until we
can decide to go forward with it or abandon it.

CHARLIE G. WILLIAMS (Superintendent of
Education, South Carolina): The first step of
the plan is an evaluation of each teacher in the
classroom, including at least three visits to the
classroom by observers. The individual being
considered is evaluated in performance in the
classroom and in relation to a set of criteria

determined by the state. The instruments may
be developed by the local school district. After
that we document student achievement. There
is some flexibility in this part because of the
difficulty in measuring achievement in fields
such as art and music.

DR. BENTON: You have already noted what
appears to be one of the difficulties in the
timetable you are working with. You ha sev=
eral pilots going this year; obviously, most of
the year will have to get by before you can
evaluate those pilots. In the meantime. you
may have great difficulty in getting the other
school districts ready to implement by the
1986-87 school year. Do you have any plans to
get a legislative reprieve on the timetable for
this reform, or does your coral':_ee have the
ability to make that decisio?

MR. LEWIS: That would r ake :e..n amendment
of the act, but I do nu, it,:;k it would be a
problem. In view of the enthusiam for: this
program among the bill's proponents and the
legislature in general; I think we will not have
any trouble postponing that implementation
date or modifying it for the districts.

STEPHEN KAAGAN (Commissioner of Edu=
cation, Vermont): At times you talk about the
relationship between the political process in
your state and the educational community Do
you have any recommendations for us about
how to improve that relationAip? There seems
to be some antipathy in yu Jr state, ai4c1, I
think, in many others as well. How can we
bring about greater partnership, t---.ope-ation,
and collaboration?

MR; LEWIS: I do not know how it is in your
state, but I read you a list of problems that we
had with public education in South Carolina;
starting with the SAT scores, right on down
,he list. We want them corrected. We would
hke the educators to tell us what to do to
correct those. Thai is the:main thing:we want
to do, and we 'h-ant t.C1 work with the educators.
We do not want to pay teachers who are in-
comptient. My subcommittee of the Ways and
Means Committee has oversight responsibility
for the Commission for the Blind in South
Carolina. Those people do one of the the most
magnificent jobs_in thestate with the funds we
give them. It is fantastic. If I could give them
twice as much money, they would do four
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times the work, because they have the knack in
that agency.

Yet at the same time, we have these big de-
mands by_ public education.: I Iliean big de-
mands. The Commission could take $100,000;
and that would be giving them the world; lint
public education takes $100 million; That is
the problem we deal with as legislators when
education people come to us and say, "We
need to do something ahout this problem." We
say, What is it going to cost?" When they say,
"It is going to cost $100: million," we:want to
jump out the window. They say; "Look at our
test scores; Look at what our children are
doing; What about those teachers who can
hardly read or write and do not have basic
skills. What are you doing about them?" So we
are left in a state of frustration.

The answer to your question, which I think
is very topical and very important, is that we
must figure: out a way to do a better job in
educating the legislators and probably the
U.S. Congressmen too; on how they can work
within the field of education, and where they
can be most effective, so that we do not get a
reflexive response of "We must have incentive
pay, whether we know if it works or not," be-
cause that is what we have now. We are going to
put it in out of a sense of frustration that we
do not know the answer of how to measure
teacher performance; I think that is a very
good question. We must do a better job.

When the bill was introduced in the legisla-
ture in South Carolina, it went to the Educa-
tion Committee, which voted for all the:points
in the bill, but made no recommendation on
the penny; In other words; they did not have
the guts to say how we were going to fund it;
The Education Committees in the House and
Senate in South CaroLna are not as effective in
education as are the Finance Committee and
the Ways and Means Committee. That is not
the way it :should be. Somehow we have to
develop a closer rapportwe must find a bet-
ter way for the two groups to work together

DR. WILLIAMS: Let me mention something
that was alluded to earlier, 5ut was not elabo-
rated. The plan for reform in this instance
emanated from the education community, not
the legislators. The superintendents had re,
viewed a plan, reacted to it; added to it; and
taken away from it. We were fortunate that we
were able to go to people like Crosby Lewis,
who had already read the future (this was be=

fore A Nation at Risk), and took education on as
a specific cause on behalf of the state of South
Carolina. So we had an educational leadership
that had recognized this problem and had al-
ready put into place a proposal that was re-
vised and improved as it went along, as com-
pared with other instances where the legisla-
ture perceived the problem and the answer,
and in turn, had to bring the educators in. I
would not miss the opportunity to reassure
Mr. Lewis that we are going to solve this prob-
lem either because or in spite of all this help.

MR. LEWIS: I am waiting for it.

DR. TEAGUE: Thank you, Crosby, for that
excellent report. Before we end this session, I
would like to say that it disturbs me that while
we are setting up new pay schedules, incentive
pay plans and so forth, we still hold on to the
antiquated way of rewarding teachers, based
on degrees and experience, neither of which
makes any difference in how children learn;
At least I cannot find any research that says it
does; The reason I bring this up is because in
our plan in Alabama, at my insistence, teach-
ers entering the profession in 1987 and there-
after will proceed up the ladder without any
recognition of experience or degrees,: bin
purely on the perfoimance rating that we have
devised. Only at tlw master teacher level;
which is our final, top level, do we require a
master's degree. Thi is for one reason, that
the job description for that position is differ=
ent from the other teachenf Joh descriptions.
It is my contention that as icing as the job
descriptions are the same, and Nbc.. _research
does not show any difference resulting irom
degrees or experience, then these should not
be rewarded; That is why I stay in trouble at
home.

JOHN H. LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Massari.,setts): We have a $2,500 incen-
tive plan for selected teachers that was just
passed in Massachusrtts. The only difference
iS that the local school board and the local
teachers_ through their union assocation will
essentially negotiate the way teachers are se-
lected; Teachers will primarily be recognized
at certain levels for performing extra duties
that their local school boards want them to
perform. There are several states doing the
same sort of thing.

DR. TEAGUE: There are about forty states
doing this kind of thing or planning to do so.
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SCHOOL/UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: PROMISES AND CAVEATS

John 1. Goodlad
Visiting Professor

University of Washington

The Partnership Concept

The term "partnership" has gained consider-
able currency in recent: years. The word has
nice connotations, implying communication;
mutual rights, responsibilities, and returns in
the form of income or pleasure; less likely to
be available singly. In marital and business
relationships particularly, it is assumed that
each partner supplements and complements
the other in achieving what cannot be or is less
likely to be achieved alone, h is assumed, also,
that the enjoyment of maximum benefits de-
pends on each party to the partnership giving
up a measure of independent functioning.

Presumably, then, successful partnerships
have at least three essential characteristics: a
degree of dissimilarity between or among the
partners, the mutual satisfaction of .,er-inter-
ests, a measure of selflessness on the part of
each sufficient to assure the satisfaction of self-
interests of both. By contrast, partnerships not
likely to be satisfying and lasting would tend to
be characterized by too great or too little dis-
similarity,_little overlapping of self=interests,
and unwillingness to change behavior or give
up_ ground or_ turf

A successful partnership is in large measure
symbiotic; That is; there is a union of unlike
organisms (or institutions) involving a rather
intimate being together in mutually beneficial
relationships.

Partnerships in Education
In education, the word "partnership" often

has been used to describe connections be-
tween schools and businesses or school dis-
tricts and the business sector. The two sets of
entities certainly are differentperhaps too
different to effect a productive coming to-
gether. Indeed, the differences appear to be so
greaL to many people on the business side that
they have difficult" resisting the temptation to
shape schools in t1,-- image of their businesses.
Setting out to reform the other partner is not a
good way to enter a marriage. Clearly, there
are self-interests that could be satisfied in

school/business partnerships. Commercial en-
treprises add to the economy on whichschools
depend. Businesses see the relationship be-
tween good schools and competent employees.
But these obvious connections are not powcr-
ful motivators of an intimate working relation-
ship between the business and precollegiate
educational communities.

It is not surprising that most school/business
partnerships have turned out to be more a
relationship between a benefactor (not always
benign) and a beneficiary than _the kind of
successful partnerships Lhave defined. Across
the country there are various "Adopt-A-School
Plans," arrangements whereby engineers, for
example; serve part-time as teachers or re-
source persons in local schools, and career
education curricula involve the cooperation
of business and corporate enterprises. These
are less partnerships than helping connec-
tions, with business _usually adopting a phi-
lanthropic, noblesse oblige stance.

The business/school relationship 1. p-
proaches symbiosis when, for example, schools
and businesses together see the prospect of a
better career education curriculum taught
jointly. The problem is real and relatively im-
mediate: each partner has somethingdifferent
to contribute, there are mutual self-interests
that overlap, and there are sacrifices by both.
There is turf to be given up by those educators
involved in vocational and caner education;
but there are also long term advantages, and
perhaps even survival, at stake. The proposed
partnership has most of die necessary ingre-
dients for successful functioning.

The word "partnership" frequently is ap-
plied these days to what are essentially net-
works of similar classes of institutions such as
schools or school districts. People with com-
mon objectives come together to exchange
ideas, advance understanding of their__voca7
tion or avocation, and gain the benefits of
camaraderie mid socializatim in a new set of
group:norms. This kind of networking has a
long history in human endeavors. The focus is
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primarily on learning from one another to do
better what is done now. The question of
whethenoreven why, we do what we do in the
ways we do it rai-ely is raised; Indeed; raising it
oftentriggers a closing of ranks to shut out the
inquirer:

These job-alike or function-alike networks
tend_to bc ineffective change strategies. They
usually Are low in their demands on _time and
energy, require giving up little OT nothing, and
are simultaneously high on congeniality and
low on confrontation; Responsibility for man-
agementsetting agendas; calling meetings;
keeping minutes, etc.often is alternated
among members_ of the network. When some-
one is employed for this purpose, the expecta-
tion is usually for management rather than
leadership.: The executive director _of such a
network who_ has fundamental change or re-
construction in mind might be wise to have job
alternatives in mind as well.

In the wake of A Nation At Risk', the word
"partnership" is being used to denote new net-
works of principals or superintendents (or
schools or school districts) designed- for pur-
poses of school improvement; There is, appar-
ently, some ambivalence regarding purpose
because the rhetoric or _justification often in-
cludes words such as "change" and "recon-
struction." If fundamental change and recon-
struction are to be taken seriously, these r,o-
called partnerships will have to go beyond the
networks /hat_ have characterize& schooling in
the past Here is:an incomplete list of charac-
teristics needed to form successful part-
nerships:

1. PURPOSES. Traditionally, networks of
individuals with similar positions or institu-
tions with similiar functions have taken :Is
their :prime purpose the edification, pro:- -
siorial improvement, and socialization of their
members. It is assumed that good things be-
yond the well-being of members will occur
through serendipity. Change and reconstruc-
tion_ of the kind now being identified as
needed, however, wili require a willingness to
examine everything: practiced as well_as strat-
egies_-_directed to: change many things long
considered sacred. Successful companies ac-
cept this premise and way of life as givens.2

_2. RETRAINING. Those in the profession
who: have the doctorate and who "have ar7
rived," in that_ they are in the top posts, will
need to develop new understandings and

skills. Staff development is not just for some-
one else. It will be necessary to build in re-
training as part of one's everyday life. Suc-
cessful companies accept this also as a given.

3. STRUCTURE. Whereas traditional net-
works have relied almost exclusively on their
own members to develop and forward an
evolving agenda with speakers to address top-
ics, fundamental change and reconstruction
will require systematic concentration on hard7
rock: problems that have heretofore resisted
attack or been bypassed because of their seem-
ing intractability Consequently, the potentially
successful partnership must build in from the
beginning the elements necessary to pursue
such an agenda. These include moving part-
nership activities from back burner to front
burner and from low energy to:high energy
status,_ revising one's back home time schedule
to include implementation of_partnership
agreements, building in some ingredients of a
divergent or countervailing characteristic such
as long term consultants rather than just
speakers, or including a different kind of in-
stitution with_ overlapping interests, and so on.

4. LEARNING MODE OR AMBIENCE.
Whereas most networks depend heavily on in-
put of informatiol, camaraderie, the ex-
change of state-of-the-art experiences, rela-
tively undisciplined 2nd sometimes non-
cumulative exchanges of viewpoints, and a
core of relatively unquestioned beliefs (such as
those of a religious sect), change-oriented
partnerships require a much more disciplined
form of inquiry which often questions current
practice, challenges basic values, and pro-
motes confrontation. Further, these same char-
acteristics must become not only the orienta-
tion of participants but also those to be
promotedin the home-based institution.

5. STAFFI It becomes apparent that the
rather casual rotation of management respon-
sibilities among membe: s of the network will
not suffice. And a manager-type executive di=
rector will not suffice, either. Depending on
the size and goals of the partnership, there will
need to lie:both built,in and consultantgype
professional personnel spending a substantial
portion of their time not only in advancing the
substantive agenda but also in assisting the
members with their unique, home-based
problems in effecting change. The most diffi;
cult part of their work will be that of maintain-
ing the inquiry mode of problem solvir. hit
all too easy for administrators to slip into the
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cothfortable habit of leading by position of
authority rather than by delegation of power.

6; EVALUATION Traditional networks sur-
vive largely because the members enjoy being
with colleagues and gaining new information.
Encounters with countervailing, upsetting;
ideas and confrontation are likely to lead to
diSsatisfaction and non-attendance.: Conse-
qiiehdy; evaluation concentrates on these im-
mediate satisfactions and may lead to the selec-
tion of the less controversial agenda items and
the more entertaining speakerscharac-_
teristics of the so-called "old boys' networks."
Change-oriented partnerships require evalua,
tihri of effects beyond the mere enjoyment of
Meetings; ranging:from the attitudes of those
With Whom principals and superintendents
work to identifiable changes in teaching, cur-
ricula; or whatever else may be the targets of
.mprovement.

Clearly, partnerships with characteristics
such as these are not for everyone. Indeed;
they may not be for many of us. There is little
heed for ithem if we believe that schools are
organized and conducted just about as they
should be. What is needed is only a kind of
"shaping up;" involving more orderly schools
and classrooms, more time on school-based
learning, fewer electives, more homework; bet,
ter prepared teachers, and SO on. Judging
froth recent state enactments; these appearto
be the improvements thought necessary and
Safi-dent by many elected officials who, pre-
sumably, endeavor to stay close to what they
think is wanted by the bulk of the electorate.

Some of us think otherwise. Ted Sizer for
example, believes that many of the regularities
of schooling simply prevent_ teachers doing
what We routinely expect them to do.3 It is
follyi he says; to expect English teachers to
coach in writing the 150 students most of
them confront each day. The circumstances of
schooling must be changed to reduce this ratio
dramatically.

The point to be made is obvious. If getting
better schools means _doing better what me
hi:5W do; the job is relatively easy. But; if it
MeariSliving up to our rhetoric of what educa-
tion in schools should be and educating our
children _and youth better in the face of dra-
matic changes in the school population and in
the world, then_ the challenge is among the
greatest this nation has ever faced. The part-
nerShipi required isione we have not yet at-
t.7-:mpted, let alone effected.

School/University Partnerships for
Educational Renewal

One kind of partnership, which appears to
be a necessary component of an effective edu-
tatiOnal System, would bring together schools
and the fountainhead that prepares personnel
for the schools; namely the university. Of
course, this is too obvious to warrant further
discussion. Schools are users, universities are
producers. The two are a partnership. Why
propose to create what already exists?

But do universities and SehOols _commonly
constitute _partnerships as I have defined the
concept? There may be instances; but, if so;
these are instances only; they are not at all
common. It takes little imagination to come up
with a list of apparent overlapping selflinter-
ests crying out for collaborative endeavor. As
the data we gathered ih A Study -of Schooline
began to reveal patterns and themes, I became
convinced not only that progress with the
hard-rock problems requires a school/univer-
sity collaboration but also that the respon-
sibilities of these two institutions for the qual-
ity of schooling are virtuaHy inseparable.
Universities can no more divest themselves of
responsibility for poor teaching in the lower
schools than they can plead complete inno,
cence with respect to the quality of medical
practice. Indeed; Derek Bok [President; Har-
vard University] took upon himself the task of
berating Harvard's Graduate School of Busi-
ness ior failure to include in its curriculum
what he perceived to be critical issueS in the
business community.5

Th Conclusion that universities must take
Sothe reSpOtisibility for the conditions of edu-
Cating children and_youth does not necessarily
lead to the further conclusion that universities
must establish with schools the kind of part=
nership described earlierunless some patt
of the responsibility aSsumed by UniverSities
depends on schools for its :successful fulfill-
theft. There are Several such parts.

One part enierging clearly is how teachers
teaCh. After reviewing the data from observa-
tions in 1;016 classrooms, my colleagues and I
concluded that the range Of pedagogical
methods observed is exceedingly riarrOW,6 and
that these reflect methods observed by pro-
spective teachers during their years of being
eledientary and secondary students. It ap-
pears that whiz happeni to teachers in univer-
sity preparation programs simply is not deep
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and profound enough to transcend what they
had observed teaching to be during the years
before. Further, what was modeled before is
demonstrated again during student teaching
and expected of them as teachers.: Were we to
set out to design a system carefully contrived
to preserve the status quo and perpetuate the
conventional wisdom; it would be difficult to
design one better.

The problem is not that lecturing, telling,
and questioning the total class are bad and
should be eliminated instead of:improved. It
is, rather, that the range of teaching behaviors
is so narrow that the diverse ways humans
learn are not adequately cultivated. Students
who could learn under different kinds of stim-
uli are denied the opportunity. This need
grows greater rather than less, given the
changing demographics of births in this coun-
try.

To go beyond the specifk problem; it ap,
;)ears that the conventions and regularities of
schoolinz, far more than the infusion of
knowledge into schools and the education of
educators, legitimate and shape educational
practice. While this is to a considerable degree
true in all fields, one is forced to conclude that
the bonds between the production of knowl-
edge and personnel in the field of education
and ongoing practice are sufficiently loose as
to make education one of the weakest profes-
sions.

In summary, the argument for school/uni-
versity partnerships proceeds somewhat asfol-
lows. For schools to get better, they must have
better teachers; among other things: To pre-
pare better teachers (and counselors; special
educators, and administrators), universities
must have access to school settings exhibiting
the very best practices. To assure the best prac-
tices, schools must have ongoing access to al-
ternative ideas and knowledge. For univer-
sities to have access to exemplary settings and
for these settings to become and remain exem-
plary, the schools and the preparing institu-
tions must enjoy the symbiotic relationships of
going together as equal partners. In the kind
of partnership envisioned, universities have a
stake in and responsibility for school improve-
ment, just as:the schools have a like interest in
and responsibility for the education of those
who will staff the schools.

For the past several years; I have been heav-
ily involved in the developinent of such part-
nerships. In the process, I have become in-

creasingly convinced of their merit and
necessity and, simultaneously, equally im-
pressed (at times, depressed) with the diffi=
culty of creating them.

Two of the three essential characteristics of
successful partnerships are clearly present.
First, the marriage partners are dissimilar
perhaps, given the nature of some univer-
sities, too dissimilar. Second, there are overlap-
ping self-interests some of which has been
identified. Unless the satisfaction of self inter-
ests is present from the beginning-,--on both
or all sidesthe partnership will not flourish.

The potential for the third characteristic is
blurred. For some universities; the initial com-
mitment to educating personnel for the
schools may be insufficient to generate a spirit
of selflessness and a willingness to give up or
share turf. For some school districts, the gains
associated with a dose school/university rela-
tionship may be perceived as not worth the
time and effort involve&

Let me elaborate on this critical third char-
acteristic of successful partnerships. One of
my continuing associations has been with a
state where a serious effort has been made to
strengthen several networks _of schools by
aligning them with colleges and universities to
form partnerships of the kind depicted here:
The idea of closer university involvement
brought forth sharp questioning and some
open hostility from a group of school leaders
from various parts of the state. The hostility
was addressed particularly to colleges and
schools of education. "Why involve the
schools of education?" they asked. "The pro,
lessors don't listen to our problems: They just
want to lecture to us and then go back to the
ivory tower."

I can add to this experience dozens of con-
versations with teachers and administrators
who expressed little or no hope in getting help
from a nearby iniversity. Superintendents
have described me their own district-wide
staff development programs operating en-
tirely apart from universities or with selected
speakers and consultants from higher educa-
tion. Many see more rather than less of this
sort of thing in the future. Educators in the
schools have engaged in sharp criticism of
teacher education programs while advancing
the view that their own greater involvement in
teacher preparation would be an improve-
ment. Even when those with whom I talked
acknowledged the potential contribution of
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universities to school improvement, there was
far more pessimism than optimism about both
the willingness of professors to become se=
riously involved and their ability to be of as-
sistance.

There is little on the university side to war-
rant optimism regarding willingness to go
much beyond the noblesse oblige view of as-
sistance to schools that has prevailed to some
degree in the past. Most professors rightly
view direct, personal involvement in the myr-
iad problems of schooling as endless. Many
rightly feel ill-equipped. Just as schools of en-
gineering, for example, have fewer and fewer
professors who have engineered anything,
schools of educationespecially those in re-
search-oriented universitieshave fewer and
fewer professors who have taught children or
had associations with schools other than their
own as parents and students. _In: the major
universities, research productivity is the moti-
vating force.

Ironically; schools of education in these re-
search-oriented uniNersities have found it in-
creasingly difficult to staff_ teacher education
programs and frequently do so with persons
not members of the regular faculty. Harry
Judge, in a critical analysis of graduate schools
of education, describes his prototypic "Water-
end University" wherein studying teachers is a
highly appropriate faculty activity, but prepar-
ing teachers is not.7 The decline of interest
among some of the most prestigious schools of
education has been a motivating factor in
bringing together several dozen of their deans
for purposes of defining an appropriate role
in the field;8 There is some irony in that the
effort has attracted considerable national at-
tention and little surprise over the fact that the
deans perceived their concerted action to be
necessary.

I have argued for a symbiotic _relationship
lktween schools and universities for purposes
of simultanecrisly improving_ schools and the
education of educators; But, given the present
gulf between the two, is there any hope of
establishing school/university partnerships,let
alone of making them productive? Phillip
Schlechty [Executive _Director, Gheens Proles-
sional Development Center], who has probed
deeply into both the circumstances of teachins
and the conditions of teacher education, is
pessimistic about either institutions of higher
education or schooling effecting change in

teacher education and is skeptical about the
potential effectiveness of a union of the two:

The final reason I find collaboration a
dubious so`ution to the problems of
teacher education is that too often it is
based on the assumption tnat en-
lightened self-interest is an appropriate
foundation upon which to build pro-
fessional education programs. This as-
sumption is mistaken.9

His solution is the creation of a new type of
teacher education organizationa site-based
professional school that is "outside the_ public
schools, outside the university, and outside the
teachers' organizations:" Currently, with a
foot in the University of Louisville and a foot
in the Jefferson County Schools; he appears to
be well-stationed for the creation of such a
setting;

Personally, I am convinced that we _do not
have the proper model of a professional school
for the preparation of educators. And,: since
we do not, the improvement of schooling is
seriously hampered. Perhaps we need a new
institution along the lines of the one envi-
sioned by Schlechty. I am convincedand no
doubt Schlechty would agreethat we are not
yet ready to bring one into full-blown reality.
My fear, my near-nightmare, is that one will be
legislated into existence and promptly repli-
cated in several states. Such a step would set
back progress toward a solution for years, per-
haps irrevocably.

What I propose instewl is setting in motion
a process through which we might arrive at
one or more viable solutions to the interwoven
problems of getting both better schools and
better preparation programs for those who
will staff them. At present, given the proposi-
tion that we may need new kinds of institu-
tions, the institutions with self-interzst most at
stake are the schools and the universities. But,
as Schlechty points out, enlightened self-inter-
est will not suffice. In my judgment, pursuitof
self-interest will be productive only to the de-
gree that the self=interest of schools and uni-
versities are seen by both to overlap and to be
sufficiently compelling to warrant the mainte;
nance of a symbiotic relationship. The result
of such a partnership could be i he redesign of
existing institutions or the crmtion of new
ones.

On the assumption that the establishment of
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schoo02,1iversity partnerships focusing on
rnutI ,11-interests could be productive; sev-
eral: nay._ been ieuablished Dr are in a for-
mativc stage; I des ribe briefly the formation
.7 i ,t these among Brigham Young Uni-
rsv and the lice adjacent school dis,

tricls--Provo,_ Nebo, Alpine, Jordan, and
7: For the_ past two years, I have had z.

vis:ang eiationship with BYU for the pur-
po F. s of helping the College of Education
study it'elf and; ipartictilarlyi_ rethmk_ its rela,
tions J.,:th schools; At the time of the initial
invitation; the dean was aware of our having
Formed a school/university partnership among
UCLA and 7 dozen nearby school districts and
was_interestet:: in pursuing the idea further.

Toward the end of my:first year in this visit-
ing capacity;_representativesiof both the Uni-
versity_ and the: school districts _had moved a
long way toward desiring some closer_ working
relationships; and ia week-long process for
achieving some kind of closure was scheduled.
My schedule_called for a two-day meeting with
deans and department chairs, followed by a
one7day _meeting of _this group and the five
superintendents, a day-long session with:the
deans and superintendents; and _concluding
sessions with the faculty of each department in
the College of Education; I reacted negatively
to this schedule from the moment I learned of
it.
: The administrators of the College of Educa-

tion and I fully:shared this uneasiness: byihe
time we were only an hour ortwa into the first
day's meeting; By habit; the University was
deciding what was best for itself and the
schools. Presumably, by Wednesday, we would
be in a position to bring the superintendents
to the campus for purposes of_ hearing their
reactions to what had been described. We
scrapped the schedule, proposed another, and
immediately cleared it with the superinten-
dents;

The deans, chairmen, and I turned our at-
tention to how the self=interestsiof the_ Univer-
sity might be met through a relationship with
the school districts in which 411 six sets of in-
stitutions would be equal -partner& :We: es-
chewed the arrogant role of determining how
the self-interests of the schools might be met
through the proposed partnership. By the end
of the day, we had elaborated on about a
dozen areas of university functioning that
might _be enhanced:through collabOration.

On Wednesday, I had a similar meeting with

the five superintendents in the board room of
one of the districts; with no university person,
net present; Again; the agenda were areas of
self-interest and; again; we identified about a
dozen; There was little or no discussicr- of how
the University might profit. Indeed, most of
the discussion of the University focused on the
kinds of contributions it might be able tO make
to the areas identified.

That night; I went over the two lists and
pulled out about a half-dozen areas of clear
overlap and, presumably, of mutual self-inter-
est. The next day, the deans, superintendents,
and I met on neutral grounda conference
room in a downtown hotel. Wr agreed on the
clear overlap in mutual selflinterests, formally
created the partnership; and took several :of
zhese as the first items on the agenda; with
those present agreeing to initiate steps toward
the establishment of task forces to address
them.

C:n Friday, I reported to the several faculty
groups at BYU regarding the week's events. In
the course of describing the structure of the
governing board of the partnership; :I received
a _sharp comment; "The University is not
equally represented; There is only the dean;
but there are five superintendents." This stim-
ulated a discussion of what is meant by "equal
partners" and how the functioning of the part-
nership was envisioned. If this was to be a one-
on-Dne :relationship between the_ University
and each of the school districts for purposes of
the University assisting the schools and train-
ing teachers and others in them; then there
was, indeed, an imbalance. And I drew the
kind of structure implied, with the Universty
at the center looking down one-way streets to
each district:But; if each was to_be a partner
among equals;_working_tagether in :various
combinations on areas of mutual self-interest;
then the structure of the governing bc:.--14 was
appropriate.

The several task forces in motion have rep-
resented segments of the education profession
and the University,--teachers; professors of
education; :principals; professors of the aca-
demic disciplines; etc;_ One_ of these_ has _al-
ready designed a new program fOr the Fepa-
ration of school principals; The first group of
not more than twenty-five persons will begin
their work in the summer of 1986. Othet task
forces are at various stages of conceptualizing
new endeavors; including the development of
"key" schools for the demonstration of exem-
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plary practices and the edtiCation of edu-
cators.

Few things are more difficult than effecting
significant improvements in schools and in the
preparation of those who staff them. Judith
Lanier [Dean, College of Education, Michigan
state univeitityl pointS to thc difficulty of
forming suCcessful coalitL us ix-.:ause of th
multiplicity of factions; each controlling
ous small Pieces and sharing Ktt le militia/ in-
tere:4 or trust) l However, less piecemeal solu=
tions must be found.

My personal plans are to go forward on
three fronts simultaneously. If We believe it
necessary to move froth preSent Conditions to
Mike desirable_ ones, we need both to under-
stand what Must be changed and to have in
mind alternatives worth the effort of attaining
them. The problems of the school are now well
documented, and there are reasonably clear
visions of better ways. There exists no corn,
parable 5ody of data on the CircuMStances and
tonditionS of echicating educators, and the im-
ages of desirable alternatives are fuzzy and
fractionated.

Therefore, I have begun a comprehensive
study of a representative sample of teacher
preparing institutions for purposes of docu-
menting extant practices, perceptions, and the
like. The intent is to put together "thick" de-
scriptions, as was the procedure in A Study of
Sciic91iitg.12 The project embraces a parallel
effort to conceptualize alternative models for
each component of the enterprise. This
model-building effort, still in the planning
stages. will proceed on at leak three fronts:
analyzing the experiences of the ether profes-
sions, most of which have similar or identical
probleins; dining the literature and the views
of those who have given serious thought to
how current practices might be improved; a:td
following carefully the work of a netwcirk of
school/university partnerships, each seeking
to improve schools and the Odutatibh Of Wu-
cators in their own settings.iThis netWork, still
in the formative stage, will be made up of
partnerships alreadV forthed _and yet to be
formed and tentatively includes clusters of
school districts, each joined with a university
in a dozen states. There may be some addi=
dons and subtractions, but the current plan is
to keep the total number Of partnerShips in
the network to not more than twelve and not
less_than eight.

The first phase is projected to be five years

in length. Funding for the first year has tome
from the Exxon Educational_Foundation 2nd
the Danforth Foundation. Fiirther funding
frotii these foundations depends on both early
progress and commitments from other fund-

agencies
No ioubt there will be periodic reports on

accomplishments. The experiences of the
partnerships, in particular, promise to provide
a rich resource fOr hoth the deVelopment of
ekemplaty ptactic6 _ai-d :research. It is ex-
peCted that, at the end of the fivelear_period,
a:comprehensive report on the conditions and
circumstances of educating educators, some
alternatives for improvement, and the suc=
cesses, failures, and promises of the school/
university partnerships will be issued._

The three:lane road I haVe deSCribed will
hot be an easy one to:travel. :It is bumpy;
curved, and dusty. And it runs through many
different fiefdoms; some of which are at war
with each other; and many of which are torn
by internal strife and uncertainty. In five
years, we will have, at worst, a map of the road
travelled==4 map that should:prove useful to
other ttavellett. At beSt,i We will have before us
hOth a projection:of where the road should
lead next and sufficient experience to travel it
with confidence.

RICHARD KUNKEL (Executive Thiector,
National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education): In discussing the study
-sou ate undertaking you* rientioned the term
"representative sample 't would appear
that the sample of scho a you have given
is not, in fact, represent dive.

DR. GOODLAD: That .s correct. In my haste
to finish this talk, I did not mention a marked
shift that occurred with us. We had originally
planned to begin with a representative sample
of teacher preparing institutions (out of the
total of 1;200 to 1,300), which we would study
at the same time that we were engaged in the
school/university partnerships business. We do
not intend to do that now.

I had a meeting with a group primarily
compOSed of reSearch people who told me my
findingS Would be suspect because the institu-
tions_involved in partnerships had already
bought into certain assumptions. This auto-
matically destroys their usefulness as a rerc.
sentative sample. So, while we probably will
use some of those institutions and work with
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them in. trying _to_ document_ the experiences
they_ _are having _and . the problems_ they en-
counter,_the sample for study will _be a differ-
ent samplea carefully selected, purposeful,
representative sample._ are now working on
that with a member of the American Associa=
tion for Colleges of Teacher Education
(AACTE).

I do want to return to the first_ part _of.your
question_about not beginning with a represen-
tative sample; There_ is only .one institution
that _is without a graduate program, I believe.
That is Metro State College_in Denver.

However, you will notice that the whole cast
of_my remarks has had to_ do with research=
oriented -major universities. Fratiklyi With
these in-sift-lid-Otis We are tackling_ the_ totigheA
knot; .These institutions are going to be the
hardest to bring along because of the reward
systems and so on. Even if we come up with
some good ideas, without a fair number of
those major research institutions involved, we
are in trouble. Notice, -however; that only _two
or three of _theiii .are in the HolmeS Group,
and that was deliberate; I talked a good .deal
with Judy Lanier, who chairs the Holmes
Group._ She sees this as an action type of ac-
tivity that may feed, the Holmes Group, _al=
though the concept is Very embryonic dt thiS
point.

it _ is possible_ that _a. major _ researeh,
oriented iiniveriity Might choose to Set tip a
partnership structure with several other
teacher preparing institutions in its area. For
example, why shouldn't UCLA work with
nearby campuses of the SLate University- of
COlifOrnia? ThiS could be d tiery
of development. That iS What I would like to
see happen;

PHILLIP_SCHLECHTY (ExettitiVe_Direttori
Gheens _Professional . Developme rt Center):. _I
would argue.that we need to have an_organiza-
tion outside of the university to train teachers:
It is not a matter of_ being separate_ from
university and separate from ,a school, rather
independent from and associated with those
entities. I would like to raise another-question.
Why_ do we _ not also look at the legitimate
interests of state .departments of _public in-
struction and teacher organizations_ asa _part
of this partnership building arrangement?

DR. GOODLAD: Let me deal with both your
observation and the query. First, you are mak-

ing very clear that, although the quote from
your paper is correct; you have gone on to
describe a structure which is representative of
the schools, the university, and the teaching
profession. What you are really saying, if I am
correct, is that no one of these will own the
new structure. That is what is distinct and
different about_ your vision. Colleges or
schools of education are owned by the univer-
sity Staff develo_pment centers in school dis-
tricts are owned by the school districts; Various
staff development programs run by unions
and teachers associations are owned by them.
You are proposing an institution that, while
essentially collaborative in nature, retains a
great deal of independence.

Regarding the query about state depart-
ments of education and the building of collo!),
orative arrangements, look at the example of
the state of Washington. The University of
Washington and a dozen major school districts
in the area, which represent _nearly forty per-
cent of the student population in this state,
have been working toward formulating a
partnership; This has been done in collabora-
tion with Buster Brouillet [Frank Brouillet,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Wash-
ington]. A member of his staff sat in on the
planning all the way through, and he himself
has been involved on a number of occasions.
That partnership has now arrived at a formal
stage. It was a grassroots effort that came from
the y hools, not the university In Colorado,
Calvin Frazier [Commissioner of Education;
Colorado] and his st?ff have been heavily in-
volved in the collaborative effort now emerg-
ing there. So we would hope that those link,
ages to state departments of education would
be made.

One of the things we are trying not to do is
to prescribe too much at the outset. We are
trying to leave a great deal of flexibility:

Tomorrow, at our meeting of partnership
representatives, we will have two, possibly
three, state superintendents.:Had it been pos-
sible; we would have liked having all the
Chiefs; We will talk about our experience and
then welcome suggestions that come from the
Chiefs.

BARBARA NEWELL (Chancellor, State Uni-
versity System of Florida): In Florida we set up
our Institute of Education, a not-for-profit
foundation, to act as a catalyst between the
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university structures and the public school sys-
tern of the department of education. We
found this helpful in certain very specific, tar-
geted projects. I notice that some of the other
states represented here_are also trying varia-
tions on /his theme of a third party They
sound similar to the concept of "associated
with but independent from." Do you have arty
evaluaion of these partnerships, any sug-
gestions?

DR. GOODLAD: No, 1 don't at this stage. All
I can say is we have not made any effort I am
coming off a roll from our previous study and
perhaps should not have entered into this one
as quickly as I did. However, one feels pushed
to do so because a lot of this groundwork has
not yet been done. In fact, we do not yet have
the Exxon Foundation Grant; even though we
are planning a meeting tomorrow and_spend-
ing some of it. We are at the initial stages. My
work with partnerships has been very embry-
onic; As a matter of fact; I did meet with about
eight Chiefs at Colorado Springs in 1981 to
talk about a gleam in my eye, which is essen-
tially what I am now talking adout here today.

All I can sayis that we have an extraordinary
grapevine in this business. In the last three or
four months (without benefit of any publicity),
I have received letters from at least five states
that are doing something along the lines of
what you described._ The most recent one
came from Arkansas. I .10 not know how much
activity is in existence, nor:how much we will
need to do ta document this. I hope someone
else v; ill be documenting it, and we can draw
on their work.

ROBERT D. BENTON (Superintendent of
Public Instruction,_Idwa):, There has been_ con-
siderable talk at thi5 conference_abdut the fact
that: we :have _college: preSidents _ here. _ There
need to be increased involvement and encour-
agement on the_part of college and university
presidents _in this whole teacher education is-
sue. Are there any plans to increase college
and university president involvement, or are
you going to:stay pretty much in the colleges
of education?

DR. GOODLAD: We just cannot do that, Bob.
I take the position that when I work with a
school district, I start with the superintendent.
And when I work with a university and
teacher preparation issues and so on, I start

with the dean of the college of education.
However, if it turns_ out that the school of
education sees itself operating in isolation
from the rest of the university; then that in-
stitution will not be a part of the national net=
work we are establishing. One of our major
points in tomorrow's discussion wili be that we
have not yet figured out how:to :.nezningfully
involve the schools of arts and f.S, There
has been a lot of the discussion to the effect
that we cannot blame the schools of education
for teachers who do not know mathematics.
That is an arts and sciences problem. We, how=
ever, can blame the schools of education for
admitting such people into a teacher prepar-
ing program.

There are a lot of issues here. One of them,
which I have encountered in several institu-
tions, is that the general education require-
ments in the university do not have an ade-
quate interface with what is taught in high
school What does that say about special con-
tent and methodology? Are we talking about a
professional school like medicine, which haS
brought a lot of the fundamental:disciplines
into its own school; or are we talking about
some collaborative structure?

You may be aware af the report that resulted
frGm the meeting of the presidents of land-
grant universities about three years ago._Two
ex-presidents said that we just cannot leave
teacher preparation to the schools and col-
leges of education and:recommended that all
of this bemoved to the level of a vice president
or special provost within the university struc-
ture;

UCLA is _struggling with this dilemma in
that the Graduate School of Education; while
involved in a partnership that was set up when
I was there, is not involved very much with
teachers in th various subject fields. There is
another unit of that campus, headedi by_a
dean, _that does nothing but work with the
schools on curricular improvement, teacher
improvement; and so on,--and those two pro-
grams are not integrated with one another.
The central administration is asking, "Should
we combine the two in some way?"

At Brigham Young; the President's office is
very actively involved in teacher _preparation
programs. At the University of Washington,
the meeting convened for the superintendents
and the state superintendent was called by
President Gerberding. I think this executive
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leadership is absolutely essential, because this
kind of partnership cannot exist all by itself.

Now the question becomes: "Should we have
some kind of a professional school over the
/hole business? Is it to a collaborative ar-

rangement?" 26is Judy Laiiier said; these turf
issues are going to be troublesome:

FRANKLIN WALTER (Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ohio): Is there evidence
that most teachers today are poorly prepared?
Second, is there evidence that a higher per-
centage of teachers than doctors or lawyers are
poorly prepared?

DR. GOODLAD: The answer to bOth ques-
tions is "No,Aliere is_no 'evidence.' " Your first
question reflects a perception that there is a
major reason for our looking at the teacher
education programs. This lack of evidence is
the problem that I faced with the study of
schooling7-that, since we have not yet created
the models and compared one model with an-
other; we do not have the hard data to prove
one thing is botttr than another. I would
rather say that we are in a more preliminary
stage than that and are really seeking to define
some quality criteria by which we can arrive at
conclusions more experimentally. Let me give
you an example of one such criterion.

One of the most powerful things that medi-
cine does is to socialize its people into the
medical prof&ion right from the very first
day. They have a cohort; They bring in the
"class of '88," or whatever year, as a distinct
group. Law does the same thing, as does busi-
ness to some degree. When business people
meet at a reunion and name the business
schools they went to, such as Wharton; they
are asked; "What class?" One does not hear
such exchange in our field, and the reason is
clear: We do not socialize teachers into the
profession, except haphazardly. Maybe sonv
of you were, but not very many. How many of
you were "in the class of '65 preparing to
teach?" In many other professions, they knew
who their colleagues were; they knew what
their struggles were; they had lunch together;
they fiught over issues; a..id they argued about
Professor X. It didn't happen with us; When
otheis enter a pmfession, they eat it, sleep kZ;
drink it, live ittwenty-fours a day. That is not
the case in teaching or educational administra-
tiOn.

This is a major failing. Teacher preparing

institutions ought to identify their students,
lay claim to them; and admit them with certain
criteria of exclusion. By and la: ge they do not
do that. At present, this is the cxperience:
students drift into Education 100; they go off
and take some other conrses; they come back
and tak.! Education 102, and then some other
courses; they take Education 110 and then
some other courses; and then they show up for
student teaching. Suddenly they are dis-
covered. I just do not think that is a good way
to do it.

Now you say, "Can you prove it?" My data go
back a long way. I worked with Jim Conant
[late President, Harvard University] on his
study of the education of American teachers,
and the answer wz.s an emphatic "Yes.7 Have I
seen a dramatic change in the intervening
twenty years? No. When it comes to whether
or not teachers are better prepared than those
in other fields, I do nol know for sure. BLit I
am not satisfied with what we now do.

When we say teachers must have clinical ex-
perience that exposes them to alternative ped-
agogies suitable for an array of children, we
ought to be sure that they do. We will have to
have qualitative criteria. I do not think we will
have quantitative statistical data on these
things until we have alternatives to compare.

DR. WALTER; What you described are cere-
monial linds of things that happen in gradu-
ate school programs to a certain extent; In a
graduate program, one does establish relation-
ships with peers and tends to eat lunch with
them on a campns with a residence require-
ment. I. is diffkult to make the kind of com-
parison you have pst made.

I believe we have perpetuated_ an idea that
teachers are poorly prepared. This is particu-
larly perpetuated at the leadership level in
teacher organizations, but it is not manifest_in
my frequent conversations with teachers who
are entering the profession or already in the
profession. 1 am not suggesting that they are
not poorly prcpan d, but I am suggesting that
we are operating c,n an assumption that what
is happening in teacher education is bad and
that it is worse than the education of other
professionals. I 3m very uncomfortable with
this.

DR. GOODLAD: I do not want to get into the
"worse than other professions" argument be-
cause I think we have enough to do in our
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business without worrying about them. I want
to go back to your statement about graduate
study. Most graduate schools of edutation,
even _the_ best ones, have only a handful of
peOple Who are actually physically on campus
interacting with One anothen And the campus
Is the only place this interaction happens to
any degree_ at all. Having been a university
administrator for a long period of time, 1 am
aware how the residence requirements are
abused. In many cases, the residence require-
ment is for as much as tWelve credits of study
pet kririd4e-r.-_ BUtimost of the people enrcilled
ate engaged in frill-time jobs. I would say they
are riot doing Well at either their jobs or their
studies. It is not physically possible. In _com-
paring those of my students who actually are
full-time_ residents with those who drift in
after a day's work, I see an enormous dif-
ference between the two.

While: I. knoW that there iS ninth self-
flagellation Within the _profession, I would
rather deal with hard-nosed stuff. For exam-
ple, look at the data from our study. You will
find that eighty-eight percent of all classroom
instruction at the secondary level employs only
two pedagogical techniques: frontal teaching
(waiting, telling, -4nekinning the total group)
and marlin:nit* desk Work. Cornmon sense
tells iis that is not good enough. It does not get
us anywhere to say that the preparation of
teachers is lousy. Rather, we need to be sure
that every teacher preparing program 'pro-
vides hands-on intensive experience with a
half dozen pedagogical techniqtk.s to entice
young people into learning; This is a fairly
practical, attainable goal.

Why do_i_ say it? In part because the propor-
tion of youngsters with the least. background
and in the lower socio=economic group is grow-
ing at such a rapid pace in our country. Thirty-
six percent Of all thildren born irLthe United
Stat6ilat year are minorities. This means
Many IOW incomes_ and orie-_parcra households
and mill efeate a demand for better Leaching
techniques; So my concern is not whether
teacher preparation is bew., or worse than
some other profession, but o identify 'the
hard-rock issues that we need to addreSS. And
I think the three hard-Toek issues of our pro-
feSSiiiii art; pedagogy; a balanced, compre-
herisiVe turriailiiin K-12; and equity in access
to knowledge; which means access to good
teaching and a good curriculum. We have to
be able to testify to those three things.

ALICE MtDONALD (Superintendent of Pub-
lit I nstruction,_Kentucky): In examing teacher
education, we find there are two distinct parts.
Educators do not seem to appreciate this dis-
tinction. I do not think you did today as you
talked about them. The first part, the under:
graduate degree, seems to be the least: of our
problems in Kentucky Sthools.:The job there
seeirit tO he adeqUate or excellent. The real
problem is in the second stage. The education
of a lawyer_or doctor or another professionalis
all one stage; it is all together. One is a full-
time student and does not begin practicing
until the Ph.D. or necessary tredential is
earned. It is the setond stige with which we in
teacher education have A very difficult prob-
lem. At leaStinithestate department of educi-
tion, we find the master's degree _and docto-
rate degree to be extremely inferior.

DR. GOODLAD: That is interesting. The day
before I left, I received a batth of corre-
spondence on that issue from Kentucky. It is
very apparellt that you are struggling with this
issue. In a :::ense your question goes back tO the
previous one on the quality of teacher prepa-
ration; At least at the first step you have a kind
of institutional control. That is, there are sev=
eral shifts we could make, partitularly in the
building of better clinical Opportunities in the
sthools; whith iS Very -critical. But: you_ will
retail that at ione time the universities pretty
much controlled staff developmenthnser
education. Inservice education was a urn,
sity responsibility because hordes of tea,-
were still getting master's degrees. 4
poured in after school and on Saturdays, ..mr-
ing the years I is at _Emory University in
Georgia, otir IT a activity was offering all
kinds f progral.:s for the people already
teaching;

What we have not realized is that much of
that degree-getting l'aS now dried up. Now
there is a staff development :problem of a
greater kind. I believe the school/university
relationship El-6W bettiMeS more important
than ever. This is:_because_ the very indi-
viduality Of coming in for an evelling or Satur-
day dass at the university destroys any sense of
a socialization process with _a later group or
combined experiences with the schools. This is
one of the problems the Holmes Group is ad-
dressing.

You Might not agree with me; but I think we
went astray in promoting the Ph.D; instead of

:
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the Ed.D. Although I have a Ph.D. degree
myself, I think we wculd be far better off _to
have our own professional education top de-
gree, just as other professi-ms_have their own
degreesM.D.. D.D.S.; c. if we look at the
individuals now enrolled in doctoral pro-
grams; they are primarily people out of the
schools who are going back to the schools. In
the major research-oriented universities, the
pmfessors are still cloning themselves, produc-
ing young researchers with the Ph.D. in edu-
cation. Rut the demand is no longer there. We
should define the Ed.D.; not as a degree in
educational psychology or a degree in any one
of the disciplines; but as a degree for master
-achers, principals, counselors, and special

educators.
I do not think we can make it by redefining

the Ph.D. a; practical, relate .1 to the field, yet
research- it tktid and approved by the arts
and sci,L7, : disciplines. The other:profes-_
sional schools broke away, while the schools of
education did not: I know that this is not a very
popular viewpoint in many places. I have
;_or zn it very slowly, the hard way.

te describe a practical experience.
When I became Dean at UCLA, we had no
distinction between:the Ph.D. and the Ed.D. I
appointed a committee to come back witl.
distinction between the two: The committee
was not at work very long; the members came
back wilh the simple recommendation that we
do away with the Ed.D. said, "You did not
commit your charge. I asked for a distinction."
We never :aised the subject again, and w.!,:on-
tinue to offer two degrees, one not dis-
tinctively din:Tent from_ the other._ da not
want to do away with the Ph.D. in education;
but it should be relatively rare. It would be in
the foundations; it would be research-oriented
and clearly for preparing researchers and in-
quirers. The Ed.D. would be for the odoc:-;. I
assume there are many:people in this_ room
with the Ed.D., and I think that is the degtee
that we should be promoting:

EUGENE HUGHES (President, Northern Ar-
izona University): 1 represent one of 362 in-
stitutions btlonging to the American ASsoca-
don of State Colleges and Universities
(AASCU)i which; I_ believe, prepare more
teachers than all of the others institutions
combined; I am wondefingas I hear about
your gmup and the Holmes Gmup doing the
research and planning the partnerships and

so onwhat is the role of the practitioner
institution like ty.Irs in regard to what you are
studying and i? tfmns of the partnerships you
are proposing.

DR. GOODLAD: I know this man and the
result of his soft speech only oo well. He
questions why the Holmes Group is shooting
for only ten percent of the teachers, in partial-
lar the _head teacher type, while _these hun-
dreds of institutions prepare the bulk cif teach-
ers in this country. The central thrust of my
group is to study a truly representative group
of teacher education institutions, a number of
which are AASCU institutions. We need to get
the picture of what is going on in those institu-
tions.

In addition, a number of -The institutions
that my group is working with invited me to
work with them in developing partnerships.
That we are working with several researcl-r
oriented institutions is in part serendipitous. I
do not regard what comes out of those institu-
tions as the model for all other institutions.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. I think I
am a little clearer on these issues now.
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DR. DUNCAN: Our first speaker; Greg
Anrig; was the Commissioner of Education in
Massachusetts from 1973 to 1981, and those
of us who had the pleasure of working with
him during that time appreciate his great lead-
ership. Many changes were made during that
time, and many of us would give Greg a !ot ef
credit for the things that happened and .,.ae
thrusts Elat CCSSO did make. Greg h- :aught
at the 'ocal school level and at the university
level. i!e has also worked for the,U. S. Office
of Education. During his time with that office,
he worked on implementation of the new civil
rights laws. One of his assignments was to
work with the State Superintendent in Mis,
sissippi; Garvin Johnson; or desegregation
plans; Later in his career, Greg became the
Commissioner of Education in Massachusetts

0/1

during the time when Boston was having all of
the rdzial riots. The chiefs were meeting 1:1
Georgia, and Greg was discussing his prob-
lems with Garvin. Garvin :;aid to him, "Well,
Greg, it is just like you usft. to tell me when
you came down to Mississippi. All you_ have AO
do is just follow the law, Greg, just follow the
lave Greg turned red from his toes straight up
to his hair.

Greg will be talking to us about evaluatioli
and testing as it relates to quality control issues
in teacher education.

DR. ANR1G: Thank you. 1_ will say oneimore
thing about that time. Cyril Busby; Charlie
Williams's predecessor; was at a meeting when
all this busing controversy was going on in
Boston and elsewhere. He said, "I want to
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welcome you northern saints to the company
of us southern sinners." I always thought he
was justified in saying that.

I wanted to tell a few jokes and say some nice
things about_my successon Jack Lawson, who
is doing a great job; my new commissioner,
Saul Cooperman in New Jersey; and Harold
Eickhoff, President of Trenton State College in
NewJersey, who is doing some very intereving
things in education. But the time is limited, so
let me just say that what I was going to say is
veg nice.

Teacher education at last is on the "front
burnee in the current reform movement.
This is needed and long overdue. In fact, we
had better hurry before the practical and po-
litical pressures of another severn
shortage are upon us.

A number of studies on teacher t -uon
reform already hive been completed. Among
them are thoseof the American Association of
Co:ieges ior Teacher Education; the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educa-
tion, the Holmes Group, and the Southern
Regional Education Board. In addition, many
states have acted to strengthen standardsi for
teacher certification and for approval of
teacher preparation prwams.

Concurrently; the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) and the National Education
Association (NEA) have called for higher stan-
dards for entry into the teaching profession
and the use of tests to implement these 5tan7
dards. While the positions of the AFT and
NEA differ in detail% their iment is the same
regarding entry into the teaChing profession;

The educational community now recognizes
that the public's concern over student per-
fcrmance requires both long-term improve-
ment in individual teacher performance and
renewal of the teaching profession as a whole.
Without such_ improvement and reneWal; the
resurgence of public interest in _and support
for public education that is fueling educational
reform nationwide eventually will be dissi-
pated. As exciting as this, opportunity is, the
stakes are high for the schools of our land if
ouriresponse falls short of the mark.

I have bten asked to address how evaluation
anditestingcan contribute to quality control in
teaCher education, within the context of the
school/college collaboration theme of this
summer institute.- Let me first offer some per-
sonal views on what teacher education in the
future ought to be.

A New Sharing of Responsibility Between
School and College

I believe there is a need for a fundamental
realigning of responsibilities for teacher edu-
cation between schools and colleges in order to
strengthen the preparation of future teachers.
The college's responsibility for undergraduate
teacher preparation shouk oe to ensure that
aspiring teachers ave a broad general educa-
tion, knowledge in depth of the subject field to
be taught, and competency in the basic skills of
classroom instruction and management.

The school's responsibility in undergradu-
ate teacher preparation should be to provide
the aspiring teacher with an expanded ap-
prenticeship arid the mentoring support to
achieve high performance standard.% The can-
didate should work for an extended period
(perhaps most of an academic year) learning
very practical tasks--how to organize_ units_of
instruction, manage a classroom, and involve
students in their own learningfrom a prac-
ticing teacher selected for his or her mastery
of teaching. The teacher should bt paid signif-
icantly by the college or university for this
added service as a teacher eduator.

As we all remember from our own experi-
ence, beginning teachers are concerned with
survival. Undergraduate teacher preparation
shirAd develop the pedagogical and ac rIemic
skills basic to the survival of the novice teacher
in the classroom. The rest of what presendy is
undergraduate teacher -7ducationphiloso-
phy, methods; human development-, and psy-
chologyshould become part of a much
stronger master's degree program to bt com-
pleted within three to five years of an indi-
vidual's entry into the teaching profession.
Having gained -classroom experience, the
practicing_ teacher has a real-life context in
which to appreciate and intellectually grasp
the theoretical underpinnings of teaching and
learning in public education.

Under such a realignment of teacher educa-
tion, the college or university if: primarily re-
sponsible for developing strong general edu-
cation and knowledge o; the teaching_subject
field; the collaborating' school is primarily re-
sponsible for developing teaching skill in the
apprenticeship. At the graduate level, primary
program responsibility rests with the 'institu-
tion of higher education and secondary re-
sponsibility with the collaborating schools
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(perhaps for seminars relating theory to prac-
tice).

Key Points for Evaluation in
Such a Context

Sekction for Teacher Preparation: The tradi-
of teacner education has been one of "open
admission, that is, any student in good stand-
ing within the college or university may elect
teacherieducation. Recently, faced with finan-
cial and political pressures, some institutions
and states: have established requirements for
entrance into teacher education. The most
common requirement is that the candidate
qualify on a test of general knowledge and/or
basic skills (reading, writing, mathematics)
deemed necessary for students who aspire to
teach. Some states require a minimum grade
average rather than, or in addition to, a test.
In 1984, twenty-one states recaired that candi-
dates for admission to undergraduate teacher
preparation pass a test; thirteen states required
that candidates have a minimum grade point
average, and ten states required both.

ould advise states that require qualifica-
tion an a test for entrance into a teacher edu-
cation program to consider also offering an
alternative to students,The alternative should
enable an aspiring teacher to demonstrate
promise to a faculty committee based on other
evidence of performance. Such an alternative,
however, requires that supplementary help he
provided in the teacher education rngram_ so
that students admitted under this alternative
ultimately can succeed on e-TtifEcation tests
required by the state.

Completion of Undeigyaduate Tauner Educa-
tion: Upon completion of a teacher educPtion
program, every student should undergo a .iew
kind of assessment that is comprehensive and
based on total academic and apprenticeship
performance. This assessment should be con-
ducted collahoratively :by: the college and
school team that has worked with the student.
It should he an assessment of overall perform-
ance, not just number of courses and grades,
based on standards explained to the student
upon entry into the teacher preparation pro-
gram. These standards should include evi-
dence of those personal qualities essential to
good teaching,qualities such as_ commit-
ment; perseverance; sensitivity; and crea-
tivitythat cannot be measured by paper-
and-pencil tests and term papers.

Entry Into the TeachingProfesston: Along with
the AFT and the NEA, I believe that states can
and should use tests to ensure that those they
certify as teachers meet at least minimum stan-
dards of general knowledge, knowledge of the
subjects to be taught, and basic communica-
tions and pedagogical skills essential for class-
room teaching; Practicing teachers; school ad-
ministrators; and teacher educators should
have a key role in developing such tests.

At this point I would like to address an issue
that Tomas Arciniega raised this morning.
Tomas is a memher of the Educational Testing
Service Board of Trustees, and he and I are
very close in our views on a lot of things. I
agree _with his diagnosis; but not with some of
his conclusions about the remedy First of all,
we need to remind ourselves that w7ien we talk
about testing for entry into the profession, we
are not talking allout protecting minority stu-
dents from inadequately prepared minority
teachers. Most of the teachers of minority stu,
dents in the U.S. are white. We want to get
good teachers for minority and disadvantaged
students. While one must have many other
qualities, one has to know what one is teach-
ing. One has to he able_to convey it. When all is
said and done (and those of you in the au-
dience who know me know of my commitment
to civil rights and equal opportunity); we do
not serve poor, disadvantaged, and minority
children well by giving them teachers who
themselves cannot master the basic skills that
those students will_ have to master before they
graduate from high school.

So:the solution is not in the tests, the solu-
tion is:in (and here is where I believe 11,--is
describes the problem_ ror-ectly) at
effort to improve the prepa; 4 the mi.
dents who aspire to eaching .f..ey can
ceed in college and pass whatever tests are out
there. Where this has taken place (ETS is
working very closely with some historically
black colleges that are leading such efforts),
curriculum has improved and the test per-
formance has gone up. As the standards are
tightened; more people sign up to be in
teacher education. I think that is a message
that we must acknowledge. In other words, I
believe that we must and can use tests for entry
into the teaching profession. They should
measure the general knowledge of the candi,
dates. In 1984, thirty-two states had such a
testing requirement for teacher certification.

Contptetion of Master's Degree: I believe :13-
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ter's degree programs should be strengthened
and that successful attainment of that degree
should be recognized as more important in the
development of a career teacher.. To deter-
thine whether the master's degree has been
earned,_ the degree-granting institution and
the employing school should conduct another
collaborative assessment based on the teacher's
overall academic and professional perform-
ance. At this point, the _higher-levdprofeS-
sional examination_ called: for by AFT Presi-
dent Albert Shanker might be instituted.
Candidates successfully completing such a
graduate program should receive a significant
salary advancement rather than the modest
increment provided for the master's degree in
most teacher salary schedules today.

Continiang Nofrssional Development and Eval-
natiOn: Oppottithities fir continuing profes-
sional deVelopment shouic. be provided in the
teacher centers of school districts or collab-
oratives of school districts; These centers
should be directed by teachers, easily accessi-
ble, and oriented primarily to practical prob-
lem-solving and instructional improvement Of
concern to classroom teachers. They Sliduld
draw upon the research and faculty reSources
of institutions of higher educatiOn as well as
the expertise of caneer teachers.

Continuing evaluation should be based on a
comprehensive system of professional supervi-
sion and evaluation of classroom performance
and teaching competency in every school dis-
trict. T 'very much support significant teather
participation in this sup-et-Vision and &Ada-
don along the lines of peer evaluation pro-
grams such as the one 'n Toledo, Ohio;

Conclusion

The tithe iS right foi reform of teacher edu=
Cation in the United States; It _is possible if
institutions of higher education, states, and
schools are able and willing to forge an al-
liance and work together. The teacher educa-
tion reform studies have much _in common,
both in the problenis they identify and in the
soltitionS they propose.

For tekher educators; in particular,: thii
Convergence of views presents an opportunity
to be in the forefmnt of higher educationire-
form. The improvements needed in teacher
education reflect needs in undergraduate ed-
ucation generally. Teacher education is an in-
stittition=Wide responsibility in higher educa-

tion, and iris improvernent will require institu-
tion-wide action. Where this already has taken
place; the quality of education benefits across
the board.

The need is great and time is right. If we
lose this chance by lack of will. or by failure to
unite, we will have nia one to blame but our-
selves, and children Will be the real losers.

DR. DUNCAN: Thank you, Greg; Our next
speaker is now_making reality of the idea of
the teacher center and the university working
cooperatively. Phillip Schlechty is currently the
Director of the Gheens Professional Develop=
ment Center, Louisville, Kentucky, and alSO
Professor of Edneational AdMiniStratiOn at the
University of Louisville; His own background
haS been in public sChools_and at the univer-
sityleVel in sociology and educational_adndnis-
tration; By the way, our next two speakers were
on the faculty at Ball Ale University at the
same time. Please welcome Phillip Schlechty.

DR._ SCHI.ECHTV:_ I am happy to be here.
After listemkg: to John Goodlad _and (;reg
Anrig, I almost feel like saying_i"Thank yoU
very, much7 and sitting down. There iS itibt_
lot I iwouldi say that haS tint been Said, rth
afraid. But I dO Want to try teirephCase a few
things. When we look at:the _issue of retention;
we needto_ understand _thar. there are some
notions floating around that I think are mis-
takem Many people who have examined the
data notice a lower rate in teacher turnovet
and assume that teachetsiato staying in teath=
Mg longer today. According tb the_ NatiOnal
Center for Edneation StatiStieS, the _Cate iS six
percent,_ down from:eight percent; _So re-
searcheri are saying _that _when youngsters fi-
nally_ do,get a teaching job; gir, the shortage
period; they stay in teaching k. r. That sitnE
ply is not true. Judy Laniet 'Dean, College_nf
Education, MiOigan State Univetsity] and J
have a running argunient about thiS, but I
think I Ani:Eight;

:mini* the 1950S-__and 116Os;_we hired _a lot
of teacherii_ If ybii _keep ten_ percent of maily
that_ii more thart_ten percent of a few. So, we
ended up keeping ten percent of many. Even=
tually, we got clogged arteries. At this time, tve_
have higher retention hetause tve have_a ldt Of
teachers who Ate legS likely to leaVeib&ause
they are_nOt young teachers_ The evidence I
haVeindiCateS that young teaCherS are leaving
teaching faker noW than they did in the early
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1960s. What we have to_understand is that we
have the classical statistical fallacy of oyer-ag,
gregration of the data; That is; the turnover
rate of young teachers is much higher than the
turnover rate of older teachers. As we get
more older teachers, we get less turn,wer.
These people have demonstrated they are will-
ng to stay, sometimes underintolerable condi-
tions. With that in mind, we have to look at not
only the present picture but also at teacher
shortages. As teachers begin to retire; we are
going to be employing mcre young teachers.
As we employ more young teachers, we are
going to have more young people leaving
teaching.

I think we have underestimated the antici,
pated teacher shortage because we are going
to get higher turnover at b6th ends; that 15;
young teachers leaving teaching faster, and
older teachers leaving as they retire. This is a
situation that we need to address.

Second, we need to ask ourselves a funda-
mental question, "Whom do we want to re-
tain?" I would like to start out with a couple of
z :stinctions. One is between competence and
performance. It is true that we can deal with
identifying and preparing competent teachers
in terms of selection, training, and support.
But just getting competent teachers into the
classrooms, and even finding ways of retaining
them there, does not mean thatithey will con-
tinue to perform, or even be able to perform.
Competent people can perform in miserable
ways. I consider myself Very competent; and 1
was an absoktely low-I-el-forcing Associate
Dean at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. I do not attribute that to my_lack
of competence; I attribute it to the job and the
way the job was structured. Sometimes com
tent people are ;.incapable of performing jobs
because of the way the jobs and orcupations
are structured. To suggest that Zs urgeon
working in a M.A.S.H. unit has to meet the
same performance standards as a surgeon in a
teaching hospital simply denies reality.

So we really need to distinguish between
competence and perform2nce. One of the:first
things we need to do is be sure that we have
selection, training, and evaluation procedures
that ensure that the people who do receive
career status are in fact competent. Then,
given those people and retaining those people,
how do we maintain and motivate their per-
formance? How do we provide support sys-
tems to them? Research shows that some peo-

ple leave teaching because of the low salaries;
but certainly many more because of pour
working conditions, lack of feeling in rontrol
of their work, low professional status, and so
forth.

I would like to move right from, that aig...-
ment to some ways in :which college and
vcsrsity collaboration with public schools
address this problem; I think we will be caik
upon to face some very difficult issues and
some that are unpopular. One is that teacher
education is a low-status occupation, particu-
larly in high-status institutions. The Hoimes
Gioup is interested in enhancing the status of
teacher education because teacher education is
in fact the lowest status,_ lowest power organiza-
tion on many of the Holmes Group campuses.
On higher education campuses, the schools of
education are often physically located on the
edge of the campuses,. both philosophically
and geographically. Part of that is due to the
time when the schools of education were
formed, but it is also due to the way campuses
haye:acknowledged and worked with schools
of education; Second; those institutions with
the greater commitment to teacher education
are most likely to be those at the lowest levels
of the higher education pecking order. Given
that fact, we can :either try to enhance the
status of teacher education independent of the
status of the teaching occupation, we can do
both simultaneouslr My position is very sim-
ple; I do not believe it is possible to enhance
the status of teacher education without simul-
taneously enhancing the status of the teaching
occupation. I think there are ways of doing it
that will lk sufficiently threatening to every-
one so that no one will do itiBut we really have
to ihink about how we go about doing it;

Let me make a suggestion; It seems to me
that rather than being a low-status occupation
in highereducation, teacher education should
be relocated in such a way _that it lecomes a
high-status occapation fo: classroom teachers;
By that I do not mean imoving teachers from
the classroomibutrather using something like
the medical school model; the "watch one; do
one, teach one" notion. We should systemat-
ically implant the mentor notion and develop
career ladders and differentiated staffing pat-
terns in which we take advantage of those peo-
ple who have demonstrated their competence
to teach children, and to teach teachers. There
is a difference between those two kinds of
competencies; that is; the ability and skills re-
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quired to teach children are not necessarily the
same as those required to teach other people
about teaching children;

One way we might address the retention
problem and the motivation problem is by
creating a status structure between the univer-
sity _and the schoola system of clinical
teacher education that, while governed by the
larger organization of which it is a part, still
has wilicient autonomy to bestow status_ on
those individuals who have shown the compe-
tence to teach and the ability and willingness
to support the teaching of other teachers,_and
engage in some oLler things that teachers
sometimes laugh a' out, including much of
our research. The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) has done very interesting
things in terms of getting teachers and achnin-
istrators to work as researchers. Columbia
University has done some work using prin-
cipals as researchers. Creating a full part-
nership in which people have the opportunity
to study what they are doing as they do it is a
good way to address the retention issue, andla
ensure that we retain the people we want at the
same time we address issues like stht y;

We need to think notjust of one piecee.g.;
career ladders, teacher education reform,
restructuring of one, element, raising stan-
dardsbut also of addressing the whole en-
tity. There is no way to touch one piece with-
out touching all of them. We:must recognize
(as I said in an address at AFT a couple of
weeks ago) that the interests of us allthe
state departments of edi41::?tion, the univer-
sities, the teachers' r r#ar:.zations, and pro-
fessors in the schools -A: Inare going
tb be threatened some v. tecause the sys-
tem we have serves aur interests in some ways.

We need ta have the nobility of spirit to ask
ourselves; "How can we give up same things to
gain more than any of us have now?" That is a
really tough issue. It means, "If you are going
to he a teacher educator, you must teach some
kids." It is very difficult to demonstrate to
someone how to do something if you do not
have someone to _demonstrate it with. The
state of North Carolina passed legislation; I
think, that said every professor of educauon
ought to be in the classroom ten days each
year. Someone asked me what I thought about
it. I said as a professional educator, I was in
favor of i, but as a parent, it scared me a little
bit. At any rate, I do not think that solves the
problem; We need to talk about systematic

demonstration. I have to be accountable for
the methods I promulgate in the accountabil-
ity system in which the teacher is a part; I have
to be a part of that same accountability status
system. Right now, betng a low-status univer-
sity professor is better than being a high-status
teacher. We have to make tbe status systems
mutually supportive. This step will begin to
address the issue.

I would 1;ke to add a couple of points that I
think are critical as we think about ;his: if we
fail to address this issue ;:,nd if we fail to en-
gage in fundamental, radical reform of the
structure of the teaching occupation simul-
taneously with reform in teacher education or
any component thereof, then we will "solve"
the problem of teacher burnout by the year
2000; We simply will not hire a single teacher
who is on fire in the first place, and they will
not burn out on us. I really think we are in dire
threat of that; all we have to do is look at the
data to see the kind of folks that we are in-
creasingly likely to recruit.

In fact, I could not help but think about
some of the arguments abOut SAT scores and
so forth that I heard this morning; and I
would like to give you a projection. All other
things being equal, if the patterns from
1972-82 continue,_ the SAT scores of ninety
percent of the teachers that we hired last fall
for secondary schools and who are retained
will fall below the median SAT score_ cif the
seniors they graduate by 1995. That is a pretty
scary statistic; While test scores do not indicate
who can teach, I believe they indicate who
cannot. If you simply cannot pass a test, it is
difficult to helieve you can teach other people
how to pass a test. So long as we use tests co
select doctors, lawyers; and insurance sales-
men, someone has to be able to teach people
how to pass a tesL

Test-takiag ability, whether it measures
one's knowledge or not, is an ability that a
teacher has to have, because we are in a ,'.est-
oriented society. Maybe we should teach a
course in how to take test. It is a critical skill
that our society values. Ne_ have large corpora-
dons that make millions of dollars in develop-
ing and selling tests; Corporations buy tests;
We need to understai:d that and dea: with it.

Another thing we need to think about: in
our quest for standards, we often _push for a
higher level of mediocrity rather than for ex-
cellence. Teacher : are most discouraged _by
the mechanistic approaches we take to ovalua-
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don and uniform approaches to procedures,
Which really say to teachers that_ they are less
and less professional, because they must jump
through this hoop in just this way. These
checklists are perfectly appropriate when we
are talking about cOmpetence, but they are not
approptiate When checking for performance.
We must develop a different mode of opera-
tion.

I will close by saying that we need to begin to
think about schools and the nature of teaching
differently We need to think of teachers as the
managers of knowledge. If we Ilegin to evalu-
ate teachers as managers of knowledge, in the
ailnie way that top level executives_ are evalu=

ated, and understand:that the productivity of
schools depends on the productivity of kids,
just as the productivity of the automobile in-
dustry depends on the productivity of people
itt the assembly line, then we are getting some=
where. If we understand that measuring a
manager is very different from measuring
widgetS, ive could develop inspirational sys-
tents thaz would make it possible for us to
retain the teachers we want, continue to moti-
irate them; and take advantage of the bril-
fiance and insight many of them bring to their
jobs. The issue of retention has to be associ-
ated with the issue of motivation. It does no
good to have a coMpetent teacher who is re-
tained but does not continue to perform be-
cause our system is not supportive. Thank
you.

DR.:DUNCAN: Our next speaker's specialty is
in the area _of curriculum development and
evaluation. Since 1984 Richard Kunkel has
heel the Executive Director of the National
Council for It cereditation of:Teacher Educa,
don (NCATE). Prior to that, _he was the Dean
of the College of Education at the University
of Nevada at Las Vegas; His background in-
cludes mucn work at the public school level
and the university level. He spent eight years
at the St., thiliS University where he assisted
the President and was involved with:many: ac-
tiVitieS. Please welcome Dr. Richard Kunkel.

DR. KUNKEL: Thank you. I would likt to
add two things to that introduction. First, I am
Jesuit-educated, and second, T used to be in
the Golden Gloves years ago St. Louis. If
you know about Jesuit education and growing
up in St. LouiS, you understand what the
Golden Gloves was to me when I made the

finals one yearstanding in the third round
with my hands down, heing pounded on. That
may have a little bit to do with coalition=build=
ing, collaboration, and being willing to take on
a Job like NCATE in 1984. The topic of
teacher education has a lot of metaphors that
would interest Jesuits and Golden Glovers.
Growing up in the street taught me enough
about street living to not want ta follow Phil
Schlechty in the same style and format. So I
am not going to do that.

Far the sake of our discussion today, I sug-
gest: a clear distinction be made between ac-
creditation and licensure/certification-pro-
gram approval. Accreditation addresses the
volumary recognition of the quality of an_ in-
stitution's teacher education. On the other
hand, licensitre/certification-program ap-
proVal is a statel way to ensure quality of p:.-
fessionals entering classrooms.

Although these are not definitions exclusit
of various patterns in states, they are defih.
tions now used by NCATE, which is the body
recognized by the Department of Education
and the Council on Postsecondary Atcredita=
doh foi- the atereditation of -chool personnel
pteigt-ath.

At a time when so many _suggestions and
reforms have been identified and are being
developed in each of the fifty states, the focus
of NCAfE remains the accreditation of higher
education. Very often, because of the massive
reforms occurring today, many other expecta-
tions are placed on NCATE. Our major func-
tion, hOwever, is to recognize _publicly the level
of quality in the ins-titutions col' higher educa-
tion as they plan; conduct; and evaluate train-
ing programs _for school personnel.

In st ,ne states, national accreditation is one
element of state licensure. It is helpful to think
of it as only one element; it should be seen as a
helpful undergirding of other requirements
(teacher testing; etc.) placed by the profession
and state for issuing certificates or licenses to
individuals.

What NCATE Has Been

Many of you have had long experience and
many perceptions regarding the history of
NCATE and its interaction both with your in-
dividual states and with the Council of Chief
State School Officers at a national level. You
are probably very familiar with the following
facts:
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1. NCATE was formed thirty years ago as a
voluntary, self-regulatory body for higher edu-
cation. It was conceived originally by the
CCSSO, the National Education Assocation,
and the American Association for Colleges of
Teacher Education (AACTE).

2. Currently, NCATE accredits about 525
public and private institutions.

3. Ti-e Council conducts approximately
100 visits per year. The cl de is between seven
and ten years fr)i c_9ntinuing accreditation.

4. A team of ten to twelve persons, depend-
ing upon the number of pr.?grams an institu
tion offers, visits a site for approximately thrt
days. (State education agendes, in most cases,
assign an observer and a resource person to
tlie team.)

5. The constituent Council consists of
twenty-five voting members and, in recent
years,has had_ minimal roles for state agencies.
The Council functions very much on a collab-
orative model, touching nineteen professional
organizations.

What NCATE Is Becoming

As many of you know, NCATE has been
undergoing a substantial review and redesign
of its standard-:, policies, and procedures. The
official vote of acceptance for the redesign was
cast in June 1985.

NCATE is moving toward:

1. Redesigned, unit-focusee standards that
can be applied in a qualitati, way to mal
judgments about the overaA of the
teacher education unit.

2. Increased roles of state ag( ncies in gov-
ernance of accreditation. The increased roles
can bt seen by bOth the reactivation of the
CCSSO and the more recent joining of the
Council by the National Association of State
Boards_of Education., The Council, at itsjune
meeting, voted on a new governance structure
that will increase immensely the role of statt!s
in both the governance of the Council and in
various evahation boards.

3. Conditions for nationai accreditation
based on the assessment of the unit and assess-
ment of specific programs. Combined, these
two conditions are designed to ensure quality
for the public and clients of higher education.

, 4. A Board of Examiners of five to six pro-
fessionals for initial visits and a three-member
Board of Examiners for continuing visits that
will replace the current ten_ to twelve member
visiting team. This is an effbr to increase the
respect, esteem; and qualitative judgment of
the Board of Examiners. We also seek to en-
hance inter-rater reliability by keeping boards
together for three-year periods. The new
Board of Examiners structure is seen as ex-
tremely positive from a qualitative program
evaluation point of view.

5. Establishing necessary preconditions and
the practice of data-driven continued ac-
LI editation. In addition, an expanded anrmal
list will be used to present more information
about an institution for consumer protection
and u.;age. As part of the preconditions neces-
sary for an institution to be visited by the
Board of Examiners, there are clearly estab---
lished qualitative-based standards. An institu-
tion must _meet these preconditions before the
board will visit and apply further systematic
perceptions to the standards;

6. A design wherein national rec,inition of
the quality in a statel program approval can be
coupled with national accreditation; Recogniz-
ing the fact that many : tates have excellent
approaches to program approvai targeted spe-
cifically at certification areas, NCATEwork-
ing directly iwith the state education agen-
ciesis developing a set of standards by which
a state can be nationally recognized. In those
states where national recognition is obtainedi
the institution of higher education will be con-
sidered to have met standards called for by
special areas of training, i.e., preparation of
science teachers, math teachers, educational
communications technology, school psychol-
ogy, etc.

7; Prevention of much duplication, as a re7
sult of the national articulation effort (national
recognition of excellence in state approaches
to program approval).

NCATE has made a commitment to func-
tion ?s a national forum to discuss quality in
ni0ei education, to be respected by its col-
leagues, and to operate on sound principles of
effective program evaluation.

Now let us turn to NCATE and the collab-
oration invdved in its effort to clange itself
own- the past two or three years, including
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leadership by many chief state school officers
over the last lour or five years.

First, in the last session we heat d a comment
that had to do with two deployment patterns
of instruction that colleges of education uti-
lize. This poses a challengehow do ..e ex-
pect people to learn how to teach when they
have been taught in inconsistent patterns? I
was really excited about this as it relates to the
NCATE redesign.

many of you read Emily Yeistritzer's
One of Emily's writers asked me, "Rich-

at i-hat are you most excited_about in the
red,sign of NCATE?" First is the change in
governance, as 1 indicated earlier Second is
another point that many people and jour-
nalists miss: there is a standard written in the
redesign of NCATE that says that colleges of
education and teacher education programs are
going to be judged and evaluated by the effec-
tiveness of their own instruction,theirapplica-
don of recognized principles of learning This
standard is in the redesign under the section
linowledge,Base Deployment; We intend to
hold a college of education responsible for
good teaching.

As we have seen, NCATE is working on a
very strong clarification of the distinction be-
tween accreditation (a voluntary recognition of
the quality of an institution's teacher educa-
tion program)_ andlicensurekertification-pro-
grant approval. You will see in the next five to
ten years a very important relationship devel-
oping between voluntary national accredita-
don and a state's prerogative to license, and/or
the professi,n's role to certify. They are re-
lated.

We now know:a great deal aboutchange, but
how do we really_ move radically to change a
system, save the elements that are good, and
build a better system in the future without
stnpping on the face of history? Three years
ago, NC/CE made a commitment to do this
by opening its doors and bringing in impor-
tant actors who had not been involved. That is
the coalition story.

One important aspect of coalition building
is _compatibility of the participants; Out of a
series of several meeting!: (participants in-
cluded chief state school oificers Dick Boyd,
Cal Frazier, Bob Benton, and Ted Sanders)
came a belief abOut a better futurei a profes-
sional role ofmational accreditation, and a spe-
cific state role for pro am approval in the
states that do it well and want to do program
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approval. Some of you have been National As-
sociation of State Directors of Teacher Educa-
tion and Certification (NASDTEC) officers
and know the "logjam" that existed between
NCATE and NASDTEC on that topic through
the yearsproblems of duplication and multi-
ple systems trying to serve the same mission.

Let us focus in closing on what NCATE is
becoming as a system. Weintend :to become a
system that you are proud of and have confi-
dence in, that is built on good tenets of evalua-
dm and has the right actors involved. We in-
tend to distinguish between the kittds of things
that are simply observed in presence or ab-
sence in evaluation terms and _the highly
qualitative, -judgmental teams of respected
people who will comprise the NCATE Boards
of Examiners. We at NCATE and CCSSO are
commited to this.

SAUL COOPERMAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, New jersey): I have _two comments.
First; unless we have a body of knowledge that
is definedso that it can be used and applied by
the practitioner, the teacher; then we are nota
prciesion. Second; unles _we know _exactly
what good teaching is and can define itso that
any three peoplein this mom can observe the
teaching act, write down essentially the same
thing; share it with that teather, magnify the
influence of the great teacher, and help the
teck who is having a problem, then we- are
nol a orofession. These are two things we abso-
lutely must have that we do not have in educa-
tir,n today.

DR; !: do not have the answer,
but 1 We know what good
teachthg We know what the state of the craft
is. A good teacher needs to do those things the
state of the art says must be done. We may not
know very :much_ about ithatthere may_ be
very few things upon which we can evaluate a
teacher _ To A( ,:xtent that we have good
knowledge_about what effective teach is, let
me give you a very simple-minded notion. We
have some reason to believe that teachers who
start their classes on time are better teachers
than those who do not. That sounds_simple,
minded as the dickens; but_that might not be a
bad_ place to_start_I would start out with some
simplethings that do not_ require inservice
tramtngjust reminders to teachers.

Second; the more we advance the knowl-
edge and our mastery of it; the more we will
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have the right to claim a profession: Al
Shanker has been saying this for quite a long
time, and I think he is quite right. Until ue
make a claim that the person who is teaching i;
something more than a person who has a bac-
calaureate degree in history or art or whatever,
we do not have a claim for a unique profession.
That being said, we have to come back to the
socialization business: Until we socialize the
young; naive baccalaureate graduates to be-
lieve they ishould base their practice on the
best available knowledge, then we are caught
in the bind of a tight supervisory system in
which some supervisor checks to see if teach-
ers do those things the bureaucracy says they
must do, as opposed to a system of inter-
nalized norms and expectations of good prac-
tice, which are mutually upheld by the
peerage, as it were.

We are now faced with the choice ktween
investing in the induction, socialization and
retention of new teachers, thereby creating a
high ievel of professional excellence; or spend-
ing our money to create a tighter supervisoq
structure and a very careful evaluation system
that essentially guarantee a high level of bu-
reaucratic mediocrity._ We are really at a point
of choice now, and I think it is easier for legis-
lators to enact bureaucratic standards than it is
to enact professional standards.

DR._ ANRIG: I do not think we should be the
least bit modest about the ability to identify
good teaching. All of us in this room have
been at some point supervisors of teachers.
While we may not be able to draw an 800-point
scale, we can certainly say, "That one is GU I-
standing, and that one is very good, and that
one is OK, and the other one is terrible." We
did that all the time in evaluating teachers.
What we want to do is make that more system-
atic and more disciplined. That can be done.
Those things are observable. We need not be
modest ahout it. There is a way to decide if a
teacher is good or not.

DR. COOPERMAN: My concern is that I col-
lected observations and evaluations from fifty
districts and teacher education institutions in
New Jersey. I found that a well-modulated
voice and a bulletin bOard were noted on more
of those than some of the research. My con-
cern is that we do utilize the research findings
(including the one about starting class on
time) in the classroom, on the level where it

makes a difference. In NewJersey it is still not
th;:re. We are maybe twenty years behind.

DR. KUNKEL: 1 am_ really surprised at:that
question .,bouti the knowle?.ie base, _consider,
ing that_ states_ like Florida 4.nd Georgi'a_ have
tried to_ use the research .: proud f the
use of research in teacher evaluation and in-
duction. I know projects in Virginia that are
doing this with entering teachers. You people
have-been associated for years ,-;!!-, Research
for Better Schools (RBS) in- Philadelphia,
which ha& extensive_data on classroom obser-
vation and ties it to student learning NCATE,
like New Jersey; opened itself to find experts
to work on that topic; -we think it is knowable.
We used people_like Jane Stallings, Hendrik
Gideonse, and Brock Rosenshein to help us
write such standards. I -would like to spend
some time with you specifically discussing the
behaviors we are going to look for,

DR. SCHLECHTY: I think that there
of misuse and abuse of thc: research on teacii7
nig. It becomes no more than another blasted
checklist of the system, the moral equivalent
of "works and plays well with others," When
we start this behavioristic examination,_ saying
that a teacher should routinely start the class
on time; it does not mean that we have to have
an elabcwate system to follow-up on that. Sec-
ond, if the teacher does not start the class on
time, are there reasonable professional Rnd
defensible reasons why that did not happenJIt
might be a sound pedagogical judgment. The
real reason for providing feedback to the class-
room is to say that under normal circum-
stances, this is what ought to happen. When it
does not happen, we should k able to account
in a responsible way for why what is normally
routine did not happen. In a teaching hospi-
tal, there is what is cilled a morbidity con-
ference. They know that people are goin&to
die; but they do not expect it at any time.
When a person dies; the most competent phy7
sician is called on before not only peers, but
also medical students, to account for why the
patient dies. That is king accountable. The
physician is not necessarily responsible for the
patient'S rleath.

One of the best ways to impmve the amount
of tirnt on task was with ajar of wire cl.ppers;
that is; cut the RA. system off; We should not
hc2 the teacher accountable for what the sys=
tem is doing. That is where we really have to
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look at support systems. This goes back *Jo my
therm of retention._ If wereally want retention,
we have to talk al:kjut how to support and
maintain outstanding teachers, as well as iden-
tify and reward them. We must find some way
to do that. Unless we can teach people to be
highly reliable performers checklists, re-
search-based or otherwise, are of litde value.
It is easy to get one hundred fools to tell a
common lie. That is "reliability". But it is much
more importan.: to get three wise people to tell
the same truth.

STEPHEN KAAGAN (Commissioner of Edu-
cation, Vermont): You mentioip...d five points
for assessment of_teachers, _trom the candidate
Aage tO the full-fledged teacher stage. Which
one or two of those points is really most impor-
tant?

DR. ANRIG: The Most iniptittant point would
15e the Continuing evaluation; the point Saul
[Coopi.:tinan] raised, We did a study in Mas-
Sachusetts before I left there. I was frankly
appalled to find how inadequate these evalua=
tion systems were in some districts while there
were very_ sophisticated ones rig.,.. next door.
It is pot that we do not know how to evaluate
teachers, it that we are notconsistent across
.he board. If one were to choose an area ta
focus on in future reform; that should be one
of them: The most impol tant evaluation is the
continuing evaluation, bea.use it affects all of
the teachers and kids. Now if you are talking
about a test evaluation, I think that would be at
the point of entry into profession.

DI" nt.INCAN: Thank you. Bob Benton
[Superintendent of Public Instruction, Iowa]
and Cal Frazier [Commissioner of Education,
Colorado] are the chiefs who will make recom-
mendations to this group.

DR, FRAZIER: My recommendation repre=
seats a very cursory summary of all the things
we have heard. I was struck by John Goodlad'S
characterization of the school/university part-
aership. He spoke to self-service and some
SeifV-SSACtorS Who need to come forward; We
have identified a lot of self-serving people in
this whale area of teacher certification/teacher
education. If that is true, the group that we
have net identified is the selfless people, those
who stood by while the self=serving groups
controlled '.1), -'..cision-makingin_teacher ed-
ucation arid other educational areas; The fin-
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ger points to the state commissioners or super-
intendentsi departments of education; and
state boards of education who in the end must
certify the quality of the system. When the
question is asked whether teachers are better
now than they were years ago,:fifty states fail
by not being_able to say, "Teachers are better
today than they were five or ten years agoi
because we have monitored that process and
can report to the public the qualitative
changes that have taken place I would have
to say that we have failed to do that. We swung
and missed _the first pitch. Now we are step-
ping aside. Governors and others have come
in and said, "We ate going to test. We are going
to monitor quality."

Now Where should we go as chiefs? We
Shorild look down the road; There are two
pitChes coming; The first is what Greg Anrig
and Al Shanker mentioned: ai test to judge
teacher preparation quality. But when the
teacher candidate finishes Al Shanker'S recom-
mended testi somebody is going to say to him
or heri "Can you really teach?! So our next
opportunity is for every state to develop the
means of measuring whether or not thai
academically competent person can in fact
perform on the job. How are we going to re-
spond as states?

The second pitch yet to come will be the
determinant:al of the delivery system to bring
the desired quality to every_graduating class;
The NCATE afcreditation process must con-
cern ;tself ,-ith the quality of the institution.
However, if that insiitution does not turn out a
quality product, then NCATE is not worth a
tinkees damn. How then do we come bacL and
tie a delivery system to quality and say,
versity of Northern Arizonai you:are doing a
lousy job. Yon are_ not accredited because of
the poor quality outcome,"? On should we be
able to say; "Northern Ariona; you have pro-
vided at the end of your program a quality
product, and you are accredited." It comes
down to that. Are we ready for those next two
pitches? I really think the self-serving:groups
are still out thereAt is the group in thisroom
that has to:be selfless and argue on behalf of
what must be done to improve teacher educa-
tion and thereby impnive teaching; student
achievement; al: d the operation of effective
schools;

DR. BENTON: I will give one or two reactions
before I make some recommendations. I be-
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come increasingly disturbed and distressed
when we constantly compare education to law,
medicine; and_ other professions. I think it is
time we recognize that each profession is
unique. The law is a unique profession; and
there is a good program to train lawyers.
There will be some good ones, there will be
some bad ones. Law training is somewhat OW=
ferent from our way of training teachet, or
teacher:educators. The same thing can be said
of medicine: I wish we would quit looking to
those professions: I wish we would look at the
uniqueness of what we have to do because we
affect society in a much more general way than
law, medicine, or other professiom.

Having said that, I have two or three recom-
mendations. When I was president of the
Chieft,A tried to get _them interested in the
NCATEinitiative and failed miserably We did
not accomplish muck Then Cal and Ted came
along; and we are back in that bill garne;_ I do
not know whether what you have done in the
redesign of NCATE is all that good, whether it
is the answer to all of our problems; it proba-
bly is not. I would sugge:.i. that at some point in
time, very soon, there be a national meetins
where the Council f Chief State School Of-
ficers and the NCKA E people get together for

no other purpose than for the chiefs to have
the time to corrsider the issue. The NCATE
issuethe wnole issue of accreditation and
what that is going to mean to teacher educa-
tion in this countryis a very important one. I
think before we either accept it carte btanche or
dismiss it out of hand, that it behooves the
chiefs to spend considerthle time understand-
ing and becoming better .equainted with what
is propos2d in the NCATE redesign. We have
had national meetings on the arts and on the
humanities; and I would hope that we can
have a national meeting where the chiefs can
deal with NCATE and the whole issue of the
implications of NCATE and accreditation to
teacher education. That is my first recommen-
dation.

Second, I suggest we all look at the paper on
school/university partnerships that John
Goodlid mentioned today: I would like to ex-
plore this as it appears to be an ;Awing, differ-
ent approach to doing certain thing.. I was
enticed and delighted by his vesentation to
the group today. Let us takc a iook at another
alternative.

DR. DUNCAN: This has been a very lively
afternoon: Thank you all very much.
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WISCONSIN NIGHT ADDRESS

THE ONE,ROOM SATELLITE SCHOOL

The Honorable Lee Sherman Dreyfus
Former Governor

State of Wisconsin

I _have had a lot of privileges in my life; I was
a professor at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison; and then president and chancellor
of a university. I later became governor of the
state. I left that position to become President
of Sentry Insurance, which is an international
conglomerate._ These movements from aca-
demia to statehouse to:business are not stan-
dard in any direcfion. Only one other univer-
sity president has gone to the governorship.
He was Woodrow Wilson at Princeton, and the
comparison ends right there.

Academics tend to_ look on the governor as
sort of a snake-oi! salesman or a piano player
in a brothel. He is not part of the mainiaction,
but he is helping. I 'rope that Al Shariker
]PresidentAmetican Federation of Teachers]
made you understand that academics ar-I peo-
ple in education need to understand the ?oliti-
cal process and be able to deal with it. The
university still does not understand that The
legislature is now filled with the university'S
own prOduct. The university people are now
having the morst time of their lives; and that
ought to: tell them something.

I am delighted to have this opportunity to
speak with you; I do not get a chance to get
back to education very much. I am on the
corporate annual drcuit and the national con-
vention circuit This is a chance to return to
my own field. I simply jumped from university
president to governor., (By the way, I was never
a dean ar vice president_i_looked on those
people as mice who were studying to be rats.
When I suddenly got my own piece of cheese
in the -thouse, life changed.)

On election night a young reporter sat with
us in the early hours of the morning. There
were quite a few people hanging on. The re-
porterisaid, "Boy; you are _really lucky You
were chancellor of the Universigr. Now you
are going to bC the governor of the state."
That is true. I was really lucky and it was a
great privilege.

That night I began thinking that both
houses of the state legislature were in the
hands of Democrats, the mayor of every major
city in the state was Democratic, my president
was Democratic, and both houses of the fed-
eral legislature were Democratic. I was not
sure how the reporter was using that term
"lucky" It reminded me of _the lost dog adver-
tisement in the Marmara Advocate. (Manawa is
just east of Stevens Point. Joe McCarthy was
born there. That is its infamy in life.) The
advertisement said, "Dog lost Walks on three
legs. Blind in left eye. Missing right ear. Re-
cently castrated. Answers to the name of
lucky'." I think there are some similarities
there.

This makes me think of when I was in the
R & D center, which was my only brush with
pedagogy. I was in the education R & D center
on the campus with Klausmeier, G6odson, and
that bunch. As Lwatched some of the research,
I was reminded of the story of a man who
wanted his flea researched. He put the flea
down, told it to jump, calibrated the distance
covered, the trajectory; the ergs of energy, and
the amount of time elapsed, all very carefully
(this was an HEW grant) to the fourth decimal
place. Then he took two legs off the flea and
told it to jump. Of course, there was a lower
trajectory, more ergs of energy, more time
elapsed, _and _less distance covered. He got
down to the last two legs, took those off, and
told the flea to jump. The flea did not move.
So he screamed at it to jump, and there was
still no movement. Fmally, he brought in rever-
beration electronk equipment (with additional
funds from HEW) demanding that that flea
jump. Of course it did not jump,_ and then he
put in all the_zeros and applied T-test and chi-
square, and came to the condusion thatif you
take all the lep off the_flea, he_goes deaf
_ Let me talk to you about what I think is
going to happen with your jobs. We are in a
2-.ershed time in our history, a time that is
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difficult to understand until it is all over and
one has a chance to look back; John Naisbitt,
author of Megatrends; says we are going into
the "Age of Information." We were in the age
of information long before Naisbitt ever
thought of writing his book. In fact, as of
1972,_there were more machines communicat7
ing with machines, in:terms of the quantity of
both machines used and the information
transferred; than there were people commu-
nicating to people.

What will be the long-range impact of the
computer? Will the computer be as wide-
spread as television? Will it be a fad? I myself
was part of the [electronic media] revolution. I
had a perfectly respectable Ph,D. rhetoric de-
gree and I moved into _things like teaching
parts of courses on comics and the television;
My _colleagues were saying; "Will there be a
doctorate offered in Tarzan next week?" They
did not:understand that anything read by
forty million people must have some impact
on society._ This resulted in quite a struggle
academically, It -was: not pure enough, es-
pecially for the English department; where
they still waste their time reading Paradise Lost
instead of Areopagitica: The real issue will be
"The World Age of Interconnection."

You are about to deal with that whole new
generation of:American eagles and I think
they are critical, not only to this country, but to
the world. Are they changing? You're darn
tootin' they are. My oldest grandchild just
turned fifteen and he is really into computers.
He likes coming up to our place where we have
an IBM PCin fact, he is trying to talk me
into buying him a modem so he can connect
with a network of information systems. I was
watching:TV with him the day the Ohio sav-
ings and loan, Home State, was-padlocked and
chained. The crowds were outside andlhe po-
lice officers were there. Nobody could get in
or out; He said; "That's dumb,_" I said; "I beg
your pardon. They cannot let any money go in
or out of that place until they find out exactly
where everything iswe had to do that in
1933 to every bank in this country." And he
Said, "I know; but if they did not unplug the
mainfraniecomputer, Grandpa, and the bank
president has a terminal, not only can_ he
change things; he can alio badc date them;"_
And I thought; "I hope Governor Celeste is as
smart as this kid." I had been sitting on a bank
board the best part of the last twenty years,
and it suddenly dawned on me that we do not

take money_ in and out of the doorsthat is
not where th2 money moves. Some petty cash
res _through, people cash checks. But the real
money that moves in and out of banks does
not go through those doors, and that padlock
was not wcrth two hoops in Hades if they did
not unplug the mainframe. I have a hunch
they did not and that is what is causing some of
the problems now.

We have not used our _interconnection for
this conference; I would think you people
should be able to interconnect easily at least
once a month on a video teleconferencing
basis. We just do not use the equipment. In
1965, I was heading broadcasting at Madison.
On Memoria! Day I-took my broadcasting
crew into the West Bend, Wisconsin High
School and connected the French class with
the English dass of the Henri Lycee Quatre in
Paris by satellite. I just watched these Ameri-
can kids in West Bend strugg!ing with their
French and the French kids usii-ig their Eng-
lish! As far as I know, that is the last intercon-
nection of that kindwhat a shamf...!

I grew _up in Milwaukee,there isno reason
why Robert M. La Folletteji could not have
been a part of my education by the telephone.
I suppose by the time the teacher went to the
department chairman, curriculum director,
and the assistant superintendent for approval,
La Follette was dead. We really are not utilizing
existing capabilities in this age of interconnec-
tion; 'inlay be that we areentering the age of
the one-room satellite school,

Now, I am cominced that if you cut out all
educational television tomorrow, it would
hardly create a wrinkle, and isn't that a shame.
But if you cut commercial television, you are
going to hear about it because it is educating.
It absolutely is educating in terms of a mass
society. There are 18,000 new hours of teleA-
sion in this country every year; that is literally
fifty hours a day. You cannot watch it
When you are turning out 500 books a week; it
will take you a pile of timejust to read the titles
of those. There are_8,000 radio stations broad7
castihg and 65 million newspapers published
every single daycreating a communicative
environment of almost incredible proportions,
and "you ain't seen _nothing yet"

1 can live in Stevens Point, a town of 23;000;
and operate on the national speaker circuit
with ease; as long as I have access to an air-
craft. Fortunately, before I left Sentry Insur-
ance, We bbught Midstate Airlines, which is
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our commuter link, and put in some larger
airplanes that I_ can fit in. With this physical
link, a satellite dish; and the interconnection
of the cable: I am simply not out of it; In fact;
my concern is that if there is going to be a rube
in the future, he is probably going to live in
the heart of New York City, in terms of being
out of connection. That is1 what is changing
radically. With access to telecommunications,
this meeting could be held anywhere in the
country and essentially accomplish the same
things;

Now there are some potential dangers here.
We could create a transistorized mind, exces-
sive uniformity among people. Educationally
we_ could become like Detroit-made parts, to-
tally separate but absolutely interchangeable.
My doctorate is actually a doctorate in propa-
ganda and persuasion; with a minor in di-
aletical materialism; We called it that because
we didn't want Joe McCarthy to know what we
were studying. But the difference between
propaganda and education lies precisely in
that nonuniformity. Education comes from a
Latin root word, iducar, meaning "to free, to
liberate"and the relationship between liberty
and library, both having the same root base; is
absolutely critical. But there is some junk
being taught in schools. Everytime I signed a
diploma, I thought half of what the students
learned was garbage, but neither I nor any-
body else knows which halfthat is the critical
issue.

You need to know what teadiing should be
taught; Thatis, what is it all about in terms of a
universe of ideas? You also need to know who
those students are. I think back _to my own
teachers, and I befieve some of them sensed
that I could do some things with my life. I owe
a great debt to some of those people. I think of
Miss Inez Strome. This wasjust before World
War IL I tell you [learned that her title "Miss"
was the same as "Adfnifal." She absolutely de-
manded the command of English rhetoric,
and no matter what I did for that woman, 1
could not get an "A" out of her. And wherever
she is now, in that curriculum center in the sky,
I bet you all the margins are an inch and a
quarter.

In fact, I remember she gave an assignment
to write an essay on _The_ Scarlet Leiter. I was
feeling my_ oats--I was president of the stu-
dent government; and thought I was Mr. "HrA
Shot? I wrote my essay, only I entitled it The
Red Badge of Courage. Miss Strome was having

none of it. She would not accept the essay; I
was to get it IT written by Monday, or I was
going to get a failure for the assignment. So I
went home and talked to my father about the
First Amendment to th United States Con-
stitution and told him that I needed_ his help.

He decided that ha?, a _right to do what I
wanted:and that he would back me. But then
he took the timeand therein lies a dif-
ferenceto let me know that he thought we
would win the battle, but that I would hurt
Miss Strome. He said, "I want you to know that
that is the price of what we are going to do.
Are you sure you want to do that to her? ThiS
is obviously very important to her." By the
time I had thought this _through, by Monday; I
had a new essay with a new title and turned it
in. Fortunately, I had both a good teacher and
good parents.

That is changing in part because, in fact, we
are changing our teaching cadre. My genera7
tion probably had the most superb teaching
cadre we will ever have in the history of- this
country. Why?:Because women did not have
any_options. They only had three fields they
could enter: nursing; secretarial work, or
teaching; Now you figure out for yourself
where the best and the brightest went.

If they were not going to bear children, if
they were not going to be nurses and they were
not going to be secretaries, they wound :up
teachersin fact we had them restricted. They
could not do anything with their social life;
and thq sure did not go to singles bars. I do
not think one existed. And in summer, they
either went to the university for more educa-
tion or travelled abroad.

Everything I knew about foreign countries
1:*fore I hit the U.S. Navy, I learned fmm
those teachers :and:what 'they did with _their
summers and their life. That is a time that has
passed; and I think the benefits now vastly
outweigh the negatives. But I am convinced
there was a superior teaching cadre and I
think_it slims in the leadership in this_country.

Is there a danger of a transistorized_mind, a
plugged-in mind of_ preprinted circuits, very
little heat,_andivery little energy? You bet there
is,_ especially when we havethe President of the
United States address the dtizenry and imme-
diately following, on every network without
exception; there is an Eric Clarified who will
tdl you what the man really said and what it
really meant. Therein lies a problem for you,
because the citadel of defense is the human
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mind; And turning that mind on; whatever it
is that creates that curiosity, that love, is what a
teacher must do. By the way, I am absolutely
convinced that teachers teach primarily what
they are, hefore they teach what they know.
And those of you wha are involved in any way
with, _or set the standards for; teacher selec-
tion, know that their intellectual curiosity and
their moral and ethical quantum are abso-
lutely critical, maybe more critical than any-
thing they do by way of grades.

Now I hope that is one of the things the
computer is going to teach us because up to
this point in education, we have placed undue
emphasis on storage and retrieval fuictions of
the human mind. I know because I had a
super storage and retrieval mechanism given
to me as a gift at birth. Consequently, I got all
the honors, the grades, the Phi _Beta Kappa
key, the Ph.D., the full professorship with ten-
ure, and all the head feathers. Once you ac-
quire altof those, you can be as as dumb as you
want,that is the security that goes with those
head feathers. But the honors were bestowed
because I could store and retrieve information
and put it back out. Maybe the computer will
teach_ us that that is not education and that is
not the end goaleducation teaches you to
use your capabilities in terms of thought pro-
cesses and making decisions about things in
life based on ethical, moral, and humanistic
principles.

Let me give just one example. Dorothy
Meredith is now a retired professor, Universit)
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. She was my art
teacher at Peckam Junior High. Dorothy was
fated with our dass of square-headed German
kids. She was trying to teach us some sense of
her love of art. I was given an assignment to
carve a horse out of Ivory soap, I had to bring
the soap from home and take the chips back
because soap was expensive. Sculpting is not
an area where I have absolutely any capability
whatsoever._ The only remaining hope for me
in the field of sculpture is that I may be a
latent primitive! Otherwise, it is just zip. So I
carved ahatly, four legs, a trunk, and a head. I
did not:like that kind of assignment I wonld
rather do math, forensics; theatre; I did not
want to compete with anybody in carving
horses.

That wls in 1938. Thirty years Later, I was
the Chieflof-Mission for Higher Education in
Viet Nam._ The Minister of Education had
been assassinated, so I went over there to find

ni

a man that President Thieu would approve of.
Finally, after a few months, I headed back to
this country. I was tired and tense. I had spent
part of _my time in the Demilitarized Zone at
Hue. After the Tét offensive, we were not sure
who was going ta do what; So I decided to
come back through Europe; where I could
take my time. While in Rome, I was able to
stand in the presence of the Pieta- in the Vat-
ican.

And at that point, there werejust two sculp-
tors; Michelangelo and I.. I could sense kines,
thetically what kind of hand, eye; and mind it
took to create that impossible creation; I was so
moved by that, I went back to the Hilton and
wrote a note to Dorothy back at the university.
I said, "Dorothy, I now understand that assign,
ment to carve a horse back in 1938." When I
got home; Dorothy said; "You always were a
Slow learner; but_I knew you would_eventually
get it." My point is that she helped me to
appreciate this great work of an% thirty years
later.

Many of us were given meaningful legacies
by our teachers and principals. I went to
Washington High School in Milwaultee.
George_ Balzer was our_principak Many Jf die
guys who were later shot down in Germany
never noticed the difference between the sta-
lags and our high school. They were well pre,
pared and trained because that_was the way the
school operated. In fact, the president of
Northwestern Mutual Life here in Milwaukee;
Fran Ferguson, had four missions in Europe:
Four B-17s, and he crashed three of them. I
said, "Heck; they should have:given you an
Iron Cross," On his fourth mission, he was
captured and spent twa years_in a stalag. He
said you could not tell the difference between
Balzer and the camp commandant;

There is a danger, I think; in the direction
we are taking in education now. We are dearly
national in our educational process, so that
you people cannot get too far out of line.
Notice that I am not saying "federal." The fact
that you are chief state sehool officers is very
important:to me.:_If I hadimy option; I abso,
lutely_wotild elithinatethe U.S. Department of
Education. I do not believe in it; I think it is a
creature of the National Education Association
(NEA), and I would remind people that the
word "education" does not appear even once
in the United States Constitution. We ought to
listen to our forebears. They certainly under-
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stood the importance of education and that it
should be on the state level.

_But public education is today on a nation-
wide base. Because we are the most nomadic
tribe of-1)e( ple in the world, this mass media
environment has great impact on us. We are
literally pushing our families around from one
state _to another._ Every year, one out of every
five families will move to another state. If a
third grader moves from Stevens Point to
Shaker Heights or: Cleveland, Ohio, that
youngster is expected to plug in; So we cannot
attack any of the basic assumptions about na-
tionwide norms in education.

I have not the slightest idea why youngsters
start school at six or seven. My bet is that it is
hecause we were once a rural agricultural na7
tion, particularly in these northern areas, and
kids did not start school until they were old
enough to make it throu&h the snow on their
own without being carried; It is probably just
that simple. I know why they teach reading
right at the beginning. In a one,room school,
when the teacher is working with the seventh
and eighth graders, the others had to be doing
something. The reading skill had to be
learned early. I suggest that we probably
should not be teachingany reading at all until
children are about ten or eleven years old;
because by hammering at them at six, seven
and eight, we may destroy for some the love of
reading_ forever. You have really taken some-
thing of consequence from a human being
when you do that.

But it is not feasible to do thatin this corm-
try. If aneducator tries to say nobody is going
to learn to read until fourth grade; then he or
she Lwtter figure out what other job field to
enter. We are rocked into an absolute national
system,with the nomadic society, as well as
the mass media society, fostering our develop-
ment into one nation, one culture.

Now, can that happen:internationally? I
think it already has; Lam absolutely ronvinced
that the growth of mass media, generates a
world tribalism; a world uniformity. The
American Association of Colleges and Univer-
sities sent me on the first academic mission to
Peking in 1975. Mao Tse=Tung was then in
power.it was the first thne I have been any-
where in the world where there was no impact
of our mass media. It absolutely startled me; I
went bark there_six years later; reading a trade
mission as governor; and life had changed
greatly in those six years. There were antennae

in southern China. People were watching the
TV out of Hong Kongyoungsters were jam,
ming video game-roomslife had changed
radically with the invasion of the mass media
and high tech.

We need to understand that, with our mass
media, we are the most culturally_ aggressive
society in the history of the world. We need
also to understandsultural sovereignty. We are
having worldwide impact culturally; and s)rne
nations are trying to resist it; I _would argue
that Japan is the most defeated nation in the
history of the world. The Roman Army never
influenced culture, in all its meanderings in
Europe, as we have in done in Japan since the
War. The atomic bOmb was a peanut, zip, com-
pared to the_ ideological fallout. :Deal :with a
twentylear-old Japanese female in Tokyo to,
day and you are dealing with an American
woman; Culturally, she is not forty but four
hundred years removed from her grand-
mother!

The old Japan of 1945 is obliterated. It does
not exist, and that i because of the impact of
the media. In this:country, the media revolu7
tion has to have impact on the students in
general; Teachers had better increase their
awareness of this.

To me; any elementary school teacher who
does not watch Mr. T ought to_have hiL or her
head_ examined. If a teacher does not under-
stand_ where that lingo is coming from, the
first time he or she hears some kid say, "Pity
the poor fool," he or she will ask, "What did
you sayr instead of saying "You say that again,
this time I am going to let you live." That
[latter response] would create a bridge be7
tween those two, the minute he or she said
that. We need these VCR's and VHS's to be
aware of the environment in which these
youngsters live. Television is doing some great
things educationally_ But it did notlive up to
the promise of the 195_0s, no question about it;

Nov4 where is the computer going to take
us? Well; I have got some notions. I think the
term "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" is going to take on
very new meaning. But the key is that we are
learning that storage and _retrieval never was
edution. We have unmasked triviait is now
a national game and they ate selling it as a
game; the most popular game in America. I
used to wadi the large lecture sections in mass
communications and economics, classes of sev-
eral hundred. I had twenty-three teaching as-
sistants who were taking their doctorates with
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me who made the real connections with those
students. While I did not get to know: all of
thoSe Students; I now run into them all over
the country. They say, "Am I glad I took that
courseI am really good at trivia in that
area." That was my midterm exam--12.5 sec=
onds per answer, 225 questions, 50 mintues.
They called it "The Bomb"the "A" students
would get between 210-215 correct. The point
is, we noW Understand that that is not the
function Of edneation, that information is
something to use; and in many cases only
when you want it and need it. In fact, the
people who are purveyors of petty accuracy
are not good teachers. That is_ not what it is all
about. One can only hope_ that they _do not
destroy the individualism of their students.

On that poitu.,1 think Of My son [Lee] who is
an attorney in Waukesha; Wisconsin; When he
was seven years old; he was in a female world
with his mother, his teacher, and an older sis-
ter As the Gesell studies indicate, it is very
essential for a seven=year=old boy to be right.
Hr cannot give an inch, especially to all those
females who ate attacking his security. He and
his gigtet Vrdte arguing over the name of
Tonto's horse, and he said Tonto's horse's
name was "Prince"; His sister Susan could not
remember the horse's name; but she knew it
was not Prince, and she kept arguing with
him. My wife was preparing dinner at the
time. / had come home from the university
and was trying tci avoid all this. My mile said
she could not reMember the name either, but
she was sure:that it was not "Prince." She said,
"You make hini achnit he is wrong." I con-
tinued reading_the paper. In the process, Lee
was just substituting lividness and volume Eli-
fact, a typical tendency of young males--
something most males tend not to outgrow
either.

Susan left the field of battle to practice her
violin. She then rememberedonto'S horses
name and shouted dawn; "Tonto's horse's
name is `Seotte 7 I could hear my wife just
drop everything; She came out and said, "That
is right; Tonto's horse's name is `Sxout.' Now
you make him admit he is wrong." He looked
at me and there he was, tveaten, trapped, de-
feated. There was no way out.i_He knew the
horse's hail* Wag Scout. But all of a sudden
that beautiftil mind went to work, and he lit up
like a Christmas tree; He said; "That is hii lait
name."

I submit to you it is critical in education not

to_ insist on that acentaCy. If we learned any,
thing, at:least thaSe of tis Who are Depression
generation or played mumblety-peg, we
learned that you never cut out all of the ter-
ritory or there is no game. That is as true with
children and the teaching of those children ag
with anything else.

On the other hand, 1_ haVe SOMeiediteerriS
about how: far We Should go iii eliiiiinating
storage and retrieVal Of knOWledge. The Ma-
chine and the Industrial Age have produced
everything we have, but they have also brought
Vic Tanny, jogging, and coronaries. Cah you
imagine a hundred years ago, in 1885, faint=
ing a club whereAitoOk tali tome and lift
things and push? They would_ haire titit yoti in
a looney bin. There _was no need at that time.

Now I worry about the impact of the com-
puter. What happens if we totally eliminate the
need for memorization? All Of _the rioetry I
know I learned as punishment. I ath ski-awful
for that I was usually shooting my MOtithitiff
and told, "Until you can recite 'Oiymandias,'
you:cannot leave the mom"

My wife went bad( tO iehool as a latter day
student; so to speak; Since I was chancellor of
the university, that wasn't the easiest thing for
her to do. She was afraid she was going tek be a
dummy and worried aLout that. &idle_ cif the
faculty would try to communicate With Me
through het and she wonld jiiSt drop Coin's&
Some of the factilty tend to be a little obse-
quious in relationihipi with chancellors any-
way. _1 remember a Persian professor, who had
just arrived from Iran. He_ spotted her name
and said, "Are you related to the chancellor?"
She said, "Only through marriage." SO that
saved him for abbut six week.S.

Joyce went out for theater. She would take a
part anclhave the play memoriied_in a Week'S
time;while the kids would be itinggling with a
few lines; We really need to examine how far
we want to go with the computer, which is in
my opinion, a forklift, for the mind. We need
to try to predict what the consequences Will be,

In 1976 I was a constiltantin educatiOn_and
mass communications_ in TaiiVart. Orie of the
decisions they struggled With and_made was to
eliminate the arithmetic process and put kids
onto Caldilitors immediately in the first grade.
I do not know if that was a smart decision.
Some of my arithmetic skills I no longer have.
I used to be able to do cube roots and square
roots. I can't do any of that now. There iS
something comparable between exercise and
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arithmetic. How far do we wish to go? I am not
sure,_but I think somebody has to get at that
and find out;

At any rate, what is going to happen? I am
convinced education could return into the
home and computers could take it there. Edu-
cation is not going to wait until age six or
seven. In fact computers are going to replace
the Encyclopedia Britannica, which is what my
parents' generation bought for us. So the
grandchildren can "have advantages." I can,
not believe that you have not heard that
phrase, sometime in your life. That was the
first thing we bought, when we were living in a
barracks out in Badger Village. We had a cabi-
net, made of mahogany, filled with En-
cyclopedia Britannica, so that their grand-
daughter, our daughter, could have advan-
tages;

Today, I put complaers in the homes of my
grandchildren. I put in two things, a Baldwin
piano:and a computer, because I want them to
be able to play with them. Look at what the
prereading are able to do. They do not have to
go:through the business of the sheer motor
skills that go with writing. I think of that Bill
Cosby routine where he talks about when he
was learning an "A" and a "B" and he says;
"May I have another sheet of paper?" There is
no question about problems in those skills. But
I tell you, punching a "P," coming up with
readiness words, and watching Sesame Street
is doing a lot: of reading readiness, I _really
believe education is going to move back into
the home;

One of the recommendations that I made to
American Seating is that they start designing
their equipment and furniture now to accom-
modate the_home. They need equipment suit-
able for 1Yoth the home setting and a computer
communications 'center.

The commercial education industry, I am
predkting_now; will grow; Information is now
worth money. When that happens people are
going to get into it, both those who are willing
to pay and those who are willing to be paid. I
sit on the board of a relatively new company
that is struggling along' now called New Era
Technology (NET) at MadiSon. They already
have over 9;000 programs in their computer
operation; It is all softWare evaluation: _related
to the teaching field; Eventually;_ through
AT&T or whatever, teachers will be able to
identify and receive the specific programs that
might be of interest to them, all through tele-

communications. And by the way;_that has
soine implications for textbook publishers; at
least for the sales people; I am_ so convinced
that interconnection networking will cause
such radical changes in publishing that, if I
were those people, I would start looking into
other fields.

NET is in effect going to_become an infor-
mation broker. Information_iszoing to be bro-
kered; as stocks are now. NET; or somebody
like them, is going to be the E. F. Hutton of
information brokerage; Let me make a few
other predictions. Children's television spon,
sors are going to change from products that
went into the mouth to products that are going
into the eyes and ears. Watch this, it has al-
ready started. You are going to see mind con-
sumption_ become the _ key sales_indicator;
rather than what goes into the stomach; That
which goes into the mind has lifetime implica-
tions and, therefore, I think this is going to be
critical. I think education had better _be pre-
pared to have a piece of the action. Because
once you get to the age of interconnection,
through satellite, ca'ale, or other linkages, peo-
ple are going to be consuming education like
never before. Interconnection will be particu-
larly important to the elderly, and they are
going to go back into education in aces and
spades.

Now_this will create problems for the class,
room. You are going to have a generation of
youngsters coming toi you in about:a decade;
who have been conditioned:to individual edu,
cation at their own pace; Think_about that. For
many of these youngsters; the group dynamic
will be an interference; That poses very real
problems in your field.
: Could the solution be in tripling the num,
ber-of teachers? Probably not. I think we will
go back to where we_were in the nineteenth
century, when _we had a:great many students
teaChing students._That is going to be a nifty
addition_to education; All teachers that ever
taught know when they really learned their
field. They learned it teaching it._

I remember the first_ class I taught in
speech. Mr. Weaver was chairman of the de-
partment; and it_was his bobk we were using.
Five weekt into-that semester; I_went in_to see
hirit- and told bird I: had gone through the
whole book; I really felt I was_something and
would be working with the great ones; And he
said; "Lee; why don't you go around again in
case they missed something?" It took me about
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three semesters to cut my _teeth_ on_ students
before I understood the importance of pace
and level. I had to learn that reception, not
transmission; was important in that class. You
are talking about the teacher as the transmit=
ter and that youngster aS a receiver.

For sorre, the existence of the group will
interfere with that receiver. The solution, I
believe, wial be more students teaching stu-
dents. We may even see an intermixing of ages
and categories. It will not be called the one-
room school; there is another term for a one-
room school w;th an intermixing of ages. Now
it's called "ungraded." MoSt of the great lead-
ership in this country came out of those one-
room schools. L do not know why we knocked
them off. It seems strange that we wreck some-
thing when it works. It is almost like the gov-
ernment fixing AT&T.

The classroom of the year 2000 will begin
for the first time genuinely to integrate with
the external community. Technology will
shape that classromn and that relationship.
The technology of Gutenberg in 1456 created
the classroom we have now. Auditoriums and
classrooms are for the most part like printed
paps. There are lines in a row, numbered
from left to right. Indeed, that printed page
absolutely dominates how we sit and think in
most cases. What will be the impact of comput-
ers, computer formS, and television? I do not
know yet, but there will be an impact.

Now, is it important that _the symbols affect
the technology and the technology affects the
architecture, the learning process? You're
darn tootin' it is. Let me give you an example.
That is why we are where we are and why the
Chinese are so darn far behind. But they are
gaining on us. Look at that culture. When my
ancestors were painting themselves blue and
living in trees in Grinany, the Chinese already
had universities._ What happened? They had
printinl technology 1300 years before we did,
but they could not use it because they had a
pictographic language. a was not utilized until
the middle of the fifteenth century by Guten=
berg, hecause of an alphabetic language with
only twenty-six symbolt. With that, one can
produce mass print, a rotary press, and a type-
writer.

In fact James Watt's steam engine, and trains
anclships, are not as important as that rotary
press that produced 20,000 pages of a news-
paper in one hour. Once that started in 1833

or 1835, public education was an absolute ne-
cessity to create the readership that could read
those paperS. In fact, technology will no% de-
cide not only what is to happen in our system,
but also Who is going to run the world.

The high tech of the 16th century was navi-
gat:On and :Only_ four countries had it. The
little countries of Partuigal and Holland domi-
nated the World along_ with England and
Spain. Right now, it is just as critical for us to
lead in high tech. I think we are going to create
a generation of outstanding leaders and just in
time, because the /Wang are back in the game
nOW. They do nOt have tWorry about a rotary
preSS and SteaM engine. They now have equip-
ment Whieli 611i:teal with 70;000 pictographic
characters in a language. They do not have to
simplify their language to 3,000 characters as
they tried to do.

For uS the prPblein is where education is
going as we eliminate muscle work and mental
work and become a nation of service workers.
Now I just want to make one more point.
When students come out of your systems they
are going to live approximately fifty-five yearS.
Of that fifty=five, they are going to work or
raise children for ten years. That is all. I am
talking abont ten years, twenty-four hours a
day, 365 days a year. They ire going to eat and
sleep about fifteen_years. You add it up and
obviously you have at least thirty more years of
life in which something has to happen. That
something is the quality of life.

That is where education pays off That is
why you get an education. I am conVineed that
the key taSk in your system is to create a sin-
derit. Note my verb, create,. If you can turn out
of your System, people who are genuinely stu-
dents and who feel the sheer thrill and joy of
learning; you will have given them something
they will have the rest of their lives. They can
spend the rest of their lives learning. Ptoplt
now have the mobilityand affluence to do it, at
least in this Country. The Third World is com-
ing Europe is coming aion&: This is
betauSe We Will teach the rest of the world mat
you do not redistHbute wealth; you create
wealth. We have created it in such incredible
qualiq and quantity in this country, and that is
something the rest of the world understands
and appredates. We have created it through
education!

Thank you very much.
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PANEL DISCUSSION:
HAS COLLABORATION FACILITATED THE INTEGRATION

OF STATEWIDE SYSTEMS IN ADVANCING TEACHER EDUCATION?

Gordon M. Ambach
Commissioner of Education, New York

Moderator

Ptesenters:
James Vivian

Director
YaleNew Haven 'Teachers Institute

Barbara Newell
Chancellor

State University System of Florida
Richard Boyd

Superintendent of Education, Mississippi
Ted Sanders

Superintendent of Education, Illinois

MIL AMBACH: On behalf of all members of
the Council, I would like to extend our special
appreciation to those who have come from the
colleges and universities of the several states to
be with us. We are very pleased to have had
the opportunity to make new friends and col-
kagues. I am especially pleased that you could
add the dimensions of your own personal
commitment and experience in the colleges
and universities as we have talked about this
subject of collahoration.

On Monday morning I suggested that each
of 1you might take a slip of paper, write down a
prime objective of yours,and talk about it with
your neighbor for a moment I am not going
togo back to that specifically, but I would hope
that during the course of this morning's ses-
sion you would think back on the note that you
jotted. Please make an estimate of whether the
expectation you had at that point has been
realized at least in part, if not entirely. 11f there
is something left over that you_would like to
have covered _this _morning, we can do that

Themorning's program as you can see from
the printed program is divided into two pieces,
our panel discussion until ten o'clock and
open discussion afterwards. In our past in-
stitutes we have found that the last hour, with
open discussion, is very valuable.

This is a summing-up session. Each of us

has a list of things that we take honvt. We- have
four discussants:who will assist us _in doing
that. 'This is a time when ideas are consoli-
dated; the deputies or others back home who
are going to receive them begin to tremble a
little bit; in anticipation of information needed
or new ideas.

Our objectives, as you will recall from Mon-
day, include learning more about collabora-
tion between schools and colleges; How do we
improve thosecollaborations? Second; we con-
sidered the prospect of a continuing Mellon
Foundation grant During the course_ of _this
week our Mellon Project directors and others
have reported on the existing grant projects
and discussed the specifications of a continu-
ing grant. Some of you may have some _corn,
ments about our next application. Third; we
have thought about Council recommendations
for action.

The first person to comment is Jim Vivian,
who has developed and directed the
YaleNew Haven Teachers Institute since its
inception in 1978. The institute _provides_ a
partnership l*tween Yale University and the
New Haven public schools _d_esigned to
strengthen teaching :and learning in those
schooli. The project has nationwide recogni-
tion; Jim previously served in the national ad-
ministration of the Upward Bound Program,
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as a curator of education at the Smithsonian
Institution; and at one time as legislative as-
sistant to Congressman John Brademas; A
particular connection for us is the central role
he played in the 1983 conference. We all look
forward to Jim's reflections on our programs
and development since 1983.

JAMES VIVIAN (Director; YaleNew Haven
Teachers Institute): Thankyou; I welcome the
opportunity this morning because it seems to
me there is great value in the challenge of
digesting, reflecting, and commenting on a
week as richly informative as this one. I want
to concentrate on three things. First, I would
like to bring someinstorical perspective into
consideration by reflecting on how far we have
come, on at least a few topics; since the Yale
meeting in 1983; Second; I will comment on
the central issues two and one-half years ago
when we met there. Finally, I will talk briefly
about one topic that received an emphasis in
1983 that it has not_received here. It is a topic
that we should continue to stress when we talk
about collaboration;

The 1981 Colorado Springs meeting; which
I did not attend; appears to have been an
historic breakthrough in direct communica7
tions between leaders of schools, colleges, and
universities from across the nation. The con-
tinuation of that dialogue has had consider-
able practical value in establishing programs
and initiatives; and in erOding some of the
mythology on both sides that still; at times;
impedes our work and obscures the profound
relatedness of all the individual institutions in
our educational enterprise. In fact, at the 1983
meeting a number of the participants re-
marked on the notable absence_of that kind of
mytholOgy in our discussions. The purpose of
that meetingias many ef you Will recall; was to
draw national attention to the role that col-
leges and universities can and must play in
strengthening teaching in the nation's public
schools. I would note that that was our agenda
before the rising tide of reports and studies
issued beginning shortly after we met in New
Haven.

I would note also that in 1983 it VMS not
immediately obvious that we would focus on
teachers; The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching had commissioned
Gene Maeroft education editor for the New
York Times, to prepare a special report survey-
ing collaborative experiments underway across

the:country. Gene discovered and categorized
a wide variety of programs. In his report the
section on teaching is; however; a short one4
and he noted there that the small number of
collaborative programs across the country that
addressed teaching was truly a "sad commen-
tary" on where the partnership movement
then stood.

hi 1982 the committee of chiefs that helped
in planning the Yale meeting, especially Goe-
don 1Ambach]; urged that we concentrate ion
the view that we at Yale shared; the view that
teaching is central to the educational process;
That teaching has continued to be the focus
for much of the Mellon Project and for this
institute strikes _me as significant. This is a
signal of our _priorities that:we sent out from
the Yale conference and will send out from
this institute;

The 1983 conference concentrated on prac-
tice, on case studies of collaborative programs
underway across the country, and on dialogue
among the chiefs, presidents, and chancellors
who were attending. Four recurring themes in
their discussions were the _issues of prestige;
power; pay; and preparation_ for schoolteach-
ers; There was general agreement among the
parties present in 1983 that they might best
work together on the preparation of teachers
and thereby on the status of the profession.
There was a concern throughout the con-
ference abOut attracting; preparing, and re-
taining the best possible teadiers; while at the
same time fostering the morale; rewardsi: and
further preparation of individuals already in
the profession; Barbara Newell said at that
time that we must make sure that all in the
education profession share in the rapidly
changing fields of human knowledge, and that
collaborative programs must_therefore be far
broader thPin :the schools: of education and
must involve the entire university community;

At the Yale meeting, there was a realistic
understanding that collaboration is no pan-
acea in public education, but that it can assist
teachers in specific ways. There: was also an
evident concern_ that the effective practices
presented there be applied more widely and
systematieilly. So we ended with a conviction;
as Craig Phillips stated; that the real model
that had been presented was the_ model of
collaboration itselfthat it can be done. But I
would also recall Craig's comment on the con-
duding panel about the massiveness of the
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undertaking, considering that there are more
than 80,000 public schools in this country;

There is not time this morning to talk about
all of the issues from the 1983 meeting as they
have been reflected in the discussions here. I
begin with an observation about what strikes
me as the most sabering message to come out
of this meeting. Speaker after speaker has re-
ferred to the necessity of radical action if we
are to _bring about meaningful change in
teaching; Judy Lanier [Dean, College of Edu-
cation, Michigan State University] spoke of the
enduring traditions of the profession as 'A:lys-
functional." Frank Newman [President, Edu-
cation Commission ot the States] spoke of this
as a favorable time for radical action and
coached us on some techniques and ap-
proaches: Albert Shanker [President, Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers] proposed major
structural changes in the teaching profession.
Mike Timpane [President, Teachers College,
Columbia University] spoke of re-thinking the
profession as "a root and branch: operation";
Now, if I had been a journalist at this meeting;
I would have noticed that speakers repeatedly
used that kind of language.

I mention; then, only two topics in relation
to our discussion in 1983; first, the idea of
what, in fact, the teaching profession is. In
1983 we spoke, on the one hand, of the nega-
tive consequences that have resulted from_ the
stratification or horizontal divisions in teach-
ing; and, on the other hand; of the benefits of
Calleapeship among English; or science, or
mathematics; or other types of teachers with-
out respect to the age of their students. So, in
thinking about collaboration and the reform
or radical action needed to reconstruct the
teaching profession in this country, it is; in try
view, essential that we conceive of the p.nfes-
sion as_a whole, embracing the entire educa-
tion community;

Second; with respect to the preparation of
teachers, the emphasis here has been on pre-
service education and the first years af teach-
ing. As we ktegan on Monday, Gordon Ainbach
listed five factors important in strengthening
the practice of teaching. The fifth; which he
termed "the continuing opportunity to learn,"
was stressed in 1983; but has received less at-
tention here; So I would like this morning
quiddy to pull together some of the threads of
the discussion throughout the week that relate
to that point. We have heard, for instance,
about the problems of retention: that indi-

viduals who remain in teaching are dispropor-
tionately from the lower quintiles; that there is
little correlation between length of experience
in teaching and effectiveness in the classroom;
that lack _of intellectual :stimulation, collegial
relationships,: and serious discaurse with
adults marks the profession; that the recency
of the teacher's own learning is an important
factor in student learning; and that teachers
are the largest white=collar group in need of
continuing education at a time when lifelong
learning has become a reality in our society.

To those points I would add anothen na-
tionwide, a high percentage of teachers have
minimal formal preparation in their subjects.
Let me illustrate by referring to the New
Haven public schools. In that school system
fewer than sixty percent of secondary teachers
in the humanities and only about one=third of
those in mathematics and science majored in
college or graduate sthool in the subject they
are currently teaching. Moreover, because
scholarship in these fields is constantly chang-
ing, even if a high proportion of teachers had
majored in the subjects they teach, they would
still need to stay abreast of the new develop-
ments in their fields.

The present state of teacher preparation in
the humanities and sciences will not be readily
improved as a result of new teachers entering
the profession. Nationwide; in the latest year
for which these statistics are available, only
about sixty-two percent of newly graduated
teachers in the arts and humanities and about
forty-four percent of those in science and
mathematics were either certified or eligible
for certification in the field they were cur-
rently teaching; There are already well-pub-
licized shortages of qualified teachers in some
subjects in certain areas of the_country, even
though the National Center for Education Sta-

.
tisncs projects that the total demand for sec-
ondary school teachers will continue to decline
through 1988. These shortages may well be-
come more widespread as the children of the
"baby boomlet," who began this year to in-
crease total elementary school enrollment, be-
gin in the early 1990s to enter secondary
school.

Moreover, in many districts like New Haven,
the current rate of teacher turnover remains at
a very low level. In so stable a teachingiforce,
many individualS are reassigned to teach sub-
jects they have never taught before, or have
not taught recently. I would remind you of the
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New Haven teacher Ernie Boyer talked about
earlier in the week, the teacher who was con-
ducting a very engaging class on Oliver Twist.
That teacher had spent four years in the
YaleNew Haven Teachers Institute studying
subjects in literature_and history, had received
a special fellowship for summer study in Eng-
land; and was in the year following Ernie's visit
assigned to teach mathematicsbecause he
was the best qualified mathematics teacher
available for the position in that_ particular
school. I tell the story to illustrate the problem
of low turnover and frequent reassignments
for teachers in terms of the additional prepa,
ration such reassignments require. In shortto
strengthen teaching in public schools; we must
provide for the ongoing preparation of indi-
viduals already in the profession, as well as
those now entering teaching. I say this by way
of a reminder from the Yale conference that
we know how collaborative programs and col-
legial relationships among teachers that stress
common problems in teaching their disci-
plines can further prepare teachers in their
subjects, keep them up-to-date in their fields,
heighten their_morale, and encourage them to
remain in teaching. This kind of collaboration
remains _a most natural, logical, fruitful, and
timely alliance. I would add that the :collab-
orative work in this vein that we undertake
now can begin to create the professional life,
the conditions for teaching; that will help to
attract and to retain those individuals whom
we wish to enter and to remain in the profes-
sion.

I dose with two final observations. First, in
1983 there was a greater precision and clarity
in our use of the term collaboration. At that
time it implied collegiaEty; Here the term has
been used in broader and more varied ways;
As we continue our work together, we will
need to sharpen our use of the terms that
apply: to partnerships of institutions: and to
collegial work among teachers from those in-
stitutions. That we are only beginning this
work is best illustrated by the Department of
Education's survey last year; to which more
than 9;000 out of almost 17;000 school dis-
tricts responded. Of the partnerships that
those districts reported, only about five per-
cent welt partnerships with colleges and uni-
versities, while more than two-thirds were with
businesses. In _my view, our colleges and uni-
versities must become a much larger element
in the partnership movement.

Finally, I must make a point with respect to
resources. Here we have heard very diverse
views expressed. Steve Kaagan spoke about
the power of small amounts of money and
how, in that sense,:the Mellon Project has been
immensely valuable and will continue to be so.
We also heard about the need to reallocate
existing resources, including different models
for bartering resources. We heard, too, what to
me is a striking commentthat school im-
provement is tou important to be left to volun-
teerismand a relaed concern about provid-
ing financial rewards sufficient to foster
serious and lasting collaboratioh among uni-
versity and school teachers.

Where will we find these resources? In the
latest two-year period for :which the Council
on Foundations_ has compiled grants informa-
tion, total foundation support across thecoun-
try for all projects concerned:with teaching in
schools was less than $43 million; Only a frac-
tion of that amount went to collaborative pro-
grams. Obviously, we cannot look to private
foundations for the level of _resources that will
be necessary to promote the systematic and
widespread establishment_of collaborative pro-
grams. More important,:I am convinced that
collaborative:programs that strengthen teach-
ing will not be sustained if they exist on the
fringes of institutions, or on the fringes of
teachers' professional lives. Unless part-
nerships are supported and rewarded as cen-
tral professional activities, they will lack rigor
and status, and will not be taken seriously.

In conclusion, a measure of:our own se-
riousness abOut collaboration will be the ex-
tent to which our schools; colleges; and univer-
sities across the country will have joined in
supporting collaborative work financially.
That is an issue that over time we will have to
address if the movement for university/school
collaboration is to continue to progress.
Thank you very much.

MR. AMBACH: Next I will introduce Dr. Bar-
bara Newell. Barbara is returning home, hav-
ing earned her Ph.D. at the University of
Wisconsin and having served at an earlier time
as Assistant to the Chancellor of that univer-
sity. Her experience and career in the world of
higher education has been extensive, includ-
ing_becoming President of Wellesley College in
1972. Turning from the purely academic
world, she was named U.S. Ambassador and
Permanent Delegate to the United Nations
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Educational Scientific; and Cultural Organiza-
tion by President Carter in 1979; She served
earlier at the University of Pittsburgh and the
University of Michigan. In 1981 she was ap-
pointed Chancellor of the State University
System of Florida, becoming the first woman
in :the United States to head a major state
university system. Of special interest and de,
light to us is that she attended the 1981 and
1983 sessions; and therefore provides us with
the historical perspective of our programs and
development in the course of these three ses-
sions.

DR. NEWELL: Thank you, chiefs, for letting
me join you in these three sessions. They have
been a major part of my continuing education;
and a major thrust and interest of mine in
Florida. I would like to pick up where Jim
Vivian left off, with a discussion of funding
and foundations.

Yes, the Mellon grant was a small grant, but
a very welcomed one from my point of view. In
1981; as we came back from Colorado, we
established an institute of education to bring
about a collaboration of K-12 and university
systems_in Florida. Andy Robinson, the direc-
tor_of the institute, and I went to New York
and knocked on a series of foundation doors.
People had been most friendly and gracious to
me when I was President of Wellesley. We said,
"How would you like to help us fund_ a collab-
orative effort between K-I 2 and the university
system?"_The response at the Carnegie Foun-
dation, the Ford Foundation, and others was,
"K-12 and the university? Why that is an un7
natural alliance. Certainly we would not fund
the public sector."

Times have changedsince 1981; and I think
you chiefs have had a great deal to do with that
shift. There are a lot of other parents to this
new concept, Ernie Boyer and the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
and many others who have fundamentally
changed the climate in this country. Certainly
the press attention to A Nation at Risk has
played a role. The change is alsO a Very real
testimony to the flexibility and strength of
American education and institutions. I am op-
timistic.

I have been_ asked to spend-a little time on
the history of collaboration. I call the 1981
conference "the conference of getting to know
you;" Our agenda from my perspective was;
"Is the education that we have in America

going to meet America's future education
needs?" We spent considerable time talking
about that future; We talked in terms of the
growth of the knowledge industry and high
tech. Last night, we heard about it once again,
as Governor Dreyfus discussed the age of in-
terconnection.

We al-so heard of the rising international
competition and the fact that America could
not be complacent about the nature of our
education and the work force we are produc-
ing because we would need a far more sophis-
ticated and creative work force to meet the
challenge of the future. We talked about the
major demographic shifts occurring in Amer7
ica and the question of how the educational
community could_produce the work force that
we need with the changing _population and
changing demands on education. We also
spent considerable time in Colorado just get-
ting to know each other. One thing we learned
in Colorado is that collaboration had another
meaning than "treason."

_From Colorado we went on to Yale. my
quick summary of Yale; although Jim Vivian
did a far more complete job; would be that we
learned that in America it was perfectly ac-
ceptable for the elite institutions to get in-
volved. We talked about examples, we talked
about subject matter.

Now we are here in Wisconsin. From my
point of view; we have had a week of "show-
and-tell;" and some very exciting new ideas; be
it the ROTC model or the nitty-gritty of com-
binations of arbitration and mediation; I think
we have seen a great many states that have
moved to experiments in partnership. One_ of
the basic themes that we are beginning to dis-
cuss in this country is a single system of educa-
tion; It has not been expressed in _quite those
terms, although one person said maybe we are
going to get to a single budgets a single state-
ment of priorities. We have not reached that
point, but we are talking in terms of shared
budget requests; local, regional, and collab-
orative boards; articulation agreements;
teacher centers; and iiniVersity and K-12 mu-
tual support; We do see chiefs who are deeply
involved in teacher education programs; This
is just a small sampling of the show-and-tell;
These activities are going on in all fifty states.

Although we are not together organiza-
tionally, at least we are beginning to recognize
the tremendous interdependence of the
schools and colleges and universities. But has
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this collaboration had an impact on teacher
education? Certainly I hope so. As I say, I am
fundamentally optimistic about it all;

Let mego back to the Florida experience. It
seems to me the Hawthorne effect is having an
impact on teacher education; that is, attention
breeds positive results. However, at this
juncture there is considerable noise in :the
Florida systetri betause of an overload in
-change, eXperimentadan, and collabbration.
We are really having difficulty measuring the
impact of change because of confusion, over-
laps; and contradictory directions, and experi=
mentation is almost always brought forward
without fully adequate resources. I fear, how-
ever, even with all this ferment, at times we
forget the full -charge which brought us to=
gethen YeS, We have remembered the question
Of COMpetency, and are working hard to bring
it about; but I am not sure if we have remem-
bered the second half of our charge, to en=
courage creativity. Innovation must play a ma-
jor role in America'S future.

I am also nix Sure that we have really re-
theitibeted the Challenge of the demographic
Shifts that Were a basic theme in the Colorado
Conference and here in Wisconsin. We speak
of the educational problems related to single
parent families,_ yet we still talk of parental
involvement without really talking about pa-
rental support. :We fail to provide :multi-
cultural eclUtatibri in our curricula and
teacher training as the United States is experi-
encing the second largest immigration in its
history.

But perhaps our biggest problem, if we are
really going to make federalism work and
learn from each other, is that we must learn to
listen to each Other. In: Florida, we put in a
fiVe=year teacher editcation curriculum, and I
do not believe we spent enough time reviewing
the liveiear curriculum that had been in
place for about ten years in California. It is
surprising how few of us have really taken full
advantage of the resources next door.

I have become very conscious of the prob=
km of "do i.ire hear, do we evaluate, do we
learn froid each other," because in Florida we
have one institution that has done a spec-
tacular job in attracting the best and the
brightest to teaching. The University of South
Florida, in a cooperative agreement with the
school districts of the west toast of Florida,:has
been able to ittprove its test scores and student
profile dratnatically, because public school

principals are spotting the brightest students,
those they:would like to see go into teaching.
And the University of South Florida is recruit=
ing these students as they would football play-
ers, putting them into a peer group on Cain-
pus, and making_ them into a &community;
Then, interestingly enough, the West coast
school distriCtS assure those teachers a job at
the end of the line; The idea has worked, but it
has not spread;

Since it is so difficult to spread ideas froiti
one part of the state to another, itiaybe the
successful experiments can go froiri'_ Florida to
Wisconsin_ and then :be initiated iii Florida
schools. I hope We Will haVe ilifs kind of ex-
change and really hear each other, because
there is a tremendous amount of successful
innovation in the field.

I was intrigued by :Bud Hodgkinson's edu=
cadonal decades: the fifties were the decade of
equity; the sixties, innovation; the SeVentieS,
relevance; and the eightieS,:eXcellefiCe. I hope
the decade Of the eightieS Is Called the "part-
nership forekCelleriCe," beeattse through part-
nership we haVe thepotential to use this recog-
nition of the interdependence of all segments
of education to truly change the way education
is delivered in this country for well More than
a decade.

MR. AMBACR: Our third presenter_joined us
as a chief state school_officer last year. He did
not participate in the earlier sessions. He
brings_ to us a state's view of this week's ses=
sions. Dick Boyd is currently State $upeririten
dent in Mississippi._ He has A Wide range of
experience in public education, including
service as superintendentof Lakewood public
schools in Lakeivood; Ohio and superinten-
dent of the _Warren city schools in Warren,
Ohio; He has also served as an assistant prin=
cipal, teacher, and coach and is a member Of
the National Council for AtcreditatiOri Of
Teacher Education (NCATE). We lOok for-
ward to hearing comments froth Did( Boyd.

DR. BOYD: Thank you. This is my first sum-
Mei institute, and if it is typical of the summer
institutes, I am not going to miss One in the
future. I am proud to be _a ineiril*r Of the
chiefs. We got together at lunch yetterday to
plan this panel, and I think you could call its
the "wrapping up_the loose ends" gang. So I
am going to touch on some issues that have
not been particularly covered yet and elabo-
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rate on other issues that people here have em-
phasized.

I want to talk about three kinds of collabora-
tion _in which state departments of education
must engage if we are going to cope success-
fully with the problems of teachersupply,
quality, retention,: and recruitment; The first
type af collaboration is with NCATE, the sec-
ond is with the institutions preparing teachers
and administrators; and the third is with the
school districts within our states.

I have had two unique experiences over the
past year or two that have caused me to think a
great deal about teacher education and prac-
tice. I will:refer ta them in making my points
this morning. The first experience was with
NCATE; As Gordon said; far the last two
years; 1 have been on the National Council,
serving as the American Association of School
Administrators' representative there. It has
been a very satisfying and thrilling experience.
As Rich Kunkel indicated yesterday; itreached
a culmination seven or eight weeks ago in St.
Lanis when we gave birth to the new stan-
dards; It is a new NCATE now. It does have a
new governance structure and a rigorous ac-
creditation process with which everybody
should be acquainted. I am very pleased that
the chiefs are going to be a very integral part
Of NCATE. Therefore I want to second Bob
Benton'S [Superintendent af Education; Iowa]
recommendation of yesterday that CCSSO
give consideration to devoting a special meet-
ing to accreditation.
_The second experience that _I had was in

Mississippi, :where I arrived eleven months
ago to find the state in the middleLof develop-
ing a:radically new teacher certification pro-
cess that includes program approval for the
institutions of higher education that are pre-
paring teachers. Those became effective just
about a month ago on July 1, and I will say
more about that experience in a minute.

Throughout those two experiences
(NCATE and Mississippi)i I had to admit to a
mixed set of feelings that _occupied me _at al-
most every meetin& The first feeling was ap-
prehension over whence future teachers will
came if we raise the standards constantly. That
is particularly true in a state that pays its teael-
ers at the lowest scale in the entire nation. But
opposing that apprehensive feeling was the
gut feeling that both NCATE and Mississippi
were doing what was right," that it was far bet-
ter to address the quality issue and then the

quantity issue, rather than the other way
around. It has been mentioned at least two or
three times here this week_ that there is some
evidence that raised standards will attract a
new cadre of teachers, young people who will
look upon a higher order of challenge and
enter theprofession; the kind of young people
who did not enter before; I hope that is true. I
was on a program with Emily Feistritzer a few
weeks ago in Mississippi. As I drove her to the
airport that day we_spent the whole time talk-
ing about this trend. She firmly believes it will
persist. I am a little dubious about it; but I
hope she is_right.

Talking about collaboration with higher ed-
ucation; two of our colleagues here this week
have kept our toes to the Ere by repeatedly
asking the same questions. Saul Cooperman
[Commisioner of Education, New Jersey] on
several occasions has asked, "What is that body
of knowledge-that will result in successful
practice?" Cal Frazier [Superintendent of Ed-
ucation; Colorado] has asked almost every
speaker, "How will you know that what you are
doing will have made any difference several
years down the line?" To me those two ques-
tions are the crucial questions, and I think
they are opposite sides of the same _coin. In
other words, successful practice by definition
means that you will make a difference;

In Mississippi; virtually everything is be-
coming outcome-or performance-based, in-
cluding the accreditation of our schools and
the certification of our teachers. In our new
teacher education program approval stan-
dards. we have reached the ultimate in collab-
oration; namely if teacher education graduates
cannot perform, the institution's teacher edu-
cation programs are not going to be approved.
Now that may: seem like the John Dillinger"
approach, and in some ways it is. But I do
think, Saul, that there are some identified, suc-
cessful competencies out there, and the uni-
versities are going to teach those competen-
cies;

We received yesterday UMITI Greg Anrig
[President; Educational Testing Service] his in-
ventory of professional functions of teachers.
In Mississippi we stole from Charlie McDaniel
[Superintendent of Schools, Georgia] the
Georgia model of teaching competencies, and
we have adapted them for use. Those compe,
tencies do embady much of what is known
about successful teaching practice. From now
on in our state; teachers after graduating from
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a university will go through a provisional year
during which_they have _to exhibit mastery of
all sixteen of those competencies, each of
which includes repertories of skills; Their cer-
tification depends on their passing these tests.
Further, a significant number of graduates
from each university are going to have to dem-
onstrate that proficiency, or we_ are not going
to approve the program. In other words, we
have tied successful practice together with
what is being taught in the university in a
collaborative kind of way.

Lastly, concerning collaboration with
schoolsand here I am addressing the issues
of staff development, retention, and recruit-
mentteachers basically give four major_rea-
sons why they leave the profession. I think
those are the same reasons that young people
give for not going into the profession in the
first place; Those reasons are low salaries, bu-
reaucracy and paperwork, the problems of un-
ruly students, and lack of public esteem.
When we think about it, there is nothing_that
institutions of higher education can do about
any of those four things. I do not think there is
anything in those areas on which to_ collabo,
rate with institutions of higher education; If
there is not; then I think we are going to have
to collaborate in other areas.

DR; NEWELL: Regarding your last comment
on collaboration, I wonder if problems of bu-
reaucracy, for example, are in part related to
our training of principals. If we would work as
much ion new techniques of management in
our schools of education as we do in business;
we might have an impact: Look at the area of
discipline; Again; this is very likely a problem
that we could address in our:teacher training
and:continuing education. On the issue of
public esteemit was mentioned here, and I
certainly have been preaching_ this ifor four
yearsif we can incorporate the publk school
faculty within the milieu of the university, we
can give the teachers a sense of belonging to a
larger educational community. In my experi-
ence in the Boston public schools, the major
benefit of the ruling that universities and col=
leges in the Boston area get involved in the
public schools was the sense for public school
teachers that they :had some colleagues_and
that somebody really cared; Further; as part-
nerships in Boston developed; there was a
change in the public image and understand-
ing of the role of teacher. Again, I guess I am

the optimist here. It seems to me that those
areas you mentioned are the ones in which we
together should see what we can do to help;

DR. BOYD: Yes, particularly with the training
of principals. In our management institute, we
are emphasizing that they have a lot to do to
raise public esteem for teachers and eliminate
bureaucracy and paperwork.

MR: AMBACH: The thought occurs to me
that in the standard preparation course for
educational administrators, nobody ever talks
about the problem of recruiting and retaining
staff. It has been assumed that there were
going to be plenty of staff around and avail-
able, and we all learned about other things.

ROBERT D. BENTON (Superintendent of
Public Instruction; Iowa): I do not want this
question to sound too negative. Was the deci-
sion to make continuing approval of teacher
education programs contingent on teacher
performance made collabOratively or was it in
effect decided by your department or the leg-
islature? I do not find many college people
who really buy into that concept; I am wonder-
ing what the collaboration was like.

DR. BOYD: That is why I mentioned the Dill-
inger approach. However, there were highe-
education people_ on the certification commis-
sion that adopted the standards.

JOHN H. LAWSON (Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Massachusetts): There is a reason that is
not often mentioned as to why these collab-
orative activities have been very successful in
Boston. It is something that the chiefs need to
think about. First of all, the money for coWab-
oration comes from the state buciget.: The
money goes essentially to the schools, and they
choose how the collaborative activities are
going to occur. He who has the money feels
very differently about the collaborative ac-
tivities.

MR, AMBACH: Our fourth and concluding
presenter this morning is Ted Sanders, now
serving as the State Superintendent in Illinois,
having previously served in that capacity in
Nevada. Ted chaired our Ad Hoc Committee
on Teacher Education, Preparation, and Ac-
creditation and now chairs our Standing Com-
mittee on Teacher Education and School/Col=
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lege Collaboration: He is a former member of
our Council Board of Directors and has also
had a great deal of contact with NCATE. We
turn to him particularly for thougnts about
our Council follow-thmugh after this week's
discussions.

MR: SANDERS: I have always looked forward
to the summer institute; since my first experi-
ence with it in 1979 in Vermont. It reminds
me of some experiences from my childhood. I
had the good fortune to grow up in an un-
usual time on the high plains of Texas. My
father was_ there as part of a federal govern-
ment mission t open up the high plains to
farming; That particular area of the country
did not succumb to John Di ere's self-scouring
plow as early as most of the Midwest, thanks to
the fact that it was aniarid land, and the tech-
nology needed to draw water from deep
within the aquifers in that region was not avail-
able until the end of the Great:Depression.
Even following the Depression; it was still a
harsh land;

Yet; amid that harshness thrived several fine
traditions which I remember very well. One in
particular, I can fondly recall, came at the
close of th: harvest season when every church
had _a rev:val meeting. I came to respect the
inspired leaders of those revivals, who year
after year motivated people into action; I do
not know where those churches found the
Craig Phillipses to arouse the _interest and in-
volvement of their members time after time.

It is with that _same kind of respect that I
have come to look at the summer institute. As
I reflected late last evening on the _notes I
made from this conference; I again found a
wealth of ideas--,written in the margins of
about thirty-two pages of notes to take home
and explore; A lot of individual action follows
this meeting every year. As Gordon mentioned
and I am sure you can attest, there are boun-
tiful ideas on each of our notepads.

My task, however; is not to discuss those
ideas thatI will raise and explore in Illinois;
but to outline several corporate actions for us
as a Council. In fact, I identify six corporate or
agenda items for the future. In many cases;
work has already begun.

The first is a continuing need for a national
presence in teacher education. We have been
engaged in three efforts; _each described here
today; to address issues in teacher education
and preparation. We have not taken another
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stand within our_own organization that carries
mare potential for affecting education than
this one. Dating back to Anne Campbell's ten-
ure as President of CCSSO, this particular area
has been animportant and emerging agenda
for the _chiefs.

In January; 1984; an ad hoc committee cre-
ated specifically to study these topics issued its
report. Just over a year ago, thanks to_ the
Exxon Foundation, ten chief state_ school of=
ficers and ten deans from around the country
met in Lincolnshire; IllinoiL; to revisit the
Council's report and talk about issues sur-
rounding teacher education and preparation:
Yet; none of the activities described; or even
the emergence of NCATE; satisfy the yet-un-
realized need for a national presence in
teacher education. It remains an extremely vi-
tal part of our emerging agenda. We must
look beyond these meetings and the Lin-
colnshire experienceto the proper forum and
format for a such a national presence.

The second agenda item, to echo a well-
known political figure; is the need_to stay the
course. We have made a corporate commit-
ment to the emerging NCATE. We have rein-
vested the human resources of this organiza-
tion into the vision of the new NCATE. We
must commit ourselves to continue that invest-
ment and star the _course; for at least three to
five years, to ,O.Te that new design the oppor-
tunity to demonstrate whether or not it will
realize its potential.

Thanks to the presence of the chiefs, the
governance structure of NCATE has already
changed dramatically. The standards,accord-
Mg to Rich Kunkel; are now in place for deal-
ing with institutional or unit accreditation:
However, there are still a couple of compo-
nents in that governance design and the fu-
ture NCATE that remain to be defined at this
point. These include a set of standards to
sanction program approval activities. As Bob
Benton suggested; this agenda is important
enough that we ought_ to _convene the chiefs at
an appropriate time ta examine the new gov-
ernance structure and the standards of
NCATE. I think there is an ideal time to do
that, but such a meeting shotili be timed to
allow chiefs to comment on these new stan-
dards before they are finally adopted by
NCATE.

In the months ahead; we mill have a much
more significant role in the governance struc-
ture and the presence of more than one chief
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within that structure. In fact, we will be repre-
sented at the same level as the American Asso-
cation of Colleges for Teacher Education
(AACTE), the deans _of the institutions; and
teachers. But as we become more immersed in
these activities; we will be ensuring that we
keep to that important corporate agenda: to
stay the course, and to continue our participa-
tion, our collaboration, with NCATE. In fact,
in the structure of NCATE, collaboration is
not just a cliché. It is reality.

The third corporate agenda is to complete
the unfinished _work laid out in our own re-
port; Staffing the Nation's Schools: A National
Emergency. That report, you will recall, con-
tains some thirty-six recommendations that
were classified in four major categoriesat-
tracting, preparing, licensing, and retaining
teachersas well as a suggested research
agenda covering those four areas. We have not
completed the agenda that is laid out there;
and we need to individually and collectively
revisit that report. We will have that oppor-
tunity because the chiefs have received an ex-
tensive new survey instrument from me that is
designed to determine where we are with
those recommendations specific to chiefs and
state education_ agencies. Some of the simple
action recommendations that are contained in
that report suggest an even greater need for
collaboration among chiefs.

Let me briefly address one of the action
recommendations which typify the need for
greater collaboration among ourselves: de-
mographcs. We have heard repeatedly; not just
in this conference; but elsewhere in the land;
of an impending teacher shortage of major
proportion. One of the things our committee
has learned, as we talked among ourselves and
with some of you, is that the impending
teacher shortage may be a myth. You will find
factored into our survey instrument a first_at,
tempt to determine what is known and what
clara bases exist for the country and each state
regarding teacher supply and demand. We
must get a grasp on these demographics to
help ourselves corporately and collectively
plan for the future. Consequently, we do have
a significant unfinished agenda item in our
own Council report. In fact, as you re-read and
reflect on those_ recommendations; you will
notice many opportunities for collaboration;

A fourth corporate agenda is the oppor-
tunity to influence the Congress and the re-
authorization of the Higher Education Act.

We have a unique opportunity, since the Act is
up for reauthorization, ta shape it based upon
what we have learned in these meetings andin
the activities carried out in the Mellon Project
grants in our states: We have the opportunity
to influence the Act so it indeed addresses our
collective view of the agenda, requires collab-
oration, and builds on the successful experi-
ences that we have had together.

The fifth corporateagenda item is the need
for us, together; to influence the emerging
laboratories arid centers. They have been sub-
stantively reshaped in the last couple of years,
and that competition is nearing completion.
All but two of the regions have apparently
made decisions about what organizations will
serve as the lalcOratories. The center competi-
tion continues, and we have an ideal oppor-
tunity to shape and also to invest ourselves
into each of those respective activities: They
do invite collaboration and investment on our
part, corporately and individually, in their
efforts to realize their potential. The labs, not
only in the reshaping of our mission and gov-
ernance structure, call for a much_greater-role
on the part of chief state school officers. That
is no accident. Rather; it is a recognition; on
the part of the National Institute of Education
and the study groups that supported the re-
definition of the laboratory missions, that you
are to play a uniquely important role in the
missions of those laboratories. So this is a ma-
jor mission iri which we must invest collab-
oratively with our colleagues.

The sixth is to continue the efforts of the
Mellon projects. Mellon II is a practical reality;
We must realize its full potential. We must
ensure that the activities we focus on in those
projects do indeed address issues and prob-
lems of major consequence; are potentially
adaptable to other states; r.equire collabora-
tiorn and have sufficient flexiblity to ensure
diversity in the problems and the solutions; In
the meantime; back in our own states, other
opportunities are presented by existing and
old federal legislation and by emerging and
existing missions in our own agencies. We
need to "put our money where our mouths
are"; that is, open up our own efforts and
responsibilities and invite collaboration in a
way that we have not done in the past. Thank
you.

A. CRAIG PHILLIPS (Superintendent of
Public Instruction, North Carolina): Let me
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address Barbara's comment on funding. I do
not believe we have talked enough yet about
the major funding requirements when we talk
about collaboration in teacher education.
What does it cost to educate a teacher? The
medical profession can speak clearly to the per
capita cost of educating a doctor. Maybe some
of our discussions should be more clearly built
around what those actual costs are. Maybe we
need as part of our corporate agenda to be
creating situations where we can speak directly
with legislative leadership. Have we got a mes-
sage coming out of collaboration that would
speak directly to legislators? As part of a qual-
ity assurance program in our state, we worked
with our university leadership to put together
some figures on what it costs to educate teach-
ers. Barbara, are you in Florida at a point
where you can discuss real costs with decision-
makers and develop enough credibility with
them so that you can depend upon them to
develop other sources of funds?

DR. NEWELL: This may sound like heresy,
but I do _not think our basic problem is re-
sources. This is the right decade _to make
shifts, because looking at schools of education,
we discover a marked decline in students com-
ing through, and in most cases the appropria-
tions have not declined as much as the enroll-
ments. This is a moment when there is a little
bit of leeway. This is a time when a dean of
education has an opportunity to shift re-
sources, to allow people to spend some time
thinking about where they ought to_ be going.
Within the university structure, our question
is really how to deploy the resources we have.
Now I recognize there are some problems on
the margin. The reason I went pounding the
streets of New York was to try to get some of
the free money to buy the coffee and do the
other things the state budget doesn't quite
coverto explore our ideas, create new link-
ages, and get some transportation money. But
that was small change.

What we really need are some bright ideas.
If we need resources, and our ideas are really
fresh, the legislatures will be more_than willing
to help directresources that way. Our problem
is that the public at large and legislatures are
saying there is a crisis, and the schools of edu-
cation have been very slow at even recognizing
the need for change.

DR. PHILLIPS: Are t re any figures that
compare what Florida sp. nds on the training

and education of a doctor to what it spends on
the education of a teacher?

DR. NEWELL: Yes, I cannot cite them off the
top of my head, but the figures are markedly
different. The sciences and the medical educa-
tion costs are the most expensive of the lot. I
am not sure that is a fair way to go about it,
because you have very different kinds of train-
ing and laboratory needs. I really do not think
it is a question of skimping; it is a question of
knowing where we want to go.

MR. SANDERS: I recall a study that showed
that in Nevada we spent less per capita to train
teachers in colleges_of education than we did
to educate _elementary school students; I do
not think that is unique in this country: I think
I disagree with you somewhat, _Barbara. Yes,
some attention and demands should be
focused on the schools of education. But the
greatest problems-and need for attention _re-
sultedi from declining enrollments and the fact
that the institutions are :funded on _a: credit
basis; This issue has probably received more
attention than any other issue; at least in col-
leges of education of which I am aware.

DR. NEWELL: It is a crisis if you stay with the
status quo.

MR. SANDERS: Even with the status quo, the
colleges_ of education with which I am ac7
quainted are_not able to do what is expected of
them with the resources they have now. We
heard the evidence from student teaching
alone, where the supervising teacher from the
university campus is barely able to handle the
logistics with student teaching; much less do
the kinds of coaching that have been envi-
sioned all along for that experience.

EUGENE M. HUGHES (President, Northern
Arizona University): We have had the ability to
reallocate resources, but there is generally
pressure to put those resources into engineer-
ing, business, high tech, and other fields in
which demand is great. Legislators_and gover-
nors are supporting high tech all over the
country. We are pressured to put money there.
Generally, teacher education has suffered;

DR, NEWELL: You came up with a fresh idea
and a million dollars. You didget support with
a new idea. I think that is really where we are.
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DONALD R. GERTH (President; California
State University-Sacramento): In the Califor-
nia state system, teacher education would
qualify as a low-cost program. Medical educa-
tion in a public institution in California costs
roughly fifteen times as much as teacher edu-
cation. But like Dr. Newell, I ant not sure that
is the significant question; During the course
of the week; Bill Honig and I have been talk-
ing about things we have learned from this.
Inevitably, we begin to attach a dollar sign to
some of these things. Were we to go home and
decide for X, whatever that might be, it would
cost a certain amount. If I wentito our system
and to the legislature and said, "Hey, we have a
nifty idea," and someone thought it was nifty; I
suspect I would get fiscal support; There is a
perception across the land that teacher educa-
tion is something important that needs atten7
tion. (I tend to think more on a university level
than on a school or college level, because that
is an occupational hazard, but I think it alSo
conveys a message about how we perceive the
teacher education responsibility)

Our situation may bejust a little different in
another respect. We have employed twelve
new full-time tenure-track faculty members
and one lecturer in our school of education,
doubling the size of our basic credential pro-
grams, and entailing some new appointments
and some shifting of existing appointments.
The question is; can we recruit? I will know the
answer to that in another six weeks.

One of the things to which I really look
forward is sitting down with those new faculty
members, and, in essence, asking them what
kind of world they would like to build as bmnd
new teaCher education faculty members. That
goes beyond the_question abOut the amount of
money we are spending; but I am optimistic
about our ability to get money if we know what
the devil we want to use it for.

DR. NEWELL: I also warn you about making
professional comparisons. I would bet that in
most institutions law is cheaper than educa-
tion.

MR. AMBACII- The major reform move-
ments over the past couple of years in the
separate states have committed resources to
direct operations of elementary and secondary
schools. Some resources have been directed
towards recruitment efforts, but, by and large,
the resource commitments toward reform in

the several states do not include increases for
specific teacher education programs.

RICHARD KUNKEL (Executive Director,
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education): A man named Bruce Peaseau at
the University of Alabama _has about _eight
years of fiscal data on teacher education. I
could get a copy of that to your committee or
the chiefs or anyone who is interested.

DR. BENTON: Let me get back to something
Barbara raised. I am in agreement with the
concept that it_is good to have joint appoint-
ments and collegial relationships between
teachers in public schools and the universities.
That iS difficultin a lot of our settings. There
are 438:school districts in Iowa; twenty-six pri-
vate colleges, and three state universities; and
they are art not always ideally located geo-
graphically. I want to promote that word "pos-

isible," but n those areas where that is not
possible, can we get theuniversities togo more
to the extension model, rather than have the
schools go to them? Please comment.

DR. NEWELL: I am excited abOut the exten7
sion:model; having spent twenty-five years of
my life in the Big Ten schools; I am wedded to
that outreach approach. It seems to me we
have not learned as much as we could from
extension divisions. The notion of shrinking
our teaching force and going to a master
teacher arrangement is one that we have heard
and seen here and in national literature. I am
very_curious what the ichiefi think abbut the
feasibility Cif going in that direction._ If we do,
then we have an opportunity for a wedding
between those master teachers and the schools
of educadon and the university systems in a
way that we do not presently have. Now we
have a great many people trying to do more
than:is physically possible. I might mention
that in our teacher education centers in Flor,
ida the state legislatures put money in the
school districts; and the school districts con-
cerned icontract for services. It means that
much of our delivery of continuing education
is on-site.

MR. AMBACH: Jack's [Lawson] point about
putting the funds for collaboration in Mas-
sachusetts into the school system is a way to
drive the system.
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DR: PHILLIPS: Going back to collaboration,
are we closer to the point where there is strong
support for that:at the higher education level?
Whenithis shiftibegan and the resources were
placed in the hands: of the consumer fthe
schools]; the -opposition_ was tremendous: I
would hope that through collaborative _effort
we have come closer to getting strong support.

DR. NEWELL: My_sense is that there is more
support than there has been for a long period,
but I will add -one footnote. I would under-
score the fact that those of you who are chief
state school_ officers really :should work with
the presidents and not the deans of education;
If you are going to use the full array of talents
in the university, that is the only way. If you
work with the dean, you are working through
the personiin the weakest negotiating position
in the academic hierarchy. The real question
in my mind is how many presidents do-you
have who are wedded tathe notion of collab,
oration and _who will really see the delivery of
services? I_ think you who are chief state school
officers have a real chance to change the aca-
demic climate at this moment.

ORRI_N NEARHOOF (Mellon Project State
Coordinator, Iowa): The role of the presidents
in the Mellon Project was significant. Our pro-
ject looked at the major issues talked about
here: attracting and retaining teachers; prepa-
ration of teachers, teacher preparation_ and
partnership, testing of prospective teachers,
new certification structure, and preparation
and certification of school administrators. The
participation of a college president helped
bring about media attention and the support
of- our governor, who put $5 million in the
budget to initiate a master/career ladder con-
cept. We were able to get $250,000 for this
fiscal year (beginning July 1) to do a pilot
demonstration project in testing all the juniors
and seniors in teacher education this year in
all Iowa institutions, We received a mandate
Frain the State _Board to_ develop a plan to
attract and retain people in teacher education
and some new requirements for the prepara-
tion of school administrators by January 15,
1986. The new standards require continuing
education units for permanent certification.
One_of the key elements was picking a college
president:as chair, who was able to get a cer-
tain visibility and impact for our project that a
college dean is not likely to generate. When we

had the final report of the task force of our
State Board; we had four television commen-
tators in the room. When our State Board
asked us toidevelop proposed rules, we were
tracked by the news media across the state. So,
in essence, the presence of the college presi-
dent was very important in generating the
change we needed.

DR. NEWELL: We used one sneaky device.
We asked every president in the state to write
an essay on collaboration. So each one had to
find out what was going on in his institution;
second, he had:to commit _himself to it;_ and
third, we gave him good public visibility for it.
This was a centerpiece for a_ statewide con-
ference in which we brought together the lead-
ing education legislators; Florida Department
of Education administrators, deans, and uni-
versity people. But it forced the presidents in
the state system into major leadership roles
and collaboration, and, in fact, all nine of
them got: involved in a way that had never
occurred before;

MR. AMBACH: Let_me return for a moment
to the point made by Craig Phillips on the
resource issue. Your question was whether the
colleges and universities are now more recep-
tive to the idea that the money for suff devel-
opment or continuing education go to the
school districts for teacher _centers or directly
to district-operated programs; There may be a
little bit of a warming along those lines. I ob-
serve no great enthusiasm in the colleges to
see the funds directed that way because the
money is all coming out of the same state treas-
ury. It is a tradeoff issue. If funds go to the
school district,:then they may be taken away
from what would otherwise be directed to the
colleges and universities; While there may not
be greater receptivity to these expenditures by
colleges and universities, there is much greater
interest from many legislators and governors
for the simple reason that we have heard over
and over this week. They want change. There
is something that is wrong or can be correcedi
and they are looking for ways to correct it;
After all, the money has been flowing in the
institutional-provider frame up to this point.
Isn't it time to make a change and put the
money in the pockets of the clients?

I see the change in our state. I sense we will
see more and more resources going to: the
school districts or to teacher centers. I have
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one last thought on the topic of legislation, be
it the federal Higher Education Act or state
legislation. We might be able to develop inten,
tive financing so: that when a "client" leaking
for inservice training goes to a college pro-
gram; that decision triggers a matching grant
to the institution. We would put a certain
amount out for the program and say if you
buy your service from the college or university
for staff development or continuing training,
then_ the college gets a match on top of how
much gets bought. This is a double incentive
for the university or college to provide service.

DR. PHILLIPS: There must be an investment
in teachers as well as staff development to be
truly collabbrative. And that is the one I was
talking abOut eariier, not necessarily the full-
time employee investment; but a major look at
what is invested in terms of salaries; the level
of people attracted by those new positions,
and so forth. These things go together. If a
school system has $500 for an individual de-
velopment plan for a teacher, it should have a
high calibre individual to buy it for. No ques-
tion.

DR; NEWELL: One thing we tried in this par-
ticular budget year was to increase the dollars
going into the public service portion of faculty
salaries, and to try to keep the mow.), in a

central pool with the designation that the servt
ices go purely for assisting the public school
system; so that if a school said; "We would like
someone in hotel management to look at our
cafeteria; or somebody in business administra-
tion to look at our personnel system," then we
would have monies available to _help pick up
that portion of faculty salaries wherever it was
in the university system.

DR; KUNKEL: There are some interesting
twists; Gordon; in the reform legislation in
each of the:fifty states. The flip side is that
every state :has a symbol in those legislative
reforms indicating perceptions that that con-
cept may have gone too far. So the intent_was
not always to put the money in the client's
hand in_ the typicalsense; but to give the client
interaction with some system of accountability.
And that really touches the theme of this
speech; the theme of a state-integrated system.

MR. AMBACH: Let us leave this conference
thinking big ideas, not with resolutions about
how change may occur, but with challenging
concepts.

I extend special thanks to our speakers for
their excellent summaries on what has hap-
pened this week, their perspectives on how
that links with the past, and thei-i suggestions
on focal points for the future.
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Appendix A

Mellon State Projects and Coordinators

COLORADO
Analysis of teacher and student teacher eval-
uation models and development of evaluation
instruments
Arvin C. Biome
Associate Commissioner for Federal Relations

and Special Projects
Colorado Department of Education
303 West Colfax Avenue
Denver, CO 80204

FLORIDA
Curriculum developrnent,1 training for high
school counselors, info-tnation dissemination,
and monitoring to assist the four public high
schools of the Gadsden County School District
to:meet new tàtëi standards and increase the
college,going pool of black public high school
students
Andrew A; Robinson
Director
Florida Institute of Education
P.O. Box 17074
Jacksonville, FL 32216
William Wharton
Director of Research

GUAM
Establishment of the Guam Department of
Education/University of Guam Laboratory-
Demonstration Elementary School
Ione M. Wolf
Deputy Director of Education
P.O. Box DE
Agana, Guam 96910

IOWA
Revision of the basic state certification system
and development of a plan for an integrated
professional development system from preser-
vice preparation through induction to con-
tinuing education
Orrin Nearhoof, Director
Teacher Education and Certification Divison
Iowa Department of Public Instruction
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

MAINE
Training of regional assistance teams of
school, state, and university staff in design of
school improvement activities, iiic1üdiiigáji-
licà±iàii of research, collaborative planning,

and assessment of needs and resources
Margaret Arbuckle, Coordinator
Comprehensive System of Personnel

Development
Maine Department of Education
Cultural Services
State House Station #23
Augusta; ME 04333

riississii
Development of a statewide mechanism for
matching higher education resources with the
inservice education needs of local school dis-
tricts
Cindy Ward
Staff Consultant
Bureau of School Improvement
Mississippi Department of Education
Re. Box 771
Jackson, MS 39205

MONTANA
lmpiovement of state level on-site accredita-
tion review process by involving represen-
tatives of higher education, K-12 teachers, and
school administrators_as well as the Office of
Milk Instruction staff as: team members
Robert Anderson, Executive Assistant

to the Deputy Superintendent
Claudette Morton, English and L.A. Specialist
Office of Public Instruction
Stzte Capitol
Helena, MT 59620

NEW YORK
Support of regional councils, representing
school districts, colleges, and universities, in
addressing teacher shortages, recruitment,
and:retention; dissemination of booklet on
model collaborative efforts
Donald J. Nolan
Deputy Commissioner for Higher and

Professional Education
Cultural Education Department
Albany, New York 12234
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NORTFIERN MARIANA ISLANDS
A model project to facilitate cooperation be-
tween the Northern Mariana Islands Depart-
ment pf Education and the Northern Mar-
ianas College and to improve English instruc-
tional programs for elementary, secondary,
arid crillege Students
Justb QUitugua
Acting Superintendent for Instruction
Commonwealth of the N. Mariana Islands
Department of Education
Saipan, CM 96950
John Rosario
English Specialist

OHIO
Articulation between secondary schools and
higher education: a parent involvement com-
ponent to inform parents of university re-
quirements and assist parents in helping their
children study and 'make decisions; a fornin
for counselors, administrators, university rep-
resentatives, and parents
Irene G. Bandy
Assistant Superintendent
Ohio Department of Public Instruction
65 South Front Street, Room 808
Columbus, OH 43215

OREGON
Implementation of a collaborative statewide
support systemlor the continued professional
development of school personnel
Ray Talber=t
Specialist, Staff Development
Oregon Department of Education
700 Pringle Parkway, S.E.
Salem, OR 97310
Co-Coordinators:
Del Schalock
Assistant Dean
Oregon State University/Western Oregon

State College of Education
Robert Gilberts
Dean
University of Oregon College of Education

RHODE ISLAND
Implementation of a computerized feedback
system for student achievement data and a
series of regional workshops to facilitate work-
ing relationships between secondary and
postsecondary education to improve high
school curriculum.
Edward L. Dambruch
Director
Basic Education Program UnIL
Rhode Island Department of Education
22 Hayes Street
Providence; Rhode Island 02908

VERMONT
Springboard Project to design and implement
vocational arid technical educational curricula
spanning secondary and postsecondary edu-
cation

rard Asselin
Director
Adult and Vocational-Technical Education

Division
State Department of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602
Everett Harris
Associate Professor
Vocational Education and Technology
University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

WYOMING
Coalition of personnel from the State Depart-
ment of Instruction, seven community col=
leges, University of Wyoming, the Wyoming
Education Association, and lOcal School diS=
tricts to identify needS and coordinate efforts;
exploration of broader articulation questions
within state regarding inservice training of
teachers.
Audrey 1. Cotherman
Deputy State Superintendent
State Department of Education
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002
Alan Wheeler
Director, Planning Services
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Appendix B

Council of Chief State School Officers

1985 Summer Institute
Participants List

David Adamany
President
Wayne State Untversity
Detroit, MI 48202

Michael J. Adann
President
Southern Connecticut State University
501 Crescent Street
New Haven, CT 06515

Gordon M. Ainbach
Commissioner of Education
New_York State Education Departinent
Ill Education Building
Albany, NY 12234

Robert Anderson
Executive Assistant to the

Superintendent
Office of Public Instruction
State Capitol
Helena, MT 59620

Gregory Anrig
President
Educational Testing Service
Rosedak Road
Princeton, NJ 08541

Tomás A. Artiniega
President
California State College
9001 StOckdale Highway.
Bakersfield; CA 93311

Deputy

Irene G. Bandy
Assistant Superintendent
Ohio Departthent of Public Instruction
65 South Frörit Street, Rooth 808
COluitbds, OH 43215

Charles J. Bensman
President
Briar Cliff College
Sioux City, IA 51104

Robert FL Benton
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

Harold L. Blatkburn
Cormnissktner of Education
120 East Tenth Street
Topeka, KS 66612

Arvin C. Biome
Associate Commissioner for Federal Relations

and Special Projects
Colorado Department of Education
a03 WeSt Colfax Avenue
Deriver, CO 80204

Robert E. Boose
Commisioner of Education
State Department of Educational and Cultural

Services
State House-Station #23
Augusta, ME 04333

Richard A; Boyd
Superintendent of Education
State Department of Education
P.O. Box 771, High Street
Jackson, MS 39205

Ernest Boyer
President
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching
5 Ivy Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540

Gladys S. Britt
Director
South Central Regional Education Center
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